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Cover photos:

Against the background of the Spelsesaal, or dining hall, villagers and staff of Waldsee, the German Language
Village of Concordia College, join hands and sing each morning during Flaggenhissen (flag raising).

The Waidsee flag, displayed here by villagers and staff, incorporatis in its design various elements of German
culture. The three oak leaves and acorns represent the countries of Germany, Austria and Swilzeriand. The leaves
suggest the history and traditions of those countries, while the acorns point to the future, both concerns of Waldsee
programming. In German mythology, the oak tree was regarded as the home of Donor, the god of thunder, and
the temple of Wotan, the king of the gads.

The institute of German Studies, an experience-based program at the college level, is held at Waidsee during the
academic year. With the Schwarzwald-Haus, a cultural residence in which the institute is held, in the background,
an institute student enjoys the warmth of a fall day.

At special ceremonies during international Day on August 17, 1984, the first section of the wall of the Max Kade
Center for German Studies was raised. The Center will provide a second major cultural t'esIdence for institute and
summer Language Village programming. Funding for the facility was provided by a $300,000 grant from the Max
Kade Foundation in New York.

Papers in this volume were written for a
Conference, A Heritage Fulfilled: German
Americans, held in Minneapolis on September 29,
1983.

ci

Preface by Odell M. Bjerkness and Christian
Skjervold, Co-directors of the Conference.
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Ganther vànWelI, Who iias betin.the West GerMan representative to the United Nations, is now the Ambassador
of the Federal Republic of Germany to the United States.
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THE AMBASSADOR
OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Washington, D,C.,
October 16, 1984

Es freut mich sehr, dieser wichtigen Veröffentlichung

meine guten Wünsche auf den Weg geben zu können.

Political and religious freedom and the hope of economic

opportunity were some of the most important reasons for

those more than six million Germans who, in the course of

the last three centuries, chose to seek a new home in North

America. Today, aLout one in four Americans, over 50 million

people, claim German ancestry.

commend this book to anyone interested in the history of

the United States of America and in the evolution of the

American multi-ethnic society. I would like to also praise

the scholarly dedication of the editors and the authors of

this fine publication. May it further strengthen the

traditional German-American understanding and partnership.

Mit herzlichen Grithen an die BUrger in Minnesota.

j°(Arr._ L
GUnther van Well

Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany

in Washington
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Preface

In 1980 the United States government took its
decennial measure of the American people. For
the first time in its long history, the census asked
questions regarding the national or ethnic origin
of the people, no matter the number of genera-
tions removed from the time of immigration. The
results of the 1980 Census show that English and
German were the most frequently reparmd
ancestry groups. About 50 million reported be:ing
solely or partly of English ancestry; German er
part German accounted for 49 million persons,
this being out of a total population of some 226
and a half million, in which 830/o of the popula-
tion reported on their ancestry. Germans, then,
are a close second to the English in total numbers
within the population of the United States.

When we look at the statistics for Minnesota,
we have perhaps an even more surprising find.
Minnesota has a national and even international
reputation as the Land of 10,000 Lakes, each lake
being surrounded by Norwegians and Swedes.
Our state is viewed as a Scandinavia located in
the heartland of the United States. The popular
media has helped to foster this conception, and
the summer months in Minnesota seem to be
replete with festivals which celebrate the area's
Scandinavian heritage. However, the heritage
reality of Minnesota is considerably different than
the media presentations.

We have, in previous conferences, pointed out
that Minnesota has a larger number of Germans
than any other single ethnic group. Even though
Minnesota as a state ranks first in the number of
Norwegians, second in the number of Swedes, and
third in the number of Danes in the United States,
these three groups together do not equal persons
of German ancestry. If one adds Icelanders and
Finns to include all the Nordic nations ancestry
groups, the number still falls short of Germans.
In 1980 Minnesota reported a total population of
4,075,970; of that number 3,723, 921 reported at
least one specific ancestry, and 1,767,770 specified
German as a component of their ethnic make-up.

The words of a German folk tune about
emigration in the last century say "our German
brothers will find naught but their grave in
America." This did not come true. Rather, they
found in America a land where they could, to
paraphrase Scripture, "go forth, be fruitful and
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multiply." From the humble beginnings in 1683
when 13 families from Krefeld - Mennonites and
Quakers - set sail, German immigration added
some seven million people to a growing nation.

At the time of the American Revolution there
were approximately 215,000 German Americans.
This was about 8 to 9 percent of the total popula-
tion of the rebellious British Colonies. After the
Revolution, immigration flowered. The largest in-
flux of Germans took place between 1814 and
1914, during which time some five and a half
million Germans emigrated to the United States.
In the period since the first World War, another
million and a half Germans have come to the
United States.

In the 300 years of German immigration to
the United States, there have perhaps been as
many different motives for emigration as there
have been immigrants. Immigrants were primarily
motivated by economics, but political and
religious factors also played a part. To attempt
to speak of "the reason" for German immigra-
tion would be to vastly oversimplify a topic of
great complexity.

First Conference in 1979

To begin to explore the issues inherent in Ger-
man America, the International Language Village
Program of Concordia College at Moorhead,
Minnesota sponsored two conferences in the fall
of 1979. These conferences, with the title, A
Heritage Deferred, attempted to describe the Ger-
man American experience through the im-
migrants' efforts to come to grips with the reality
of the new land: their adaptation and accom-
modation, their efforts to make a living or learn
a new language in an unfamiliar environment. The
presentations stressed the cooperation fostered by
common bonds, but did not overlook the com-
petition created by the differences within the
group. Many of the German-Americans were Ger-
man in language only: they came from individual
German states before they had been absorbed into
a German nation in 1871; or they had come from
the nations of Austria, Switzerland or
Luxemburg.
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The Earth Ball Is kept aloft by International Day cele-
brants at the permanent facility near Bemidji. Villagers
from all of the language camps take part in this non-
competitive game - a part of the annual celebration
that closes the language camp season.

The 1979 conferences included discussion of
the effects of two World Wars, in which the "Old
Country" and the adopted land were pitted
against each other. These considerations were in
part responsible for Germans being an "invisible
majority" within their new home state. However,
even though Germans seem to have blended into
the population as a whole, numerous examples
of "German-ness" exist within Minnesota. A
third conference, held in 1982 and entitled A
Special Relationship, brought to the attention of
a broad population the important ties which have
existed and continue to exist between Minnesota
and the German-speaking areas of Europe. This
conference brought together the academic and
business communities in a public setting to
explore those ties through art, architecture,
religion, culture, trade and economics.

As a result of what had become a series of con-
ferences, it was determined that the planners
should develop a further stage, in which the most
recent scholarship could be emphasized. Each of
the conferences encompassed elements of
historical and contemporary issues which could
be viewed through a broad lens provided by
several disciplines of the humanities. It was deter-
mined that a final presentation would celebrate
the long history of German-American involve-
ment in 1983, the year of the Tricentennial
anniversary of organized German immigration to

America. Counting the dual conference of 1979
on October 12 in Moorhead and October 19

in St. Paul as two conferences, "Die Erfallte
Herkunit: A Heritage Fulfilled" was the fourth
vehicle on German-American Heritage and Con-
temporary issues developed by the sponsors.

Imprint is Pervasive

Although the contribution can be only par-
tially documented, the German American imprint
on American life is pervasive. When seeing the
names of American corporations such as Boeing,
Heinz, Pabst, Steinway or Weyerhaeuser, who
thinks of the German origin of their founders?
Who realizes that Dwight D. Eisenhower, Doris
Day, Lou Gehrig, Babe Ruth or Charles Schulz
(creator of "Peanuts") are the names of descen-
dants of German immigrants? The history of the
United States would be poorer without their con-
tributions. As President Ronald Reagan said in
May 1981, "Millions of German immigrants have
made America their home. With strong hands and
good hearts, these industrious people helped build
a strong and good America."

tg.
ifraz6.

Five years ago Dell Bjerkness, Scott Kieselbach, and
Paul Erickson led "Die Wandertour" bikers to the
Norwegian village near Bemidji In time for the year's
international Day celebration - remarkable timing since
the tour had begun at Fort Snelling several weeks
earlier. It was a cool, wet day (note the slicker Joann
Bjerkness is wearing), but a lightly-clad Ed Magidson
(back to camera) was out to urgo the riders up the last
hill.

Concordia College, and in particular the Inter-
national Language Village Program, has a long-
standing interest in and commitment to programs
which foster ;- ternational understanding. At
Waldsee (the Uerman Language Village, which
had its first camp in the summer of 1961),
American students are introduced to the German
language through contact with teachers and native
speakers of German. In the 1970s an additional
impetus to an exploration of Minnesota's German
heritage was provided by Die Wandertour, a
mobile language experience, which took students
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on a 500-mile tour through areas of significant
German heritage in Minnesota. This innovation
provided the greatest spur to the Language Village
interest in the "deferred heritage." When the cur-
riculum was being prepared for the bicycle
language-culture tour, it was found that even
though many areas of Minnesota are known as
German, the "Germanness" was often ill defined.

A further impetus has been provided by the
development and funding of an Institute for Ger-
man Studies last year: Concordia College's In-
stitut far deutsche Studien was selected to receive
a $45,000 grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities one of 26 awarded nation-
ally. Only one other foreign language program
received a grant. The first of its kind anywhere,
the Institute is a total-immersion educational pro-
gram in German for academic credit at the col-
lege level. Offered during the academic year at
the Schwarzwald-Haus at Concordia's Inter-
national Language Villages near Bemidji, Min-
nesota, the Institute opened in the fall of 1983.
The twin goals of language fluency and cultural
understanding will be reached through experience-
based learning: students acquire a fluency and
command of German that no other program
offers, virtually completing a German major
within a nine-month period. Formal instruction
is only a part of the Institute program. The total-
immersion approach makes the time students

Posing in front of the Schwarzwald-Haus are the faculty
and staff of the Institute of German Studies; front row,
lett to right, Ed Magidson, administrator; and Pro-
fessors Dr. Nancy McCombs and Dr. Dorothy Robbins.
In the second row are Ellen Weber, Instructor; Martin
Graefe, German native informant; and Leanne Benge,
residence hall director.
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spend out of class important to the achievement
of their goal: Sprachkompetenz im Deutschen
(fluency in German).

Part of "German Fest '83"

The success of the previous conferences, the
commitment to innovative language instruction,
and the apparent interest in further exploration
of topics relating to German-American issues led
to the continuance of a planning body to develop
resources for "A Heritage Fulfilled." Throughout
the winter of 1982 and spring of 1983, planning
went on which involved representatives of many
groups and organizations. As a result of these
deliberations, a plan was submitted to the Minne-
sota Humanities Commission for its considera-
tion, and the resulting proposal was accepted and
funded. This publication is a compendium of the
academic papers and summaries of discussions
presented at the Howard Johnson Motel in
Bloomington on September 29, 1983, near the site
of "German Fest '83." The publication of these
German-Fest proceedings is made possible
through the Lutheran Brotherhood and the Min-
nesota Humanities Commission.

Project directors for the conference were Odell
Bjerkness and Christian K. Skjervold. Members
of the planning committee were Odell Bjerkness,
Christian K. Skjervold, Dr. LaVern Rippley, Pro-
fessor of German, St. Olaf College, Northfield,
Minnesbta, and Ms. Suzanne Jebe, Program
Specialist, Modern and Classical Languages,
Minnesota State Department of Education. The
conference is sponsored by International
Language Villages, Concordia College; Inter-
national Institute of Minnesota; World Affairs
Center, University of Minnesota; Minnesota
Project on Ethnic America; Minnesota Chapter
of the American Association of Teachers of Ger-
man; Volkfest Association of Minnesota; Ger-
mania Society; and the departments of German
of St. Olaf College, University of Minnesota, and
Concordia College. Odell M. Bjerkness and
Christian K. Skjervold were co-directors for "A
Heritage Fulfilled." Bjerkness, Associate Pro-
fessor of Modern Languages at Concordia Col-
lege, is the director of the International Languages
Villages and the May Seminars Abroad. Skjervold
is a Resource Specialist in the Equal Education
Support Department of the Minneapolis Public
Schools and is a former president of the Upper
Midwest Ethnic Studies Association.
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Introduction

A Heritage Fulfilled, like the two volumes that
preceded it, records the papers presented at a con-
ference examining the German American presence
in America. On September 29, 1983 a symposium
involving German and American scholars open-
ed a four-clay ethnic festival at Bloomington,
Minnesota. "Minnesota German-Fest '83" was
the state's part in the nationwide observance of
the tri-centennial of German immigration to
America. The conference brochure referred to the
motives that prompted this effort: "The primary
purpose of these conferences has been to discover,
evaluate, and appreciate the contributions of
German-Americans. Another purpose has been
to place the German-American experience in the
larger context of ethnic heritage generally."

"A Heritage Fulfilled" (and its published pro-
ceedings) derives its title from the one given the
first conference: "A Heritage Deferred." The lat-
ter began as a double conference, held in 1979 at
Concordia College in Moorhead on October 12
and at St. Paul on October 19-20, which was
organized to examine the German heritage in
Minnesota and explain why the state's German-
Americans had neither emphasized nor celebrated
their German roots.

The success of the 1979 conference and the
publication of its papers paved the way for
another, which was held in Minneapolis April 22,
1982. "A Special Relationship: Germany and
Minnesota, 1945-1985 "had a German co-title,
"Bracken iiber Grenzen: Minnesota and
Bundesrepublik Deutschland." The subsequent
publication in 1983 used the same title. This
book's introduction pointed out that it was a se-
quel to A Heritage Deferred, or a continuation:
the first book explored the German presence in
Minnesota during the first hundred years and A
Special Relationship was concerned with the situa-
tion from 1945 to the present. Although half of
the articles in the second volume reached back into
the nineteenth century, emphasis was always on
"the many-faceted involvement of Minnesota
people, business, and institutions with present-day
Germany."

Largest Ethnic Group in Minnesota

Although some of the articles in A Heritage
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Deferred revealed that a larger-than-expected
percentage of the American population was of
German descent, the 1980 census produced even
more surprising figures 52 million Americans
claiming some German ancestry in the first cen-
sus that conducted such an investigation. In Min-
nesota, widely known as "the Scandinavian
State," Germans were found to outnumber all of
the combined Scandinavian nationalities.

However, these statistics do not alter the fact
that German-Americans lost their European iden-
tity and became Americanized more rapidly than
other ethnic groups. German immigrants did this
as a protective measure, not because they lacked
feeling for the culture of their old homeland. "The
two bloodiest foreign wars fought by the United
States have been against Germany and its allies,"
the German ambassador recalled at the "Special
Relationship" conference. Dr. Peter Hermes went
on to assert that three decades of close coopera-
tion since World War II had "developed a special
relationship between the United States of America
and the Federal Republic of Germany." This
friendship heightens the new interest German-
Americans are showing in their European
heritage.

These German-Americans have much time to
make up, much ground to regain. The introduc-
tion to A Heritage Deferred explained the situa-
tion five years ago: "Whereas the Norwegian-
American Historical Association has published
more than 60 volumes about Norwegians in
America since 1925, there has been no similar ef-
fort among German-Americans. Their immigrant
story is relatively unexplored and unrecorded."

Growing Interest in Heritage

No claim is made that German-Americans
have suddenly caught up or even made up for lost
time, but there are signs that they have been
stimulated to explore their roots and tell their im-
migration story. The range of symposium articles
in this collection indicates that scholarly investiga-
tion is proceeding on many fronts.

These conferences tried to appeal to a wide
audience. Most, but not all, of the papers have
been the work of academic scholars, but they have



never been purely scholarly in tone or appeal. The
"Special Relationship" conference drew many
business people to its sessions, and all three con-
ferences appealed to a wide range of people. The
present volume, like its two predecessors, tries to
sustain that broad appeal by illustrating the ar-
ticles published as fully as possible.

The preface to A Special Relationship spoke
of the experience that caused Concordia College
to sponsor the first two conferences and
resulted in the publishing of the conference
papers: "In the 1970s additional impetus to an
exploration of Minnesota's German heritage was
provided by Die Wandertour (a mobile language
experience), which took students on a 500-mile
tour through areas of significant German heritage
in Minnesota. This innovation provided the
greatest spur to the Language Village interest in
the 'deferred heritage.' When the curriculum was
being prepared for the bicycle-language-culture
tour, it was found that even though certain areas
of Minnesota are recognized as 'German,' the
'German-ness' was often ill-defined."

Professor Norbert Benzel of Concordia Col-
lege has had a special role in the three conferences.
In each one he has demonstrated how the study
of language can be enlivened and made more con-
crete by taking it out of the classroom. Benzel was
a prime mover in the bicycle tour practical
language experiment, and the present collection
of conference papers includes his description and
analysis in "German Language Experience: Die
Wandertour."

I-

As Vice Consul von Siegfried spoke at the 1983
funcheon, some prominent figures In German-
American commemoration were seated at his lett: La
Vern Rippley, Odell Bjerkness, Beverly and.Edward
Fish, and Darrel Schenk.

*1"4.

The noon luncheon at the September 29, 1983 con-
ference was held In the garden court of the Howard
Johnson Motor Hotel In Bloomington, MN. In this
photograph Oskar von Siegfried Is seen speaking to
the luncheon audience.

Galinsky Address Opens Conference

There were three German voices at the 1983
conference. Professor Hans Galinsky pointed out
German involvement with the New World more
than four centuries ago, when the first discoveries
and exploration took place, and his literary
perspectives span three hundred years, ap-
propriate in the tri-centennial year. Professor
Ginter Moltmann's research into the social pro-
test aspects of German emigration in the nine-
teenth century has already resulted in several ar-
ticles on the subject. His presentation at Bloom-
ington was a part of his continuing research
leading to a full study of the subject. Consul
General Oskar von Siegfried surveyed present-day
German-American relations in his Bloomington
luncheon address. His article, though on a
somewhat smaller scale, is similar to Ambassador
Hermes' overview as published in A Special
Relationship.

Professor Galinsky's opening address at the
Bloomington conference on September 29, 1983
was entitled "The German Contribution to the
Discovery, Exploration and Early Settlement of
the Americas: Its Reflection in German and
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American Literature." For pubkRtion he divid-
ed the address into two separate ai z'Acles, the first
two in this collection. Both of Galinsky's studies
extend investigation of German-American in-
volvement into realms that had scarcely been ap-
proached in our previous conferences. Those who
heard Galinsky at Bloomington will welcome the
printed text: his matter is so erudite that we are
put on our mettle to follow him even on the
printed page.

The first article describes German contribu-
tions scientific, technological, and linguistic
to the New World discovery and exploration in
the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries. Galinsky tells
us that in 1507 Martin Waldseemiiller, a German
geographer, created the name "America" to iden-
tify a newly-discovered land mass across the
Atlantic now known as South America. (A copy
of this map owned by the James Ford Bell Library
was displayed as a part of the University of Min-
nesota's commemoration of the German-
American Tricentennial.) In 1538 another German
map-maker, Gerhard Kremer (usually known as
Mercator), applied this new name to both of the
newly discovered continents. When a third Ger-
man, Abraham Ortelius, a "map-dealer" of Ant-
werp, incorporated these maps in his widely-used
atlas of 1570, "America" was fixed permanent-
ly as the name of the new continents.

Galinsky found many kinds of German New
World involvement in the next two centuries:
Welsers and Fuggers financing expeditions,
adventurers corning back to publish fabulous
tales, and finally missionary and immigration ac-
tivity. Because the Austrian House of Habsburg
ruled Spain in this era, most German involvement
in the Americas was in South America or Mex-
ico. But Galinsky ends his article with accounts
of three Germans who played roles in the Pro-
testant English colonies during the 17th century:
Theodorus von Bry, a Frankfurt publisher;
Johann Lederer, M.D., explorer of western
Virginia and the Carolinas; and Franz Daniel
Pastorius, leader of the 1683 Rhine-Main Penn-
sylvania immigrants.

Three Literary Perspectives

Although Professor Galinsky put his literary
reflections into a separate paper, there is a natural
connection between the two articles. The first of
his three literary perspectives on the Germans in
America is provided by a German immigrant,
Franz Daniel Pastorius, the friend of William
Penn. Three hundred years ago Pastorius publish-
ed promotional tracts on behalf of Pennsylvania,
but Galinsky found more interest in the poetry
Pastorius wrote. "In it the situation of the first

native-borns and their first parents in their new
inter-ethnic environment finds its expression."
The article has generous quotations from this
verse that existed only in manuscript form until
recently.

The "back-home author" Galinsky chose was
Goethe. "It would be instructive to watch the slow
emergence, in Goethe's works, of the figure of
the immigrant, both the prospective and the ac-
tual one," Galinsky begins. He chooses, however,
to concentrate on Wilhelm Meister, on the semi-
autobiographical Lehrjahre of 1796 and the
Wanderjahre of 1829. Galinsky tells us how Euro-
pean Geothe's perspective is: "Neither emigration
nor immigration are presented as accomplished
facts in the Lehrfahre. The only person that has
been in the New World has returned." Another
summary statement tells us even more:

Seen as a whole, Goethe's is the most
comprehensive late 18th and early 19th
century German attempt to combine
under a homeland perspective three
facets of the German in America: the
military volunteer, the immigrant,
much more prospective than actual,
and the returnee.... Goethe has subor-
dinated all of these facets to one
perspective that exceeds both the Ger-
man and American. The German in or
to or back from America serves as a
symbol of man, that migratory
being....

Galinsky's third perspective is furnished by
William Carlos Williams. "The German in
America, working as physician or scientist, is a
feature which Williams, in the course of his scien-
tific and medical training became aware of." The
Williams writings noted are his Autobiography,
Selected Letters, and a novel trilogy in which
Williams "narrates the family saga of Joe Stecher,
immigrant printer from Silesia in the days of
pre-1914 Imperial Germany." The novels are
White Mule (1937), In the Money (1942), and The

Build-Up (1950).
But Williams' poetry, including the well-

known Paterson, is also cited. Galinsky thinks
that "Williams' perceptivity of what World War
I meant. to America's Germans" and his keen
understanding of post-1945 Germans-in-America
are both remarkable: "Thanks to a keenly obser-
vant doctor-poet and prose writer, second-
generation American Williams, the fullest view
of the German in America has emerged from ar,
Anglo-American."

The final presentation at the "Heritage Fulfill-
ed" conference was "German Immigration to the
United States as 2 Social Protest" by Professor



Giinter Moltmann. In 1983 Moltmann published
Germans to America: 300 Years of Immigration,
1683-1983. Illustrative material used in the
article published here came from that book.
Professor Moltrnann has more recently been at
work on a more specialized study of the German
immigration to the United States, however, and
his presentation at the Bloomington conference
was a part of his new research. Because this
project is not yet far enough along for publica-
tion, Dr. Moltmann submitted the synopsis which
is included in A Heritage Fulfilled.

Much Work in Progress

A number of the articles Ln A Heritage Fulfill-
ed reflect research projects that are just getting
underway. fhis paper must be viewed as a work-
in-progress" write Marilyn Chiat and Chester
Proshan in their preliminary study of "German
Jews in Minnesota: 1845-1910." The authors refer
to an on-going project co-sponsored by the
University of Minnesota and the National Con-
ference of Christians and Jews. The initial phase
has concentrated on the northeastern sector of
Minnesota, the Iron Range. Chiat and Proshan
report on their findings in this area only, but their
article begins with one overview, "Jews in Ger-
many: 1800-1900," and follows with another,
"German Jews in America: 1800-1900."

Chiat and Proshan next survey the studies that
have already been done on Minnesota's Jewish
population. A beginning was made several
decades ago, but only a beginning. Fortunately,
they report, "Primary sources were available.
Private and public records exist."

Karl Fink is able to go farther in his paper on
"German Lutherans in Minnesota." Even so,
Professor Fink begins by saying that nearly 130
years after the first German Lutheran church was
established in Minnesota". . . .it does seem ap-
propriate to begin research on the topic" of Ger-
man Lutheran ethnicity. A key word, I think, is
"begin." Fink tells us that he used "centennial
documents acquired from parish pastors in Min-
nesota," and notes that "published synod
histories [are] available through. . .church
offices."

Professor Fink's paper seems to be a fairly
complete overview of the various German
Lutheran synods in Minnesota. He looks at
"Home Missions" and "Indian Missions," and
speaks of parochial schools and church art and
architecture. But throughout his paper he says
things like, "This topic of Germtin Lutheran
ethnic life merits closer attention," goes on to ex-
plain why, and concludes: "The toPic (German
Lutheran Indian Missions). . .is one which has
been deferred and awaits fulfillment, an aspect

of the German Lutheran heritage with potential
for development."

At the end of his paper Karl Fink poses some
"preliminary questions" and suggests tasks that
might be undertaken, concluding: "The present
study has tried to give some direction to the state
of research on German Lutheran ethnicity, as well
as to the object of the research itself, to the diver-
sity and particularism in German Lutheran
ethnicity in Minnesota."

Dr. Daniel O'Neill's study of the Roman
Catholic priesthood in Minnesota is a partial and
limited investigation. He has looked at the recruit-
ment of priests for the St. Paul Diocese from 1870
to 1930 and the shift from foreign-born to native
American priests. He also investigated the recruit-
ment of priests at St. John's Abbey, nearly all of
them of German extraction in the 19th century.
O'Neiil uses charts to show the shift, decade by
decade, in the ethnic backgrounds of the Roman
Catholic clergy.

Earlier Articles Recalled

To some readers O'Neill's tables will recall
Father Cohnan Barry's "Religious and Language
Experiences of German-Catholic Americans" in
A Heritage Deferred, and R.W. Franklin's "The
German Theological and Liturgical Influence in
Minnesota: St. John's Abbey and the Liturgical
Revival," vv1iich appeared in A Special Relation-
ship. Father Barry portrayed the inevitable dif-
ferences (and even clashes) between Irish Catholic
churchmen bent on "Americanizing" and
modernizing the Church in the United States
and German-Americans who wished to retain
"traditional customs which were deeply rooted
in the centuries-old Catholic culture of the Ger-
man fatherland." The article by Timothy J.
Kloberdanz on "Cultural Integrity and the Role
of Religion," appeared in A Heritage Deferred
as a reaction to Father Barry's presentation. In
both papers a leading (though controversial),
figure is Archbishop John Ireland, who presided
over the St. Paul diocese from 1884 to 1918.

Dr. Franklin's article explained how the
Benedictine order came to Minnesota: "When the
number of German Catholics in central Minnesota
had reached 50 in 1855, Bishop Joseph Cretin of
St. Paul called for the Bavarian monks, who had
founded the first Benedictine Abbey in America
in 1846, to establish a monastery in their midst."
Franklin's article tells of the remarkable growth
of St. John's Abbey from its modest beginnings
in 1856, and the spread of the American Liturgical
Movement from St. John's, "from central Min-
nesota to parishes in St. Paul and St . Louis, then
in the 1940s into the religious communities, and
by the 1950s among the American bishops."



O'Neill concludes with a question. "This essay
has explored only one dimension of careers in the
institutional church. Just as important is the
response of German-American and Irish-
American women to religious life in the convent.
Did they respond differently than their brothers
to the church's call for vocations?" Dr. O'Neill's
current research is on the history of American
nuns.

Two articles in this collection deal with the
German-American press in Minnesota. Professor
Gerhard Weiss, who examined the German im-
age in A Special Relationship, surveyed "The Ger-
man Language Press in Minnesota" at the 1983
conference. "The foreign language press in
America," says Weiss, "is primarily a
phenomenon of 19th century mass immigration."
That press is also, he tells us, a kind of barometer,
and a study of the German-American press can
tell us a great deal about the whole German im-
migration story.

Weiss goes on to say that "there was nothing
unique about the Minnesota-German press," but
his succinct account reveals both colorful editors
and unusual publica dons. He concludes his survey
on the same note as some of the other studies in-
cluded in this volume: "The Minnesota-German
press is a significant document of 100 years of
Minnesota history: it is one of the richest sources
and has as yet been only marginally explored."
Newspaper files have been poorly preserved and
are scattered, because no central repository ex-
ists. Professor Weiss thinks some files may still
be found in attics or in private collections: "The
time has come to make a deliberate effort to
gather these records of the past before it is too
late. Only thus can our heritage be truly fulfilled."

Der Wanderer of St. Paul
A companion piece to the Weiss survey is John

Ku las' "Der Wanderer of St. Paul: An Overview
of the First Years." Founded in 1867, twelve yean
after the first German-American paper had been
established in Minnesota, Der Wanderer was a
high level weekly paper with a close relationship
to the Roman Catholic Church. However, it was
owned and edited by laymen. A Benedictine priest
was "instrumental" in getting the paper started,
and Der Wanderer, particularly in its early years,
leaned on support (even financial) from St. John's
Abbey, on the endorsement of local bishops, and
on appreciable help from priests who acted as
subscription agents or promoted the paper from
their pulpits.

"Der Wanderer was never a mass circulation
journal," says Ku las, but by 1875 its circulation
had reached 3,000 (mostly in Minnesota) and
11,000 during its peak years at the turn of the cen-

Professor Gerhird Weiss read his paper on 1 e
German language prGas at the 1983 Bloomington
conference.

tury. In 1931 it was joined by an English-language
"companion," The Wanderer, which became the
sole edition of the weekly in 1957.

Professor Kulas reveals some significant in-
formation about the German-American press in
his introductory paragraphs. When the United
States had a population of less than 13 million
people in 1830, it published more newspapers than
all of Europe with a population of 185 million;
and "more foreign-language newspapers and
periodicals were published in proportion to the
foreign-born population (of the U.S.) than were
published in the home countries in proportion to
the native born." Of these, German-American
publications led all the rest: "Throughout the
nineteenth century the ratio of German publica-
tions to all other foreign-language publications
was well in excess of two to one, reaching in 1885
the figure of seventy-nine percent of the whole."

Some readers may be deterred by the length
and scope of his in-depth study of Der Wanderer,
but Professor Kulas' careful examination of this
early weekly tells us much about immigrant Min-
nesota, certainly about the German-Catholic seg-
ment. His article describes the paper's fluctuations
(under a series of editors) and its contents: local,
state, national and international politics; a literary
section including poetry, fiction, book reviews and
theatrical notices; club and musical notes; humor,
and other entertainment; but, above all, close at-
tention to issues that involved fidelity to the
Roman Catholic religion, preservation of the Ger-
man language, and retention of German culture.



Ku las found both bigotry and insensitivity in
the articles and editorials he examined: ". . .the
record of Der Wanderer on civil rights for the
Blacks cannot be termed anything but political
and racist, a fault which, to be sure, it shared with
a great many others at the time. The record on
Indians, Jews, and women is unfortunately no dif-
ferent." This generalization is made only after
much evidence has been cited.

Frustration over their own problems with
American nativist discrimination against recent
immigrants lay behind these attitudes, but it does
not excuse them, says Kulas. The German-
American writers "failed to perceive the over-
riding necessity of safeguarding civil rights for all
people." Worth noting, however, is the indigna-
tion of Der Wanderer editors over political
hypocrisy: "Republicans were accused of ex-
ploiting the Black issue for their own political
ends, imposing an unwanted social revolution on
Southern whites while blantantly refusing to end
discrimination in northern states." Discrimina-
tion, that is, against naturalized German-
American citizens who liked to drink beer on Sun-
day and retain their German language and
customs!

German Banking in Minnesota

LaVern Rippley's "German-American Bank-
ing in Minnesota" covers more ground than the
title implies. After beginning with some
generalization about irr tion and economics,
Rippley recalls the a. A-forgotten Georg
Friedrich List (1789-1846), who advocated and
sometimes achieved economic reforms so far
ahead of his time that he called for a European
Common Market in the 1840s. As a naturalized
American citizen, List served a U.S. Consul in
several German cities and published important
books on economics in Germany and the U.S.

Narrowing his discussion to German-
American banking institutions in Minnesota, Rip-
pley devotes nearly all of his attention to the Ger-
man banks of St. Paul, and he follows the
remarkable careers of the brothers Ferdinand and
Gustav Willius in some detail. Citing a study of
American banking by University of Minnesota
Research Institute scholars, Rippley concludes
that the success or failure of a bank depended on
the quality of its management. He makes no claim
for any special German success in this realm:
"Among the German banks in Minnesota, none
seems to have exhibited the sound management
that enabled them to weasel through thick and
thin for decades on end, with the outstanding ex-
ception of the Willius brothers."

At the end of his article Rippley adds a chart
which lists the German-American "ethnic" state
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Professor La Vern Rippley, who played an important
role In setting up each of the three conferences spon-
sored by the Concordla Language Villages, spoke at
the Bloomington symposium on German-American
banking in Minnesota.

banks of Minnesota, noting the date of closing
and "cause of discontinuance" for each. Lists of
the National German-Amerion banks proved
elusive.

Professor Rippley is well aware of Minnesota
banks that did not have "German" in the bank
name but may have been more ethnic than those
he describes. One such case is found in St. Cloud,
the county seat of Stearns County the largest
concentration of German settlers in central Min-
nesota. In 1861 they elected John Zapp, a Ger-
man immigrant, county register of deeds. Zapp,
who was born in Schoenecken, Kreis Preum,
Prussia, had come to the United States in 1.854.
In Germany he had learned both farming and
engineering from his father. Young Zapp came
to Sauk Rapids, Minnesota in 1855 to run a
sawmill, which was converted to a flour mill three
years later. More important, he gained the trust
and confidence of his fellow German immigrants.

The following excerpt from The History of
Stearns County, published in 1915 by William Bell
Mitchell, tells how the election of 1861 led to the
founding of one of St. Cloud's major banks, the
present Zapp National Bank:

Mr. Zapp's beginning in the banking
business was in a small unobtrusive way. At
the close of the Civil War, financial matters
were naturally very much upset and in a
precarious condition as a result of the long
conflict. Banks were not regarded with the
confidence that they are today and people
generally depended more upon a trustwor-
thy man than they did upon a bank. In the
discharge of his duties as a register of deeds,
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John Zapp in 1901 (Courtesy Zapp National Bank)

Mr. Zapp came in personal contact with the
pioneer settlers and often befriended them
by service and advice. As a result of this and
the conscientious manner in which he attend-
ed to the duties of his office, he won their

His second bank was built In 1913, two years before
John Zapp's death. St. Cloud granite was conspicuous
in the state bank's imposing entrance. (Courtesy Zapp
National Bank)

ankoksair. Itur:
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John Zapp, the founder in front of his orIgional bank
on Courthouse Square In St. Cloud. (Courtesy Zapp
National Bank)
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confidence to a marked degree. When some
of them began to accumulate a little money,
they often took it to Mr. Zapp for safe
keeping.

Originally he gave them a receipt for it,
but after a while he gave them his note and
then re-invested the money in farm mort-
gages or other good investments. Thus it
came that on January 1, 1870, which is the
oldest record that he still has in his posses-
sion, he had been entrusted in this way with
$5,555 for which he had given his notes. On
January 1, 1872, this had grown to
$8,153.25, on January 1, 1873, to $9,318.65,
and from this small beginning the amount
began to gradually grow until when he
retired from the register of deeds office and
engaged in the private banking business, he
had a total of outstanding certificates of
deposit of $100,000. With this as a nucleus,
on January 1, 1889, he began business as a
private banker under the name of Zapp's
Loan Bank, in the small one-story brick
building just west of the courthouse, where
the business was carried on successfully for
the twenty-five years last past.

On July 1, 1907, Zapp's State Bank was
incorporated under the state laws with a
capital of $50,000 and a surplus of
$1,000. . .

At the close of the first year's business
on July 1, 1908, the bank had total deposits
of $417,516.74 and a surplus of $2,000. On
August 8, 1913, the capital stock was increas-
ed from $50,000 to $100,000 and the surplus
of July 1, 1908, which had been $2,000 was
increased to $25,000.

The certificate of deposit account with
which John Zapp started in business on June
1, 1870, of $5,555 has grown until at this



Left, Edward J. Zapp Jr. (1940- ) is a fourth genera-
tion banker. (Courtesy Zapp National Bank)
Right, Edward A. Zapp (1911-1982) was the third
generation banker. (Courtesy Zapp National Bank)

time the bank is paying interest on over
three-quarters of a million dollars and shows
accordirg to the last statement of condition,
total deposits of $950,000. The present
officers of the bank are: John Zapp, presi-
dent; Theodore Bruener, vice-president; Ed-
ward Zapp, cashier; George J. Meinz, assis-
tant cashier. On the board of directors ap-
pear the well-known names of John Zapp,
Edward Zapp, Theodore Bruener, Frank
Fandel and J.B. Himsl.

In 1914, the offices of the bank were
moved from the modest quarters known to
so many, immediately opposite the court
house, to the beautiful building erected by
the bank on St. Germain street. The present
banking quarters are among the most
beautiful, most convenient and most modern
in the country.

Names Can Be Misleading

Mitchell's Stearns County History has this
paragraph just after the account of John Zapp
and his bank:

The German American National Bank was
organized July 9, 1883, with the following
named officers and directors: A.C. Hull,
president; F.E. Searle, vice-president; J.F.

The present main office of the Zagi Holding Company
was built in 1964. (Courtesy Zapp National Bank)

The third Zapp bank, built in 1949 on the site of the
second bank, also used St. Cloud granite. (Courtesy
Zapp National Bank)

Stevenson, John Coates, J.E. West, John
Cooper, William Westerman, J.E.
Hayward, E.W. Truesdell, C.A. Howe,
Marcus Maurin and F.E. Searle, directors,
and continued in business at No. 18 Fifth
Avenue South until May 13, 1897, when its
consolidation with the Merchants' National
was effected.

Edward J. Zapp, John Zapp's great grandson,
who is now the president of the Zapp National
Bank, comments: ". . .if you will note, all the
officers and directors are New Englanders. I think
the addition of the word German in the title was
strictly a marketing ploy."

A word of explanation to anyone not ac-
quainted with regional history of the Middle West:
although the land was peopled with immigrants
from Germany, the Scandinavian countries, and
other European lands, a much smaller influx from
the New England :itates (and some other older sec-
tions of the nation) founded the towns, became
the'entrepreneurs, monopolized the professions,
and generally "ran things" until well into the
twentieth century. Edward Zapp is also president
of the Stearns County Historical Society and the
guiding genius behind the Heritage Interpretive
Center now being completed in St. Cloud. When
he identifies the organizers of the German-
American Bank as New Englanders, he speaks
from a knowledge of Stearns County history.

1 0



Otto Bremer

Rippley's account of Minnesota banking does
not continue on to the organization of bank
holding companies in Minneapolis and St. Paul
in the mid-twentieth century. Had he done so he
would have encountered Otto Bremer, whose
remarkable banking career began about the time
the Willius story was nearing its end. There is a
slight overlap: at the beginning of his career
Bremer worked for St. Paul's National German
American Bank for 13 years and was a
stockholder in the bank. His own bank, however,

had a conspicuously non-
German name!

The Bremer Banks

Otto and Adolf Bremer immigrated to Min-
nesota from Seesen, Germany in 1886, when
Otto was nineteen years old. Adolf Bremer went
into the brewing business and became president
and chief executive officer of the Jacob Schmidt
Brewing Company. But brother Otto Bremer was
a banker: he became the founder, controlling
shareholder, and chairman of the board of the
American National Bank of St. Paul. His subse-
quent larger role in banking is summarized by
Karen Starr of the Bremer Foundation:

Otto explained his interest in numerous
"country banks" in Minnesota, North
Dakota, and Wisconsin. His investment in
these banks grew as a result of his assistance
to them in the 20s and 30s. At one time he
was a large or controlling shareholder in
some 55 banks. His aid to these banks dur-
ing the Depression caused a gradual erosion
of his position with the American National,
but his ties in the country banks grew
stronger.

Before he died in 1951, he established the
Otto Bremer Company, a bank holding com-
pany composed primarily of his holdings in
the country banks and the American Na-
tional. The Otto Bremer Foundation which
he established in 1944 became substantially
the recipient of his estate (with the exception
of his holdings in the American National
Bank). The Bremer First American banks
now number 29 and the Bremer Financial
Corporation (formerly the Otto Bremer
Company) is the third largest bank holding
company in the Upper Midwest.

The Casit;;-.. ,,Iorth Dakota State Bank Is a Bremer "county bank". (Courtesy Casselton State Bank)
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This letterhead, showing the 1904 World's Fair Medal, was used for many years In the Schroeder seed potato
business. The name was originally "Henry Schroeder," but about 1918 hls son Ernest had the plate re-engraved
to substitute his own name. A very sharp eye may be able to detect the change In the plate. (Courtesy Steve
Schroeder)

One further minor addition to Rippley's ac-
count of German-Americans and banking in Min-
nesota. Only a small number of Germans ventured
into the northwestern part of Minnesota, but some
of them became conspicuously successful and in-
fluential farmers. Best known among them at the
turn of the century was Henry Schroeder, who
farmed near Sabin and eventually acquired 4,000
acres of land. Potatoes had been raised in Clay
County before Schroeder arrived there in 1878,
but not commercially; he was highly successful
in marketing.Clay County potatoes, showing the
way for others, and he won a prize for his potatoes
at the 1904 World's Fair.

Although he farmed ten miles out of town,
Henry Schroeder was elected president of
Moorhead's First National Bank in 1914, a posi-
tion he held until the Lank was merged with the
Moorhead National Bank in 1927. The position
was largely honorary because management was
vested in the board of directors and cashier, but
it testifies to the position in the community earn-
ed by this German emigrant of 1871.

Clay County claimed to be "the potato capital
of the world" at the turn of the century - an ex-
aggerated, erroneous boast that may have been Schroeder)

Henry Schroeder, about 1890-95 (Courtesy Steve

Hauling bundles on the Ernest Schroeder farm In 1930. The Schroeders raised grain as well as potatoes. (Courtesy
Steve Schroeder)
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Ernest Schroeder, about 1910 (Courtesy Steve
Schroeder)

Ernest Schroeder, 1960 (Courtesy Steve Schroeder)

The Ernest Schroeder farmstead, seven miles east of Moorhead between Dilworth and Glyndon, where Highway
10 crosses the south fork of the Buffalo River. The aerial view was taken 1940-45 and the stark ground level view
In 1920. (Courtesy Steve Schroder)
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Ninety years ago, Henry Schroeder watched four of his potato planters puttin
Schroeder)

stimulated by Henry Schroeder's success in
marketing. The Red River Valley was acutely
aware of boosterism and its value: when its bonan-
za farms got world-wide publicity in the 1870s,
the region's farm lands were homesteaded (or sold
by the railroads), and put under cultivation in
record time in the 70s and 80s. Many of its Ger-
man farmers, though outnumbered by their
Norwegian neighbors, became conspicuously suc-
cessful - and still are.

In the year's crop. (Courtesy Steve

This is mentioned here to point out an
omission in the German-American articles thus
far: the German contribution to Minnesota
agriculture. There is a bare mention of Wendelin
Grimm's acclimatization of alfalfa in A Heritage
Deferred and Rachel Bonney wrote of Rudolph
Knapheide, her great-grandfather, who experi-
mented with grape growing, but little more has
been done. This topic should be explored in depth.

61MT.I

In 1938, a hot and dry year, Ernest Schroeder planted three carloads of potatoes and harvested two. (Courtesy
Steve Schroeder)
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Social and Cultural Clubs

Reference was made in each of our earlier
volumes to German social and cultural clubs,
especially to the famed Turnvereins that
transplanted successfully to American soil. Cin-
cinnati and Chicago "Turners" were responsible
for the founding and settlement of Minnesota's
only planned German community, New Ulm.
There were a number of Turnvereins in every
American city that had a sizeable German-
American population, including St. Paul. Such
organizations were 19th century phenomena, and
some of our earlier articles left the impression that
these typical German-American entities had died
out in the 20th century. Paul Schons' article,
"German Clubs and Societies in Minnesota," cor-
rects this misconception.

In the first two volumes there was virtually no
mention of German immigrants in the American
Civil War or even to the bloody Sioux outbreak
which cost over 500 lives on the Minnesota fron-
tier most of them German settlers in the Min-
nesota River Valley. At the 1983 Bloomington
conference, and in this volume, "Minnesota's
Germans and the Civil War" by Sister John
Christine Wolkerstorfer first surveys German im-
migration to the United States up to 1861, and
more particularly to Minnesota. She outlines the
pattern of German settlement in the state but also
writes of the attitude of these recent immigrants
toward the slavery issue and their political opi-
nions and involvement.

German-Americans in the Civil War

Next, to place German-American participation
in perspective, Dr. Wolkerstorfer gives some at-
tention to the overall role of the new State of Min-
nesota in the Civil War. The forming of the First,
Second and Third Regiments are noted, and their
roles in the war with special attention to the
German presence in each of them. When three
companies of the Fifth Regiment were sent to the
Indian frontier before the regiment itself was
organized, attention is shifted to the Sioux out-
break that struck heavily against the German set-
tlements. The closing paragraph of the article links
the German involvement in the two struggles that
went on at the same time:

Minnesota Germans' support of the Union
war effort during the Civil War can only be
adequately assessed in the light of service
rendered on the battlefields of that war and
in their home valley. Besides the Penn-
sylvania fanners at Gettysburg, Minnesota's
German frontiersmen were the only Nor-
therners during the Civil War who knew the

fear, frustration, and dogged determination
of conducting war to defend their homes,
farms, and possessions against ruthless in-
vaders. These Germans proved themselves
as stalwart Minnesotans, as stalwart and
worthy Americans.

Sister Wolkerstorfer acknowledges statements
made a century ago that German immigrants had
inglorious roles in these desperate struggles. The
charge was that the German-Americans were too
passive. Dr. Wolkerstorfer surveys the evidence
and examines the roles of military units and some
individuals. She points out that one commander,
Colonel Henry C. Lester of Winona, a German-
American, surrendered the Third Minnesota Regi-
ment to Confederate forces in the Battle of Mur-
freesboro (Tennessee) in 1862 "without any real
battle." An "image of cowardice and ineptitude"
attached to this regiment because of the bad deci-
sion of its colonel, who was dismissed from the
service; but some paroled troops from the Third
came back !o Minnesota to redeem themselves
against the Sioux.

German-Americans in Command at
Fort Abercrombie

Dr. Wolkerstorfer did not undertake to report
on every German-American commander and
army unit, of course. If she had wanted to balance
the record of the unfortunate captain from
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The role of Minnesota's German settlers in the Civil
War and the 1862 Sioux Outbreak was the topic of the
article read by Sister Christine Wolkerstorfer of the
College of St. Catherine.



Winona with a much better one, she might have
cited the case of Captain John Vander Horck of
St. Paul, a German-American grocer and hard-
ware merchant who commanded Fort Abercrom-
bie on the Western frontier during a five-week
siege by the Sioux, August 23 to September 29,
1862.

Vander Horck had no military training in Ger-
many before he migrated to America. However,
shortly after the Civil War began, he recruited a
company for the 5th Minnesota Infantry Regi-
ment; they were St. Paul artisans and tradesmen,
mostly German, and ranged in age from 18 to 44.
In March, 1862 Vander Horck took his 78 men
of Company D to Fort Abercrombie to relieve a
company being sent to the South. The "fort" this
unit held against repeated Sioux attacks was
only a small military post without effective for-
tifications. Abercrombie's cluster of wooden
buildings were soon crowded with settlers, in-
cluding many women and children, who sought
refuge when word of the Sioux outbreak reached
the Red River Valley. There were 160 people at
the military post when the Indian attack came.
A shortage of rifles and ammunition was so
serious a problem that Vander Horck prepared
for a desperate last stand two weeks before belated
relief columns arrived from St. Cloud, 152 miles
away.

Although only five were killed and five badly
wounded in the defense of Abercrombie, Captain
Vander Horck was sharply attacked and even
threatened by death by civilians at the fort who
blamed him for even those deaths. He was vin-
dicated, however, and led his unit to join the
Seventh Minnesota Regiment in Tennessee.
Vander Horck relinquished his command of Fort
Abercrombie to Captain Francis Pete ler, another
German immigrant who went on to command the
First Company of Minnesota Sharpshooters at the
Battle of Gettysburg.

When Fort Abercrombie was evacuated and aban-
doned more than a hundred years ago, this building
was taken over by a farmer of the area.

20

It is of some interest that the most recalcitrant
of the Abercrombie civilians was Randolph Pro-
bstfield, a native of Koblenz in the Rhineland,
who had immigrated to Minnesota in the early
1850s and had come into the Red River area in
1858. Probstfield had been forced to take refuge
at Fort Abercrombie (with his family and his
stock) against his will, and he quarrelled bitterly

Captain John Vander Horck

This undated Fort Abercrombie photograph shows the
kind of buildings that constituted the frontier outpost.
It was a "fort" in name only.
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Catherine and Randolph Probstfield. When they took
refuge at Fort Abercrombie, they had their first child,
Mary, with them. After the Sioux War, Probstfield was
in charge of the Hudson's Bay post at Georgetown,
Minnesota (about fifty miles north of Fort Abercrom-
bie) for some years and became the first farmer in the
upper Red River Valley. He experimented with many
kinds of crops.

with Vander Horck. Probstfield was also the
only settler who did not desert the Red River
Valley in the years immediately following the
Sioux outbreak.

Conference-Book Relationship

A word about the relationship between these
three German-American books and the con-
ferences that gave rise to their publication. When
scholars were invited to present papers at the three
conferences, they were aware that the time limita-
tions imposed by one-day sessions made the
reading of full papers impossible. Also, some of
the papers were not ready for publication when
their authors made oral presentations. In a few
cases, especially in A Special Relationship, the
printed articles correspond closely to the con-
ference presentations. This was made possible by
running several sessions simultaneously, thereby
allowing more time for the presentation of each
paper.

In the present volume several papers are in-
cluded that could not be delivered at the "Heritage
Fulfilled" symposium. Professor John C.
Massmann had his paper on the Tolksdorf-
Shillock family ready to be presented in
September 1983, and his article is printed in this
volume as it was submitted. But Dr. Massmann

C.1

was teaching in Aalborg, Denmark during the fall
quarter of 1983 and could not read his paper at
the Bloomington conference.

On the other hand, Fay Dearden was at the
Bloomington conference answering questions
about German genealogical research. Her article,
which is printed in this volume, was ready at the
time of the conference: however, time could not
be allotted for the reading of her paper, nor is
it the kind of article intended for symposium
presentation.

"Fulfilled" in the title of the 1983 conference
and the present volume is not intended to mean
"completed" or "achieved." It does mean that
Minnesota's German-Americans have been arous-
ed and stimulated in part, perhaps, by the sym-
posiums and publications just surveyed. If the
heritage is fulfilled, it is obvious from the pre-
sent volume that research and publication on Ger-
man immigration to America is only getting
underway at the present time. With this volume,
however, the Concordia College International
Language Village program will leave the field to
others. A Heritage Deferred was published
because there was too little in print on the Ger-
man immigration story. That is still true, but there
is evidence now that German-Americans have
begun to remedy this situation.

As in the past, the conference participants
have done their best to further this publication
effort. Laurie Hoium and Carrie Ann-Dodds
Diiro are primarily responsible for laying out the
book and have contributed to the editorial
process in a great many ways. My brother, Dr.
B.G. Glasrud, gave me valuable advice and timely
aid. I am grateful to four secretaries who have
helped me put this collection together: Dee Ann
Krugler and Ilene Iverson of the May Seminar-
Language Villages office at Concordia College
and Dolores Kruger of the Humanities office and
Dorothy Zimney of the English office at
Moorhead State University. They have done much
to move this material steadily toward publication.

Clarence A. Glasrud
Professor Emeritus

Moorhead State University

Clarence A. Glasrud, Professor Emeritus at Moorhead
State University, has shifted his primary allegiance from
English to history since his retirement from teaching in 1977.
His M.A. and Ph.D. were from Harvard (in English), after
earlier work at Moorhead State Teachers College (B.E.), the
University of Minnesota, and Kenyon College. His publish-
ed books are The Age of Anxiety, ed. (Houghton Mifflin,
1960), Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen (Norwegian American
Historical Association, 1963), A Century Together, co-ed.
(Fargo-Moorhead Centennial Corporation, 1975), A
Heritage Deferred, ed. (Concordia College, 1982, Roy
Johnson's Red River Valley, ed. (Red River Valley Historical
Society, 1982), and A Special Relationship: Germany and
Minnesota, 1945-1985 (Concordia College, 1983).
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The German Contribution to the Discovery,
Exploration, and Early Settlement of the Americas

by Hans Galinsky

Explanation: Single quote marks are used to
indicate words or passages originally in German
but translated into English and quoted in English.
Some words are spaced out to focus attention on
them.

As a young high school teacher I once chose
a class text called Kidnapped by Indians, an
adventure tale about a German-American settle-
ment I had never heard of before: New Ulm. It
was a prophetic choice, anticipating my real
experience of Minnesota arid its history during my
Fulbright professorship at the University of
Minnesota in part of 1955. In its way that early
choice did prepare me even for the topic of this
paper. It concerns the German contribution to the
discovery, exploration, and early settlement of the
Americas. My subject aims to provide the begin-
nings, the 15th, 16th, and 17th century back-
ground against which the whole German part,
including the Minnesota German part, of the
American settlement story may be set. I would
like to furnish a general perspective rather than
tell a specific, regional story, a field in which I
could not compete with the many Minnesota
German experts among my readers.

What are my credentials to do justice to such
a comprehensive, bi-continental topic as mine?
Am I qualified because I come from the city where
Johannes Gutenberg, around 50 years before
Columbus' discovery of America, made a little
discovery nearer hotne - the gentle art of printing
by movable type? Printing of maps, printing of
news: the one surely facilitated discovery, the
other helped its publicising. Or is it that, as a
German, I was chosen to speak in a year full of
commemorations of German, though not only
German, historic events? 1983 five hundred
years after Luther's birth, three hundred years
after the first group immigration of Germans into

Pennsylvania, one hundred years after the deaths
of Karl Marx and Richard Wagner.

The remarkable thing is that not only the
immigration into Pennsylvania has a direct
bearing on my subject.

Take Luther! The image of the German as
heretic followed the first German explorers of
Venezuela in the 1530s and 1540s. It did not
exactly promote German-Spanish cooperation in
that part of South America. On the other hand,
the motivating power of the Reformation, re-
leased by Luther and channeled by other reform-
ers, established Plymouth Plantation. the Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony, Connecticut, Rhoc..... Island,
and two centuries later tile Lutheran
churches in the Upper Midwest.

Take Karl Marx! Surely it is P. :he early
settlement of the Americas he is re o, but
it is the 19th century and its German r ,s .igra-
tion. On the 6th of November 1845 Dr. Can Marx
of Trier applied for official Prussian approval of
his intent to emigrate to the United States.' Was
this country lucky or was it not in that Dr. Marx
did not realize his plan?

As for Richard Wagner, he too and even
twice, in 1877 and 1880 considered the sale of
his Bayreuth property and emigration to the
United States a possibility to master the financial
crisis overshadowing the Bayreuth Festival.
Wagner did not come either. Yet his "Centennial
March" commemorating 1776 had come.3

In Wagner's case it is not only thoughts of
emigration that link him to my subject. Did you
ever notice that one of his well-known opera
figures, Alberich, the Nibelung who stole the
Rhine gold, carries the same name as Albericus,
Albericus Vesputius,4Amerigo Vespucci, in whose
honor a German proposed that the name of this
recently discovered fourth part of the world be
"America"? Martin Waldseemiiller, University-
of-Freiburg-trained German college teacher of
geography, cannot be expected to have been aware
of the Germanic mythical implications of Alberi-
cus, Alberic, king of elfland,' nor will Albericus
Vesputius, Florentine astronomer and pilot, have
been conscious of these implications of his
Germanic first name Italianized, later Hispani-
zised and Latinized.
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Title page of the 1507 Waidseemiiller work which suggested the name "America" for the newly-discovered continent.

German Names America
Anyway, the Wagner centennial provides an

amusing and meaningful detour to my first topic:
the German contribution to the discovery of the
Americas. Not the first, but, amazingly, the most
lasting contribution was to the naming of the
discovery, not to the discovery itself.

This linguistic present given was initially not
accepted everywhere, and even where it was
accepted it was not thoroughly welcome.' In Spain
"las Indias" was used until the 18th century.' The
West Indies have continued this tradition until
today. However, "America" is, literally, still on
the map.

It was not by mere chatAce that a (7 Nrman
geography teacher in Lorraine felt stimulated to
suggest a name for what he had never seen. The
stimulation occurred in 1507. Freiburg, whose
univerbity Waldseemiiller had atte-ded, was in
Habsburg Austrian territory. Lorrame, where he
taught, was part of the Holy Roman Empire. The
Empire-ruling dynasty, the Habsburgs, by mar-
riage strategy had just acquired Spain, both
European and colonial. Thus Waldseemfiller was
not an outside observ, but a concerned insider.
As inhabitant and geographer he was involved in
a political and military p, wer compler bich was
truly amphi-Atlantic. not share the "Las
Indias" fallacy of Columbus, but f ,t free to
honor Albericus Vesputius, the Florentine, as

discoverer of a fourth part of the world.
"America" in Waldseemfiller's book
Cosmographiae Introductio (1507) means South
America, and this as a separate part of the world,
i.e. separate from Asia and contrary to Asia,
Europe, and Africa not a continent but an isle.

Aside from the conditioning influence of the
upper Rhine and Lorraine region as a politically
sensitive area, there was a personal incentive to
Wldseemiiller's trans-Atlantic interests. His
colleague Ringmann in 1506, had already
translated -.Ito German Vespucci's Mundus novus
of 1503.9 Ringmann vooperated with
Waldseemfiller in the production of this 'Intro-
duction to Cosmography.' It included a Latin
translation of a French version of Vespucci's
'Four Voyages."°

Cosmographiae Introductio, the title of this
cooperative effort, mixes Latinized Greek with
Latin. The producers of the book Grecized their
names and added Latin endings. Accordingly,
Amerigo Vespucci is Latinized as Americus
Vesputius. In typically Renaissance fashion, this
playful mixing of Latin and Greek continues.
Amerigo, with humorous allusiveness, is analyzed
as Ameri- ge, (ge, in Greek, standing for 'land%
and rendered as 'land of Americus.' In harmony
with the three other parts of the world, the name
of the fourth receives a feminine form: America.
Studied in this Greco-Roman context, the name
derives from a typically humanistic pun. Credit
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for this discovery must go to Harold Jantz of
Duke University." A sense of linguistic humor
and a bow to womanhood, at least the gram-
matical one, accompanies this German
contribution.

Due to a pun, the name "America" was
perhaps not meant entirely seriously." The name
giver himself did not stick to it, although his is
the first map with the name "America" on it. Six
years later, in Waldseemtiller's new 1513 edition
of Ptolemy's 'Geography,' neither Vespucci nor
America reappear. However, the name survived.
Six editions of the 'Introduction to Cosmography'
and other cartographers had adopted the name
and kept reserving it for South America."

Another German, Gerhard Kremer, Latinized
as Gerhardus Mercator, was the first to use
"America" for both the Southern and Northern
parts.'' With Waldseemiiller the name giving and
the cartographic contribution are united. With
Mercator once again the linguistic one, the sense-
extension of an adopted name, and the carto-
graphic contribution are interlinked.

Mercator's Achievement

Waldseemiiller's map is the first to use hem
shaped or "cordiform" projection." Mercatc
in 1538, made use of `double cordiform' pr
jection. German map-making went on improvin
A modern American expert, Norman Throwe
evaluated Mercator's later achievement of 15i
as follows:

In many respects the great summary
map of the Renaissance is that of Mer-
cator. Mercator liberated cartography
from dependence on Ptolemy. His
delineation of the coasts of the New
World was not better than the infor-
mation available to him, but his pro-
jection was of the greatest potential
utility to the navigator. Mercator's pro-
jection is the only arrangement of the
earth grid on which any straight line is
a line of constant compass direction.' 6
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The map in the Atlas published in Antwerp by Abraham Ortellus in 1570 shows both North and South Amerim
and the West Indies. Some parts of the map that were distorted at first were Improved in later editions of this In
fluential atlas.
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German map-making took in not only the
New World or the New and the Old. It could also
concentrate on such smaller units as a New World
city: "The first American city map to be published
anywhere," says Harold Jantz, was "a large
map" of the capital of Mexico, appended to the
account of Cortés' conquest. It was published in
Nuremberg in 1524.''

Related to single map-making, collective map-
making, i.e. atlas-making, is the third post-
discovery contribution of the Germans. Collec-
ting information of as many maps as possible, and
then correlating and improving them takes time.
A map dealer is just the right person to acquire
the collective knowledge prerequisite to atlas-
making, and the Spanish Net.erlands would be
the ideal place for a 16th century German bent
on atlas-making and -selling. Abraham Ortelius,
the son of a German resident of Antwerp, "a map
dealer," was the producer of the scientifically best
atlas of Renaissance times. The year of produc-
tion was 1570. Theatrum Orbis T,?rrarum went
to more than 40 editions in six lans...i::.ss." South
and North America are clearly disuished, and
North America is separated from North Eastern
Asia by the Straits of Anian," the conjectural
forerunner of the actual Bering Straits. It was this
very map which Hakluyt borrowed for his 1589
edition Jf Principall Navigations."

Waldseemtiller, Mercator, and Ortelius as
major contributors representing a host of minor
ones are plainly post-discovery people.

Pre-discovery or simultaneous with discovery
are those who, in retrospect, facilitated discovery.
Among them two Germans stand out, one for
facilitating navigation, another for giving visible,
practical, shape to the old "theory of a spherical
earth.'"'

Johann Muller of Königsberg, Franconia -
Latinized as Regiomontanus - improved the
accuracy of the tables which help determine a
ship's position by the angle of the sun. His Tabula
Directionum was printed as early as around
1475.22 The Tabula saw print in Nuremberg, at
that time Germany's leading city of trade, science,
and art, a center in the following decades quite
alert to the veering of the winds of international
traffic from the North-South trend of continental
Europe to the East-West trend of Atlantic-
seaboard Europe.

In the same city the first globe of the world
has had its home since 1492. Its maker was Mar-
tin Behaim, a native of the place. Contrary to the
previously-mentioned Germans as it were
digesters of the Columbian discovery but also
contrary to tabulator Regiomontanus, Behaim
was a voyager and explorer; he was a companion
of and learner from other explorers,
Portuguese explorers for that matter. He had

arrived in Lisbon in 1484. On account of his
mathematical knowledge he had been "appointed
to the royal maritime commission."23 He married
a daughter of a Portuguese captain stationed on
the Azores."

Commissioned To Make Globe

It was after six years in Portuguese service that
Behaim was commissioned by Nuremberg's City
Council "to make the globe," and on it he wrote:

Let no one doubt the simple arrange-
ment of the world, and that every part
may be reached in ships as here is
seen."

Naturally, this globe incorporated the Por-
tuguese discoveries in Africa and the results of
its circumnavigation, but it was without the im-
minent Columbian discoveries. Yet the hypothesis
underlying them was the same. Says Samuel Eliot
Morison:

The scale, the eastward extension of
Asia, and the narrow ocean on this
globe are so similar to the false
geographical notions on which Colum-
bus based his voyage, as to suggest that
Columbus and Behaim were collabor-
ators. But there is no positive evidence
of their trails ever crossing."

This intriguing speculation on what so easily
might have been grows even more intriguing and
sadly comical if we listen to a letter from German
astronomer Hieronymus MUnzer, written from
Nuremberg to the King of Portugal on July 14,
1493. He proposes an Atlantic voyage, and for
its commander he recommends Behaim.27 Neither
Miinzer nor Behaim knew at the time that the job
had been done already, but under the Spanish
flag. Behaim's 'American dream,' if he ever
indulged in it, had been realized by Columbus.

A few months later, after Regiomontanus'
mathematical improvement of navigation and
Behaim's globe as pre-discovery utensils for
discovery, the German contribution showed up
in a new variant of its post-discovery roles. To
name-giving, map-, atlas-, and globe-making was
added what chronologically was the earliest post-
discovery role: that of publicising the discovery.
Here it is that Gutenberg, my townsman, deserves
well of the New World, although he had been
dead by around 24 years when it was discovered.
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His invention speeded up and enlarged the
distribution of the news."

The Columbus letter of 1493, its original in
Spanish, received in the same year its international
circulation by Latin translation in three ver-
sions printed in Rome by the German-run prin-
ting presses of Plannck and Silber. Within
German-speaking territory it got printed in Basle.
A comparative study in the "Printed Reports on
the Early Discoveries and Their Reception,"
covering the period from 1493 to 1526 that is,
from Columbus to Cortés reveals that the
German-speaking areas of Europe produced the
most of the printed reports, even more than
Italy."

If we take into account the political fact of
the Habsburg dual monarchy that is, Spain and
the Holy Roman Empire under one ruler
Spanish and German printed reports amount to
almost 50 per cent of the European output.". As
for the Spanish prints, the Seville printing house
was run by a German family, the Krombergers.
They had the printing monopoly in the New
World. In 1539 Hans Kromberger arranged for
the establishment of a branch office in Mexico
City."

The German printing presses furnished not
only printed discovery reports in Latin and in the
vernacular: they also printed the first German
literary responses to the discovery. They start
almost immediately that is, already in 1494
the literary reflector: very fittingly the symbol of
a ship on its voyage through life, a ship full of

fools! Sebastian Brant of Strassburg and Basle
was the first German author to contribute to the
emerging European image of America. Two of
its long-lasting facets, the treasures and the
primeval charm of paradise, are unmistakable in
his poetic allusions to "gold islands" and "naked
people."" Translations of this book into Latin
and modern European languages provided for the
rapid spread of this early image of America.

Like Waldseemfiller, Brant was an inhabitant
of the upper Rhine region," the area linking
Burgundy and the Netherlands under Habsburg
control, a control which is just about to embrace
Spain.

The Spanish-German collaboration in politics
and printing sets the stage for yet another Ger-
man contribution. This time it relates not merely
to discovery but also to exploration and early
settlement.

The scene now for a second time shifts from
Germany and Europe to overseas. Martin
Behaim, the single voyager to the Azores and
probably into West African waters in the 1480s,"
is followed by a group undertaking. The first
target is Spanish Venezuela; the second is Por-
tuguese Brazil.

. 26

South German Financiers

The overseas scene had been prepared for I
South German financiers. The actors who enterc
it were soldiers, mainly of leading rank, but thc
were also governors, discoverers, and explorer
Besides, there were small groups of colonists, h
eluding miners and women. Merchants an
bankers, expecially of the Welsers and Fugge]
of the city of Augsburg, invested capital in Soul
American expeditions the Welsers i
Venezuela, the Fuggers in Chile and Peru.
Money combined with beauty later elevated
Welser girl even into the Imperial family: Chad(
V's niece was Philippine Weiser, wife of Charles
nephew Ferdinand, Archduke of Tyrol."

We are on historically familiar but not yi
family ground when, in 1528, the Welsers cor
eluded several treaties with Charles V; one of thei
set up a sort of proprietary colony in Venezuek

cmerly the slave coast of the Caribbean." Aftt
Maracaibo, San Felipe de Austria (St. Philip c
Austria), the second major German settlemeni
in its Spanish name retains at least the Habsbur
Austro-German background of the Empire."

Earlier, the German contributions had bee
scientific, technological, and linguistic all o
them only auxiliary to discovery and exploration
Now the Germans had a chance of undertakin
discoveries and explorations, even settlements o
their own, although within the Spanish-Germal
dual monarchy. The chance did not come to fir]
fruition. Sebastian Brant's "gold islands ani
naked people" developed into inland targets o
treasure expeditions and slave hunts, one fifth o
the sales money going to the Emperor. This wa
Spanish-model style, practiced by the mainl:
Spanish soldiers, with German variants introducei
by the German governors and commanders. On
of the treaties with his Imperial Majesty provid
ed for 400 African slaves to be acquired
transported to the New World, and sold withh
the following four years." Such commitment
were the conquistadorial rule of the day, but th
German ones were no better than the rule.

History has its little ironies. What in the 1530
and 1540s was German participation in thl
Spanish South American game, turned into ex
plicit revolt against the West and South Europear
slave trade in the late 1680s. The first declaratior
for the abolition of slavery had German par
ticipants in William Penn's North American
Pennsylvanian, venture for signatories."

German tenacity in Venezuela contributed twt
major and two minor expeditions, one discoverini
the Southeastern ascent to the plateau of Bogota,'
another being the longest of all South Americar
explorations. It took almost five years.42
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The German talent for family squabbles
sometimes led to lack of coordination between
governor and vice-goy !mon However, there are
two consolation prizes, two literary reflexes. Of
the four top people of the Welser merchant-
adventurers' colony Da 'finger, Federmann,
Hohermut, and the aristocrat Philipp von Hut-
ten two confided their activities and feeling to
paper. The literary reflex was to last much longer
than the objects reflected.

The first separately-published German con-
tribution to the autobiographical exploration
reports has a very early vice-governor and con-
quistador for author: Nikolaus Federmann of the
free city of Ulm. His Indianische Historia (Indian
History) was Irinted in 1557, but covers activities
between 1529 and 1532." Aside from its
ethnological and historical value, it is an
adventure and suspense story, often in military
notebook style, a story built around the motif of
the search for two things El Dorado and the
so-called Southern Sea. Neither one was found.
The events are told against the scenic background
of `Western Venezuela' and the 'highlands' of
Colombia." Unfortunately, Federmann never
chronicled his second stay in Venezuela, including
the march to Bogota in 1536.

Philipp von Hutten Account

Not a monograph like Federmann's expedi-
tion chronicle, but published seven years earlier,
is the report of the last outstanding personality
contributing to the early history of South
America. Philipp von Hutten's account is
appended to a 1550 German translation of Cortes'
messages of the conquest of Mexico. The Hutten
part was recently rediscovered by John Alden of
Providence's John Carter Brown Library. This
is the account young Hutten gave to his father
of his first expedition of 1535-38. It was
stimulated by Pizarro's success in Peru. A chroni-
cle of sufferings, native and German-Spanish, of
cannibalism, likewise native and Christian, of gold
found little, of Amazons found not at all, this tale
was of an expedition eventually looked upon
solely as an endurance test.

This largely factual report is complemented
by eight often warmly personal letters to father
and mother, brothers and friends which are of
great psychological interest. They went unpublish-
ed until the end of the 18th century" and fill the
interval between the first and second expeditions.
Lasting from 1541 to 1546, it is a renewed but
more successful search for El Dorado, this time
in Eastern Colombia and Southern Venezuela. A
colorful personality found a colorful end: shortly
before Hutten's planned return from this longest

Missionary accounts of the natives of the Americas
aroused much interest, especially when illustrated.

expedition on South American record, he was
assassinated by a Spanish administrator and rival,
who in his turn was brought to justice by a
Spanish colonial court."

Such literary reflexes of the early German
presence in South America axe not limited to the
short-lived Welser colony and its judicial after-
math, the whole adventure having lasted from
1528 to 1556.

The literary response also encompasses the ex-
periences of Hans Staden in Brazil. His War-
hafftige Historie (True History), like Federmann's
chronicle published in 1557, is a literary reflex
which contributes to yet another early type of
colonial literature: the blend of shipwreck and
Indian captivity. The storyteller, an intelligent and
observant Hessian gunner, relates two voyages
one aboard a Portuguese, another aboard a
Spanish ship around the middle of the 16th cen-
tury. In Portuguese Brazil he meets Germans and
Frenchmen so that a fourfold image of European
life overseas emerges. The captivity part of the
story is full of suspense and grotesque humor, due
to the motif of cannibalism counterbalanced by
Christian confidence in God the Saviour." By
making the captive often experience his fate as
a post-figuration of Christ's suffering and resur.
rection, Staden contributes one of the earliest
typological captivity stories." Around fifty
woodcuts, many of irn grossly realistic,
illustrate the book. Its sc,zond section is not
narrative but descriptive an ethnological gem."

The mostly unsuccessful searchers for El
Dorado (the view from above), and the liberated
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A picture of marine Ike Illustrating Theodore de Bnis Americas TwilitPars, publiefied In FiankfUrt In 1592. (Courtesy
Bryn Mawr College)

prisoner (the view from below), have for partial
complement a third type of literary reflector and
protagonist: the simple soldier not only as military
expedition man but also as participant in settle-
ment building in the founding of Buenos Aires,
anew as searcher for the fabulous Amazons, and
finally as wanderer in the wilderness. These are
among the. roles played by Ulrich Schmidel of
Straubing, Bavaria, in his book Warhafftige
Beschreibung (True Description). Printed in 1567,
Schmidel's report describes his fortunes between
1535 and 1554." This time the Welsers have not
all but only one finger in the Spanish pie." The
setting is not Venezuela but mainly the Rio de la
Plata Valley, and the conquistadors are Mendoza
and Ayola; later, when the scene shifts westward
toward the Gran Chaco and Peru, Sclunidel serves
commanders Rivero and Irola. At the end, called
home' by his ailing brother, he makes his way
toward the coast of Brazil, escaping the Tupi
cannibals. Schmidel's is the most frequently
published narrative of all four. In addition to the
German version, there are Latin, Spanish, and
French ones. His is the first book on La Plata
history.

28

Focus on Spanish America

As one could notice, these expeditionary con-
tributions and their literary reflexes are, in their
way, just as early as were those auxiliary activities
of mathematical calculation name-giving,
map-, atlas-, and globe-making, printing and
illustrating early foreign reports. All of them had
one feature in common: they dealt with, or were
stimulated by, South America and, to a much
lesser degree, Mexico. Spanish rather than Por-
tuguese America was the center of attention. The
Habsburg power complex is reflected in this direc-
tion of interest.

Its impact can be pursued right into the 17th
century. It makes itself felt in the rising number
of German Catholic missionaries and their
reports. One of them, written by Father Honorius,
contributes to Caribbean folk-musicology."

With the Catholic-Protestant tensions in-
creasing in the 17th century Europe and the
Habsburgs functioning as the leaders of the
Catholics, Protestant Germany's interest in South
America, for a short while, concentrates on one
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Ulrich Schmidel's True Description of 1567 was the
first book on the La Plata and Buenos Aires region.

of the Protestant Netherland strongholds on that
continent: the Dutch Brazil of 1630 to 1661. The
German governor, Prince Johann Moritz of
Nassau-Siegen, assembled around his little court
"German scientists" and even "poets."" Here,
during this shortlived venture of around thirty
years, German poetry is composed overseas,
mainly in Pernainbuco. It contributes to the
already flourishing colonial literature of South
America. The first German poem dates from
1648."

So much for the German gifts to the early
colonization of South America Portuguese,
Spanish, Dutch until the middle of the 17th
century.

Naturally, German contributions to North
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America begin as such to equally Habsburgian
Spanish Mexico. Printers, miners, and mis-
sionaries form a triad which somewhat modifies
the German gifts to South America. The out-
standing figure of the missionary category is
Father Kino, (i.e. Eusebius Kuhn), well-known
to the mission history of Northern Mexico,
Arizona, and California in the late 17th century,
the first German contributor to American spiritual
autobiography."

Contributions to French, English, Dutch, and
Swedish North America, in a modified way, con-
tinue the pattern recognizable in South America.
Publicizing the discoveries, explorations, and early
settlement attempts of these colonizing nations
comes first; exportation of intellect as well as
trading, administrating, and exploring individuals
follow; immigrant groups and literary talents
bring up the rear. The time span extends from the
1570s to the 1680s and brings my story to its end.

It is mainly Protestant Reformation Germany
which, for this religious reason, contributes least
to French, more to Dutch and Swedish, most to
English North America. A few examples may
suffice.

A Lutheran refugee from the Catholic bishop
of Liege's territory, settling down in his wife's
native city of Frankfurt, Theodorus von Bry may
stand for the publicizing activities. New England's
responses to German theological and scientific
books may represent the category of intellectual
exports; Johann Lederer, a physician from Ham-
burg and early immigrant into Virginia, will speak

V'e.
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Hans Staden's account of his captivity among cannibals was so popular It was reprinted by de Bry.
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Sir Walter Ralegh's History of the World, published in 1614, usedthis illustration to picture the new British colony
of Guiana In South America. The New World was both Eden-like idyll and the natural world of satanic spirits. Writers
and Illustrators gave their imaginations free reign in picturing the new land. (Courtesy Bryn Mawr College)

for the explorers; Franz Daniel Pastorius, leader
of the very first Rhine-Main group of German ser-
vants and settlers arriving abroad the America on
August 20, 1683, coordinator of their activIts
with those of the Krefelders, the later arrivals of
October 6, and founder of Germantown, Penn-
sylvania, will give voice to these newcomers.

Establish "Noble Savage" Image

'A citizen of Frankfurt,' as he sometimes signs
dedications of his publications," Theodorus von
Bry, his sons, and two relatives from 1590 to
the early 1630s are the top publicizers of illus-
trated news, e.g. of French Florida, English
Roanoke, and many other great voyages. The "de
Bry" publications help fix in European minds one
picture of the American native: that of the noble
savage with a body resembling classical
sculpture."

The reception of German theological, legal,
historical, and geographical literature is testified
to by 17th century Harvard library lists and by
ever-so-many last wills of New Englanders"
also by its citation in New England literature."

What Lutheran theology meant to John Cot-
ton's Boston successor, the Rev. John Norton,
can be grasped from Norton's funeral elegy on
Cotton:

Ezirs031.m.
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Luther pulled down the Pope. . .

Cotton whose Learning, Temper,
Godliness,

The Germane Phoenix lively did
express.

Melancthon's all, may Luther's word
but pass

Melancthon's all in one, in our Great
Cotton was."

Germany as a yardstick of comparison returns
at such an unexpected place as Increase Mather's
A Brief History of the War with the Indians in
New England (1676). Says Mather:

As a man that lived in Luthers time was
wort to say that he did not fear the
ruine of Germany as long as Luther was
aliv e , So neither do I fear the utter ruine
of New England, so long as any of the
first Generation who for the Gospels
sake came out into this wildernesse, are
alive.6'

Particularly incisive is the contribution which
German literature made to the scientific theory
Piaci practice of John Winthrop, Jr., the first
governor of Connecticut. He owned the largest
colonial collection of German books on alchemy
and metallurgy. It included Rosicrucian literature.
He was conversant with catalogs from the
Frankfurt book fairs." With books going back
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and forth between him and Roger Williams, it is
no surprise that in April 1645 a German publica-
tion on medicine and chemistry is among them."
So close was intellectual Germany to intellectual
Rhode Island and Connecticut in early settlement
days .64

With Johann Lederer, M.D., the scene shifts
to the South. The Discoveries of John Lederer
(1672), an English translation of a lost Latin
original, reports three separate "marches from
Virginia to the West of Carolina"" to find a path
across the Appalachians to the West. The three
attempts were undertaken in 1670, the first in the
company of three Indians, the second with whites
and Indians who gave up, for Lederer to continue
with one Indian only, the last attempt once again
in white and Indian company."

The ascent was so steep. . .and we so
tired, that having with much ado gain-
ed the top of the highest, we drank the
Kings Health in Brandy, gave the
Mountain his name."

How practical! No passage to the West was
found, but the Shenandoah Valley had been
discovered.

A literary discovery goes with it. Lederer's
description of mountain scenery and the evoca-
tion of moods" contribute to early colonial
literature the first touches of the pre-romantic
sublime.

Historical Revelations of Germany

Two years later, in 1674, and back to New
England, we find ourselves treated to historical
revelations about Germany by John Josselyn's
"Observations of America" appended to An
Account of Two Voyages:

Boniface Bishop of Mens a City in Ger-
many, was accused before Pope
Zachary in the time of Ethelred King
of the East-Angles for Heresie, &c. in
that he averred there were Antipodes.
St. Augustine[s] and Lactantius[']
opinion was that there were none."

In his entry for "Anno Domini 1160" Josselyn
went one better:

In the Emperour Frederick Bar-
barossa's time eel- in West Indians
came into German)..'°

Weren't we early in receiving such visitors from
overseas? Anyway, German contributions like
these to Indian lore prove sufficiently that not
only fact but also fancy are involved.

With Francis Daniel Pastorius we return from
fanciful to factual history, and now find ourselves

in the middle colonies, near early Philadelphia.
It is not, as with John Lederer, the fascination
of the wilderness but the amenities of a beginning
urban civilization that German-American litera-
ture reflects. They include recipes for a disciplined
daily youtine and leave time for travels of the
mind. Both are mirrored in Pastorius' writings,
Latin, Greek, Hebrew, German, English, Dutch,
French. My first example will sound very familiar,
thanks to Franklin's publicizing the jingle:

Early to bed and early to rise,
Makes a man healthy, wealthy,

and wise.''
My second example takes the reader on a tour of
the world:

When I solidly do ponder,
How Thoughts wander; I must wonder,.
They in haste ... are flying,

Thro' Great Britain, France and
Holland,

Denmark, Moscovy, Spain, Polland,
Portugal and Italy,

Oft 'ner yet thro' Germany.
Hence returning to 13raganza,
To the Cape of Bon Speranza;

So, by way of Africa,
Home to Penn Silvania."

Pennsylvania has become home. This last con-
tribution still reflects travel and discovery. Yet the
ultimate reflex is of settlement. The German con-
tribution is not made any longer to America but
in America. We are at the beginning of German-
American literature in English in North America,
counterpart to those earlier German-American
contributions of the 1640s in South America.
These Pennsylvania beginnings, even in their
smallness, foreshadow other regional (including
Minnesotan) beginnings of almost exactly 150
years later.

The improvers of navigation, the globe-,
map-, and atlas-makers, the image builders, the
name giver, the printers and publishers, the
miners, soldiers, and governors, the settlement
builders and pioneer women, the explorers, mis-
sionaries, and literary reporters of their ex-
periences, the exporters of intellectual goods, the
rural and urban immigrants, the poets: here they
were, all of them contributors to the discovery,
exploration, or early settlement of the Americas.
By survey of individual example they were
presented, not in a spirit of flag-waving but just
to remind us all of one thing: the making of early
colonial America was neither a national solo nor
a bi-national duet, but a chorus including the Ger-
man voice, a 'chorus line' rehearsal of many other
voices from Europe, nz lye America, and Africa.
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Three Literary Aspects of the German in America:
Immigrant, Homeland, and American Views

by Hans Galinsky

Explanation: Single quote marks are used to
indicate words or passages originally in German
but translated into English and quoted in English.
Some words are spaced out to focus attention on
them.

Perspectives on the German in America are
predominantly non-literary. It is mainly his
immigration history and the contributions he has
made to this country's settlement, society, culture,
and technology which have attracted scholarly
attention.' The literary perspective has had its
appliers. But the German in an American setting
as portrayed by literary means has not been a
continuous subject of study. This is the more
strange because American and German literatures
abound in empirical presentations and hnaginative
creations of German figures in the United States.'

One of the reasons for this comparative
neglect on the part of scholars may be the be-
wildering variety of applicable perspectives. For
this paper I have selected merely three of them:
the immigrant, the homeland, and the American
perspective. I have restricted them to the German
immigrant view, to the homeland one as express-
ed by that type of back-home writer who has never
been to America, not even for the shortest of
visits, and to the Anglo-American view.

As for individual representatives of these three
angles of observation and vision, I limited myself
to German immigrant Francis Daniel Pastorius,
back-home author Goethe, and Anglo-American
William Carlos Williams. Specific reasons for this
debatable choice will, hopefully, emerge from the
paper itself. It covers the late 17th and early 18th,
the late 18th and early 19th, and the first half of
the 20th century.

Pastorius, well-known founder of German-
town, focuses on the German in the new world

36

of Pennsylvania, new in the geographical, socio-
economic, linguistic, but also religious sense. In
his extensive prose, as far as it consists of public,
promotional writings and private correspondence,
the German fellow-colonist largely serves as an
advertising asset to attract additional countrymen
to tolerant, fertile, and peaceful Pennsylvania.'
Regional differences between 'Low' and 'High'
Germans and occasional sectarian controversies
are not glossed over.'

Not printed but confined to manuscript shape,
the poetry is much more intimate, and, accord-
ingly, more informative. In it the situation of the
first native-borns and their parents in their new
inter-ethnic environment finds its expression. The
German immigrant, with his natural wish to hand
down the values inherent in his customs and man-
ners, is behind the following pieces. One stresses
the value of learning, and of books as its
tr ansmitters.

Dear Children! Come and look
Often in your Father's book;
Not only look, but understand,
For Learning's more than house and land.
A house may burn, the land be spent,
True Learning never has an end:
True Learning is most excellent.'

The immigrant speaking as teacher is accom-
panied by the immigrant as ethnic observer and
comparatist. The pleasures of the table and the
limitations of national literary tastes come up for
epigrammatic wit, chiastic patterning, and
punning ingenuity:

The English can eat flesh both without herbs
and bread,

Flesh without herbs and bread to Germans is
black Lead.'

Hans Sachs and David Lindsay write
And all is Verse what they indite,
But Verse per verse, which Modern's loath.
Pray! tell me WHO is best of both?
The German doubtless will say Sachs,
The English of his Lindsay cracks./
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Idealized bust of Franz Daniel PastOrius by J. Otto
Schweitzer.

The view of the German colonist which
emerges from the next poem is a strikingly quietist
one, that of the happy house owner and cultivator
of his garden:

Let Kings and Princes keep the wide Earth-
Ball,

I would not change my Garden with them all.°

This type of immigrant does not consider
himself a bearer of a national mission. 'The possi-
ble establishment' of 'a little Germany' he speaks
of in a letter to his parents in 1684 is tied to a
political existence 'under a law- and justice-loving
governour."Under [him] we can lead a peaceful
and quiet life, in godly gratitude. Amen.'9

Pastorius' poetic mind does not stay narrowly
domestic. It also operates as an imaginary world-
wide traveler:

When I solidly do ponder,
How Thoughts wander; I must wonder,

And for Shame exclaim, and own,
Mine are ranghg up and down.

Thro' Great Britain, France and Holland,
Denmark, Moscovy, Spain, Polland,

Portugal and Italy,
Oft'ner yet thro' Germany.

Hence returning to Braganza,
To the Cape of Bon Speranza;

SI; by way of Africa,
Home to Penn Silvania.'°

Pennsylvania has become home. Nevertheless,
the motif of a return to Europe is sounded at least

three times. Twice a prominent fellow-colonist,
Jacob Winer, departing for Europe, receives
farewell poems from Past orius. " Once he sees
hinv If as a potential returnee in retrospect. In
a poem commemorating his friends David Lloyd
and William Penn he confesses:

'Two he & William Penn, that Caused me to
stay

In this then uncouth land, & howling
Wilderness,

Wherein I saw that I but little should possess,
And if I would Return home to my Father's

house,
Perhaps great Riches and Preferments might

espouse, &c.12

Against this background of potential return
the image of America arising from another com-
memorative poem assumes poignant meaning:

Title page of one of PastorlUa' promotioral publica-
tions published In 1692. The title reads "Brief
Geographical Description of the Lately Discovered
American Country of Pennsylvania."
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Restrained in a ship, America by name.
Into America [Amo(a)rica:] we came:
A Countrey bitter-sweet, & pray! how can't

bc less,
Consid'ring all the World does lie in wick-

edness?
And though perhaps some thought, that

Penn-Silvania
Should be expected, and dream'd of Utopia,
That Extramun.,;,e place (by Thomas Morus

Yet is it parcel o he odd and Cursed Ground,
Gen. 3:17. ''

"Land of Love" ("Amorica") and "Bitter
Land" (Amarica"), two puns effected by
humanist Pastorius, combine into "A Countrey
bitter-sweet". Pennsylvania, this "parcel of the
. . .Cursed Ground", breeds fellow-immigrants
whose human frailties sometimes appear in a light
more humorous than melancholy. The bilingual
pun at the beginning sets the tune:

Hams has his hands and tongue at his
command,

He keeps most fast, what he did promise, and
Verspricht, und lieferts nicht,

Das ist ein Schand. '4

It is not only the established immigrant in the
shape of the unreliable merchant or craftsman but
also the rewcoms3r in the garb of the mystic like
Kelpius or the trickster like Sproegel, underhand
land-patent purchaser and cheater of his
countrymen," it is the Swede," the Netherlander''
and the Welshman," it is above all the native
American who make the immigrant's intra- and
inter-ethnic environment come to life in Pastorius'
poetry and prose."

Lutheran in his Franconian youth, leaning
toward Pietism dudng his Frankfurt residence
(1679-80, 1682-83), along with some of the Krefeld
Mennonites joining the Pennsylvania Quakers,
Pastoriuz; served Germantown in a great many
capacities. For seventeen years agent of a

An early' vie WI Of rGOflnantowfl.
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Goethe as a young man.

Frankfurt-based real-estate and settlement com-
pany, lawyer, widely-traveled humanist polyglot,
teacher, civic leader, and Late Baroque author,
he was in an excellent position to observe and ex-
press the 'founder's' view on the German im-
migrant and on himself as one of them.

In his literary work the immigrant's linguistic
context shows particplarly clearly. It is multi-
lingual and multi-dialtal.2° The partial adoption
of English from the very first helps explain why
so many German-American contributions to
American literature have gone unheeded as
German-Americans' literary achievements.

It is fascinating to change our vantage point
geographically and historically, i.e. from trans-
atlantic immigrant to cisatlantic homeland author,
and from colonial to post-American Revolution
and post-Napoleonic 'European Restoration'
times. The fascination is in the continuity and the
change of view on the German in America.

Let's consult Goethe as our pre-announced ex-
ample of home-based type of observer, the one
that relies on the imagination plus written and oral
information. It may be furnished by international
books about America, by American visitors to
Germany or returnees, mainly German ones. Like
Pastorius, Goethe is Franconian by birth, lawyer
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by academic training at more than one university,
Strassburg among them, and some-time Frankfurt
near-pietist." Will such unexpected points of con-
tact make for convergent views in spite of almost
one century and an ocean dividing the observers?

It would be instructive to watch the slow
emergence, in Goethe's works, of the figure of
the immigrant, both the prospective and the actual
one, through its antecedents and their trans-
mutations." From Lili Schönemann's readiness
to emigrate to America with young Goethe, her
fiancé, the motif of the voyage to, and the actual
stay in, America could be pursued through such
plays as Stella and Der Gross-Cophta." Instead,
I am concentrating on the later novel Wilhelm
Meisters Lehrjahre (1796) and the 1829 version
of the Wanderjahre.

Anna Elisabeth Schiinemann, who was ready to
emigrate to America with her fiance, Goethe. The
young poet, who fell in love with her when she was
16, immortalized here as "Lill."

The figure of the returnee to Europe is the first
'Lin order of appearance) to link the poetic world

Pastorius with the novelistic one of the
Lehrjahre. The figure undergoes a historical
:thange, though, from civilian to military returnee.
the German participant in the American War of
[ndependence is impersonated as Lothario. He is

German officer, just returned from the New
World where 'in company with some Frenchmen
le had served with distinction under the flag of
he United States.'" In America he has learned
t. lesson: not what is exotic but what is nearest
:an provide a setting for being `useful and
lecessary."Here or nowhere is America,' with

'here' meaning Germany, encapsules the lesson."
The young returnee and landowner, although still
in debts, entertains plans of profit-sharing with
his farm workers. This is Goethe's new and slight-
ly humorous view on the returned freedom
fighter.

Lothario is flanked by two figures interested
in doing what he had already done and returned
from, i.e. going to America.

One is a variation on Lothario the idealist,
and, once again, the frame of reference is
historical. This time it reaches beyond revo-
lutionary to post-Pastorius colonial Pennsylvania.
Lothario's brother-in-law, the `Count,' is a sup-
porter of the Moravian or 'Herrnhuter Brethren.
For their benefit he will sell his German property
and plan a trip to America. Modelled on the late
Count Zinzendorf, founder of the Brethren's col-
ony of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, this earthly saint
is mockingly supposed to wish for a glamorous
martyrdom as Indian missionary," a vocation
once envisioned by Pietist Pastorius."

Fortunately, the materialist is not lacking in
this company. In these critical years between the
War of Independence and the impending French
Revolution, Major Jarno, grown worldly-wise in
his former years of courtier, is considering a
distribution of proprietary and financial risks. He
has established a mutual insurance company. A
secularized Pastorius, he is about going to the
States to look around for suitable investments.
He invites Wilhelm Meister to accompany him.
While Jarno will be touring America, his friend,
the Abbé, will visit Russia." What a glorious
anticipation of modernity!

However, neither emigration nor immigration
are presented as accomplished facts in the
Lehdahre (completed in 1796). The only person
that has been in the New World has returned.

In the following 33 years, Goethe composed
the first version of the Wanderjahre, and recast
it, especially from 1825 to 1829. New socio-
political ideas in both, Goethe's times and
Goethe's imagination, are coming to the fore."
Emigration, merely a concomitant motif in the
earlier novel, is moving toward its sequel's center.
The cultural-historical aspect of 'Europe and
America', and the philosophical anth-
ropological aspect of `Man, a migratory being'
are now entering the second novel.

The returnee from America, Lothario's role
in Lehrjahre, re-appears with an interesting varia-
tion. The landowner who entertains Wilhelm
Meister as a guest and novice to the 'Province of
Pedagogy', is fittingly called "der Oheim." Here
he is, the proverbial `uncle from America.' He
is the returned grandson of a German diplomat,
who, in the late 17th century, gave *1p his Lon-
don post under the influence of WW;utm Penn.



Goethe at 78, about the time he recast WanderJahre.

Like Pastorius, he emigrated to Pennsylvania. His
Philadelphia-born son extended his father's estate
near the Ohio frontier. The grandson, heir to these
family lands, paid a visit to the Old World. Its
culture recaptured the 3rd generation German-
American. Like Lothario, this returnee
transplants to Old World Germany American
enlightened farming ideas and farmers' liberties.
He becomes the philanthropical 'steward' of his
German estate, running it "freisinnig", that is
'liberally,' and most efficiently.'°

In the framework of this 'flashback' Ger-
man-American family history, the authorial nar-
rator for the first time reflects on emigration and
the immigrant. He does so on the European, not
merely German, scale. This American-European
aspect leads to a comparison of the two con-
tinents. In Europe a homogeneous nation had
come to be regarded as depending on conformity
of manners and religion, while in America
pluralism of moral and religious concepts was felt
to be necessary for settlement."

The German-American visitor to Europe
grows aware of an option. On the one hand he
may participate in a culture of 'several thousand
years,' losing himself in 'big multitudes of
regulated activity.' On the other hand he may, in
America, play 'the roles of Orpheus and
Lycurgus,' in other words, start poetry and law-
making long after the mythical state of European
history." Aside from this borrowed terminology
of mythical culture heroes, the returnee's image
of life in America is conveyed in his own words:
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'having skirmishes with the Iroquois. . .or
cheating them by contracts in order to drive them
out of their swamps, in which mosquitoes make
you suffer until you die.'3' In this way Pastorius'
figure of the trickster continues. With him it was
authentic Mr. Sproegel cheating his fellow Ger-
mans out of their lands or it was fellow-
immigrants treating natives to adulterated
brandy." With Goethe it is the novelistic figure
of the white man who fights or cheats the natives
for possession of their lands.

Change and continuity of the trickster figure
are paralleled by change and continuity of the
figure of the land-investment and settlement-
scheme organizer. In the Lehrjahre overseas in-
vestment and emigration functioned as a safety
device for the wealthy few. In the Wanderjahre
it turns into a way out for a large group move-
ment. Goethe conceives of it as a settlers' associa-
tion of needy farmers and craftsmen directed by
aristocrats and the "Abbé". It is not the returned
grandson of the ancient Pennsylvania immigrant,
but the fourth generation, the returnee's
nephew," who is supervising this group-
emigration scheme jointly with Lothalio, once
returned officer and now going to America for
a second time, presumably for good.

Goethe's imaginative change from emigration
as small "Band" undertaking" of the 1780s to
a large-group enterprise of the 1820s is in exact
keeping with the uptrend of German emigration
statistics of the times." So does the projected set-
tlement near the Ohio frontier accord with one
of the popular areas of actual German settlement.
The imagined ariaocratic management anticipates
one of the actual administrative forms of German
emigration to Texas."

In Wanderjahre, America as the overseas
option is suspended in a kind of classical balance.
In the one scale there is the projected emigration
to America, in the other there are what amounts
to three individual counterweights: (1) staying in
an old world of culture and of an aristocracy
gradually liberalizing under the influence of
America-enlightened German returnees, (2) col-
onizing less developed areas within Eastern
Europe," (3) entering the inthistrial age in
Germany."

Goethe's is a homeland author's perspective
on the German in America. Characteristically, it
concentrates on emigration, and this much more
in the planning stage than that of actual per-
formance. Facets of life in America are not
presented but reported or conjectured.4'

Not the novelist but the book critic and the
explicator of his own poetry yield some insight
into Goethe's thoughts on German ethnicity and
inter-ethnicity in the American environment.
Goethe's review of the 1822 report on German
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nigration by Ludwig Gall, the 'commissar' of
ierman emigration society, who had been
rseas in 1819/20, illustrates this point." So
s a much more surprising text, Goethe's com-
its on "TYXH" or `the Accidental,' one of
poems constituting the cycle "Urworte.

thisch."43
Seen as a whole, Goethe's is the most com-
liensive late 18th and early 19th century Ger-
.' attempt to combine under a homeland
;pective three facets of the German in
erica: the military volunteer, the immigrant,
h more prospective than actual, and the

awe. For historical reasons it is only in the
:r categories that a comparison with Pastorius'
iigrant view on the German in America reveals
h continuity and change. The basic change lies
he fact that Goethe has subordinated all of
;e three facets to one perspective that exceeds
h the German and America. The German in
o or back from America serves as a symbol
Man, that migratory being. It is into this
ension that also the contemporary tradition
the 'emigration song' has been raised in
helm Meister."
The American view is to complete our triad
perspectives. Compared to our previous
:rvers, William Carlos Williams yields entirely
insights but also old ones, though sometimes

t. new intensity.
The German in America, working as physician
,cientist is a feature which Williams, in the
rse of his scientific and medical training,
ime aware of. In his Autobiography and
rted Letters one meets Dean Gauss of
iceton," along with that brilliant young New

3M Cirkts Miami tiyoUng Man'

York pathologist Charles Krumwiede. For
Williams he embodied that "German devotion to
detail, that thoroughness, that relentless deter-
mination to come at the evasive core of a problem
until it has been laid bare.'46 In Dr. Williams',
the gynecologist's and pediatrician's, short stories
there is room for such a "poor brat" and "living
skeleton" as Jean Beicke, an 11-month-old baby
girl of German immigrants doomed to die in a
Paterson or Passaic hospital."

Also of thematic newness is the presentation
of the German immigrant as skilled industrial
worker, and of his relation to his employer and
the unions. Against this socio-economic context
Williams narrates the family saga of Joe Stecher,
immigrant printer from a Silesia in the days of
pre-1914 Imperial Germany. It is not a typical
"from rags to riches" story that Williams offers,
but the sober and humoms account of moderate
success, with failure admixed to it. By way of a
trilogy it transmutes into art the life of Dr.
Williams' immigrant father-in-law, son of a
forester from near Breslau," and the lives of his
Wife and ti-air three children. Of the novels com-
posing the trilogy White Mule (1937), In the
Money (1942), and The Build-Up (1950) I like
the first best. Nowhere has a German-Norwegian
baby girl of the first native-born generation been
portrayed so intimately and comically, and
nowhere have the descriptions of immigrant
family life and of immigrant work, dramatically
culminating in a New York printers' strike, been
balanced so well.

Unparalled, too, is Williams' perceptivity of
what World War I meant to America's Ger-
mans.49 Of striking newness is also an encounter
of a post-1945 German in America. Williams tells
of it in a short poem whose syntactically broken
lines render the speaking voice:

The young German poked his head
in at the door, handed me
an advertising leaflet for some
drug manufacturer and left,

coloring furiously after a few
thinly spoken words. My
attention was sharply roused.
It seemed a mind well worth

looking into. And beneath that,
another layer, Phoenix-
like. It was almost, I confess,
as though I envied him.'°

I do not know of any briefer and any more
hopeful image of young Germany in America in
recent Anglo-American literature.

New, though only as to intensity of percep-
tion, not as to subject, is Williams' view of the
German's place in an inter-ethnic society. Neither
Pastorius nor Goethe had neglected this aspect.
Joe's Norwegian wife, her relatives and her Black
help in the Stecher home are more than matched



William,Carlos-Williams.ln the.late..1920s,

William Carlos Williams in the late 19408

by the multi-ethnic work force in the print shop.3'
Occasional frictions and, on the part of the
Stecher family as !-0.en from the younger
daughter's viewpoint, a persistent feeling of
"foreignness" are not hidden."

The mild mockery with which Goethe's
would-be Moravian missionary was tinged
recurs with Williams in a broader and more in-
tensive variation. With Klaus Ehrens, an evan-
gelist preaching in the park of Paterson, he
achieves a partly narrative, partly scenic presen-
tation of a German religious immigrant. It
dominates a whole section of Williams' long poem
Paterson." We are back almost full circle to
Pastorius, and to Goethe's German disciple of
William Penn in Wanderjahre. The difference lies
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in that Ehrens has experienced conversion not
before but after immigration. Complete con-
vergence is reached where Pastorius' pun
"[Amo(a)rica:]. ./ A Countrey bitter-sweet"
recurs in the paradox "America the golden 1/
. . . ./we love thee bitter/land".3'

There is a final traditional element in
Williams' perspective on America's German.
What to Pastorius was a "little Germany" to be
established under Penn's benevolent government
turns up again with Williams. Aging Joe Stecher
encounters "ICronstadt," N.J., half-pseudonym
for Carlstadt, N.J.:

"Kronstadt was an old German-speaking com-
munity. . . .It was independent, believed in small
enterprises and stayed conservative. . . .Here, if
his eyes did not deceive him, was a part of old
Germany.' "

It "was a freethinking town founded by a Carl
Weiss, a German Swiss, in the middle of the last
century." Once again we are back to a founder
like Pastorius, but unlike him in point of religion.

Thanks to a keenly observant doctor-poet and
prose writer," second-generation American
Williams, the fullest view of the German in
America has emerged from an Anglo-American.
His Stecher trilogy has come closest (in its own
way) to the ideal Euro-American emigration-and-
immigration prose epic envisioned by Goethe in
his review of Ludwig Gall's report."

Thus our threefold perspective on the German
in America an immigrant, homeland, and
American perspective has spanned three cen-
turies. Both its continuity and its change will
surely go on stimulating the imagination of
authors over here and over there.
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The German Language Press in Minnesota

by Gerhard H. Weiss

The history of the German language press in
the United States is closely intertwined with the
history of German immigration. With the arrival
of the first group of German settlers in
Philadelphia in 1683, a bridgehead was established
which rapidly expanded in the following years.
Germantown and the Philadelphia area formed
the first center of German life on the new con-
tinent. It was here, also, thet the first German-
American paper was printed in 1732. Published
by Benjamin Franklin,. the Philadelphische
Zeitung was anything but a success. In the 19th
century, when German immigration to the United
States reached its peak, the number of papers also
multiplied rapidly and spread to the new popula-
tion centers in the Middle West and beyond. The
greatest impetus, of course, came with the arrival
of the first major group of political refugees, the
1848ers. These young, highly educated liberals had
fought in vain for political freedom and the
freedom of the press in their native land, and they
had developed a keen sense for the importance
of the newspaper as a means of informing and
educating a free citizenry. The constantly
increasing number of German settlers in America,
and the sizeable number of qualified journalists
eager for a forum, created a veritable golden age
for the German language press in the United
States, far surpassing - in quality and quantity -
what was then customary in the homeland.2 After
1890, however, with the older generation of immi-
grants assimilated and the number of new arrivals
decreasing, the press also began to decline.
America's entrance into World War I added an
additional blow from which the papers never re-
covered. Of the multitude of German language
papers in the country, today only two survive
which have more than local reputations: the New
York Staatszeitung und Herold and the Aufbau,
a refugee journal dating back to the 1930s.

The foreign language press in America is
primarily a phenomenon of 19th century mass im-
migration. As such, it gives us one of the most
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fascinating and colorful insights into a very im-
portant chapter of United States history. It played
a major role in the struggle between ethnic con-
sciousness and gradual assimilation. Hermann
Raster, one of the most distinguished German
journalists of the 19th century, whose Illinois
Staatszeitung was widely read, considered the
German language press a major force in the
shaping of a uniquely German-American culture.'
To Car' Schurz the purpose of the German press
was to serve as a vehicle "to explain America to
those who could not yet read English; to keep the
German element informed of the intellectual
progress of Germany; and to promote under-
standing and cooperatior among the Germans in
the United States." Sch z also insisted that the
German papers should tea:h tl immigrants "how
hospitable and unprejudicb.. `n;ted States has
been toward the foreign-u, how it has
welcomed the stranger with 'open handed
generosity'. "4

What we have said about the German press
in the United States in general applies, of course,
to Minnesota also, in a peculiarly Minnesotan
way. The German papers in Minnesota never
reached the level of excelknce and national
reputation, or the volume of circulation, of their
colleagues in New York, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Chicago, or Milwaukee. They had distinguished
editors but lacked superstars. They were mainly
liberal in outlook and not usually taken to
radicalism. They were solid and respectable
without winning a pennant. They reached their
greatest prominence in 1895, about five years after
the national peak, and at a time when in many
other states the number of newspapers had
already begun to decline. Between 1910 and 1920,
partly because of World War I, the number of
German publications in the United States was
reduced by about 50%. In Wisconsin this number
surpassed 40%; in Minnesota the loss was only
about 22.2%15

There was nothing unique about the Minne-
sota German press. Some of the papers were
church-connected, some addressed themselves to
specific fraternal orders or lodges, some spoke to
the farmers, and some were regular weekly or
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daily newspapers. For a few years there even ex-
isted a German humor magazine, Der !usage
Bruder, published between 1890 and 1907 in
Minneapolis. In our discussion here we shall limit
ourselves only to the secular, general subscription
news press.

Early History

If the records are correct, the first German
language newspaper in Minnesota was published
on November 19, 1855, in St. Paul. Die Minne-
sota Deutsche Zeitung began as a four-page
weekly, published by Friedrich Orthwein one
of the most colorful and enterprising of the
German journalists. There is some argument that
perhaps a Sunday paper, Minnehaha, preceded
the Deutsche Zeitung by a few months, but that
is purely academic.° Other papers followed, and
during the approximately 100-year history of
Minnesota German newspapers we can observe
an amazing spectacle of optimistic starts and
dismal failures, of mergers and of changes in
political allegiances, of changing editors and
publishers, and of a constant struggle for survival.
Of a total of 51 secular German language papers
known to haw been published in Minnesota, nine
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did not even last as long as one year, and only
seven continued over thirty. The average length
of publication during this span of 100 years was
14.5 years. Only four papers ever reached a
circulation figure of over 10,000 subscribers: the
Tagliche Volkszeitung of St. Paul, St. Cloud's
Nordstern, the Minneapolis Freie Presse und
Herold, and the Winona America Herold und
Lincoln Freie Presse, the last an amalgamation
of papers originally published in Winona,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee haul Lincoln, Nebraska.'

Publishers and Editors:
Friedrich Orthwein

The German papers were in the hands of
capable publishers and editors. The most pro-
minent of these were Friedrich Orthwein, Albert
Wolff, Samuel Ludvigh, Ludwig Bogen, and
Lambert Nagele. Orthwein, the " father" of the
Minnesota German language press, had learned
the printing trade in his native Germany before
enlisting in the French Foreign Legion. He was
a short fellow with a round face and chestnut
brown hair, who after his discharge from the
Legion in 1849 emigrated to the United States.
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He worked for a while in the shop of the Wis-
consin Banner in Milwaukee before coming to St.
Paul in 1855 to found his own paper, the
Minnesota Deutsche Zeitung. Though officially
independent, the paper vascillated between Re-
publican and Democratic politics. Its goal was to
follow "such principles as would aid the German
immigrant." It received financial support from
both political parties, an absolute necessity for
survival in those days. However, it never became
a "low slave" of any party or clique. When the
Zeitung had to suspend publication because of a
lawsuit brought by Orthwein's creditors, he
moved to Chaska to start another paper, the
Minnesota Thalbote (1859), which, six months
later, was moved back to St. Paul and named the
Minnesota National Demokrat. This paper had
distinct Democratic leanings. However, party
support was not enough to keep it afloat.
According to Orthwein's rival, Samuel Ludvigh,
who at that time edited the pro-Republican
Minnesota Staats-Zeitung, "a party newspaper in
Minnesota can endure only if supported with at
least $600 annually from the party leaders."9 In
November 1859, the National Demokrat ceased
publication. Orthwein left his journalistic career,
but for several years continued to live in St. Paul,
where he operated a saloon on Jackson Street.
During his four years as a Minnesota journalist,
he had been an outspoken liberal and a defender
of immigrant interests. He ridiculed the Know-
Nothing element in American politics, and he
opposed the temperance crusaders. He also urged
the German immigrants to give up their "old
fashioned ways" and to become fully involved in
American political life. Above all, he expressed
the hope that the "hearts of all true Germans may
beat with enthusiasm for the unity of the
Union."1°

Albert Wolff

Albert Wolff had been a student of theology
at the University of Göttingen. In May 1849, he
became involved in the revolutionary uprisings in
Dresden, was sentenced to death, had his sentence
commuted to ten years in prison, and was finally
pardoned in 1852. He emigrated to the United
States and made his home in St. Paul, where he
became involved in several German newspaper
enterprises. He worked with Orthwein on the
Deutsche Zeitung and the Thalbote; he briefly
edited the New Ulm Post; and for 16 years he
served as editor of the St. Paul Volkszeitung
until he ended his life in 1893 in a moment of
despondency, brought about apparently by
financial problems." Wolff served several terms
in the Minnesota legislature, gaining a keen sense
for state politics. He also distinguished himself
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in the post of Minnesota's State Commissioner
of Emigration for Germany."

Wolff's editorial position was basically in-
dependent. He considered himself "free of any
party yoke or party pay." "3 In thc 1860 St. Paul
city election, he recommended both Democratic
and Republican candidates, provided they were
German! In the February 25 edition of the
Staatszeitung he admonished his readers: "Show
the Know-Nothings of both parties what the
damned Dutchmen can do." " Wolff endorsed
Lincoln and supported liberal Republican ideals
up to the period of Reconstruction, when he began
to move closer to the Democrats again. He was
a very skillful writer, who also tried his hand at
fiction and who loved to insert his witty doggerel
verse in his paper."

Samuel Ludvigh, Ludwig Bogen
and Lambert Nagele

Samuel Ludvigh was by far the most radical
and controversial of the German journalists. He
was an avowed free-thinker, which frightened
some of the more religious German immigrants.

Lambert Niigele enilded in the First Minnesota Battery
at New Ulm at the outbreak of the Civil War and was
sent to Fort Snelling to be mustered in. He had been
the editor and co-founder of the New Ulm Plonler, the
Journal of the Tumerc. Their printing plant was
destroyed during the Sioux uprising. After the Civil War
Nägele became the editor of the Minneapolis Pyle
Presse. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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The second issue of the New-UIm Plenler dated January 14,1858 announced its motto: "Independent in Everything,
Neutral irs Nothing". (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Ludvigh had left Germany before the revolution
of 1848 and had established a quarterly literary
magazine, Die Facke4 first published in New York
and subsequently in Baltimore. During his stay in
Minnesota, this journal was issued from St. Paul.
Ludvigh was the founder of the Minnesota
Staatszeitung (1858), telling his readers that "he
was a materialist of the extreme left, one who was
simultaneously very loved and very hated by
everyone!"6

Ludwig Bogen, a "48er" and former mem-
ber of the Frankfurt parliament, was for many
years the distinguished editor of the very liberal
New Ulm Post, where he succeeded Albert Wolff.
He was a strong supporter of the early German-
American labor movement, and his paper ex-
pressed great rimpathy with the Knights of Labor
or, as thc. Post called them, "die Ritter der
Arbelt.""

Lambert Nagele had both journalistic and
ntrepreneurial interests. He was the co-founder
Gf the New Ulm Pionier, the journal of the
German Turner settlement, which claimed to be
"independent in everything, neutral in nothing." "
It carried the motto "Freier Boden, Freie Men-

schen, Freie Arbeit, Freie Presse!" and hoped to
advocate radical progress as well as disseminate
knowledge regarding conditions in Minnesota."
Nägele's publishing plant was destroyed during
the Sioux Uprising, while he and his associates
were serving in the Union army. In 1869, he be-
came publisher and editor of the Minneapolis
Freie Presse and continued to pursue a liberal
Republican course. He sold his paper in October
of 1889 and assumed management of the Mon-
tana Staatszeitung in Helena.2°

The Newspapers:
What Were They Like?

We have so far introduced the leading Ger-
man journalists and have cited some of the major
papers in Minnesota connected with their names.
What were these Minnesota German papers like,
what issues did they address, to what extent were
they German, to what extent American? While
there were obvious differences in individual
approaches and differing views in politics and
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The Volkszettung had a Women's Page in Its Sunday edition. (Minnesota Historical Society)

religious matters, the papers nevertheless had
much in common. On the surface they looked
much like 19th century provincial gazettes in
Germany and actually differed little from the
English language papers in the state. The German
papers did not use the big headlines customary
in 20th century American papers; they were
customarily set in Gothic type and must have
appeared comfortable to the recent immigrant.

They were filled with reports from the Old
Country as well as from the new. Editorials
usually discussed Minnesota or American issues.
Only rarely - such as during the Franco-Prussian
and during the First World War - were European
or German matters at the center of editorial con-
cern. Even then the editors took a German-
American position rather than a purely German
one. The papers had a distinct American focus,
and one can sense the great pride of the immi-
grants, who had come to identify fully with their
new homeland and' who were striving to be
accepted by their new countrymen accepted,
that is, as equals, and not as second rate citizens.
There is a great love for America, but not neces-
sarily a similar affection for the Yankee neighbor.

There is a constant concern that German
culture be accepted as equal to the Anglo-Saxon.
This is exemplified by the eloquent arguments in
almost all German papers against the temper-
ance movement ("Our Anglo-Saxon fellow citizens
of the Temperance Order""), against the threat
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of Prohibition, and against the restric-
tions of the Sunday Laws. The Germans viewed
this as a direct attack against their way of life. The
assassination of the Archduke of Austria in 1914
and the threat of war in Europe, for example, had
no greater front-page coverage than a report from
Washington on the same day alerting the readers
that Prohibition had become a distinct
possibility."

On February 4, 1864, the New Ulm Post
sharply criticized the city fathers of St. Paul,
who because of the Sunday laws had failed
to welcome the returning heroes of the 2nd Minne-
sota Regiment with appropriate ceremony, "out
of fear of violating the Sabbath." In 1914, the
same paper complained that there were super
moralists at work trying to establish a "moral
aristocracy" in this country, which would legis-
late "proper" behavior by demanding a strict
observance of the Sunday and by restricting
dancing, theatre, and even the movies."

Other issues of concern were those of immi-
grant rights, citizenship, and the passing of the
Homestead Legislation. Anything restricting
immigration or making land less easily available
was considered a serious threat to the immigrants.
Anything (and any party) following a nativist or
Know-Nothing ideology was vigorously opposed.
This included also the fight against all forms of
literacy tests which were to be used to restrict the
admission of aliens to this country. The railroads
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t ('out of.' it, 4.' ('vt (eli ji o(llI I lrç:ib
chin' lhuvioi irjtnb ivohljnt ihclnib, ft tt'iot'tfijl
11111 ..

.-"--tititv0lIb'ii,
i'ii. tori blur' (McI 00 1',tilrlua.'

?I.it toto;I:i 'l .tIij C tu.'z0it fol0rn ttiQffiui'.
'.'l:.h, ion of.; liii eieiIflt'cr btj .ii

h'.':I 1tilIiilrrvi, aijo ciii hiicrittti ii Ocr
',h't?,ihiI. iUr 1!0rrii('lvii, c to
loll limb.' tht,iIics' uiliji rtuii0ecI binn4 bir 1hlri,.

ml l:l :i 1iiihcii ('it ihloCr, lnhii4c bie thlitIoI
ir ';ni.' l'.cihilittr.' ijrrflcuerim?

('ii IC tliithfii;ion $crtrctrr biojor ilr.
icr. ('it lvii Ocnicliicti rili0cic4lc, Oil bId gchItt.
tNt .ii.'ltci'ht OIl i4CCt 2'Zille t;4t1ibceoungo.

wilItit, ('or icMtio:t bit nofle rcl4elt inOoftanban,
('Cl too oitini On' i('II0tle0 audit In I4rtr f tIc u
liii, or itti a iiit iiitC idjllf,uiiir 40 Ctfciiucti,
ui:lb twfrll.on In itilcii 2llIitcit f'0 foIcit. bie

r no (I (I Ct lit fittfl fl. ainirt 0CC ivlr bit Idnoc.
1 illiCit 0lciiiiioictt, birth (rI0Uno toir

111111 tUl CC .L(', I !t1fr' en

i000lttrii.
tIb:r, fiit1t tills' tie ('fiottlltIjo iboltiun lit tool.

dc .C'.'iiD iii ('cit title fo Irlichi '0.1elininit ttliber.
.'el.'t 1101011? tiiJ1ro ift bit ,,llc be ;ca.
tuu", Ocr 04110 Uieb.ittloti billirhi blob. Inditer
tithe brie v!'al1rri;rtiIliitbe fo allbOrbcbiutrG kt.
iinicn Iiiii1lc fj:iUii n ('r(:it ?

ir101oiiilWortiiiu 04:1cc raae fOUl mb boo
.litIIiilI0 .0 Cr10111 I flit (ur" 3itfrtiiiiic butte

huh iijifrrr llrlci',cii.'Iiiifl ticfcfl bIlnil 4(14011 foIl.
l(i'b Iklfl(cr, thtill'i(ricr tiøli 9lcw tlini wvilcii

It ('tIll 'IihtlIiiml:lt liii fttiflroi hint ih'obe fii4eo,
nit,? i;'ir lii.' iiiiiiilthli,iV At? Ill ,n.,.h,n'

tlnCrbcflbrbetl2OtopIfflrbkbctiitull
lObe filbrcA?

1, dcrCi(I' OCICO ben etitb unb bIt
ttttbLhi4t'nç. rect:,,itifrtIihhlr

*1010,0 Ihit Zcloiiit,, bitb trivet.
C, brute Tclitetiibrc alit bit lbt ,teiitc bail.

.Jlt (Ilflhirii bi*ii 901rlliten l?ntnbln4 nob
(Io(b ollc4 0cm ajjdr ui'ritt l fCiit, hurt

ben Ic lcinrr thtloitn,, ofltgo4( lob fir far faiI.lp
hub f1IOIihi 4abrn, iit fit lit lit iiiiicihii
dmlntCc j4il, flcltiO4rclt, bciiv' fm(IloIIdjc hub faljtjc
Iltijdilcli friticit t'ClCfll trtjiflitl.'rii, oDor fio iiuuii

4.'15 11110 ('rr.illiii;ucIt tiilti4cihuiu, tilil 11141, fit
uhrlldjjlr(.'ln('ftu clImb ftonuut nur bunt citibt.
10elt to:rfliu (edit r It, obct 111(111 ill ill d Ciii,

2.th!tif,?d,oluliiuijuiub th'Zllbe inch
bOlt 1.ttl4mluit, OCAutI Ole 1011,c titit fe

cr 10 tffr. 10iit tl1jtit IleIlDilluCli, ito ciii 4cr;.
lilt115' 1i.'rt hiCililIliteil lviii, lulr twiicii fin di
II di I lOt.', lot thlhiuijc no (1011111 df I ItItO hOot
(Or flaIl, 10cr thor iolIcit jrOuii ifciI iii inherit

lmt 11.1.' fltjbrffto 10Efm l.'lI14ctt/ 10:1111 cOlic,
icr 4 it hell 0.*rlifl p1 trrffru.

:1. 1i4 it I ,4icrfOulIi di"ob.rro uutfi otmtr
,'%iu1rhumuber'jterloli. ,lt aflcr iftiClit in
b:rt'ttll fiiirbbcmibcr.?hofu,Ionbcrt cltt nvhhlrcl4llllnan.
loiinci 'li:rfohlulh ii.iituiibel ttuor.'Iif14co tMCbrri4emi.

ac in 1:11 ('lIt tithhtbut (Itijur 0Chttcturr
11011, f':w.r.' 0,0 hlilh (Ii.' l,iimu1rlilcit (('ii lie
a.'.'. UPir tt':r.'o;l b,cit mIt, bOut tilt (2iIi;Clncr fill
(ib:u;ou mItt 'h:rbi-cll:c flctV.'rb,mt, ('a.' tlCtbtI4li
tutu 1:.'.', ftltOrt,i 0II.IJ bell l3ccItrdi4:t IhelilIClI;

io,lntI (Ito 10u.iniithi:it butt bit ('lit' rlilt0 .iItdihlh

FI1i1crct tFirc14cr tber 90lltIte
mb leI.4c rr (Icr Cljuintitil,ic IwO 101 thaI, ban

I fri 1103 Outhit, btmtmm mit ('elflnG EnlI.'ui ealnohlu
I bairn tuft;

,...--... Oct rcl4r 3tbt luic
thilir tilt Ocr bebire nbc."

1,th1lit.'3fIldiIeit liiubdtuiflitlu('t,tJututt
I l04_LjhfuClt. tut It (lrob4eIt, tocll,I luir
t tile ii, eJ.fi(IM.ju!.'.4L(n_ 3rihlihllufdlrcibcto.

(fJltiCIlleIl Itnul, ('011cr tiiurutit iiii)VIt ('i4mtuit
futi tIiulj' oU1 tuciiu fly in ('bit IltoII hi1 bllditci,
('cit jcltIb t','rfoItr: ithhft, nn4 h1'llIn Cr lii toni

Our 000IulCinliriO Ictu ,3utfhud;l thillillIt t0ilfll
itltt bit 'hililil, l't liilb ii,ij 41111Cr bicfr.' '0.j,,I.
11:11 Pt I'orlaIIuIt, bill illIcit lilt bIll (IrIhOifit, ii

vu!cr lu)fliii?, tutu fro:tutb:i4j1 U tairCi4.11l, built
mit ifluit fi 00 (I Cti4:iiittt foUlcit.

' no, Irranbl('itrt 1.1cr, ibm too flu' hub itile icir
Dinpbcmt. nUtuft bit but; (ii 1111* tlliuO ?huobrrillier.
ftfnn 4abeii. fa c4ttt unto bi 4crii14 (rib. 1011cr,

turin 3 ruth lh ott I fpt.'d:
,.3ebe tirflheiuli4 lotci fill Itiluut erfirul nflr:
,,t! 010cr Or (Itt 1ff It tub ('°alm ant rrflun
,,OJI Ith('ilmlhil'

to ittIdil lit dli erfiolt vio itn(rrr 3:ihhi:u1:
('ii4m Ifi fihltlilOCtu, hill fiflit il'ctb C.' tthtiiuicr I

e
l,chttiI, fvritnbhi4cr ('rico, 4.ibcit ink ir 00th

mti etflcn lob thjlucrflun '14db ,.uc ii fc rrr lu I
gib r" c400diett. Ott ('Cr011 t'iiIlltuil tuir, bicic all.
4ciiciuteht tCiitlbf.iL'C nib Litfuihlto 1nrofruiomt Ohi
fl"ibrilb, Lurriuo in 011000(1 10lrliIcttt bil:riltiilurr
4rfliificn. 1103 tbeilt 11110 111111 ll0l lli'c19, loll bOlt

itO IC iii; tot it, thur On tl'cilrlm: Ilihill
IiiitDiitbuiiml I. CC ?IOf'lbt 41 rrttrtt.

thtiIdiu Oil '2luifi:4trit 1100 11.1111.4: (':r 103itrr,
inCIte mit ft arC or luihi:iuilt4ii;lo!t Olioc 'i4Itttt;
lot lftilflchu;tn.j t'uttOhbel?, lb.' 000 11111 (Icr ("tilillifi'
('cofeibrI Ctohr,uttt, bmirllbcr ct4ciIt fciii, tnrb,4cIu

ijoiirSwi In 0.iojhlfl attf taeut but 'QoLIii( bulb
ber IlIrite elnI4004cn fofllc:u, lhtbrct 01011140 000

i4tuen (Ucn ('oIl bahiti rrrm4I fci:t, uiuriirl lnlrbcit

11001100 Iuuli muutircr ufIubo into mu o0rm
p1 141cm tcclih1Itii.

blohin beflo4m bicicr? hr3 arfant borhut, ba(I
tvlr bl oIfah;rt tab ('flit (Olthpvr(olutllheo Ocr
c!labt fictu thbitt ititb Our behinif)burbchl bcmulldjclt

tttlIhcbrIJlltjl nile olIot 1100 pt (Myboly ftoliftibrtt.
limIt pu ,tk,u. fiudmtw.Bumn 10bcl.'ctf, buvfl joir

rtm tell uuotru .Vb.'ubohl rit(Itb ImmilrbI1uii, Cr.

('Otto wlr ('tb tihlr bie fl1rjrrullltIua?offcht, immuit

bit inhbmor 94140 miot.'c4I, ('be d.¼lctlI;Itttl oiler ('C.
botimormtOIInlfTe 111 ttnbrtr hirulclt ieIunt, (Iii fkr
thelDhittui but a1pri14o Older eI3OI OcilCtItbCr
biom .iivt imttb('rr .'ticfluuiufl llutct4°cnfloe no
4ritllbtc bell j'otttclt ill ('Cr ecitubc mu('rr 00000;
'ujoiiIl( it,fj ('Or otb(rul ulIhcllldbliclt ltIctrfiln ut

('en .tiitllrr0dmiilO trclrtt Iaffuu toollett. 1"uc 10Jilti
thOu thluuuu follrmt Iii ('citi lit hiltiCli flcfltjm(fdutclm

t'boIto belt 'rol et(clturii, bcrli;r 2jty('Il flrblttt
IoU itnit grtlCrutt diis.iflvuiO,li;10tterur ficfrOlicit,

tbtr LI. .. t . ............. ,
ti'ttctiq?o !(cI0fcimi'lt iitcfl ilirc

IufltefdiciuhiiOir j,iImtft.
'O'it th10iflhbturmt I.' ('irirr 11it li.'bI Ittil tfofitr

hifililt lhiflminllb 00:1 tr:Dvitlehlt ill 10IuujTt if fir
uuointlurmurtt il10ii1 pit 101ciTl'fiuu3uiilfl ('rnmbIlrr.0l10('be
tiiib i. ,lltlihrli ill Ocr litjlu rittrr but hlnifl0itbr,
nil tnchdjrut, llnIitift tib lie bcit 10llll,'rilnihurli
flub, itttjcrt 10i,lrlri. umlhlctjiiOifiiiirr ?littlihll firril
10°uritl!lilItith tIil:ttct, ('cit ('ulliluIm Otlifrit On.'
1ti:lll, r.,f;c Iiillcnl000tltjtfirit, b:j OrtlOtu cO tnt.
tium'ojfu null (il:hllrilljiIlm, i':h;ii,hbi0luu10Ciul hIll
rniohu 9iIlobduhllltt brr tuflC('cnrtt thortloihc an

(Onituit, aIu;ujprrilrtu. 1c lifro IhbcrctiI itoh

but tir('rrlcacttliril bcnhldjr: .'lntmft fir ('to 110uncc I
elit.' buiiljdjctu £rIjcftur lcrhifbcmt, Ic ttlltliuhlhilt
lililcr fic lotu bciu '.10 P11th ('ri' Iriji:.' ittib c:r
,nI1Iiricthlllifi, hurl,hil filtm hi ('Cr llciuufl'lt biltifjrlm

trl1l IItllDtlhuCll, plc 10lilcricltU:uil.1 biljtli:r Oil.'-
boiler fleliDIbilill tmicrD:lu, Ic ti.:uli11r fI.' fi.l oil Ci
thrill ,4ltdlhfrhln:, toic ho.' lint 'foil tillbiV, 01:111
boo 1fiuflcftilimtunif ftch:lls:u Iiiltlln. h,ifl tit 234:ic
Il0rrmttntuit'o bitt 2'roill'bi0r:u Oct nldtl I:tbrrItt
illicIt ttilb it lllrl;r flu nrn:iat ('itt toi CIhlClli 11010
fltilumu ('Ifict,' nutf bu.' 10iclulbciit 0:0 .,lfiorhiumcli

flrlu:t0o" ;lulrihlicli, ulhil brftu f.bi:h l4':t('rc;i Aii
uirrfclt fb: uinu hr ,,l1ilt ct!.' r'iI/' iuufi t'fjl.
uvunil bcllijij: ltivlo n:tO (l.'0it,it 1111.' 111100

taniumur.t.

bl:ib In brr Viol, liii fn t'iIy 'it i'::n ('Jlt'Ii:
Orr 'IlucirIb: uit'i u.-.i-ui'o.uilc, c. .1 0'.'.'

uiiij tI t 'tli!,., file itii4h:r lj.ilcu
be. , .0 Ihbl,iio:. i' O::jt'4. fllli'tChi.'clt,
40 ib.'j :ibjuirle m.:rcllbolthcui 2,ijtci.0 ttliO
pyr;cttcjcrit ti)0I.i!.' tvfi.:u tlt iii; nmm.i Ci.urr
hllb0u:ultliO 'sit 'iituu.r1l. iitt hilir i.' Ihubul t:ii.ib
lid; bitD,'lu, ttir4.t uibltl (10.' ('cm' flt';e l.ill:l' nOb
tit1rCcr i.'n:icilftCliu itt .0110110 ii0rtl fo'mh:i,
futlbrnt tu:ltul oi.' li l'cim 'h:lili.Ijl:i boIlli ('or
rilloifdi Oti bit riitrti lC It fim CiiiIci 010 lit
hilt .'Oi:rrim uh1utllh littOit 1h1nl.':it, I.': it cr libutolt
co4nI,tucu CE fill mu trIll '('limO. liij ('Ill cc l.ih.
Cu built ripiult l'ij n.'.' l'iti ;t'ioi,uO
nI,1 htirtttt iil.lih IIhiiClt blc iti.'jfli,btic li, t*'liillIctIt
titin.' b1:tl,il:hu 2t.iOl hilt litc011t:; urol:t'I,' a
;lldic. 3olm'Il it ('C.' 11il,;'t D

Ii Oct 10luthrii.iuirr ('or cbiu;be I, iii .n ('10

(,oiict ruuor0eti, ('r:tlu to, Thtfilum'ollul riOt.'
bcr ;n uillcr lficoiuft,tOI bit t!miO.t iu nhlrimu, riti:
i)h:l,niu;or,1401C Ciii,.' tDii!tCi'j.1ttDInrhiltlin lilly
'lui:h,rfie ;i Oct blibbjCuibcim mtiul, 1 iniltillili :i,tiIr000bc

l, 'Ilotul allutit, to:r.'t l4ttci nil: ('ic InmjuuiDr 13311
ilillflcpfllb.)Ictt llttb hi linhfbimrciu I,icChmi.hllOCltCli

,,I!icllr0" ilili, tllil OcItril ('Cr drirfirtu lurfOCI ifi.
111:1 fo cf10iirIlbi:r hick.' '.Lorilcuilcib nrf Diu

llOIifitlli:l DC0 b::ltj,10iru 0.ofrmt,1 i!('ur4.'0fil rbIuIm'ic
t:li fitti, lii lv fu,lrtor, oh.' CO Dir 11. i:,:hul 0:..

brilijileut 1t0 clb1Iittthohjib011mili Oltill itt 000crlu
lOmt0it (n'fIlrb:rl, multi fo hiobor ilo!i:it lit nt tic

tlbIjibc, bcitu r.':li brImilhili 'lillihuult .1 bull

bo.lIumi vor;ullcqlt, 100111: flcitd.'cii lorDelu l:i Or
hotbirti, baft 41cr, 10,1 bcllliijrr hhullc100lrltitlt:1:Cift
('cm bcbtm 'h:orIttbctu, citr blhibciiDc ('dihibje diicOcr

101400i1 (it flt.iitlthl, belt rM;bct '10ioOcut tb:btnitc.i.
uilj 0,13 11010110: t":lllll:it tutu ht:ult-C;lib:ill,iil
firboOhl, fiiuic IOioc.t:l:it,Ilt bto.l!10110i1:h Itth.

ttDh ThthI IlOit. li:i ilir:, j2lllIm:iuuiht f!l.'iu
fitili Oltilliub 11th ('tilt nbbunfdhocjlm I°::bctuDtilt Oct
4lrbcflctt ;ih:tI:tftr;tOr ill-il 'tni,'C.'Cri, bIb ilii.'lil
galp.'rfhrrbi.it bOom.' ii I;ttltl10.bcicit :'l:tu;.i,i. hitit
O;tllclthIliiiilr ('f.'tiilrrciti, IliDhilil ,i13 ccfu.lr(i mitt.'
fcfl 1114db oumf bud mb,clt b:Orlhltbclfii 10o4lfltltb,

mit lhlckrOcIlfIitulmcrt 40Itc, ft. dlmnporraffdltb null

rinur3f;v.iitjlruft. Inrbll: Ioiic dbttluiimltlltt, lciiic
3orldic4muo ;uirlbtfpulplltlu licrlllOi4hC, ulu,ifl am

('Ii luufle) tIl.blfIlfmIiti: lt1000lrinl'llt:t bet 10t,'ibmnmp

Inno bi,tmurml, bu(I Oct cilt;bllu .'ltl Ito InabjI citirit
plIllUIImIdj:lt .'Otitimntij:rt film lit bicbn:ut taIlOr 1011
Jct.'tllI,h tOrt ('Ie Ucrritllc $ir hit h1i.l:C dIr .h.tbt
firfillbrmi Iittiu, Ole rule goof: .'fltlilttfl hjtbtii ilillfi.

hi:im ('be 1011,lTju4l t Oft., fl10mnrcr built O'i'bcr tit
ROilj%Iitfi mu tutlilbiut, incrbcil tI'ir lIlt.' Od tilt1t.
*IIIIOtbhiliuIl ('CIII Our hirbrrfit;ift biclr bbrhilm:-,

Urfitbelteit 2i1CtIu,i.' (rbiblilfl Alt 2im.hlbntijrii Ibuhuelu,
umli boi eitOiibrr OthibrbiflllIIt bC( 11'itlhj,fjnii 10,°rr

tflblttiiFc lob lbrlcrho:ilitn3 b:rittdh:n. bciiiu oh
111041 cilllctldiitildhi luir 0it ifio.%cIlIi,uiih mtufol-eo

iOduIbht'clflhtttit, ttttfrrc unit .1'ttthl,ut ilitul. fib ttii
bo4 bcl luCiictii iut14I fo jciir Ifuibillifimil, hIlt lirbcr
lcltuttlllm rliur.' uiiifcrcr ti)Iilhiiir0cr I IhilIrhi, lit
4:r fribli lit ('cIt lit!ilflruc illtbl'lliIliit:it hodblnlililrh
.,liI gbclt ititr brcl 2mObbc hi b:r dIlcIl Ill C ii.
lborl."illocis till dbrun.lI lull.

First Issue of New-UIm Post, dated February 5, 1864 (MInnesota Historical Society).

:1. l.Ii I .,ta bitjr Olnutliteti fflntt
mi,i,uDuhIl:it.lin:ltn:t tOil bbehei1ittaitten (It.
lIilllhl101clt IIItD 40 bnc14 11010?, elra.
('IcR moadlu, elfl14e Vhlbfloui ibc bus
pfnuicmuett tt!utubeol e bit trbnunl iiet'eitbc
'JJCliOhicrllitfl cuuifcreu' tabt bit genie bunt 2obbat4

"i.,' Ohil4c iiitb (ltcOc(Tcbi, Ileltu Oboiton.
boilhuco thou (ricrrfd;: 21111111 lIttle ('Ic friebuldtc
.4cirr, Iltr; nile.' nm, (till tIle auui c.0nbbqt'." Tie
.0u:Dnhcii ltlitthtlI ijIlfliil; umib ft ft Iltit clmuciit-'luffett
iuntrt, I l'ublcumi, birD in ('ccthnt gin.' 10(0,0 tuwhltt
DcrnvitiCihiI ritihut 'oil flnhl;It, bn0 Iclbfl ('to firaigfle
.0phlIlctimijbrt tillithi ilhltt bofirit f.'iultOli,
u'.i.lnic CllC 1','4fjcilfoi:r e.'cr unt Ilmililirif .Jil'jlltm'lti iuiltllihfi:fclt tu,ir."

Iii' filpiot till.', ('14 ('it '101:nilfcrnn nout 10nflon
('Co tht;tn:i,. qilioforl ljoi, buiC chIuifllluflu ?tihj(4ctl.
tin.' louD oulc,1cIIII:t tnot;h tt:lchu ciilnitbcr (':tui;cmt
t.nitrl:t, tutuirciuO Intl uI .01, 1110111 1t b'utu:j;ul
f.ij h.-10 bIll, bull ti.'rUrfi;u:b it mu b idbiuli,rlllIl::I.l
0,1 uui:iuocii, mo 101.u'.'iii.lIllo ,titb
bit uiri.tii.'omt.

1101:1 IrtlUilir tIll.' 1,11th' .tthc(wi'dlailtl:ldli, (':111
,-ulllc4l-:lt Dci .'iomgr.'ti ,,lmçc bc.' t.:rrul O:ttl;.
110 .1 101.,: i', tm ,,',rrut" ci': t,ir.1il fcimt 0 tliIt
n:c ci ,,t,t1ii1", b,,I ,u;l l.'iit:nu om Oct litn*i'
omcic:TC1 nIl 11 IcICU .11itidj tIlilb011ill ;Int thulbi.'clt

4 lIt, b:r intl ,, .0.tL il' b:.' 'hIm.
lCrlil:('' 1.1111:0 ('u .0i'1 "ttll.'?

1.1..' 1011 b.c ;i.Ii-;l,, ill,' tO tiulpo 0''.' hitmoill
11111 O:r lb.u:,,'r,t ..... ':1 ."i u. .i10j.mrul.', 1c :dC.t

nI 1111 C': Ii.Iilt.'Ciur l'ilt 2l,tl
t.:.'b.t li:u::i oh bil"i.liot,10',btho, ii,'r tjiiii Ii
til tibO 1i.bicfI.'f'4nb tout OlmIpt, 2lj:t tIll:

b:ht, (':r hilt b0.'t 'ilvi II:.' ('ui lfhlu10,l- hbli(' tfll.tl

1,11,1 u. r1l.

Ihitfcr Itlul bl,utmahizi.bm c ti10.4milr: !,)t6,
lIt.

cpll. .'tt?ilt:lt ililt' Inr:llOcbl,' 00;( 0''
lI,i,'c i.-. ' n,lhttiil,;I: 'hI t,'t,l.li!ott (intlu ill ft
1-0 li,' ,, l;.i u',.' ,,lt .0l.',t,i':t iu,tj:t ;.i

hIollo I;,'u,mie:i lil,it',liI,!
b,,:.'. l,nmu b'I' qui,nç,t. 11:1,01

t .Z. fl 1.1,1,' l.,.tol.'.t II hI ill,- l'O.. i;ilI,i;:
ill lliifi,ilti ll,'ll,ft, till t'ciliflIclic thu
:11 h-: .1 im.ill,1 it uulc .1;t,.'ljI 2uccr bo,ii,rt.
Il'.l,li fiC1.'iiil'.illih DO.' Ifiu('h).'j O,r 'Pm,thiD.1ll, It
.1-, 111.1 ituuO:i.

ii '.1 ....... ll1Clh 00cr C1101l;:l0C but ('ho
.0lhl. t.t.t?, btl liii .0ahIi, e:mu;n;:ir.i;u;:

II, tIltIt. hi'. sIC boll ub:ut 10111111w nb:-
ui rib: nI ito Uiit,h,:.'b'ic C bcrmt ill:
tt'huit:i,, O:fc Of 'm:rn l;,i.I Lilt 11:111.1 lilt.' 1411 O0
tim: .10111, 10.1,' lIt-i.'

.0,111 Clu il.fi.lbllIOtIi,lC tulIc f.':.4o ,,tdttubc;:bt" (ff
bit ,.i0ll tl,iIi1lhllhitt ....... .1 0-.r fll,tlt t4ltll loll, too.
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The Minneapolis Frele Presse-Herold issue of April 6, 1917 announced the U.S. declaration of war against Ger-
many. (Minnesota Historical Society)

were seen both as friends (they opened up new
territories), and as enemies (they had assumed too
much political power and their use of the free
right-of-way stood in competition with the
farmer's use of the land.)"

On the bask issues facing the United States,
the Minnesota Germans were strong supporters
of the Union and often ardent Abolitionists. While
many supported Lincoln, some of thelv/ost vocal

. journalists would have preferred Seward or Fre-
mont, whom they considered more outspoken on
the issue of slavery. After the war, German papers
endorsed a gradual transition, believing that the
liberated slaves should be educated to take their
rightful place as full citizens of this country. Their
position toward the American Indian, on the other
hand, was more ambiguous. The Sioux Uprising
had been a great shock to the German settlers who,
especially in New Ulm, had to face the urunt of
the attack. The old ideals of the "Noble Savage:'
so prevalent in 18th and Igth century Germany,
had been replaced by the image of the beast terror-
izing innocent women and children. Even as lib-
eral a paper as the New Ulm PaFt gloated with
righteous glee over reports that the Sioux im-
prisoned in Iowa were dying of disease; this was
considered a good way to take care of the beasts
for whom the gallows were too good." Chieftains
like Little Six or Sitting Bull were consistently
ridiculed." In later -years this hatred was tempered
somewhat and one can find more rational discus-
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sions of how ins could become an
agricultural, people."

The First World War

The First World War came as a deep shock
to the German Americans. Before America's en-
try, the papers encouraged American neutrality,
countered Allied propaganda, and often published
part of their news in English so that the Germans
could share it with their American neighbors. The
Minnesota papers were pro-German out of a
feeling of ethnic affinity, not because of any in-
fluence from the German government. They
always remained loyal Americans. They opposed
the sale of food and war materials to the Allies;
they cited excuses for the German submarine war-
fare; they denied the stories of German atrocities;
and they brought news from the German side of
the front. However, they never suggested that the
Unites States should join forces with the German
Empire. Once war was declared, the German
press though stunned by the events faithfully
supported the American cause. The editorial in
the New Ulm Post may serve as an example: "The
dice are cast. . .We have made use of the right
of the American citizen to criticize the actions of
the government as long as there was room for a
difference of opinion. Today such difference of
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opinion is no longer thinkable, today the Amer-
ican people stand united to defend the rights and
honor of our country. . .To be sure, it may be
painful for all of us that an irreparable break has
occurred with the old homeland. But now
emotions no longer speak, now duty calls, and
as faithful citizens of this country we want to
fulfill our duty to the utmost and with sin-
cerity." 2 11

Links with the Old Country

Almost all German papers had columns or
whole pages reserved for news from the Old
Country. Sometimes these were political items
such as extensive reports on anti-Semitic riots in
Berlin in December 188029, but usually they were
typical brief news items reporting catastrophes,
murders, accidents, normal and abnormal births
and deaths. They were often simply taken from
other German American papers and on oc-
casion from publications in Germany itself. Jokes
were copied from the Berlin Kladderadatsch and
other sources. News items were usually reprinted
without commentary to keep the folks in touch
with the country of their origin. Most papers also
published poetry and serialized novels many

by German authors, a few by German-Americans.
All were terribly sentimental and of little literary
value. Titles like "Auf Sylt," "Die verlorene
Tochter," "Der Lootsenkommandeur," "Auf
einem verlorenen Posten," "Der Räuber im
Vogelberg" speak for themselves.30 They are
written for an unsophisticated audience and are
at the level of German "Dienstmädchenliteratur."
It has been suggested that this nostalgic literature
helped "cushion the shock of the transition by
creating a semblance of the earlier social life with
which the immigrant was fam"' The belle
lettres portion of the paper was sometimes
reserved for a special "Sonntags-Blatt" edition,
which often also contained a humor section, hints
for the housewife, for good health, or advice to
the farmer.

The German Language

The German language used in these news-
papers remained, of course, the best link with the
old country. By and large, the journalists wrote
extremely well and certainly had a better com-
mand of educated standard German than most
of their readers. But even the newspapermen
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The New Ulm Post dated February 9, 1017 notes a critical situation In U.S. - German relations. (Minnesota Historical
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sometimes fell victim to the power of the omni-
present English. In one edition of the Volks-
zeitung, we find an editorial complaint about the
deterioration of the German language in Ger-
many, where newspapers and the general public
are accused of using "too many foreign words."
Indeed, the writer claims that the German-
American press uses much better German than the
papers in the Reich." Unfortunately, the good
editor is given the lie only a few pages later when
kin the same issue), we read "Angeregt durch die
Milwaukeer Feuerkatastrophe introducirte Herr
McLaughlin im Senat unserer Gesetzgebung eine
Bill, die Hotelbesitzer zur Ausstattung ihres
Etablissements mit Rettungsapparaten zu veran-
lassen." In another place we find: "Aber der
Trubel ist, die Gelehrten sind sich nicht darner
einig. . ."" "Trubel" is a typical German-
Americanism, confusing the German word

(meaning "excitement" or "turmoil") with the
English "trouble."

The deterioration of German among the im-
migrants was at times a source of special ridicule.
The New Ulm Post, for example, offered an
open letter each week, written by a Philipp
Sauerampfer and addressed to the "Herr
Redaktionar." This satirical column was written
entirely in phonetic German-American speech. In
addition, the German showed a distinct regional
coloring, so that one can consider the
Sauerampfer-language an intereuting representa-
tion of the actual speech patterns prevailing in the
New Ulm area. One example for many: "Wenn
Sie jetzt denke, dass mer Pies in unser Haus
gehabt hatte, bikahs das Gailche is widder da
gewese, dann sin Se schief gewickelt. Befohr, dass
ich aus den Bett gewesen sin, hen ich in die Jahrd
e Feit gehort. . JO hen grad ebbes sagen wolle,

4
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"Carry on the Good Work" le the Caption abOve this !Nitration-in the Minneapolis Frele Presse-Herold in January,
1917. A charity drive was trying to raise $300,000 tor the poor In Germany. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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The Sunday, October 7, 1817 St. Paul Volkszeltung carrIed the fInal Instailment iui*ila by . von Paschkowsky
entitled 'Auf Syit". (Minnesota Historical Society)
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nod) ber Cifire furecten farm"

Zurd) rfparnif; ber Seit erfpare id) jeben Zag Zoffar0 fiir mein
63efcf)tift. 3d) babe mine Wngeftefiten inftruiert, 1)03 :!tutontatifdie le.
lepf)on anfgViefifid) 3n gebrancbin.

,1931eine 1,8mitclien ben Staten Wufnife werben fet3t in Smuttiest
anftatt Vinnten noffbrad)t. 2,11orgen merbe id) ba6 ffutontatiMe Vies
Omit in mein beim einfttigen. $affen Sic auf.

ift einfad) munbernoll---13erfudien Ste e tether."

Or $2.00 per Moat.
it femnen ein ,Intomatifttee 2elep1on in 3 h.

rem Omit elnfOren mit einer 2 13arteRiebienting.
tutomatiite itbienung ift grabe fo put unb kfier
aid bie ptinate Zebienung bet aitmobikbell

gontraMept. a1421

?RI-STATE TELEPROilE

(SW* autfintatiK.)

An advertisement of the TO-State Telephone Company In an 1917 issue of the Minneapas Frole Presee-Herold
doscribes the advantages of the automatic telephone which can be Installed for $2 per month. The ad's message
reads:

"As far as reliability Is concerned, I have not seen anything that surpasses the TO-State Automatic
Telephone." "Just think, you can call St. Paul lust as quickly as across the street In Minneapolis,
or your home or office."

"By saving time, I save dollars every day for my business. I have Instructed my employees to use
the automatic telephone exclusively. My "Inter City" calls now take seconds instead of minutes.
Tomorrow I am going to Introduce the Automatic Telephone Into my home. Just watch it!

"It la simply wonderful - try It yourself!

"For $2.00 per month.
You can Install an Automatic Telephone In your home with two party service. Automatic 3ervice
is just as good or better than the private service of the old fashioned lines."

(Minnesota Historical Society)
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da horn ich autseit e schrekliches Gehaller un e
grosse Kommohschen. Ich sin an das Back-
Window gelaufe. . . .""

Advertising

Like newspapers everywhere, the German
language press depended heavily on advertising.
Indeed, the availability of advertising dollars often
meant the difference between the life and death
of a paper. Many of the small circulation journals
found it difficult to compete with the bigger ones,

a.

and all of them had to struggle against their
mighty American competitors. The advertising we
do find in the German papers represents an
interesting mixture. Some of it caters to specific
immigrant interests and needs, and much
represents the normal American advertising of the
time. In the early days the German language is
dominant; later it is often badly butchered, mixed
with English - a sign that the customers are being
integrated.

Among the most frequent advertisers are the
local saloons and restaurants, such as the
"Berliner Halle" on 3rd Street in St. Paul, or
63
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John Haggenmiller's "Pittsburgh Lagerbier-
Saloon" on 3rd and Robert, which proclaimed

Mein Bier ist frisch wie an der Quelle
Mein Likör rein, mein Wein ist helle,
Als ausgesuchte Leckerspeis
Geb'Aust ern ich von jeder Weis'
Gut schmecke meine Wurst und Us'
Und die Cigarren sind auch nich bös."

Hotels, "Gast- und-Boardinghauser" also solicit
the business of the new arrival or the traveller.
These frequently adopted the names of German
cities or districts to make the immigrant feel more
at home. Patent medicines and cure-alls are
advertised in abundance, especially against colds,
coughs, irregularity, back-pains and rheumatism.
Doctors and pharmacists also advertise, usually
in German, to gain the confidence of the new
settlers. In the New Ulm Post it is amusing to note
that the good services of Dr. L.A. Fritsche,
physician and surgeon, are consistently listed
directly below the advertising for Andreas
Saffert's butcher shop! We find announcements
of the availability of cheap farmland; railroads
advertise transportation to the expanding west,
shipping lines cater to those who want to visit their
homeland, or who are eager to bring their relatives
to America. Consular officials of the German-
speaking countries search for relatives and heirs
presumed to be in the United States, and
schoolboards advertise for teachers able to speak
both German and English to assume teaching
duties at the rate of $400 per year." The
advertising in the German papers is, indeed, a
kaleidoscope of the everyday life of the German
immigrants.

The Final Years

After World War I the Minnesota German
press had lost its significance. The strong German-
American ethnic communities had almost ceased
to exist; the United States had become a country
of second or third generation Americans who
cared little about their roots. Of the few papers
that prevailed after the War, most fell victim to
the Great Depression. The New Ulm Post
succumbed in May of 1933. It is to the credit of
this fine paper, and perhaps its best epitaph, that
its last editorial contains a scathing indictment of
the new German regime. Ironically, next to the
editorial column there is a paid announcement by
the German Railways, the North German Lloyd,
and the Hamburg-America Line inviting German-
Americans to visit the revitalized, strong
Fatherland under its new leader, Adolf Hitler.

The Minnesota German press is a significant
document of 100 years of Minnesota history: it
is one of the richest sources and has as yet been
only marginally explored. Like so much of immi-
grant history, it has come to us poorly preserved.
There exists no central repository, and even the
State Historical Society's holdings are incomplete.
Much may still be in attics or in private col-
lections; some may be totally lost. The time has
come to make a deliberate effort to gather these
records of the past before it is too late. Only thus
can our heritage be truly fulfilled.

Gerhard Weiss, Professor of German, has been teaching
at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis since 1956.
A native of Berlin, Germany, he emigrated to the United
States in 1946 and, after service in the US Army, completed
his undergraduate studies at Washington University (St.
Louis) and took his doctorate at the University of Wiscon-
sin in Madison. His areas of research and publication are
German literature of the 17th century and of the late 19th-
early 20th century. In addition, he is very much involved
in the study of German cultural history. He was the national
president of the American Association of Teachers of Ger-
man (1982/83). In 1981, he was given the Horace-Morse-
AMOCO award for Outstanding Contributions to Under-
graduate Education; in 1982, he was awarded the Cross of
Merit 1st class of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic
of Germany.
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A Minneapolis Prole Presse-Herold advertisement,
January, 1917 (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Der Wanderer of St. Paul:
An Overview of the First Years

by Father John Ku las, O.S.B.

The newspaper is omnivorous. Not
only political history, but religious,
educational and social history, find
place in its pages: Literature, especially
essays and poetry, was constantly
supplied to its readers. If all the printed
sources of history for a certain century
or decade had to be destroyed save one,
that which could be chosen with
greatest value to posterity would be a
file of an important newspaper.'

Thus spoke Clarence Brigham, former Direc-
tor of the American Antiquarian Society. Forty
years earlier in 1908 Daniel S. B. Johnston,
writing for the Minnesota Historical Society,
expressed the identical viewpoint: "No force in
the world today is more potent than journalism;
no soldier is more honored than he who serves
in its ranks, and no service equals that of the
pioneer newspaper in the early beginnings and
upbuildings of territory and state."2

It is not my intention to suggest that Der
Wanderer of St. Paul would be the one pioneer
German newspaper singled out for immortal-
ization in the second half of the 19th century.
Nevertheless, even while affirming that Der
Wanderer has no pre-eminent place among early
Minnesota newspapers, these words serve to place
this journal in a context which underlines its
importance. And for the Minnesota German
Catholic scene this newspaper is truly unique, a
point later editors were not loathe to suggest.
Writing in a front-page editorial of the first
number of the English-language The Wanderer,
which was founded on January 8, 1931 to be a
companion to Der Wanderer (until 1957) and then
to be its successor, Joseph Matt declared with no
hint of doubt: "One would needs have to write
tile history of the roast sixty years of the Catholic
Church in the Northwest to do full justice to the
important part the Wanderer has played."3
Without seeking to do this "full justice" one is
at least encouraged to begin.

The American press in the mid-nineteenth
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NIcolaus Burc,s, Catholic Book-seller, had hls store on
Ninth Street between St. Peter and Vine Streets accor-
ding to hls 1866 advertisement in the St. Paul Direc-
tory. The next year Der Wanderer was founded In this
store, which was next door to Assumption Church.
Nikolaus Bures Is spelled with a 'lc" when thls German
advertisement appeared In Der Wanderer.

century was a burgeoning institution. As early as
1830 the United States with a population of less
than thirteen million published more newspapers
than Europe with a population of 185 million.'
Of these, the foreign-language American press
was responsible for a significant number, and it
has been estimated that during this period more
foreign-language newspapers and periodicals were
published in proportion to the foreign-born
population than were published in the home
countries in proportion to the native born.'

Most numerous of all were the German-
American publications. Throughout the nine-
teenth century the ratio of German publications
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to all other foreign-language publications was well
in excess of two to one, reaching in 1885 the figure
of seventy-nine percent of the whole.6

First Press in 1855

The German-American press came to Min-
nesota in 1855 with the establishment oi Die
Minnesota Deutsche Zeitung. It is perhai.:; not
without significance that its first editor, Albert
Wolff, who became an important figure in early
Minnesota journalism, was also a "forty-eighter,"
one of those refugees from the political oppres-
sion following the collapse of the 1848 revolu-
tionary movements in Europe.' Many of these
men, like Wolff, turned to journalism in America,
and because they as a rule were better educated
and commanded a more forceful written style than
editors before them the quality of German-
American newspapers increased markedly with
their arrival.°

The second German newspaper in the state to
stay in existance more than a few years, the Min-
nesota Voiksblatt, founded six years later in St.
Paul, did not have the benefit of a fort y-eighter
as editor, but in Philip Rohr it had the equally
important advantage of a man who had
been associated with a newspaper in his
homeland. Der Wanderer, the next
German newspaper to be
established in IN.. Paul,

could boast
neither of

This was the masthead of Der Wanderer as it first ap-
peared on November 16, 1867.

forty-eighter nor experienced journalist among its
founders, but those shortcomings notwithstanding
it began what was to become ninety years of
uninterrupted publication with no less enthusiasm
and confidence.9

Der Wanderer, whose initial issue was printed
on November 16, 1867 shared its natal year with
the Minnesota Newspaper Association and the
Minneapolis Tribune." Its appearance was wel-
comed warmly by its sister Catholic weekly in the

state, the Northwestern Chronicle,
founded just a year earlier

in 1866, which in a
laudatory editorial ex-

pressed its confident
judgment that "its

literary merits
are worthy of
the intelligent

class for
whose

Volkezeltung Building, Third and Jackson, November 17, 1928. The Staatszeltung and the Volkablatt were con-
temporaries of Der Wanderer and later combined to form the Volkszeltung. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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benefit it publisbed." Der Wanderer
joined six other German-language Catholic
weeklies in the country and throughout its
existence remained the only such paper in
Minnesota."

The objectives and purpose of this newspaper
are clearly enunciated in the first issue and these
are repeated explicitly in many an initial number
of succeeding volumes. The title page, with an
engraving of a man with walking staff striding
jauntily along, proclaimed in ringing alliteration
it to be "Ein Wochenblatt fuer sittliches Wirken
und Wissen," and in the Pe >:Ispektus on page three
we can read that "the Wanderer will seek
faithfully to report important ecclesiastical and
political occurences in Minnesota, in the United
States and all over the world. In addition it will
be concerned to provide entertainment and ed-
ucational features." These objectives are all neatly
summarized in a charming piece of front-page
doggerel, submitted by a nearby pastor.''
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H.H. Tlmme was one of the founders of Der Wanderer
(Advertisement In McLung's St. Paul Directory)
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A Timm Brothers advertisement In Der W

A Lay Catholic Venture

Though Der Wanderer especially in its early
years had a close relationship with the official
Church organization, it was from the beginning
an enterprise organized and run by lay men. Plans
for this undertaking were made in late 1867 when
a small group of such concerned and dedicated

Assumption Church arid School, 0.1865. This church was built in1855-56 and the school In 1064. Mi the collaborators
of Der Wanderer worshipped at the "German Church." In the11370s, a new church was built. (Minnesota Historical
Society)
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The Reverend Clemens Staub, O.S.B. (18194880,
pastor of Assumption Church in St. Paul from 1863 to
1875, was one of the founders of Der Wanderer. (St.
John's Abbey Archives)

Catholic people met with their pastor, Benedictine
Father Clemens Staub, "in the back room of Nick
Bures' dingy book and stationery store on St.
Paul's old Main Street. . ." " Father Clemens was
certainly instrumental in getting the paper started
(the early issues included a signed statement
encouraging subscriptions); the support (even
financial) of St. John's Abbey was frequently
gratefully recounted by later editors; the
endorsement of local bishops was proudly
trumpeted from the front page for years; priests
were often enrolled as subscription agents and
were industrious in promoting the journal from
their pulpits. Nonetheless, with the possible
exception of a few months in the first year the
editorship was always in the hands of a lay man,
and the publishing company which owned the
paper, again with the exception of a period of
seven years when Staub was president %vas in the
exclusive hands of lay people." It remained
aggressively so down to the present day.

These men seemed to have no particular exper-
tise for an undertaking of this kind. The cen-
tennial edition of The Wanderer includes an ar-
ticle on the beginnings of the paper which em-
phasizes that it was "a group of little men" who
met to organize this enterprise, although in a
similar story ten years earlier they are referred to
as "prominent Catholio laymen." They came
from all classes and included a priest, a teacher

who doubled as bookseller, a building tradesman,
and a storekeeper.'7 They clearly were not men
of notable erudition, and the priest was probably
the best educated among them.

Their readers were undoubtedly not any better
educated and wero like most of their fellow
German immigrants of the period members of the
lower middle class, poor, though not indigent,
artisans, laborers, farmers and merchants." But
the range of the news covaage of Der Wanderer,
both foreign and domestic, the scope of its
articles, the incisiveness of its editorials indicate
that these were alert and inquisitive readers who
wanted to be educated, edified and entertained.

Der Wanderer was never a mass circulation
journal, and its pages are constantly full of ex-
hortations for support of the Catholic press, as
for additional subscriptions, reminders of the
benefits of mailing the paper to friends and
relatives abroad, and at the beginning of each nem
volume somewhat frantic admonitions t
delinquent subscribers to pay their bills. Never-
theless, despite the frequent editorial lamentations
the readership was obviously sufficient to
maintain the paper in good health to a ripe old
age. The early years were undoubtedly a Etruggle,
but by 1875 circulation had reached 3,00t., and by

Assumption Church on Ninth Street in St. Paul,
sometimes known as "the German Cathedral," was
under construction from 1870 to 1874. Der Wanderer
said this church, designed like the Ludwigskirche In
Munich, was the finest ecciesiatical structure in the
Northwest. (St. John'o Abbey Archlvev)
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the turn of the century it was hovering around
the 11,000 mark before the inevitable decline set

Already in the first year of publication desig-
nated agents were soliciting subscriptions in a hall
dozen states from Texas to Montana and Now
York as well as in Minnesota, Iowa, and
Wisconsin. The majority of readers, however,
resided in Minnesota. In 1881 J. Fletcher
Williams' History of St. Paul could term the
journal a "wide-awake paper" employing six to
ten men, "well patronized as an advertising
medium by most of the leading business houses
of St. Paul." It was proving to be a "great success
financially as well as otherwise."2°

European News Reported

Though year-end editorials in the arly years
constantly bewailed the presence of carping critics
and somewhat plaintively accepted the journalistic
truism that no paper cruld please all its readers,
Der Wanderer was sufficiently broad in the scope
of its articles to appeal to a large segment of the
German-speaking Catholic population.2' Each
issue had its sections on European and national
news, including under both headings a good deal
of political news. The frequently used column
headings "Cable Dispatches" and "By
Telegraph" underscored the fact that the
telegraph had only lately reached St. Paul. There
were sections on ecclesiastical news, both foreign
and domestic, and a plethora of articles with
religious themes, while closer to home news of city
and state appeared on a page that by the spring
of 1869 carried the designation of "official city
newspaper." In a more practical vein, articles on
household and agricultural topics appeared
regularly with an abundance of helpful hints
ranging from how to can crab apples and how to
treat frozen feet to better ways of fertilizing. For
their leisure hours readers could turn to the
literary page which presented serialized fiction and
poetry, the latter mostly by local writers ar
usually dealing with religious themes. An
increasing amount of space was devoted to
advertising, and no paper was complete without
its column or two of humor, found most typically
on the last page otherwise devoted entirely to
advertisements.

Especially in the early years many articles or
excerpts were reprinted from other domestic and
foreign newspapers, a trait typical of the journal-
istic practice of the day. A surprising number of
stories were also submitted by various foreign and
local correspondents. The remainder of the paper
was presumably composed by the editor, although
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most articles were published without bylines.
Der Wanderer was initially printed with eight

pages, each having five columns of print. In 1872
with the beginning of the sixth volume each of
the eight pages appeared with six columns,
yielding, as the editor proudly asserted, an in-
crease of reading material by fifty percent.22 This
format was maintained for the rest of the first
decade.

Vigorously Catholic

No reader could mistake the fact that Der
Wanderer was a Catholic publication. It was, to
be sure, not only that, but devotion to the Cath-
olic faith was one of its salient features. It was
not so much that Catholic news and articles by
their sheer quantity dominated the entire paper,
it was rather that these articles were invariably
characterized by a commitment, an assurance and
occasionally by a belligerence that admitted of few
questions and no discussion at all. On such issues
it was the purpose of this newspaper flatly to
instruct, assert, exhort and where necessary to
reprove.

Many of these articles were designed to pro-
vide the readers with information and instruction
in the Catholic faith. There were stories on the
Pope, on the observance of Sundays and religious
feasts, and on the history of the Church.
Discussion of matters of doctrine were often
written with a polemical intent, such as a series
of articles which after listing common objections
to Catholic belief proceeded to refute them in
detail."

Some articles were more theoretical in scope
as, for example, the almost untranslatable
"Zeitbewusstsein, Zeitbestrebungen, Zeitgeist und
oeffentliche Meinung."24 Others were practically
sermons." Many others simply informed their
readers of church doings both at home and
abroad. The range of such articles was limitless,
and perusing them one can easily see how Der
Wanderer was readily accepted by local clergy as
a potent arm of Catholic instruction.

The aggressively Catholic nature of this pub-
lication can be seen too in its frequent perception
and vehement denr .ation of anti-Catholicism
in any of its fori , real or imagined. Some
examples from the first two volumes will serve to
illustrate the point. On one occasion the St. Paul
Press and the St. Paul Dispatch are sternly taken
to task for criticizing the local Democratic ticket
because of alleged overrepresentation of
Catholics. They had expressed concern over
possible riiisuse of school funds, but they are
quickly disrnbsed by Der Wanderer as being
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"Know Nothing" papers." A few months later
a letter to the editor rebulced the local Volksblatt
for what the writer perceived to be anti-Catholic
utterances and urged Der Wanderer to be more
aggressive in refuting such articles. The challenge
was accepted, zit unsigned editorial in the
following isFoc ii...rAlAsted the Volksblatt and its
editor by na rr-...,:.1.4ini.,?.ating in this outburst: "We
would like to Itaition in conclusion that Mr.
Lienau would be wise in the future to hold his
dirty tongue." ("Wenn er sein ungewaschenes
Maul hielte.")" (This clearly was hardly an era
of genteel journalism.)

It was deemed necessary to write articles
defending the Catholic's right to engage in pol-
itics;" other articles sought to counter the out-
cry in the Austrian press advocating the dis-
solution of monasteries;" a satirical piece was
aimed at demolishing the anti-Catholic canard
alleging that Catholics were forbidden to read the
Bible."

Relations With Secular Press

It is clear that a close watch was kept
on the local and world-wide
press for articles unfavor-
able to Catholicism. Die
Gartenlaube of Leipzig
was scornfully

CS. AC' r

categorized as an anti-Catholic publication
and the St. Paul Press was indignantly
cited because, as the editor pointed out, "in
almost every issue in one field or another
one finds the flourishing stinkweeds of fan-
aticism.'"' It is hard to escape the impression that
a kind of fortress mentality was at hand when one
reads the sweeping statement with which an article
defending Spain against allegations of religious
intolerance ends: "Most newspapers by far are
edited by people who consider the Catholic faith
to be the worst kind of nonsense, all the while not
understanding an iota of it."32

The editors were invariably as deeply con-
vinced of the vast potential for good in the Cath-
olic press as they were outraged at what they be-
lieved to be the excesses of the more sensational
and often anti-religious secular press. Their fre-
quent warnings against the dangers of the press
were coupled with exhortations to support Cath-
olic publications like Der Wanderer. Catholics
were urged to "emancipate [themselves] from the
evil press" which indeed could even be

-44111b._

V.

found in their own
midst. Thus the

English
papers
of St.

St. Paul Press building on the southwest corner of Minnesota and Third Street in 1874. The original 'Wanderer
offices were located nearby. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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The staff of the Pioneer Press, c.1885. There are occasional references to the Press In the pages of Der Wanderer.
(Minnesota Historical Society)

Paul and especially the Press were castigated for
their scurrilous reporting.3'

In an editorial for the first issue in which he
is listed cis editor Theodor Muellenmeister speaks
at length of the "Power of the Press" which he
also uses for the title of his essay. The press, he
says, is a gift of God, but abused it will become
a potent source of evil. Then he avows: "We will
seek to oppose this corrupt and destructive spirit,
the enemy of all true and sacrw otder, in the very
domain in which it scores its greatest victories."34
A few issues later he is highly laudatory of the
Catholic illustrated monthly, Alte und Neue Welt,
which he sees as a sound antidote to the seductive
qualities of other publications of this sort, "which
pave the way to the flower-covered slough of every
conceivable perversity."" The Catholic press is
usually seen as a bastion of truth and virtue in
an otherwise dangerous world.

Aggressively German

Der Wanderer was not only aggressively Cath-
olic; it was also aggressively German. German in-
terests were defended, German causes were
promoted, German ideas and values were nur-
tured. Anything detracting from those ideals was
decried.

In this Der Wanderer played the customary
role of the foreign-language American press gen-
erally. It was the instrument for the maintenance
and intensification of bonds whose roots went
back to the old world. It was generally speaking
conservative. And yet, inevitably, almost in spite
of itself, the foreign-language press also
accelerated the process of assimilation into
American life. Because it spoke to its readers in
the language most familiar to them or in many
instances in the only language they knew, the
German press was the instrument introducing
them to the new conditions of American life.
Apparently contradictory, yet somehow com-
plementary, these roles of conservation and
assimilation often took place side by side.36
German clannishness was indeed a reality in the
nineteenth century, but the fences thrown up were
not insurmountable.

Evidence of both roles can be found in the
pages of Der Wanderer. There were frequent
appeals to retain and transmit the German lan-
guage. A spirited admonition addressed to "die
Yritkee-Deutschen" berated those German im-
migrants who no longer spoke their native lan-
guage. Admitting it was all right to learn English
(with the aside that most don't learn it well
anyway), the editor declared that respect for one's
own roots was the prerequisite for respect from
others, and he concluded with the passionate cry:
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"I'll say it again: remain German."" He came
to the same subject in the following issue and
asserted: "The last thing we are is a German
fanatic, but we believe that among themselves and
in their families Germans should speak German."

For the same reason and even more because
of religious grounds Der Wanderer was a staunch
defender and promoter of Catholic schools, which
among the German-speaking people would
inevitably be German or at least bilingual. The
newspaper played a leading role in defeating
legislation making attendance at public schools
compulsory and the first edition of the English-
language The Wanderer in looking back on the
accomplishments of its German sister took
satisfaction in the 1904 statement of a local
ecclesiastical leader to the effect that the German
Catholics of Minnesota had saved the parish
school."

Yet from the beginning Der Wanderer was at
pains to introduce its sobscribers to ail aspects of
public life, polities especially. In its surrrisingly

Ipot

detailed accounts of events and iss'les in both
national and local politics it assumed interest and
participation on the part of its readers, at least
to the extent of voting. To be sure, pa% "ical-party
programs were evaluated in par I., ;It least, by how
well they served Gem= interez ts, and Cm the local
level there was concern to elect more Germans to
public office, but this has always been the practice
of groups in American politics, and by urging
participation even at the local caucus level Der
Wanderer was bringing its readers directly into
the mainstream of public life."

An article on "The Germans in the Family of
Nations and in America" did not stint in its praise
of their elegant language and the contributions
they had always made, but it stressed the fact that
these accomplishments were not going to be made
by evoking some pride in German nationalism but
rather by the personal talents and diligence of
individuals working to achieve some useful
purpose.4° Directly and indirectly, through papers
like Der WInderer German-speaking Americans

The American House; iStáiàritifld hotel established 16:1883 -on the corner of Fourth and Wabasha, not far
from the later location of Wehderer offices. It was established by Nicholas Pottgieser, who often ran ads for his
establishment in Der Wanderer. The picture is c. 1873. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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were invited and encouraged into effective
interaction with their English-speaking fellow
citizens. This was an accomplishment of their
journalists at least on a par with their valiant
efforts to justify the preservation of some sense
of German identity, for the results of the former
were clearly more lasting than the other. In view
of that, one can perhaps smile indulgently at the
extravagance underlying an article such as one
entitled "The American Northwest Belongs to the
Germans" and recognize it as untypical
ballyhoo.° The true spirit of Der Wanderer was
perhaps better reflected in the words of later editor
Joseph Matt, who in his first issue, praised the
concept of hyphenated (German-) Americans,
since without this punctuation mark the individual
would be neither German nor American. He
implored his compatriots in the wider society to
permit the Germans their hyphen and went on to
declare that "the true German and patriotic
American can transcend the hyphen and joining
hands will be able to work together."'"

N.H. Miller (Mueller) a printer who at one time worked
for the Minnesota Staatszeitung as foreman before
taking a similar post at Der Wanderer. Miller, an early
member of the Wanderer Company and for many years
its treasurer, was for a time a member of the Minnesota
State Legislature. (Andreae Atlas, Minnesota Historical
Society)
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Chaaged Editors Often

Three editors directed Der Wanderer for the
first two volumes of its publication. This simple
statement of fact is at once inaccurate and a good
deal more complex. It is inaccurate, for from
number twenty-three of the first volume to the
beginning of volume two the newspaper appeared
with no editor named. Obviously, someone was
functioning as editor during this time. It is more
complex, since these early editorial changes were
invariably made without even the slightest nod to
the previous incumbent. The complexity and
indeed the mystery is heightened when one
discovers the errors in fact imitted by later
chroniclers of Der Wanderer's early editorial
history. In view of the paper's own reticence it
is perhaps not surprising that a number of
standard reference works should propose
inaccurate information.° That later editors of the
newspaper itself in recounting its past history
should overlook some of their predecessors is, at
least, curious.

The first editors of Der Wanderer as the paper
lists them are:

Eugen L. Ehrhardt, Vol. 1:1 to Vol. 1:22,
Nov. 16, 1867 to April 11, 1868.

No editor named, Vol. 1:23 to Vol. 1:52, April
18, 1868 to November 7, 1868.

Theo. Muellenmeister,Vol. 2:53 to Vol. 2:96,
November 14, 1868 to September 11, 1869.

Fr. Fassbind, Vol. 2:97 to Vol. 17:7,
September 18, 1869 to December 6, 1883.

The annual retrospects in Der Wanderer
during its first decade make no mention at all of
previous editors. The silver-jubilee issue does
express gratitude for the work of predecessors,
but it lists no names. In the golden-jubilee issue,
however, (September 20, 1917) the editor at the
time after thanking earlier colleagues states that
there have been only two of them. These he lists
as FT. Fassbind, "who with the help of Bene-
dictine priests and other friends served as editor
until 1883" and the latter's successor Hugo
Klapproth. In 1931 when the first number of the
English edition appeared a brief recapitulation of
personnel involved with the paper's past asserted
that Der Wanderer had had but three editors up
to that time: "Fr. Fassbind, from 1867 to 1883;
Hugo Klapproth, from 1883 to 1899; Joseph
Matt, from 1899 to the present time."" An
unsigned article in the centennial issue (1967,
though correctly identifying Eugene Ehrhardt
from the Rhineland as first editor, gives no further
information on the topic. These discrepancies are
strange and unexpected, but further research will
undoubtedly clarify the situation.
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Third Street in St. Paul in 1859, showing Red River Ox Carts. The proprietor of the drug store is probably not the
same J.N. Schröder who appears as the first publisher of Der Wanderer. (Minnesota HIstorIcal Soclety)

What Edwin H. Ford said about early Min-
nesota journalism is largely applicable also to Der
Wanderer's first years.

Editorial comment permeated a large
part of the non-advertising material
printed. Much of the news was editor-
ialized; the editorial page contained the
opinions of the editor on national, state
and community affairs, and editorial
utterances from other newspapers were
clipped and distributed liberally
throughout the paper. It was an
incredibly dull territorial journal which
did not, in some fashion, reflect the
opinions and personality of its editor."

In the absence of extensive biographical infor-
mation about the early editors some effort may
then be made to discern something about their
personality by analyzing the issues published
during their respective tenure.

Exuberant First Editor

The stamp that the first editor, Eugen L.
Ehrhardt, put on the paper can be gleaned mostly
from his irrepressible opinion column "Plapper-
Raisonnir-und Debattir-Kaemmerchen," which
appeared in every issue in which his name is listed
as editor except the last one. This column, which
can roughly be translated as "The Little
Chatterbox Debating Club," was unsigned but it
evidently contains the views of the editor." For
this space Ell:::ardt created three characters:
Franz, Michel, and Jockel, who talked and
gossiped and downed about every conceivable
public issue, the latter two often speaking in
Bavarian and Suabian dialect with Franz leading
the discussion. There is vivaciousness and humor
here and a sometimes heavy-handed satire as one
public figure after another is held up for ridicule
and scorn. It is the Republicans at home and
Europeans with an anti-clerical bent who are the
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most frequent targets. Thus, Grant, Stanton, and
Stevens, and Garibaldi, King Ludwig II, and
Bismarck week after week are set up and
demolished by this trio of down-to-earth
observers. There are occasional local references,
but these are handled with gentle amusement.

One can see well enough where the editor
stands. His political persuasions are Democratic
and his religious attitudes are solidly Catholic.
One cannot say that this boisterous mood finds
its way into other columns of the paper, but
nonetheless this piece in itself is sufficient to give
it a lighter touch. Nothing at all like it is found
under succeeding editors.

Like his later colleagues this editor provides
international and domestic and local news
coverage in the staccato news-brief style which is
typical of much of 19th-century journalism.
However, thzre are also many longer articles, and
particular attention is given to the unto' cling story
of the attempts to impeach President Johnson.
There is also a strongly religious tone to the paper,
as the front page regularly carried stories on the
Church and church issues.

In the long run, however, it is the volatile
carryings on in the cozy debating club which

John C. Devereaux, fit ut editor of the Northwestern
Chronicle, a contemporary of Der Wanderer and like
lt a Catholic paper. The portrait was taken on the oc-
casion of the founding of the Minnesota Editorial
Association in 1867, an organization Der Wanderer
seemed not to have joined. (Whitney photo, Minnesota
Historical Society)

leave the more lasting impression. And this
irreverent style may possibly have been the reason
for Ehrhardt's sudden disappearance from the
scene.

Stirring Call to Arms

Whatever the reason, the paper in April 1868
entered the period during which no editor is
explicitly listed. The second such issue makes an
oblique reference to possible dissatisfaction in
some quarters with the way things have been going
when it begs the reader's indulgence for any
possible defects, appealing in explanation to the
journal's extreme youth and all the tantalizingly
unnamed difficulties it had to confront.'"

The same issue contains a stirring call to arms
in which the Catholic character of the paper is
strongly reaffirmed. There is blunt language
decrying the insidious influence of the general
press and urging all Catholics to "fight against
the forces of hell and its minions."

The newspaper does indeed seem to have a
markedly more doctrinal and polemical religious
spirit in this period. Front-page articles and
editc_ ials on religious subjects continue. A
lengthy series of articles with a distinctly and
increasingly apologetical tone in which fre-
quently heard objections to Catholic doctrine
are stated only to be firmly refuted appears now
on page two. An early piece in this series is intro-
duced with the curiously suggestive and possibly
ironic words: "Der Wanderer takes the liberty in
accordance with the overall objectives of the
paper of presenting to its readers now and again
a Catholic article."" There is a hint here per-
haps that the previous editor had not given due
space and consideration to these matters.

At the same time political news, particularly
on the national level, seem to get less extensive
coverage than heretofore, and the tone of the
comments appears to be more restrained.
However, the events of the President's acquittal
are faithfully recorded, and considerable atten-
tion is given to the upcoming Democratic con-
vention. The political direction of the paper has
not changed; its tone may, however, have be-
come muted.

The July 11 issue contains an article entitled
"Sermons for Sleepyheads," which though un-
signed is clearly written by a priest. The piece in
itself is not remarkable, but its authorship leads
one to think of Reverend Clemens Staub, one of
the men involved in the founding of the paper,
who in the summer of the following year was to
begin a seven-year stint as elected president of
the German Catholic Printing Company, Der
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retrains trom divulging his identity, a page-two
editorial is obviously the first statement of a new
leader of the paper. The author reaffirms the
Catholic character of the journal and acknowl-
edges its Democratic leanings, but he is, at the
same time, at pains to emphasize his essential
objectivity and his intention to produce a news-
paper "free from all tendentious distortion and
unsightly trash," that will be attractive to all
serious readers. Republicans and non-Catholics
will, to be sure, as he freely admits, not always
be in agreement with what they encounter.

On the next page, however, the editor be-
comes much more sharply partisan. He roundly
attacks Republican policies, clearly states his
allegiance to the Democratic party, which he
lauds as the party of the non-privileged, and
urges a large voter turn-out in the upcoming
presidential election. There are numerous articles
on many of the current issues in this and suc-
ceeding numbers, each one vociferously pro-
Democratic. Objectivity, it is clear, quickly gave
iray to undisguised promotion.

That a new and more intense political orien-
tation of Der Wanderer was taking place was
adumbrated already in the issue before the
change of editors by the announcement that a
greater amount of political news could be ex-
pected." That expectation was quickly fulfilled
in good measure.

In addition to the increased number of often
highly editorialized articles of a political bent
th-.3 editor used a new section entitled "Political
Paragraphs for the Sovereign People" as an
instrument for the expression of his political
views. In profoundly earnest, deeply impas-
sioned and sometimes colorful prose he vigor-
ously entered the fray. An article, "Let the Facts
Speak for Themselves," proclaimed that the
Republicans trampled on basic rights, ignored
the constitution and provided neither peace nor
justice nor union. A page-three editorial de-
nounced the Reconstruction policy which gave
Blacks in the South political rights to the detri-
ment of the whites. "Trump Card" was a bitter
almost despeiring editorial decrying the evils of
"radical" policies which he proclaimed favored
the monied class and fostered excesses in the use
of negro politic21 power. All of this was con-
tained in the issmt of October 24, 1968 and there
was much more to ec me.

Grant was dismissed as "completely incom
petent."51 In a strange image for a Catholic
paper Reconstruction administrations were
likened to the Inquisition." Republican monetary,
tax, and budget policies were flayed unmerci-
fully, while another piece displayed the inflam-
matory headline: "Moral Decay, Extravagance
and Opulence in the Waning Years of the
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Roman Republic: A Reflection of Our Coun-
try." There was criticism of the implicit mili-
tarism underlying Grant's candidacy and another
long article more soberly analyzed the Demo-
cratic position on bonds and taxation,"

Soberly reviewed or passionately articulated,
the issues of this election year were extensively
presented to Der Wanderer's readers. In the
closing days of the campaign the editor attemp-
ted to inject a note of moderation by reminding
his readers of the basic purpose of the news-
paper as a Catholic journal, "a school for the
people. . ., teaching and entertaining, injuring no
one." Since, however, it remained necessary also
to take a stand on the political issues, he went on
to announce ironically that he intended to
"support [those political parties] encumbered with
the fewest deficiencies." Partisanship, it seems,
was never far from his mind and cloaking it under
the guise of religious doctrine he declared
categorically that no genuine Catholic could
legitimately function as editor from the "radical"
point of view."

The editor could with reason declare his
paper's commitment to Roman Catholic values,
for Der Wanderer continued to give prominence
to stories of religion. Front-page articles of this
kind continued to appear, but they seemed to
adopt a more reasoned, less emotional tone and
to proceed more often from the historical than
from the polemical point of view." On the other
hand, there is no question of the strongly sectarian
thrust of these articles, and this editor like the
others yields to no one in the vehemence of his
defense of the Catholic faith.

Muellenmeister a Firebrand

There is little doubt who this editor is. The
evident continuity existing between these issues
and those under the editorship of Theodor
Muellenmeister, whose tenure expliealy begins
with the first number of the new volume
(November 14, 1868), renders all but impossible
the judgment that anyone but Muellenmeister was
functioning as editor in this cArlier period. Why
his name is not mentioned remains a mystery, but
an oblique verification of his involvement with
the paper from this time can be derived from the
fact that beginning with the number following the
obvious change of editors a frequent contributor
of verse is "Theo. M."

With the beginning of the second volume,
then, Theodor Muelleruneister is explicitly pre-
sented to the readers as editor. Once again, the
reasons prompting this change are loudly left
unsaid. The editor proceeds immediately to out-



C.H. Lienau. Thls photograph is from a collection of
portraits of members of the State Senate in 1875.
Llenau, an ailtagonist of Thedor Muellenmelster,
served as editor of the Minnesota Volksb Ian. (Min-
nesota Historical Society)

line his program in a long front-page editorial on
the power of the press already referred to." He
reasserts the Catholic character of Der Wanderer
and joins his colleagues in proclaiming the value
of the press as an antidote to reading secular
publications. Religious news and features continue
to hold a significant but not overriding place of
honor in each issue.

Politics, however, seems to be the principal
concern of Muellenmeister. Numerous articles and
editorials concern themselves with analyses of the
new Republican administration. Republican
programs and policies and the President him-
self come in for vehement and universal condem-
nation, and the party is apostrohized as the "party
of every 'ism' and every monopoly" and the party
of privilege. The lines, he feels, are sharply drawn
for battle, but he declares himself confident in the
final outcome: "The struggle is between the mass
of the people and the privileged classes and must
sooner or later be resolved in favor of the
former.""

Muellenmeister is careful to remind his readers
too of their own self-interest as he vigorously
promotes the Democratic cause. It is only the

Democratic party that will fully serve them, for
its opponents, he avers, in an article headlined:
"Die Duenkel- und Dunkelmaenner" (Snobs and
Obscurantists) threaten religious freedom and are
insensitive to the rights of immigrants."

Harsh anti-administration articles were writ-
ten throughout Muellenm..! ,tor's tenure as editor.
In his final issue he cluli-/co Ink rutrination
against the Republican ticket: "Ali tl lc ice
Soothing-Syrup (Alles politische Soothing-Syrup)
of the radical press will not be enough to bring
back to health this poor little bloated child
writhing with cramps." With typical Muellen-
meister invective he lashes out bitterly at the
Minnesota Staatszeitung for its political views:
"The State-mama in her Tuesday three-legged
monster has launched a senseless raid on the
Ramsey County Democratic Convention." In this
case, at least, there are personal reasons for his
rage. In the Staatszeitung article in question the
writer had made derogatory remarks about
Muellenmeister, going so far, as the latter fur-
iously declared, to transform his name to
"Muhlenmister." But Muellenmeister is equal to
the task and he can give better than he receives,
not even eschewing jibes at his colleague's
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The Minnesota Staats-Zeltung, the state's first German
paper, carried on feuds with Der Wanderer. (Advertise-
ment In the 1866 McLung's St.,Paul Dlrectory)
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command of their common language: "[The
writer of the Staatszeitung article] is a hick
German editor who commits rape on the German
language in every one of his cackling pro-
nouncements."6°
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The Minnesota Volkablatt, St. Paul's second and
largest German newspaper, was the target of invec-
tive aimed at it by Theodor Muellenmeister of Der
Wanderer, who also singled out Charles Lienau in his
attacks. (McLung's 1866 St. Paul Directory)

Fassbind and the Foreign Scene

And then suddenly he is gone. With the next
issue a new editor is proclaimed from the mast-
head, who proceeds like his predecessor to
announce his program with nary a reference to
his departing colleague. In a signed editorial "To
the Reader," Franz Fassbind in reasserting the
traditional objectives of Der Wanderer promises
to continue offering a mix of ecclesiastical and
secular news local, national and international

as well as engaging tales of interest both to
young and old. He invites non-Catholics too to
become readers, for this is a way of tearing down
prejudices. Politically, it will be the welfare of the
people which is of highest value, and Der
Wanderer will support all who share this ideal
regardless of party.6'

'78

A new layout greeted the readers along with
the new editor, and this served to underscore a
change in focus. The entire front page and
portions of the second were now devoted to
foreign news, both ecclesiastical and secular.
Instead of the many shorter news notes of the past
the entire section contains what looks now more
like a single cohesive essay. Date lines are avoided
and each news item is written in a more flowing
style with greater detail and longer paragraphs.
The entire section, however, remains a potpourri
of various, but now fewer, news stories.

The result is a better looking, better organ-
ized, and better written first page highlighting
Fassbincl's livelier interest in foreign news. The
news is more substantive and for the most part
is objectively reported. Political news is presented
along side of events mote directly involving the
Church and its rights, and it is the latter which
provoke the greater editorializing in the news
stories.

The diplomatic maneuverings between the
North German Confederation and the remaining
German states, the disintegrating relations
between Prussia and France, the rumblings caused
by Italian nationalists confronting the Papal
States, and the forthcoming First Vatican Council
are international events of universal concern
presented in great detail by the new editor to his
readers.

Much information is provided, issues are
carefully discussed, some stands will indeed be
taken and those involving matters of Church and
stute will be predictable and forcefully rep-
resented, but a sensitivity to the readers and a
willingness to let them form their own conclusions
can be seen. An editorial marking the beginning
of the fourth volume in the midst of the Franco-
Prussian war makes Fassbind's point clear: he
assures and reassures his readers that "we simply
take people the way they are and understand well
enough why, for example, the Luxemburger finds
no satisfaction in the victories of the Prussians
or why many a German Catholic views the current
regime with some misgivings."62

Less ttentic r. to ational News

Considerably less attention is given to nation-
al politics, and Muellenmeister's impassioned and
emotional tone is no, ticeably lacking. If all the
editors up to this time, even Muellenmeister, have
for the record expressed the formal political
independence of Der Wanderer, Fassbind seems
to do so more frequently. Of course, serving as
editor for a longer period of time, he had more
opportunity, such as in the first and last issues
of a volume, to express this viewpoint . In view,



however, of the distinctly limited nature of
national political news in the early issues and the
overall moderation of the paper under his direc-
tion, more credence may be given to what he says.
Thus, an editorial in the concluding number of
voluide two declares the paper's abhorrence of
party intrigues and promises neutral treatment of
issues: "Favoring no one, harming no one, this
newspaper will discuss election campaign issues
solely on the basis of an objective review of their
merjts.""

Similar statements can be found in later issues,
including one of the rare signed editorials in the
number closing the third volume to which the
name of the president of the publishing company
is also affixed." Nonetheless, in taking political
stands Fassbind will most generally favor the
Democratic viewpoint. An article in his very first
issue, for example, contains an appeal for good
men, preferably Germans, to be nominated at the
upcoming Democratic state convention. A month
later in an editorial entitled "Election Uproar"

S.

he expresses concern at the impact of the
campaign oratory of various splinter groups on
the fortunes of the state Democratic party."

Fassbind follows his predecessors in empha-
sizing the importance of the Catholic character
of his paper and the vital role of the Catholic press
in forming and informing his readers and
guarding them from the insinuations of the secular
press. An editorial at the beginning of the third
volume is emphatic on the point when in the by
now familiar phrases he declares his intention to
write "for the instruction of the readers," helping
them "resist all that the spirit of unbelief
disseminates." 66

Franz Fassbind is the first editor to have a long
tenure as editor of Der Wanderer, serving in that
function for fourteen years. Further to document
the Fassbind editorship is not my intention here.
I prefer rather to conclude this review of the first
volumes with a brief evaluation of the paper's role
as an organ for the dissemination of local news,
by a description of its contributions to the cultural
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life of its readers through the literary section, and
finally by an examination of early Der Wanderer
stands on the treatment of immigrants ane issues
of human rights.

There were daily papers in St. Paul when Der
Wanderer began publishing. There was even a
daily German newspaper." Obviously, no weekly
could compete in the dissemination of local news.
Nonetheless, .Der Wanderer was a functioning
newspaper also in this respect. The news may not
have always been current, coverage ws
constrained by the limits of space, and .1( VS items
were often very short. Yet, Per Wanderer on its
local page (which sometir spilled over to a
second page) covered all fr. -ypf.'s of stories one
would expect. Befitting its c. 1/4..ter, Catholic and
German news are prominently featured. But news
of a more general sort appeared also , ranging
from political to social, from cultural to
commercial, from police to climatological news.
Each issue contained the local railroad schedules
and market reports. City council and legislative
proceedings were often recounted in detail. By the
third volume lists of births, bap:isms, deaths and
marriages became a regular feature. And, of
course, from the very first issue advertisements
of all kinds were liberally sprinkled through the
last half of each issue, covering the entire final
page, except for a first column devoted to humor.
It was a paper one could turn to for news.

The Literary Page

From the very beginning also each issue had
a literary page bearing the heading Feuilleton. The
customary end-of-volume recapitulations of the
paper's objectives invariably included some ref-
erence to its intent to provide its readers with
"good and attractively written stories for their
entertainment."" This section appeared always
on the fourth or fifth page of each number, and
the section was usually carried over to the fol-
lowing page. There was always poetry and in-
variably a serialized novel or shorter piece of
fiction, sometimes more than one running simul-
taneotisly. During a good portion of Muellen-
meister's tenure an additional literary feature
appeared. It was headed "Garland of Stories,"
was featured on the front page, and according to
the announcement which proclaimed its imminent
arrival was meant to provide "a suspense-filled
and masterful story for young people.""

The type of literature produced in these pages
reflected well the paper's twin objectives of
providing entertainment and edification. Artistic
merit was not the primary consideration, and, as
a result, the classics and the best contemporary

80

literature were generally not represented in the
paper, whose readers, like most readers of the
German-American press at the time, could not be
expected to welcome serious problem literature."

Der Wanderer's poetry in the early yimrs was
all but completely devoted to religious d litur-
gical themes. Many poems were not credited to
author, and of those that were most were written
by local poets and often by the clergy." Some too
like the "Song for Trinity Sunday," an acrostic
spelling out the names of three founders of Der
Wanderer, were contrived." The secular poetry
dealt mostly with themes of nature, but some were
humorous, satirical and political." The quality
of all these poems, as one would expect, was
mixed.

Only a few poems of the more noted German
poets were included in the early years: one each
by Angelus Silesius, Navalis, Hoffmann von
Fallersleben, and Max von Schenkendorf. There
were, however, some parodies of the classics like
"On to Italy," a poem modelled on Goethe's
"Kennst du das Land, wo die Zitronen bluehen?"
but which this author uses to castigate Italy as a
land of lawlessness and revolution.

The fiction serialized in Der Wanderer in the
early years was largely devoted to tales of ad-
venture and romance, often in an historical set-
ting, and inevitably with an uplifting message. It
was not literature of the first rank, but these
melodramatic and didactic tales undoubtedly
achieved their purpose of entertaining and ed
ifying.

In the 19th century German-American editors
had ready access to literature of all kinds, since
a binding copyright agreement between Germany
and the United States didn't exist prior to 1892."
What was actually printed then can be assumed
to be what the editor believed his readers genuinely
wanted. The taste of Der Wanderer's readers in
this regard was likely not much different from that
of readers of the German-American press
generally, although Erich P. Flofacker's study of
the German literature reprinted in the German-
language daily papers of the St. Louis area shows
a significantly greater attention to better known
and more enduring authors in these publications
than was true of the St. Paul paper." What Der
Wanderer did publish, however, was clearly
popular since annot4ncements of forthcoming
serials were often given prominent display in the
immediately preceding issues.

Novels and short prose in Der Wanderer
usually appeared with the author's names given.
They are all unread today, although most of them
must .ve had some reputation in their own time.
One .....ahor appearing in Der Wanderer literary
pages was an author of school readers which
were hig173y ivaised in a later review where the
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author was termed well known
Volksschriftsteller." Another va also the author
of a biography wt. ch happuect to be found in
this writer's colier,e library." N.-Jne of the others
were immediately recogna .zd.

Muskal, Theatrical Coverage

Book reviews and other references to the gen-
eral literary scene were not frequent in the pages
of Der Wanderer. Those that were found dealt
almost exclusively with religious literature. On the
other hand, local theatrical perfnrmances in
German and especially,, musical choral organ-
izations of which there were several German ones
were enthusiastically supported.

Several performances by the visiting New York
Stadttheater were advertised and positively
reviewed for being "aecht deutsch" and not like
some of the modern French or German plays."
No reference could be found to performance by
local repertory groups. However, the issue of
November 21, 1868 proudly announced that St.
Paul would soon have two theatres joining others
in Winona, New Ulm, Owatonna, Rochester, and
Red Wing. The pages of Der Wanderer do not
reveal what type of performances were staged, but
it is unlikely that the Minnesota German
theatrical accomplishments would
compare with that of St. Louis
between the years 1842-59
which could boast of
twelve performances of
Schiller's Die
Raeuber, while
Wilhelm Tell
was put on
eleven

A

times, Kabale und Liebe nine times, Watlensteins
Tod three times and Maria Stuart once."

The world of music was somewhat more ac-
cessible to the readers of Der Wanderer. There
are occasional references to the classic A: com-
posers; piano and orchestral recitals are arranged;
and an organ recital at the St. Paul Cathedral is
promoted with the wry comment that it is the task
of the Germans to teach Americr music.s°

Primary attention, however, was given to the
several choral groups found in St. Paul and
surrounding communities. An evident delight was
found in promoting and participating in these
organizations. Editor Muellenmeister himself was
at one time president of a local Men's Chorus.
As interest grew a state federation of such singing
groups was established, and Der Wanderer in the
summer of 1869 recorded the activities of the fifth
Minnesota State Singing Festival at which five
local societies were rev,e,
sented. In spite of the
obvious fraternity and 461116_
conviviality that
such groups
and the
entire

Wabasha .6tieet train FoUrfhlei'llilid In:;1673":'S'i Wanderer mdved to the Dispatch Building at thls location in
1874:-The Dlipatah Building Can he aeon just In front of the aldawalk Ice-cream sign. (IIIIngworth photo, Minnesota
HIstorleal Society).-
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The Great Western Band of St. Paul (c. 1868), performing at some festivity. The first musician on the left Is Michael
Esch. (iiiingworth photo, Minnesota Historical Society)

association engendered traditional German
formality was not abandoned, as the
business meeting abrogated a resolution of
the previous year which had encouraged members
to address one another with the familiar "du.'"'

Immigration Concerns Important

We turn now to two topics which occupied the
attention of' the early editors: immigration pol
icy and human rights.

Public policy towards immigrant groups and
especially Germans was of' obviously great inter-
est to the editors and the readers of Der Wanderer.
Things were often difficult for the new arrivals.
Conditions aboard ship where overcrowding was
the rule we:z primitive at best. Upon
disembarking in New York and presumably other
cities immigrants frequently fell prey to skillful
swindlers. Stories in Der Wanderer related such
incidents, and others sought to keep readers
abreast of the progress of various immigration
treaties being negotiated between Prussia,
Bavaria, and England.

Under Erhardt and particularly under
Muellenmeister Der Wanderer became a highly
vocal critic of those who would discriminate
against ethnic Americans. The Republicans, who
were generally perceived as blatantly nativist in
their policies came in for repeated vilification.
Even words of appartutt support were suspect as
being but the cloak for exploitation. In an

Michael Each was a member and co-founder of the St.
Paul Musical Society for which this portrait was made.
The concerts of this group were often advertised and
glowingly reviewed in the pages of Der Wanderer,
"Papa Esch," as he was often affectionately called by
the paper, was a member and occasionally officer of
the German Catholic Printing Company. He was also
elected treasurer in 1870. Esch died in 1873 at the age
of 37. (Zimmerman photo, Minnesota Historical
Society)
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editorial entitled "Knownothingistische
Katzenfreundlichkeit" Muellenmeister in
characteristic style lashes out at Republican policy,
particularly as expressed in the St. Paul Press,
which he claims is making it harder for
immigrants to be naturalized by requiring
knowledge of English. Seeing not only a plot but
a ploy to maintain political supremacy he claims
such policy is based on a desire to quell
competition from Gmnans, who, he says, possess
inteliectual qualities st.perior in every respect to
the Yankees and whose farmers and merchants
offer powerful competition." A later editorial
suggests that immigrants are welcomed by
"radicals" only if they are passive and pliable and
yield to the Yankees in all things." Even fellow
Democrats are not spared his tongue lashings. In
his last issue he attacks the Democrats in the
neighboring and strongly German state of
Wisconsin for including so few German office
seekers on its ticket. As a result, he declares, it
"deserves to be thoroughly defeated.""

Der Wanderer from the beginning was a
strong supporter of the National Federation of
German Organizations (Central-Verein) particu-
larly because that organization was deeply in-
volved in safeguarding the rights of the immi-
grants." For the same reason, a Minnesota Immi-
gration Society received editorial support with the
typical Muellenmeister comment that pseudo-
Germans, "who in their language and attitude
show themselves to be more Yankees than any-
thing else" were not welcome."

This same editor took strong issue with the
wording of the proposed Fifteenth Amendment
because in his mind the rights of the immigi
were not sufficiently considered. He lamented
fact that this amendment prevents a state from
restricting the voting rights of Negroes while it
says nothing about the civil rights of naturalized
citizens. As long as the states have the prerogative
of restricting the franchise by criteria such as
length of residence and years of schooling the
rights of recent arrivals to this country become
an illusion. He advocated rejecting the
Amendment unless the word "nativity" were
inserted among the prohibited grounds for
restricting the right to vote."

issues of Human Rights

Recent German immigrants were not, how-
ever, the only oppressed minorities in the coun-
try. In the post-Civil War period the overriding
issue was treatment of the Blacks in American
society. Like many of their compatriots, Minne-
sota Catholic Germans were not conspicuous for

their advocacy of the rights of the American
Negro. In fact, the contrary was unfortunately
more likely to be true.

Policies to promote civil rights for Negroes are
as severely questioned in the pages of Der
Wanderer as those defending the rights of im-
migrants are praised. And sometimes the frus-
trations underlying the two attitudes are joink
together. It is precisely in the context of a societY
whose nativist practices posed severe obstacle.;
the industrious, capable, and deserving immigrant
that a policy which seemed to provide everything
for the southern Blacks, who were seen to be
largely ill prepared for these responsibilities, is
roundly attacked. At the same time the admittedly

_arw measures institutcd by Republican
Reconstruction policies so :nraged Democratic
opponents that even necessary and legitimate
reforms were questioned.

There is much that can be explained or poss-
ibly even excused in the attitude of Der Wan-
derer's editors (Ehrhardt and Muellenmeister in
this case) toward Blacks. Yet in the language used
and in the vehemence of the attitudes expressed,
a real insensitivity to the plight of black fellow
Americans was demonstrated. An abundance of
scurrilous and demeaning references to Blacks can
be documented, but they need not be dredged up
here."

Some of the bitterness in these anti-Black
statements is undoubtedly traceable to the in-
dignation felt at whal seemed to be Republican
hypocrisy in this whole matter. Republicans v, re
accused of exploiting the Black issue for their c wn
political ends, imposing an unwanted social
revolution on Southern whites while blatantly
refusing to end discrimination in northern states.
When a Negro from LouisiaAc , elected to the
House of Represeiltatives, was ultimately denied
admission by the Republican Congress, Muellen-
meister exploded and coniidently and perceptively
forecast: "Just a few more stabs in the back Fife
that remember this prediction and he
Blacks will sooner rather than later dig the grave
of the Republican party.""

Yet these editors were not completely blind to
what the Blacks needed. Though they failed to
perceive the overriding necessity of sefeguarding
civil rights for all people, they seemed L. recognize
the equal importance of economic betterment and
improved education. Of course, like so many of
their northern compatriots they rejected
governmental intervention and enforced
integration to achieve these goals.

And their support was muted at best. A little
jingle obviously is almost insultingly meaningless
and certainly no substitute for a carefully
considered program earnestly proposed and
staunchly defended, yet Muellenmeister did on



one occasion use such means to remind Grant in
the campaign of 1868 that his civil rights polieies
were exploitative and inflammatory and offered
nothing in the way of economic improvement to
impoverished Negroes. The October 3 isF 11,,.! of Der
Wanderer contained this bit of electioneeiing verse
which though obviously politically motivated
and maliciously worded might be taken as
demonstrating some recognition of key issues.

Can there be freedom in a land
Where pressed into the black man's hand
Instead of bread there is a stone
Just so a Grant can mount the throne?"
A short time later a reasoned and substantive

piece on the same issue affirmed that those who
really wanted to help the Blacks would, as a recent
Catholic Council of Baltimore had suggested,
support the construction and maintenance of
black orphanages and schools, so that the young
might be trained and better enabled to improve
themselves. Though this betrayed at best reliance
on some separate but equal philosophy and

reflected continuing scorn at the efforts o.
northern liberals to achieve reform in the South
there is at least some indication here of an attempt
to address the human rights issue.

Treatment of Indians, Jews

Nonetheless, the record of Der Wanderer on
civil rights for the Blacks can not be termed any-
thing but political and racist, a fault which, to
be sure, is shared with a great many others at the
time. The record on Indians, Jews, and women
is unfortunately no different.

It is surprising in view of the proximity to the
problem that only one reference to Indian policy
was discovered in these early issues. In this in-
stance criticism was levelled at the national ad-
ministration for constant occurrences of fraud and
deception in the acquisition of Indian territories
which not only victimized the native Americans

Northwest Corner of Third and Wabasha, 1887, In the general vicinity of Der Wattr.erer's offices. (Arthur C. Warner
photo, Minnesota Historical Society)
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View of St. Paul in the 187V .4oking down Third Street from Dayton's Sluff, where J.N. Schröder, first publisher
of Der Wanderer, resided. From 1873-1874 the paper was located at 125 3rd Street between Minnesota and Robert.
(C.A. Zimmerman photograph, Minnesota Historical Society)

and benefited the rapacious land speculators, but
also, and it seems more importantly, infringed on
the rights of the general public to use such lands.9'

Little notice is taken in the pages of Der
Wanderer of anti-Semitism in the United States.
However, there are enough caustic references to
the evil "Jewish press" in Europe to suspect the
presence of a Jew-baiting strain on the part
editor and reader. These innuendoes are invariably
elicited in reaction to what is perceived as anti-
Catholic agitation and bigoted determination to
reduce the power arid wealth of the Catholic
Church. Thus, a news note in the July 30, 1869
issue recalling the 200th anniversary of the
expulsion of Jews from Vienna by Leopold I and
observing that the city now has a Jewish
population of 100,000 concludes by repeating with
approval the sarcastic comment of the Vienna
Tagesblatt: "Now we've come to the point where
we'll keep the Jews ut we are bound to get rid
of the monasteries. "

It is certainly not pleasant to recall such ex-
pressions of bigotry. The frequency of such vile
comments and judgments on groups of other
human beings is not, to be sure, great, but equally
unsettling is the all but complete absence of any
awareness of the presence of a problem in human
relations of immense magnitude. Editors and
readers were undoubtedly distracted from this

awareness by their own difficult experiences with
bigotry and discrimination. Nonetheless, one gets
the impression that defamatory statements such
as these tripped readily from the tongue. That
such phrases were to be expected in the suctal
climate of the times and the hurly-burly of 15C1,-
century journalism and that they were by nJ
means unique to St. Paul's German Catholics
to be sure, accurate but no less regrettable for kii1
that.

Women's Rights Record

On the matter of women's rights too Der
Wanderer, not surprisingly, has no record to be
proud of. Efforts of women to gain the vote, hold
public office, or improve their career aspirations
were met in these pages by amused scorn, firm
dissent, or simple lack of notice a record which
was shared with the bulk of the German-American
press." A few examples from the politically most
engaged Muellenmeister will suffice to show that
the newspaper expressed sentiments and
arguments that continue to be well known today.
Women's suffrage is rejected, for example, since
the right to vote implies the responsibility to
participate when necessary in the military defense
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of the country. In another issue the editor defends
the basis in law for special treatment of women
as but the necessary result of biological difference
between men and women. Women should be
guarded, it is said elsewhere, from entering
professions which pose a threat to their
femininity. And finally, a news item recounting
some gains made by women in the area of civil
rights carries the scornful headline: "Civilization
Takes Giant Strides." On the other hand, a
Fassbind article similarly recounting some
feminist victories manifests more objective
reporting with a cautious wait and see attitude."
This augurs some hope for a sober, more
supportive stand in the future.

Nothing, it is said, is as old as yesterday's
newspaper. What then can be predicated of the
paper of last century? There are, therefore, risks
in seeking to recreate even in some small way the
spirit of a past journalistic venture by liberally
quoting at such a chronological distance the
comments of writers who were reacting, some-
times in the heat of controversy, to the transitory
circumstances of their own time and who
themselves were const-lously writing only for the

CP.

Frank Breuer In fireman's uniform., arnol., a chief
engineer for the firo department, was a member of the
German Catholic PrintIng Company, publisher of Dor
Wanderer, and far a while the president of the Com-
pany. (Minnesota Historical Society)

day. To generizlize on the basis of utterances made
over an extended period is equally risky. The risks,
nonetheless, are worth taking, for if in the process
one cart take some measure of the life of a group
of people with their conflicts, fears and
aspirations as reflected in their newspaper
something of value may have been gained. To be
sure, one may learn more about the writers in such
a process than about the readers. Nonetheless,
newspapers ultimately reflect the views of the
majority of their readership. Any changes in
editorial policy will therefore not only manifest
changes at the management level but, since a
commercial paper must keep subscribers and
attract advertisers, it must indicate judgments
about the basic attitudes of the readers for whom
the paper is designed.

The sudden, unexplained departures of
Ehrhardt and Muellenmeister may therefore
suggest that their editorial policies and the greater
vehemence with which they were enunciated were
not in ultimate accord with the owners ant: by
implication with most of the readers. On the other
hand, that they were given the chance to emerge
is expressive of the vitality and exuberance of that
group of Germans and Americans for whom the
paper was published.

Der Wanderer in th first years was, it seems
to me, a lively forum. Though the readership in
that time never topped 3,000 one can speculate
that the Germans in St. Paul and elsewhere in
Minnesota were also a vibrant and intense com-
munity. Their newspaper, at least, gave them
things to talk about.

John Kulas has been a member of the German Depart-
ment of St, John's University since 1959. He has an M.A.
in German Literature from George Washington University,
Washington, D.C. Kulas is currently working on a far-
reaching study of Der Wanderer and its readers which will
be submitted as a doctoral dissertation to the University of
Minnesota. He is a member of St. John's Abbey in
Collegeville.
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''One of Der Wanderer's poets, Rev. Ferdinand Hundt from New Alsace, Indiana is reviewed in
Johannes Rothensteiner, Die Literarische Wirksarnkeit der Deutsch-Amerikanischen Katho liken
(St. Louis: Amerika, 1922), p. 23.

"Der Wanderer, 6 June 1868. The three men named are C. Staub, N.H. T: iwne, and J.N.
Schröder. See also "Tele, Graf von Weitinsland." Der Wanderer, 19 December i A*8.
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Grant.

"Hofacker, p. 107.

"Ibid., pp. 1-2. This author decided not to include the St. Louis Amerika, the largest German
American Catholic daily, in this study because its fiction appeared in an adapted version only
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"Der Wanderer, 3 August 1872. Change of Fortune, by Wilhelm Herchenbach was serialized in the
paper in fourteen installments beginning with the issue of 2 October 1869.

"J.M. Hägele's The Backslider was serialized in fourteen installments from 12 December 1868 to
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"Ibid., 27 February 18,9.

'3Ibid., 3 July 1869.
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"See Philip Gleason, The Conservative Reformers. German-American Catholics and the Social
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"Der Wanderer, 16 January 1869.

"Ibid., 13 March 1869.

"For an example under Ehrhardt see Ibid., 1 February 1868 where the editor in vulgar terms bitterly
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admittance of three Blacks to a southern bar Muellenmeister crudely comments: "Sarnbo makes
good." Ibid., 26 September 1868.
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seems more indignant at subsequent restrictions placed on white settlements in the region.
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"Wittix, German Language Press, p. 162.

"See Der Wanderer, 30 January 1869, 6 March 1869 (It' human beings, says the editor, "came into
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German-American Banking in Minnesota

by La Vern J. Rippley

The history of an immigrant group in a
capitalistic society cannot be fully understood
without reference to the financial institutions
that grease the wheels of social exchange, pro-
duction, the uses of resources, economic devel-
opment, in short, of the fundamental needs of
life food, shelter and clothing. Economics,
that is to say, the management of the affairs of
a community, is a broad concept. The economy
includes the forces of supply and demand, the
underlying process of communal interaction, the
system by which individuals interact with each
other to satisfy their needs, as well as the needs
of their organized selves. The financial institu-
tions, on the other hand, are the less sweeping
internal networks of an economy. They facili-
tate the flow of an economy. In general, finan-
cial institutions develop in response to demands
of an economy. Examples are banks, insurance
companies, mutual help organizations, cooper-
atives, corporations, government-owned indus-
tries, state-controlled utilities, and many other
institutions, all of which emerge through the
ingenuity of members in a society as the economy
of that society waxes and wanes.

Recently several national journals have
mentioned that the Germans today constitute
the largest ethnic element in the United States,
28% according to the Federal census of 1980.'
That so many Germans settled in the United
States is accounted for by the weak German
economy. The economy of Germany between the
Napoleonic Wars and the founding of the German
Empire in 1871 effectively impelled mass
departures.2

Although we now take for granted this large
German element in the U.S., not nearly as many
Americans are cognizant of the powerful influ-
ence a German economist wielded in making the
American economy the gigantic magnetic attrac-
tion that it became between 1840 and 1900. This
was the period when the flow of immigrants
from Germany to the U.S. was greatest. I refer

to Georg Friedrich List, who was born in the
free imperial city of Reutlingen in Wurttemberg,
the youngest son of a tanner, Johannes List, on
August 6, 1789. He died on November 30, 1846
by his own hand, when he failed on a visit to
England that year to bring about the economic
advances between England and Germany that he
had achieved earlier between Germany and the
United States. His many books, among them
Outlines of American Political Economy (1827),
have earned for him accolades from such standard
works as the Dictionary of American Biography,
"In American tariff history, he was, next to
Alexander Hamilton, the most constructive
among the early advocates of protection."3 A
professor at the University of Tübingen, List
was the first in Germany to cail for the abolition
of internal duties and the establishment of a
German Customs Union (Zollverein). In 1819,
however, after being elected to the Diet of
Wurttemberg, his ideas on economic reform
incurred the suspicion of the local government
as a result of which he was arrested and indicted
for sedition. Eluding a prison sentence by flight,
he traveled to England but returned to Germany
in 1824 only to be again taken into custody. He
was released only on the condition that he leave
the country. With his wife and four children he
arrived in New York on June 10, 1825. Settling
in Pennsylvania, List founded the Philadelphia
and Reading Railway, which served later as a
model for the German railways as described in
his books Eisenbahn-Journal (1835) and Uber ein
stichsisches Eisenbahn-System (1833).

More than List's contribution to transpor-
tation and the development of Pennsylvania
Anthracite Coal, however, was his insistence to
Congress and the Jackson administration that
there be interdependence of trade, that the U.S.
economy had to free itself from England's
domination, and that the youthful U.S. dem-
ocracy had to attract foreign capital and
technology through protective duties and
immigration.4 England, in List's time, was
known as "the workshop of the world,"
enjoying a clear monopoly in the American
market for the most important manufactured
products. Correctly, List forecasted that with
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the aid of his theories of economics the United
States would achieve not only financial but also
political power and that England, then at the
height of her influence on the world, would lose
status rapidly after 1900.

Appointed U.S. Consul

As a naturalized American citizen, List in
1831 was appointed by President Jackson to
serve as United States Consul to Hamburg.
Although he failed to get confirmation from the
Senate, he was subsequently confirmed for the
consulate at Baden. From 1834-37 he was U.S.
Consul at Leipzig and from 1843-45 at Stuttgart,
after which he returned permanently to Germany
in hopes of implementing plans for a German
railway system. He also intended to promote not
just a Customs Union but eventually a European
Common Market, a concept which did not
materialize until a century after his ill-timed
death. The political power that accrued to the
Common Market and the revived West German
state following World War II was achieved in
part by applying the principles List delireated
for the United States in the Jacksonian period.
This thesis, articulated in his book National
System (-if Political Economy (1841), argued that
economic power imputes political power. List's
principle applied to the United States during its
period of heaviest immigration from 1840-
1940. It was also applicable to the whole of
Europe, and in particular West Germany,
following 1871 and after 1945, a topic which I
treated in our Minneapolis conference in April
1981.5

"wry- \soxA.

As mentioned, the German-Americans in 1983
constituted the largest ethnic element in the United
States. They also were the largest group within
the state of Minnesota. During the second half
of the 19th century and for most of the period
from 1923-1963, annual arrivals from Germany
outnumbered those from any other single
country.6 On a percentage basis, Gennans arriving
in the United States between id50 and 1900, the
period when the majority of Minnesota's Germans
arrived, never numbered less than 25% of all the
foreign born in the United States. Between 1880
and 1920 they constituted the largest single
element among first-generation immigrants,
though their actual numbers peaked in 1890.
Together with second generation Germans in the
United States, they amounted to over 10% of the
total U.S. population in 1900.

During these years, Germans in greater
numbers than any other group chose to settle in
Minnesota, the most impressive increases oc-
curring between the years 1880 and 1885. At the
turn of the century, 116,973 German-born in-
dividuals populated large areas of Minnesota,
making the Germans the leading nationality in the
state. In the state census of 1905, however, they
dropped to second place behind the Swedes.
Suffice it to say that in both 1880 and again in
1905, for which years a precise calculation was
made for the project of the Minnesota Historical
Society entitled They Chose Minnesota, the
Germans constituted up to 100% of the
population in many townships. In 1880 there were
at least 18 such 100% German townships and
countless others with from 50% to 75% of the
total population, whereas even in 1905 the
German-born still amounted to a statistical 100%
of the total population in eight townships.

In the last century most of the currency was Issued by banks, not the U.S. government. Thls $10 bill was Issued
by St. Paul's National German American Bank. (Courtesy Steven Schroeder)
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This eugraving published In the Northwest Magazine In July, 1890 shows the Germania Life Insurance Building
in St. Paul. (Minnesota Historical Society)

Migratea for Economic Reasons

Here it should be pointed out that when the
Germans were peopling Minnesota, they were
coming across the ocean for economic reasons.
Usually writers designate the pre-colonial period
of German immigration as composed of new-
comers who immigrated in part for economic
reasons but more so in search of religious refuge

from intolerant German princes and organized
churches. In particular there were Mennonites,
Moravians, and similar sectarians but also
Lutherans, Catholics and some Reformed who
resisted territorial laws requiring them to change
either their affiliation or their territory. German
emigrants following 1840 are usually categorized
primarily as economically motivated, though of
course there were refugees among Catholic groups
from Bismarck's May Laws, draft evaders, and
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similar fugitives. At any rate the highest number
of German newcomers both to the United States
and to Minnesota occurred in the decade from
1880-1890, 1,445,000 and circa 18,000
respectively. To be sure, the economics of both
nations of the new Imperial Germany and of
the United States strongly influenced this
immense flow of peoples.

In Minnesota during this peak period, a
growing economy yielded a broad expansion of
goods and services. For instance, there was sig-
nificant development of wheat growing, flour
milling, lumbering, mining, factory construction,
transportation systems, and all that a boom
implied. This in turn called for an increase in
financial institutions. These financial organs
constitute connectic,ns that are often neglected,
if not entirely overlooked, in the immigration
chain.

This paper is not the place to offer a com-
prehensive survey of the banking institutions in
Minnesota, but I now wish to shift my focus to
quite a narrow aspect of economic development
which affected German immigration. Within the
larger domain, I will be concerned specifically
with German banking institutions in the state; in
a more narrow sphere, I shall be concerned with
the German banks of St. Paul. How did immi-
grants dare to come empty handed into a new
land, establish themselves, and hope to feed
themselves and their families? How could Ger-
mans who had permanently departed their
homeland expect to transfer what holdings they
had to their new setting? And what if someone
died in the Fatherland, having willed assets to his
son who had gone io America? Would his sons
ever receive the proceeds? How about probate?
Or perhaps the matter of buying passage for a
close relative? Did anyone issue traveller's checks?
To these questions we now seek specific answers.

The startup of banking in Minnesota was
slow. Admitted to the Union on May 11, 1858 the
state adopted a constitution which empowered the
state legislature to make general banking laws.
Almost immediately, an act was passed providing
that a bank must have a minimum capital of
$25,000 and be located in a town of over 200
permanent residents. Prior to this law there were
several banks, among them the prominent
German bank which was owned, directed, and
primarily operated by the brothers Ferdinand and
Gustav Willius. They were the sons, born in 1830
and 1831 respectively, of Frederick Willius, a
Bremen merchant. Following their father's
unexpected death in 1838 the boys were educated
at the Educational Louisenthal Institute in Lehe,
north of Bremerhaven. Ferdinand remained there
until 1847 when he left school to become an
apprentice in a Bremen grocery and drugstore. In

1850 he was employed in a Bremen sugar factory.
For reasons unknown, Ferdinand left Gcr-

many in 1853 for the United States, landing in
Baltimore. In search of a position he went first
to Philadelphia and then New York, where he
found employment with the bill brokerage firm
of Cowdry Brothers. A year later he and his friend
Henry Meyer decided to head west to Chicago,
where they opened a grocery store. Recognizing
opportunity still farther west, however, they
departed almost immediately for St. Paul, where
the two opened the banking house of Meyer and
Willius. Back in Germany, Gustav had left school
in 1848 to work in a wholesale wine and liquor
store before departhn in 1856 for New York to
find employment. When Gustav failed to find
work, Ferdinand invited him to come to St. Paul,
where he took a position first with Ambs and
Wiedemann, cap makers. The following year
Gustav joined Ferdinand, who had plans for
expanding the bank by erecting a branch in St.
Peter .7

Concentrate on St. Paul Banks

Following the death of Henry Meyer, the bank
issued flyers stating that the management would
discontinue the branch bank in St. Peter. On
February 15, 1859, shortly after Minnesota
acquired statehood, notifications were issued that
the partnership of Meyer and Willius was
dissolved in favor of F.andG.Willius,whowould
do "general banking and exchange business."

Saint 11:111t, kg 15. adroit, 1859.
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This document, dated February 15, 1859, announces
the dissolution of the firm of Meyer and Willius In favor
of the new firm of F. & G. Willius. (Minnesota Hisiorical
society)
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Announcement of the reorganization of the German-
American Bank of St. Paul, November 1, 1873. The
previous firm had been Willius Brothers and Dunbar.
(Minnesota Historical Society)

Several years later, in 1863, for unknown reasons
the brothers took on a partner, making the bank
Willius Brothers and Dunbar which lasted for
a decade until 1873. Meanwhile, on November 6,
1858 at the Evangelical Lutheran Trinity
Congregation in St. Paul, Ferdinand married
Clara Holterhoff, who bore him three daughters
and two sons, Robert and Otto. Gustav did not
marry until 1872, when he wed Emma
Klausmeyer; to them six children were born,
including sons Gustav and Frederick, the latter
of whom became a doctor at the Mayo Clinic.

The banking heyday of the Willius Brothers
occurred in the 1870s and 1880s, during the peak
years of their careers and during the very time
when immigration from Germany to Minnesota
reached its zenith.° To meet the demand of the
times and to respond better to the needs of the
German immigrants to Minnesota, the Willius
brothers sought to expand their capacity to serve
their German clientele. A major step forward
occurred s)n June 4, 1867 when Ferdinand Willius
was officially designated by the King of Prussia
to serve as German Consul in St. Paul. The
official patent from President Andrew Johnson
is dated July 8, 1867.9 Following his first four-
year term in this office, Ferdinand was

Ferdinand Wiliiu and his wife, Clara Hoiterhoff, on their 50th wedding anniversary In 1909. (Minnesota Historical
Society)
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Certificate of the appointment of Ferdinand Willius as
German Consul in St. Paul, September 4, 1871. Note
that "Wir Wilhelm," by God's Grace German Emperor
and King of Prussia, is making this appointment. (Min-
nesota Historical Society)

reappointed by a declaration dated September 4,
1871, sealed now not by the king but by the new
Kaiser, who was writing from the Austrian resort
of Bad Gastein. Ferdinand a!Fo received the
required United States reappointment letter, this
time from President Ulysses S. Grant, dated
October 24, 1871."

Recognizing the need for greater expansion,
the Willius brothers on November 1, 1873
dissolved their association with Dunbar and
reorganized the bank into the German-American
Bank, the Deutsch-Amerikanische Bank of St.
Paul, Minnesota." The brothers now placed
Ferdinand Willius in charge as president, gave the
position of cashier to Gustav, and took on as vice
president General John B. Sandborn, who had
gained fame as a field commander under Grant
at Vicksburg and later against Indian tribes, with
whom he negotiated treaties. It would appear that
Sanborn's position was more or less honorary,
inasmuch as it was quite fashionable to include
well-known Civil War figures in business
undertakings in the 1870s and 80s. Sanborn's

Back side of the "Wir Wilhelm" certificate. (Minnesota
Historical Society)

biographers scarcely mention his association with
banking, though they are careful to note that he
served in both houses of the Minnesota
Legislature and had a law practice in St. Paul,
where he died in 1904.

-41'6"
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Recognition of the appointment of Ferdinand Willius
as Consul of the German Empire at St. Paul. Note the
signature of President Ulysses S. Grant at the top. The
certificate is dated October 24, 1871. (Minnesota
Historical Society)
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A Willius family scrapbook contains these adver-
tisements for the German American Bank and an-
nouncements of the partnership dissolution. (Min-
nesota Historical Society)
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Last Private Banking House

The German-American Bank stood at 24
Third Street apparently near the site at which
Willius founded his very first bank back in 1856.
At the time of his retirement in 1883, Ferdinand
Willius recalled, "It was in the early sPring of
1856, just about twenty-seven years ago, when,
on the rocky bluff-side of upper Third Street,
some little distance above the St. Paul Roller Mill,
I aided in planting a little acorn, and a very
insignificant seed it was."" At the time of the
reorganization in 1873, however, newspaper
reporters were jubilant at the success the Willius
brothers had had as bankers. "With one exception
the housz of Willius . . . is the last survivor of
thirte t. private banking houses which were in
existenze during the flush times of 1856-57, and
one of did very few of those which passed with
honor through'the many severe crises since that
eventful period, and it has been a general favorite
with the business public ever since it was
opened." "

In the newspapers during the 1860s and 1870s,
particularly in the German papers of the Twin
cities as well as of outstate German sections of
Minnesota, the Willius brothers took out
advertisements describing their services. They of
course received deposits, paid out interest, and
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Th!s photograph shows the Safety Deposit Vault of the German American Bank on Third Street, St. Paul, In 1874.
(Minnesota Historical Society)
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OFFICIAL -PAPER OF THE CITY.

ST. PAUL, AUGUST, 26 1873.

LOCAL AND SUBURBAN.

ANOTHER BANK.

The German American of St. Paul.

As another indication of the rapidgrowth
of commercial and banking establishments,
the fact may be mentioned that one of the
old banking houses of the city, Willius
Brothers .4z Dunbars', will soon be num-
bered among the things that were, in order
to make room for the more formidable testi-
tution into which it will soon be merged. A
number of the old and substantial residents of
this city have associated themselves togeth-
er for the purpose of establishing the "Ger-
man-American of St. Paul," which begins
life with a capital of $200,000. The business
of tlie firm named above, and well known
throughout the city and State, will be
done by the new bank. It will
be backed by some of the best houses in tilt
city, and will be located in the rooms now
occupied by Willius Brothers & Dunbar. A
number of changes will be made in the in-
terior of the room for the purpose of ac-
commodating the increased demands which
will undoubtedly be made upon it under the
neW dispensation.

The German American will enter upon
its active business career, about the first of
October, and there is every reason for the
anticipation that it will prove an excellent
addition to the successful and reliable insti-
tutions of St. Paul.

A New Ilttolcin% Firm.
The old and well known banking

firm of Wilhus, Bros. 4t Dunbar is
about to pass out of existence un ier
that title, and take ou itself the desig-
nation of the "German Amenican
Bank of St. Paul," with., a capital of
$200,000.

The head of the present firm, Ald.
WIllius entered into the banking busi-
ness in March, 18, with Henry
Meyer, under the firm name of Meyer

Willius with a small nominal .capi-
tat Meyer died in 1857, and about a
year later, the firm name was changed
to that of F. and G. Willius.

In January, 1863, Mr. L. L. Dunbar
became a partn or in the firm, and the
business has since been successfully
carried on under the firm name of Wil
lius Bros. do Dunbar. The stock of the
new firm --$200,000was all taken
within five days alter the contemplated
change became known, the stockhold-
ers being among the oldest and most
substantial bnsiness names of the
city.

The great increase of business,, the
necessity of a larger capital caused by
that increase, and the wishes of many
of' the customers of the bank, have
caused this change.

It is expected that the new bank Will
commence its operations about the 14
of October, when all the details of the
proposed change will be completed.

With one single exception the house
of Willius, Bros. ,45 Dunbar, is the last
survivor 9f thirteen private banking
houses which were in existence during
the flush times of 1856 57, and one of
the very few of those which passed
with honor through the many severe
crises since that eventful period, and
ithas been a general favorite with the
business public since ever it was
openPd.

Thls St. Paul Daily Press article of August 26, 1873 announces the change from Willius Brothers and Dunbar to
the new German American Bank. (Minnesota Historical Society)

arranged loans to credit-worthy customers. They
were open for busimss daily from 9 to 3 and on
Saturdays from 6 to 7 in the evening. Interest rates
for deposits in savings stood at 6% and varied
upward for bonds. Beyond these transactions, the

101

bank offered to transfer and receive money to and
from any city in Europe and to handle currencies
from European countries. They also traded U.S.
government bonds and bought and sold silver and
gold coins. But their services did not stop at such
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The cover of the German American savings account
bankbook for Clara Willius, the wife of Ferdinand,
dated October 25, 1880. (Minnesota Historical Society)

ordinary expectations. They also specialized in
handling inheritances while acting as brokers for
clients on either side of the Atlantic. With
reference specifically to Germany, the bank
provided the power of attorney, could officially
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send or receive death certificates, was authorized
to accept and administer property, would
guarantee documents, draw up legal papers, and
solve a host of related problems. A division in the
bank also processed passports and procured visas
for European travel. Another wing functioned as
a brokerage for the management of sales of real
estate in the United States, or through agents (for
a commission), back in Gcrmany. Money could
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The inside page of the bankbook of the German
American Bank listed the "Regulations" covering the
account. These nine are not all: the notation at the bot-
tom notes that they are continued on the last page of
the book. (Minnesota Historical Society)

A check dated November 11, 1870 drawn on the German American Bank of St. Paul. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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be deposited with the Willius Brothers' agencies
in Germany and paid out the same day to clients
in America, or put on account as per their wishes.
Another office of the bank handled steamer and
sailing vessel tickets. This division advertised reg-
ularly its official representation of the Bremen and
Hamburg Post-Dampfschiffe, which coursed
between these North German cities and New York
or Baltimore. Passage below deck in steerage at
the time was $40 for an adult, $20 for a child up
to 10, and $2 for a baby in a mother's arms. For
a cabin the price was $72 for an adult. To be sure,
the bank could ticket passengers from New York
or Baltimore directly to St. Paul "at the most
favorable prices." Again and again, ads pointed
out that the Willius Bank was the "Kaiserlich-
Deutsches Consulat," a post which Ferdinand
Willius held from 1867 to about 1874, although
the actual concluding date is unclear.

Willius Support Sought

During the decade from 1873-1883, the
German-American Bank operated officially with
a capital of $200,000 and claimed invested capital
of an additional $300,000. All of this lent
Ferdinand Willius stature in the German-Am-
erican and the general business communities, with
the result that he was sought out by many for his
support and his leadership. Henry Villard of the
Northern Pacific Railroad solicited his advice on
occasion, and so did Carl Schurz. Together with
others, Ferdinand supported establishingI

1
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This formal printed statement announced the dissolu-
tion of the Willius - Dunbar partnership and the transfer
of all its assets and liabilities to the new German
American Bank. (Minnesota Historical Society)

immigration commissioners in England and
Germany to facilitate the movement of people
wishing to come to the United States. Likewise,
Ferdinand successfully campaigned for election
as an alderman; as a result a downtown St. Paul
street was named in (and still attests to) his honor.
One of Ferdinand's proud accomplishments was
his leadership of a committee which raised funds
for the Schiller Monument in Como Park, for
which Kaiser Wilhelm II bestowed on him the
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The F. Missler Emigration Agency of Bremen advertised and offered travel services for people frommany central
European countries. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Order of the Crown in 1907.14 By the early year:.
of the 1880s, Ferdinand Willius, aided by his
slightly overshadowed but likewise capable
brother, Gustav, had brought German banking
to its zenith in Minnesota. In fact, the status of
German-American banking in the state seemed so
assured that its leadership interpreted the situation
as one that called for what came to be known as
the National German-American Bank. For rea-
sons that are not entirely clear, however, Fer-
dinand Willius wanted to retire from active
banking in 1883; he resigned the presidency of the
bank to make an extended trip back to Germany,
a "trip" which lasted four years." On the
occasion of his retirement Ferdinand was feted
at a surprise party held in the board room of the
bank; at that time he received "compliments so
flattering that it became one of the pleasantest
remembrances of my life." Ferdinand thus
departed temporarily, except that he remained

This engraving shows the German American Bank at
94 East Third Street, St. Paul, as It appeared in 1880.
(Minnesota Historical Society)
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Sketch of the Schiller Monument printed In the St. Paul
Pioneer Press, July 8, 1907. Ferdinand Willius headed
a committee to raise funds for the Como Park
monument.(Minnesota Historical Society)

continuously on the board of directors of the new
national bank.

The official reorganization into the National
German-American Bank was completed by the
first of May, 1883. It needed a national charter,
increased its capital from $500,000 to over
$2,000,000, and counted among its assets holdings
both in the United States and in Europe. On May
3, 1883 the St. Paul Globe headlined flamboyantly
"A 13ig Bank. The German-American
Transformed into Its Two Million Successor
Only Ten Banks of Equal Proportion in This
Country." Proposed by Ferdinand Willius in
January of 1882, the new organization took effect
on May 2, 1883; the new officers were Walter
Mann as president, B.C. Howes as vice president,
Gustav Willius as cashier, and Joseph Lockey
assistant cashier. According to the newspaper
reports, this new bank had over 250 stockholders,
the largest pool of share-owners for any bank in
the United States, "comprising among the number
many of the leading capitalists not only in this
city but others in various portions of the Union
and of Europe."

For the time being the bark continued to
operate out of its German-American Bank
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The cover of a pamphlet advertising the National Ger-
man American Bank carried a picture of the bank
building on Third Street in St. Paul. Ferdinand Willius
had retired as president of this bank in 1883 although
his brother continued as Vice President. (Minnesota
Historical Society)

building on Third Street, onto which it con-
structed an addition of 20 by 40 feet for the
expanded clerical force. It did, however, purchase
property at the corner of Fourth and Robert
Streets measuring 100 by 150 and engaged the firm
of Wirth and Eitzner to develop architectural
plans for "a building especially adapted to the
immense business of the bank . . . St. Paul feels
a proper and justifiable pride in the establishment
of such a mammoth banking institution within her
limits. It is unmistakable evidence of her growth,
and also of the abiding faith which her men of
wealth have in her future growth and prosperity.
It will give confidence to capitalists in every part
of the civilized world, and bring her millions of
money to be invested in trade, manufactures, and
all that tends to build up one of the destined-to-be
largest cities on the American continent."'
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Lost German Character

If this resounded with a touch of hyperbole,
perhaps even then some suspicion was warranted.
Enthusiasm and the craving for bigness had
introduced a subtle new dimension into the
German banking services of St. Paul: banking at
this institution became less and less German. Call
it assimilation, call it a thirst for national status,
call it the American frontier spirit of rugged and
risky capitalist expansion: the bank and others like
it throughout the state of Minnesota gradually lost
their German character. Even in private circles,

The Germania Bank Building at 6 West Fifth Street in
St. Paul as It appeared in 1900. (Minnesota Historical
Society)
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it appears, the Willius brothers in the 1880s
became less and less German. When one studies
their private correspondence, it is clear that from
the time of their arrival to the late 1870s they
wrote to family and dignitaries alike almost
exclusively in German. After 1880 there were still
many letters in German, but the preponderance
of the correspondence now shifted to English.

However, the good name of the German-
American Bank did not lose its appeal, neither
for the entrepeneur nor for the investor. In an
effort to build upon the solid reputation of the
German bank and to capitalize on the success of
the Willius Brothers over the decades, a new group
of investors gathered on April 15, 1884 to found
an entirely new bank called the "Germania
Bank." No longer were the directors primarily
German immigrants or of German parentage.
Some were, such as Ernst Albrecht, George Benz,
Francis von Heyderstadt and William Bickel;
but others such as D.C. Merrill, Mark D.
Flower, A.G. Foster, D.D. Larrabie
and the famous St. Paul
mayor and former
governor and
senator Alexander
Ramsey
clearly were
not. Ernst
Albrecht
was elected
president,
William
Bickel

cashier, and in the traditionally honorary spot
Alexander Ramsey lent his name and national

prominence by serving as vice president. '7
Throughout its initial years of operation, the

Germania Bank thrived, and by 1885 it was paying
a 4% dividend to its stockhoklers. Apparently in
competition with the national German-American
bank, the Germania Bank on August 17, 1887
formed a committee to consider purchasing a lot
to erect a completely new and modern huiliding.
This structure was intended to house not only the
bank itself but to serve as an investment vehicle
to take in rents from clients who would lease
office space. By September 14, 1887 the bank,
through its cashier Bickel, had purchased the

This 1885 photograph shows the newly-founded Germania Bank In St. Paul. Flve years later the bank built an eight-
story building on Wabasha and Fifth Street. The Street pictured on this photograph is Wabasha. (Minnesota Historical
Society)
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north 100 feet of lots one and two in Block 21
of the city of St. Paul for the price of $100,000.
On the same day the bank increased its capital
stock from $300,000 to $400,000. Immediately the
board of directors put up for sale the south 50
feet of the 100-foot lot for $50,000. By February
15, 1888 the building committee's plans were
agreed upon, and it began receiving architectural
sketches for an eight-story fire-proof structure at
the corner on Wabasha and Fifth Streets. On May
16 the firm of Walter Stevens was chosen as the
best architect in the competition, and the directors
proceeded forthwith to erect the building, which
was to have seven stories and a full basement
measuring 50 by 100 feet. When the bids for
construction were opened on February 20, 1889
they came in too high, so some paring was
necessary before construction began during the
summer of 1889. Later that year the bank also
successfully received an offer of $150,1)00 for the
remaining 50 feet of the lot, which was sold to
Thomas Lowry. To finance the new building
itself, the bankers decided to borrow $100,000
from the Penn Mutual Insurance Company of
Philadelphia at an interest of 5.5%. Space in the
bank was ready to be rented out beginning in
1890, and for a few short years debt-free
prosperity seemed just around the corner.

Depression of 1893 Destroys Values

Then suddenly in 1893 the steady increase in
land prices abruptly ended, bringing a depression
that rapidly destroyed values and equity in
property, which catapulted many U.S. banks into
insolvency. It was the worst series of panic and
bank failures in the history of the Twin Cities.
On May 20, 1893 the Farmers and Merchants
State Bank failed. On June 22 the State Bank of
Minneapolis closed. On July 1 the American
Exchange Bank collapsed. On July 8 the Citizens
Bank folded, and on July 16 the Bank of New
England followed suit. '8

Not just the Germania Bank but also the
National German-American Bank were sent
scrambling to renegotiate loans and to hold the
depositors at bay until reorganization could be
accomplished. For a time it seemed that the
Germania bank would right itself. It even let a
contract on September 19, .1894 for an all-new
artesian well for the bank building and another
with the Li ry Company to light the front part
of the structure with Arcade lighting. But the
shrinking currency continued to threaten the
bank. All dividends were cut and in what
appears to be an act of faith in the Willius family
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success the Germania Bank in January 1896
brought in Gustav Willius to be president and
chief operations officer, in spite of the fact that
he had declined to purchase the requested amount
of capital stock. That August, Willius was
authorized to try to renegotiate an extension of
the loan with the Penn Insurance Company. By
January 1897, however, the board of directors met
to receive a report concerning the continuing run
on the bank's deposits. All over the Twin Cities
banks were failing, and the Germania, in spite of
the Willius name, was forced to reorganize. Back
in operation on September 15, 1897, Gustav
Willius pushed through new by-laws and
additional precautionary reductions in salaries and
operational costs. His efforts notwithstanding,
Willius reported to the board on July 19, 1899
that the Public Examiner had taken charge of the
Germania Bank.

Meanwhile over at the National German-
American Bank, Ferdinand Willius, who had
retired as president back in 1883, likewise was
called back in 1895 as a consultant to help rescue
the failing operation. During the period following
1883, when Gustav Willius had served as
president, Ferdinand determined in his analysis
that the bank operated on imprudent principles.
"Upon my return from Europe, but more
particularly since my borther's subsequent
retirement, I found a great change of policy in
the business management and business meth-
od." 9 After the departure of the Willius family,
the board of directors were no longer involved in
the policy-setting of the bank. Instead, the officers
carried out decisions strictly on their own. Worst
of all, the directors were given preferential
treatment in borrowing from the bank over
ordinary or outside business customers.
Fez linand's recommendations for change at the
National German-American Bank included
certain economies in the operation, no more
permanent loans without some amortization plan,
and direct supervision of the officers by the board
of directors.

Apparently Ferdinand Willius was somewhat
more successful with the National German-
American Bank than was his brother Gustav at
the Germania, for the National German-Amer-
ican Bank lasted until 1912, when it merged with
the Merchants National Bank of St. Paul. Be-
ginning about the turn of the century, Ferdinand
Willius became less active in the banking work,
though he served as a trustee and for a time as
treasurer of the State Savings Bank of St. Paul.
He also supported many civic organizations,
including the Commercial Club, the Immigration
Club, and the Schiller Monument Committee
while also managing his many private investments.
On March 2, 1910 the Secretary of the Minnesota
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Historical Society, Warren Upham, tried to recruit
Ferdinand to write a history of German
immigration and achievements in Minnesota, to
be published in the Minnesota Historical
Collections, but Willius seemed loath to take on
the burden.

F. Willius Dies in 1916

When Ferdinand celebrated his golden
wedding anniversary in 1909, he was feted and
congratualted by well-wishers from both sides of
the Atlantic. He enjoyed a long and peaceful
retirement, though he retained his office at Suite
514 National German-American Bank Building
in St. Paul throughout most of these years,
managing and engaging in new business ventures.
When he finally died at the ripe age of 86 while
sojourning in San Diego, the St. Paul Dispatch
headlined: "Ferdinand Willius, Pioneer
Capitalist, Dies in San Diego. Former German
Consul in St. Paul and Founder o f Banks Was
Decorated by the Kaiser.'"° In a sense, Ferdinand
died just in time, for the United States was about
to launch an anti-German salvo with the
declaration of war against Germany in April 1917,
just five months after Ferdinand's death.2' Gustav
Willius outlived his somewhat more famous
brother by eight years, dying finally in October
1924 at the age of 92.

By the time of Gustav's death there was not
a single German-American bank left in Minn-
esota, and it is doubtful that even one survived
anywhere in the United States. Prior to 1910 and
especially during the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, the concept of ethnic banking had gained
popularity in Minnesota, a tradition that had
begun in states to the East. By about 1910, it
appears, regulation of banks was so complete that
there were few services that an ethnic bank could
offer which were distinct from any other bank.
Thus it became a matter of a bank continuing to
retain a title or, in a few cases, even assuming a
name that linked it to the ethnic community for
reasons of recognition, popularity, and ultimately
more business rather than any distinction in the
banking services themselves. Indistinguishable
from other banks for all practical purposes by the
time the United States went to war with Germany,
all of the German banks hastened to change their
names in the course of the 1917-1918 hysteria. Al-
though no "German" banks survived past 1918
in Minnesota, a few banks did retain their ethnic
names beyond that date, but all of them had
Scandinavian ties.

The success or failure of a bank in Minnesota
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has been ascribed almost exclusively to the factor
of management, not to ethnic linkage. In their
study of American banking, University of
Minnesota Research Institute scholars found
evidence "that banks which fell below the
standards of good management failed, whereas
those that measured up to those standards sur-
vived evfm though located in the same areas and
subject to the same conditions."" Among the
German banks in Minnesota, none seems to have
exhibited the sound management that enabled
them to weasle through thick and thin for decades
on end, with the outstanding exception of the
Willius brothers in the German banks of St. Paul.
So German a city as New Ulm never engaged in
ethnic banking, although the management and
boards of directors of their banks were quite
exclusively German at various times. And New
Ulm banks failed just as others did. That the
German banks of St. Paul also went through
periods of reorganization following the departure
of the Willius brothers is evidence that
management ability was characteristic of the
individuals and not representative of any ethnic
group.

How Ethnic Were These Banks?

Although success or failure is ascribed to
individuals rather than to ethnic groups, it is a
fact that there were many more banks in
Minnesota with the name "German" in their titles
than any other ethnic group. Accurate lists are
difficult to obtain, but we know of only one Irish
American Bank, which was located in
Minneapolis and closed its doors on January 4,
1896. There were at least twenty German or
German-American banks, including a Germania
bank in Minnesota, while Scandinavian banks,
including the names of Scandia and Swedish,
numbered at least fourteen. In an appendix to this
article is a listing of such banks, including the
community and county of their location as well
as the date of their closing.

There remains, of course, a large gap in our
information: did these banks truly cater to the
needs of the ethnic communities and thereby
facilitate the transition of immigrants from the
European to the American financial way of life?
It is safe to assume that at the very least each of
these institutions provided services in the native
tongue denominated in a given bank's title, and
this certainly helped the newcomer. Like the
minister, the banker was often a counselor and
a trusted friend without whom the process of the
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settlement and assimilation would have been more
difficult. We do know that the Willius brothers
reached out to the Germans in the Minnesota
River Valley watershed and in the German
settlements south from St. Paul along the
Mississippi because they placed many
advertisements for their services in the outstate
as well as metropolitan German newspapers.

Likewise, to imply that economic development
and the growth of financial institutions in
Minnesota was caused by or even greatly enhanced
by the presence of German banking would be a
great exaggeration. However, as noted at the
outset of this paper, the economy and the total
production of goods and services is dependent not
just on theory such as that supplied by
economists like Friedrich List but also on the
ease with which these individuals were able to
function as producers and consumers of goods.
As seen at the hand especially of the Willius
banks, the German immigrants to Minnesota
increased in number parallel to the growth and
size of German banking. This does not suggest
that the immigrants made the banks nor that the

banks called forth the immigrants, but that there
was a mutual relationship which thrived while the
need existed, then disappeared when assimilation
rendered specialized services a bygone necessity.
In this respect, not only were the economic
theories of a Friederich List but also the financial
services of men like the Willius brothers of
significance in the overall development of
immigrant Minnesota.

This photograph of the Gerhimitre bank Building at 6 WeM Fifth Street shows adjoining lesser buildings along St.
Paul's Fifth Street. Date: (Minnesota Historical Society)
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GERMAN STATE BANKS IN MINNESOTA

Name of Bank City County Date of Closing Cause of Discontinuance

German State Bank Amboy Blue Earth June 8, 1910 Converted to First National
Bank

German American State Bank Bejou Mahnomen July 19, 1918 Farmers State Bank

German American State Bank Clara City Chippewa Sept. 14, 1918 Citizens State Bank

German State Bank Douglas Olmstead June 14, 1918 Douglas State Bank

Germantown State Bank Germantown Cottonwood Sept. 10, 1914 Farmers State Bank, Goodridge

German-American Bank Hastings Dakota July 27, 1918 Converted to Hastings National
Bank

German American State Bank Howard
Lake Wright July 31, 1918 American State Bank

German American State Bank Mankato Blue Earth April 25, 1918 American Statn Bank

German-American State Bank Melrose Stearns Feb. 21, 1916 Consolidated with Borgerding
State Bank

German American State Bank Millerville Douglas April :3, 1918 Millerville State Bank

Germania Bank Minneapolis Hennepin April 17, 1911 Consolidated with Metropolitan
Nat'l Bank

German American Bank Minneapolis Hennepin March 22, 1918 North American Bank

German American State Bank Richmond Stearns Sept. 13, 1918 American State Bank

German American Bar 2k Shakopee Scott 1883 Liquidated

German American State Bank St. Michael's Wright Nov. 1, 1918 Albertville State Bank
Station

German American Bank St. Paul Ramsey Jan. 19, 1888 Converted to a National Bank

Germania Bank St. Paul Ramsey July 17, 1899 Closed

German American State Bank Torah Stearns July 26, 1909 German American Bank of
Richmond

German American State Bank Wells Faribault Sept. 9, 1899 Voluntary liquidation

German American Bank Winona Winona May 7, 1897 Consolidated with Merchants
Bank



STATE BANKS IN MINNESOTA WITH A SCANDINAVIAN TITLE

Name of Bank City County Date of Closing Cause of Discontinuance

Scandinavian American State Badger Roseau April 15, 1922 Closed
Bank

Scandia Savings Association Benson Swift June 12, 1917 Liquidated

Scandia State Bank Erskine Polk April 30, 1918 First National Bank

Scandia State Bank Fergus Falls Otter Tail Nov. 1, 1918 American State Bank

Scandinavian American Minneapolis Hennepin Dec. 5, 1933 Midland National Bank

Scandia Bank Minneapolis Hennepin Dec. 28, 1896 Closed

Swedish American Bank Minneapolis Hennepin May 2, 1894 Swedish American National
Bank

Scandia State Bank Scandia Washington Feb. 23, 1933 Closed

Scandia State Bank Stephen Marshall Sept. 13, 1919 Farmers State Bank

Scandinavian Savings Bank St. Paul Ramsey Dec. 27, 1924 Dissolved, Court Order

Swedish American State Bank St. Paul Ramsey May 22, 1919 Payne Avenue State Bank

Now Professor of German at St. Olaf College in North-
field, La Vern J. Rippley grew up in a German-American
rural Wisconsin community, studied in Wisconsin and
Massachusetts, and took his Ph.D. at Ohio State Univer-
sity. Rippley is the author of The German-Americans, origin-
ally published in 1976 and republished in 1983 by the Univer-
sity Press of America, Washington, D.C. which has been
called "the fullest and best recent gene -41 history" by the
Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups. Among
Rippley's other publications on the topic of German im-
migration and settlement patterns in the United States are

Of German Ways (New York: Harper & Row, 1970),
Russian-German Settlements in the United States (Fargo: In-
stitute for Regional Studies, 1974) and Excurs )n Through
America by nicholaus Mohr (Chicago: R.R. Donnelley,
1973). Rippley has also published with Heinz Kloss, Research
Possibilities in the German-American Field (Hamburg,
Buske, 1980). His book on Immigrant Wisconsin will be
published in 1985 by Twayne Press of Boston. Among his
100-plus articles are several which underpin his contribution
to the current volume.
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"For one aspect of the hate campaign, see LaVern J. Rippley "Conflict in the Classroom: Anti-
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"Russell A. Stevenson, ed., A Type Study of American Banking: Non-Metropolitan Banks in
Minnesota, Bulletins of the Employment Stabilization Research Institute, University of Minnesota,
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Minnesota's Germans and the Civil War

by Sister John Christine Wolkerstorfer, C.S.J.

They streamed into Minnesota's river valleys,
dotting the Northwest frontier with villages and
farms, contributing to the flow of America's
"manifest destiny" to make productive an Amer-
ican nation which extended from coast to coast.
These German immigrants contributed their all
to a developing nation and to an emerging state
in exchange for citizenship in both nation and
state. Minnesota was the youngest state in the
Union when the War between the States became
a reality in 1861. Having become a state in 1858,
Minnesota faced the awesome tasks of securing
her self-identity as a state in her own right and
also of enhancing the national image within her
borders and within the federal union of states.

This dual aspect of her self-determination was put
to the test during America's great Civil War,
which lasted from 1861 to 1865, and Minnesota's
war within the war, the Sioux Uprising of 1862.
Minnesota's German population became deeply
involved in both upheavals.

Early immigration of Germans to Minnesota
was linked to the pattern of German settlement
in the entire Mississippi Valley. New Orleans was
the key port of entry for Germans. In the 1840's
and 1850's cotton was shipped from New Orleans
to Hamburg and Bremen as well as to Liverpool
and London. The return trips of these vessels
brought many Germans to America. Between
1850 and 1860, approximately 150,000 of these
immigrants used New Orleans as a port of entry.'
This pattern of German migration into the
Mississippi Valley changed considerably when the
first railroad reached the interior in 1854.

The Treaty of Traverse des Sioux, 1853: an oil painting by Francis D. Millet. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Dedication of the New Ulm Defenders' Monument in 1891: left-Union School; right, John Lind House; In the distance,
left - St. Paul's Lutheran Church and Holy Trinity Church; right - Frieden's Evangelical Church and Water Tower.
(Brown County Historical Society)

Thereafter most Germans seeking homesteads in
the new territories in the Midwest followed an
East-West route from New York and Baltimore.
After the Indian Treaties of 1837, 1850, and 1851,
much of Minnesota was open to settlement by
white immigrants. Germans with trades and pro-
fessions found their way to the settlements of St.
Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth. German farmers
gravitated toward the southeastern triangle of the
state abutting the Mississippi River. They pushed
toward the Minnesota River into those fertile
plains watered by the river systems of the state.
All during the ante-bellum immigration movement
into the state, Germans made the most extensive
impact on Minnesota. German settlers were the
largest immigrant group until 1910. Even in 1983
more Minnesotans claim German ethnic heritage
than any other single ethnic background.'

In 1860 Minnesota's frontier line roughly
followed the Mississippi-Minnesota River system.
This included Fillmore, Dodge, and Rice Coun-
ties in the southeast and extended west and north
of New Ulm in Brown County, continuing north
through Nicol let, Sibley, Carver, Wright, and
Stearns Counties. Hennepin, Ramsey, and the
southernmost part of Washington County had
flourishing settlements by 1860 with notable
German populations. Persons of German stock
comprised 40%-60% of the population behind the
frontier line in some townships in Houston,
Winona, Wabasha, and Goodhue Counties.'
Milford township in Brown County and Court-

1

land and Lafayette townships in Nicol let County
were 88%-90% German. At this time Minnesota's
total white population was 172,023, with 34.1%
claiming foreign origin. Among these foreign born
Hildegarde Johnson estimates 15,000 to 19,000
were from Germany, 11,000 to 13,000 were from
Ireland, and 7,000 to 9,000 were from Norway.4
The lack of precision in head count notwith-
standing, it is incontestable that German migrants
formed a considerable portion of. Minnesota's
population at the outbreak of the Civil War.
Aspects of Minnesota's Germans unique to the
state were the persistence of the original German
core region in the Minnesota Valley and the con-
centration of German Catholics in Stearns
County.

New Ulm a Unique Settlement

Although it is true that many German home-
steads were scattered along the Minnesota River
Valley and throughout the plains in Stearns
County, New Ulm in Brown County was the only
town founded by Germans for Germans. New
Ulm, a key target in the Sioux Uprising, was
founded in 1854 by the Chicago Land Verein, a
group of Chicago Germans who sought a rural
site for an Utopian community. Led by Ferdinand
Beinhorn, this group platted land along the Min-
nesota River, not far from Fort Ridgley. The site
first chosen was a heavily-wooded area on a creek



about eight miles north of the present city of
New Ulm. This site had been a Sioux village,
abandoned by the Indians as a result of the 1851
Treaty af Traverse des Sioux. This treaty had
segregated the Sioux on two ten-mile strips of
reservation land along the river farther to the west
of New Ulm in Renville County.

In 1856 the Cincinnati Turnverein, led by
William Pfaender, merged with the original group
to form the German Land Association of Min-
nesota. The town was named New Ulm and was
incorporated in 1858. The Cincinnati group
brought the Free-Thinking tradition of the
German '48-ers, who were sympathetic with the
abortive 1848 revolution in Germany. Most men
in the group were well-educatied, politically
astute, and professionally oriented.

By the time General Beauregarde and Major
Anderson were fighting for control of Fort Sum-
ter, German Catholics dominated the population'
of Stearns County. By 1860 Germans comprised
68.2% of this central county's foreign-born
population.' Even today Stearns County has a
distinct concentration of German Catholics,
giving the county a conservative aura. Germans
were enticed to the area as a result of the active
recruitment of Father Pierz, a Slovenian German-
speaking Indian missionary who had been in the
region since 1838. He advertized widely in
Wahrheitsfreund, a German-Catholic weekly
published in Cincinnati. Merchants, manu-
facturers, tradesmen, and mostly farmers came
from the East, and also directly from Westphalia,
the Rhineland, and Bavaria some of the most
Catholic areas of Gei many. In 1856 the Latrobe
Benedictines came to serve German-Catholics in
the area. In 1857 they founded St. John's
Seminary in St. Cloud and later moved the abbey
to its current site in Collegeville. In 1858 Bene-
dictine sisters opened a parochial school for the
German-Catholics.

Although both St. Paul and Minneapolis had
German settlers, Germans did not dominate the
population of the Twin Cities. In 1850 the entire
Ramsey County had only 57 Germans. The
number in the two towns grew to 2,000 by 1860,
with more in St. Paul than in Minneapolis.' More
than in outstate areas, the Twin Cities Germans
tended toward professions and business manage-
ment. They were diverse in religious persuasion.

Minnesota's Germans Oppose Slavery

As the slavery issue catapulted the nation
toward civil war in the 1850's, Minnesota's
Germans were caught in the maelstrom of con-
flicting opinions. The two major political parties
at the time, Democrats and newly-formed
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Republicans, vied for the German vote and sup-
port. The free-thinkers around New Ulm tended
to follow a strong anti-slavery stand after the
Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 and the H&c of the
Republican Party made the GOP the champions
against the spread of slavery into the territories.
They followed the leadership of Carl Schurz, who
fought for immigrant naturalization and for
similar concerns in national politics, especially in
advocating the Homestead Bill and legislation for
post roads and railroad expansion into their areas.
The GOP promised this legislation as part of their
1860 presidential election platform in order to woo
the German vote. Minnesota's Germans took note
of this promise.

To this group of freethinking Germans slavery
was an odious and evil institution. Slavery
threatened the very foundations of the utopian
philosophy which they felt was compatible with
the American democratic creed. The moral
rectitude of fighting a war in order to curb the
spread of slavery was noble in their eyes.

Not all Minnesota Germans in 1860 belonged
within the GOP political camp. A fringe of the
old Southern planters who had for a time settled
in the lower Mississippi Valley had moved into
the St. Cloud area, seeking arable land for money
crops. Slavery and the plantation economic system
were inter-dependent to this group. They formed
the anti-abolitionist stronghold in the young state
and the Democratic nemesis of the abolitionist,
Jane Grey Swisshelm and her newspaper, The St.
Cloud Democrat.

This group of pro-South sympathizers, how-
ever, did not dominate the thinking of the rest
of the Germans in Stearns County. St. Cloud has
never been the sign of which way the rest of the
county will go philosophically or politically. The
majority of Stearns County Germans were
Catholic farmers and small business people, more
interested in provincial matters economically and
socially than in national events. They simply did
not want to become involved in the slavery con-
troversy. Their support of Mr. Lincoln's war was
negligiblemost were working too hard at
building frontier settlements scattered along the
river network throughout their broad, fertile area.
Several of these infant communities were to know
the wrath of the enraged Sioux.

It was a coincidence that Alexander Ramsey,
Governor of Minnesota, was in Washington on
April 14, 1861, when the news the. the Confed-
erates had taken Fort Sumter in Charleston
Harbor spread through the capital city. Ramsey
immediately promised 1,000 Minnesotan volun-
teers for national defense. He gave a written
promise of Minnesota support to President Lin-
coln through Simon Cameron, the Secretary of
War. Minnesota thus can take credit for making
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the first offer of troops for the war which engulfed
the nation. On April 15, 1861, Governor Ramsey
authorized the calling of one infantry regiment
of volunteers from the state to serve for three
months.' Within ten days fourteen companies
were organized and ready for duty at Fort
Snelling. Minnesota mustered the first 950 men
into military service for the Union cause. On June
14 the regiment was ordeied to Washington.

From various accounts of the famous Min-
nesota First Rr;giment, German names abound on
the roster of officers and also of the enlisted men.
This regiment saw action from Bull Run to
Appomattox. Diaries of Captain Myron Shepard
and Sergeant Samuel Bloomer of Stillwater and
Sergeant Matthew Marvin of Winona attest to the
bravery of the men in this regiment. Original
volunteers of the regiment included the St. Paul
Volunteers under Captain William H. Acker, the
Wabasha Volunteers under Captain John H. Pell,
and the Winona Volunteers under Captain Henry
C. Lester. During the Peninsular Campaign,
the Battle of Antietam, and the fiasco at
Fredericksburg, the Minnesota First became
recognized as a regiment that stood fast, that
never ran when the rebels threatened. Field
generals relied on it and praised its performance

highly.9
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Minnesota's First Regiment
at Gettysburg

The Minnesota First's most glorious hour
came at Gettysburg. Longstreet's Southern troops
had almost driven Sickles' Union forces from the
Peach Tree area and from Little Round Top, In
response to General Hancock's order to "Charge
those lines!" the Minnesota First saved the Union
position. The command was a desperate attempt
to save time until reinforcements arrived. The men
knew that they were being sacrificed in order to
save the position, perhaps the entire battle, for
the Union. The regiment swept down the slope
directly toward the enemy's center. Men of the
Minnesota First dropped on all sides, yet the
advance held the entire Rebel force at bay long
enough for help to come. Of the 262 who made
the charge, 215 were killed or wounded, 47
remained in line, and not a man was miming."

The questions concerning numbers of casual-
ties and whether or not other regiments were in
the area, questions raised by John Imholte's
History of the First Minnesota (Ross and Haines,
Minneapolis, 1963), ought not dim the point
addressed here: that the valor of the men in the
First Minnesota is unquestionable,
given their performance at

Gettysburg, and
that honor

redounds

A

Officers of the First Minnesota Regiment photographed wont of the Commandant's House at Fort Snelling In
II nee. alms



Stephen Miller, Governor of Minnesota, January 11,
1864 to January 8, 1866. (Phoiographs by C.A. Zim-
mermvn - Minnesota Historical Society)

to the many Minnesota volunteers of German
ancestry who were members of that regiment.
Imholte cites accounts of the leadership ability
of Stephen Miller, a St. Cloud German, who was
a very popular Lieutenant Colonel in the Min-
nesota First. He led the men, staying with them
in the thick of battle. He ultimately became
Brigadier General of the Minnesota Seventh.
Later he served as Governor of the State of
Minnesota."

Another Minnesota company instrumental in
the North's victory at Gettysburg was the First
Company of Minnesota Sharpshooters led by a
German, Captain Francis Pete ler. He organized
the group with the intention of forming an in-
dependent company of practical riflemen who had
experience with the rifle and who were hardened
by frontier living. Another German settler,
Benedict Heppler, served as Captain of the Min-
nesota Sharpshooters. These men fought in most
battles of the Eastern Campaign. They were
especially effective at Gettysburg, at the Devil's
Den and in repelling Pickett's charge.'2

The Second Minnesota Regiment also had
many men from frontier German communities in
the state. Fighting under General George Thomas,
the Second Minnesota was involved in the
Tennessee Valley campaigns and in the plan of
subdividing the South by the capture of Atlanta
and the March to the Sea. The tainted glory of
the latter strategy falls on the Second Minnesota
as it must on all participants in the wanton
destruction which Northerners dealt the South
during Sherman's March. One of the Second's
most glorious achievements came during the
struggle for Chattanooga. The Minnesotans

14.F.

Survivers of the First Minnesota Regiment photographed at Gettysburg in 1913, on the Fiftieth Anniversary of the
battle. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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The Monument to the Second Minnesota Regiment tit
Jay's Mill. (Minnesota Historical Society)

proved their worth in completely routing the Rebel
forces from Missionary Ridge, just south of the
city across the Tennessee River. A huge picture
of this feat hangs in the State Capitol in St. Paul.
The fall of Chattanooga meant that the North
controlled Lee's major supply line from Atlanta
to Richmond. Lee and his army thus became more
and more hemmed in. It was a matter of time
before their supplies ran out.

After the inglorious surrender of the Min-
nesota Third at Murfreesboro, Tennessee, nothing
could alter the image of cowardice and ineptitude
which hung over the entire regiment because of
the bad decisions of its leader, Colonel Lester, a
German from Winona. This regiment included
many from ..:ommunities in Southeastern Min-
nesota. Part of Buell's Army of the Cumberland,
the Third Minnesota was supposed to secure
the railroad supply line from Nashville to
Chattanooga in order to prevent supplies and rein-
forcements from reaching General Braxton Bragg
and the Confederates in Chattanooga. Against the
advice of his supporting officers, Lester sur-
rendered his troops (about 1,300) without any real

The Second Minnetiota Regiment at Mission Ridge In the three-day Battle of Chattanooga, November 23-25. The
painting is by Douglas Volk. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Monument to the Second Minnesota Regiment at Chickamauga, Tennessee, commemorating the Battle of Snodgrass
Hill on September 20, 1863. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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battle. Murfreesboro fell to the Confederates, and
the general strategy of Buell's Army to secure
Eastern Temessee for the Union was thwarted.
Buell described the surrender as "One of the most
disgraceful examples in the history of wars.""

The commissioned officers, except Captain
Mi!ls anti Lieutenants Hodges and Taylor, who
lyzirl escaped, were sent to Libby Prison near Rich-
mond. The non4;ommissioned officers and
enlisted men were paroled and sent to Benton
Barracks in St. Louis, remaining there under the
command Lieutenant R. C. Olin until called
for serviett in quashing the Minnesota Sioux Up-
rising. Henry C. Lester must bear the blame for
the disgraceful surrender. The poor judgment of
tWs Minnesota German cost him his leadership
position as well as the respect of his troops, who
were angered at his decision not to fight at
Murfreesboro. ' 4

Ordered to Guard Frontier

The Minnasota Monument at Gettysburg. (Minnesota Before the Fifth Minnesota Regiment was well
Historical Society) organized, Companies B, C, and D were ordered

The Libby Prison building in Richmond, Virginia, as it appeared on August 23, 1863. The sign reads: "Libby and
Son, Ship Chandlers and Grocers." (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Longstreet's attack at the Battle of Gettysburg: from Harper's Weekly, August 8, 1863, pp. 504-505. (Minnesota
Historical Society)

The Heisser painting of the ieputel.of Pickett'S Diicision by the First Minnesota at the Battle of Gettysburg, July
3, 1863. (Minnesota Historical Society) 12 8
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to the Minnesota frontier to serve as garrisons for
Forts Ridgley, Ripley, and Abercrombie during
the spring and summer of 1962. This lervice
helped arrest the progress of the Sioux in the Min-
nesota Valley, deterred the Chippewa in the North
from joining the uprising, and gave state and
national authorities necessary time to send trained
army personnel to the rescue and protection of
the frontier settlers.

For many years the anger of the Sioux against
the white settlers and the American government
had grown as their land was taken from them and
treaty obligations were not met by the U.S.
government. Frustrated over their failure to
prugress through acculturation programs and
dejected 'over starving conditions among their
tribes (especially at the Upper Sioux Agency), the
Sioux gave vent to their anger in a trail of
massacres, burnings, and devastating fear per-
petuated against the Minnesota frontier settle-
ments. The Indians' revenge fell heaviest on the
scattered German communities along the Min-
nesota River. The stretch from New Ulm in Brown
County to the Lower Agency in Renville County

was one of the hardest hit areas. In Milford, just
south of New Ulm, the Anton Hen le family lost
21 relatives on the first day of the uprising. The
frightening news spread rapidly across the Valley,
and men, women and children fled to Fort Ridgley
and to New Ulm. Fort Ridgley was soon sur-
rounded by Indians and Mankato and St. Peter
were too far away, so New Ulm had to shelter
most of the fugitives." The siege of Fort Ridgley
took place August 20-22. Companies B and C of
the Fifth Regiment Minnesota, the Volunteer
Infantry, "The Renville Raiders," and citizens
and refugees all fought off the onslaught of the
Indians'6. Some of their companies also served
in the Western campaigns of the Civil War, being
active at Corinth, Nashville, and Mobile.

As news of the Indian war spread, frontiers-
men took up arms to defend themselves. Local
citizen companies with 3,238 officers and men
were organized." Villages near the frontier built
stockades large enough to shelter villagers and to
store supplies against an Indian attack. St. Cloud,
St. Joseph, Maine Prairie, Sauk Centre, and
Glencoe all had these forts. Citizens immediately

The Fourth Minnesota Regiment entering Vicksburg on July 4, 1863. The painting is by Francis D. Millet. (Min-
nesota Historical Society)
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organized irregular relief corps and went to the
aid of the beleaguered places. New Ulm and Fort
Ridgley were relieved first of all.

Governor Ramsey appointed Henry H. Sibley
as Colonel and asked that he raise an army to push
back the Sioux and reestablish peace on the
frontier. Sibley set out from St. Paul toward St.
Peter with four companies of the Sixth Minnesota
Infantry, most of whom had little training."
Sibley's delay in moving his raw recruits to the
New Ulm area left the defense of that town to the
local citizens and neighboring communities.

Sibley has been highly criticized for his pro-
crastination in bringing relief to the settlers and
marching against the Indians. Yet he did manage
to dill his raw recruits into a force that defeated
the Sioux at Birch Coulee and Wood Lake,
driving the great mass of Indians westward to join
otl . bands of Sioux pre.,:,aring for renewed

atities. Nevertheless, Sibley drove the
marauders from Minnesota, secured the surrender
of a large number of Sioux, freed 269 captive
frontiersmen, and considerably eased the pressure
on the frontier. This was accomplished by late
September, 1862, five weeks after the massacre
at Acton.'9

False Charges Made Later

The image of cowardly German settlers relying
largely on the defense measures of Anglo-
Minnesotans given in accounts of the uprising
written three decades after the event does great
injustice to the German settlers who fought
bravely according to accounts written closer to the

time of the events." Captain Eugene M. Wilson
contributed the negative image when he wrote:

The great majority of those subject to
the terrible attacks were foreigners.
Knowing nothing of the Indian char-
acter, incapable of defense, and with-
out suspicion of danger, they fell easy
and unresisting victims to the whirlwind
of death that swept over them. Where
there were settlements of native-born
citizens, and particularly of *hose
acquainted with frontier life, they
generally organized a successful
defense."

New Ulm became the place of refuge for most
settlers fleeing the pursuing Indian bands. William
Pfaender, the best known German leader in New
Ulm, was fighting for his country in the South
at the time. He would return to his beleaguered
community after Bull Run, when news of the
Indian Uprising reached the war front. Mean-
while, another German with military experience,
Jacob Nix, took command of a company of
volunteers in the town. A few days later Judge
Charles E. Flandreau arrived with men, rifk:s, and
ammunition from St. Peter, and he took com-
mand of the defense of New Ulm. The able-
bodied men were organized and equipped as well
as circumstances allowed.22

On August 23 the Indians, led by the Mde-
wakanton Chief Little Crow, began their attack
on New Ulm. Concentrating on the lower part of
town, they set fire to many buildings hoping
to have the flames spread to the barricaded area

A painting by Edwin alashfield of the Battle of Corinth in Northern Mississippi. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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The change of the Minnes eta regiment at the Battle Of hashirille; DeCeMtier 16, 1864. The painting is by Howard
Pyle. (Minnesota Historical Society)

The Minnesota Monument at Vicksburg, Mississippi. (Minnesota Historical,Society)
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The Birch Coulee Monument erected in 1894 on a bluff
overlooking Morton, Minnesota. The second monu-
ment in the rear honors six Sioux who saved the lives
of whites. (Minnesota Historical Society)

where the women and children were sheltered. The
defenders also burned outlying buildings in order
to prevent the Indians from using them to advance
to the inner core of town. The well-organized
Indians were a much larger force than the
defenders. The Indians were well supplied with
guns, ammunition, and horses, whereas the New
Ulmites had inadequate and limited supplies
for open warfare. Many able-bodied men were
away fighting in the Tennessee and Potomac cam-
paigns. The Sioux had chosen well their time of
uprising.

The battle for New Ulm was no small skirmish
on the frontier. The Indians had long chafed
under bad treatment by the white men and they
mourned the loss of their lands. Their infuriated
state was exacerbated by inept government agents
who withheld annuities and foodstuff from them
at the Upper Agency near Yellow Medicine. They
were now alive to the strategic advantage of a cap-
ture and keen for scalps and plunder. After a day
of continued attacks by the Indians, heavy rains
brought respite to the weary defenders of New
Ulm. The citizens' defense was truly heroic.
Twenty-six citizen soldiers lost their lives and
many were wounded. Among the dead were seven
New Ulm Germans."

This does not really support the image of ig-
norant German foreigners cowering behind barri-
cades and leaving the counter-attack against the
Sioux to the Anglos from other towns. Although
Charles Flandreau and his relieving force from
St. Peter were essential in fending off the Sioux
attack, one wonders if Flandreau's claim of Ger-
mans' cowardice in defense of their town was
made to enhance his own image as leader and
military strategist in saving the town. It is inter-
esting that Flandreau never owned the decision
to burn buildings along the fringes of town until
New Ulmites had already done so, demonstrating

The Brass Band of the Fourth Minnesota Regiment photographed at Huntsville, Alabama, in 1864. (Minnesota
Historical Society)
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Front view of the Milford Monument erected by the State and dedicated by Governor Theodore Christianson on
July 5, 1929. (Holland Print, Scobie Studio - Minnesota Historical Society)

the wisdom of depriving the advancing Sioux of
protective bulwarks.24

In the subsequent routing of the Indians at
Birch Coulee, Minnesota's Third, Fourth, and
Fifth Regiments saw action. The Sixth and
Seventh Regiments were engaged in the greater
Indian War campaigns that followed. The Minne-
sota First Regiment of Mounted Rangers was also
recruited in the fall of 1862 as a need for cavalry
against the Indians became clear. The August 18
defeat of Captain Marsh's men while crossing the
Redwood River at the Lower Agency had proved
the general inadequacy of infantry against warring
Indians. William Pfaender served as Lieutenant
Colonel in the Second Regiment of Minnesota
Volunteer Cavalry organized in 1863.

Did Frontiersmen Provoke Attack?

In assessing the causes of the Sioux Uprising
of 1862, one wonders whether or not the German
frontiersmen themselves provoked the onslaught.
Many questions have been raised by Gary C.
Anderson in a recent article in Minnesota History
(Spring, 1983) entitled "Myrick's Insult." He
raises doubt concerning the traditional interpreta-
tion of the causes of the Uprising based on the
writings of William Watts Folwell. Indian Agent
Thomas Galbraith, a dubious political appointco
of Governor Alexander Ramsey, must shoulder
more blame for inept handling of Indian affairs
at the two Sioux Agencies than even the trader
Andrew Myrick, who allegedly told the starving
Indians to "eat grass."" There is no doubt that
the Sioux at the Upper Agency were starving in
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The State of Minnesota Monument at Milford, Min-
nesota, has the names of the men, women, and
children massacred on August 18, 1862. All the names
are conspicuously German. (Holland Print, Scobie
Studio of Sleepy Eye, Minnesota - Minnesota Historical
Society)

the Spring of 1862. The decision of Little Crow
and the Sioux bands to go on the warpath had
apparently been solidifying long before the Myrick
incident on August 6. On July 4 Sisseton and
Wahpeton Sioux raided the government ware-
house at the Upper Agency. A series of councils
took place at the Upper Agency August 5-8, with
Chief Little Crow in attendance. He showed con-
cern over broken treaties on the White Man's part.
On August 11 hostile Indians were reported at Big
Stone Lake. On August 15 Agent Galbraith spoke
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with Little Crow at the Lower Agency. On August
18 the Sioux assaulted the Lower Agency. Surely
the Sioux rejection of the U.S. government
acculturation programs also played its part in
antagonizing some factions among the tribes.

Thus far it appears that the Sioux had no
specific grudge against the German frontier
settlers other than they were white Americans who
threatened and disrupted their land, their way of
life, and their total culture. It was the misfortune
of Minnesota's Germans to be risk-takers,
scattering their homesteads considerable distances
from older, established towns. These German
frontiersmen expected help and protection from
the military, but Forts Ridgley, Abercrombie, and
Ripley were woefully inadequate in numbers of
soldiers and amounts of artillery. The state, young
as it was, had all it could do lo raise the regiments
required of Minnesota for President Lincoln's
war.

The Indians were not really subdued until the
federal militia was sent into the Minnesota Valley
to defeat the Sioux and expel them from the state.
Only then were Minnesota's German frontiersmen
willing to go back to their farms and rebuild what
had been destroyed. Many chose not to return,
but enough did to once again create prosperous
settlements marked with German culture.

Minnesota Germans' support of the Union

war effort during the Civil War can only be ade-
quately assessed in the light of service rendered
on the battlefields of that war and in their home
valley. Besides the Pennsylvania farmers at
Gettysburg, Minnesota's German frontiersmen
were the only Northerners during the Civil War
who knew the fear, frustration, and dogged
determination of conducting war to defend their
homes, farms, and possessions against ruthless
invaders. These Germans proved themselves as
stalwart Minnesotans, as stalwart and worthy
Americans.
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A reunion of BraCkett's Battalion (probably the 50th), photographed by Edward A. Bromley. (Minnesota Historical
Society)
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German Clubs and Social Organizations

by Paul A. Schons

The German heritage continues to be pre-
served in Minnesota by a wide range of clubs
and associations. Several of the earliest clubs are
still active today, over one hundred years after
their founding; in some cases they report re-
newed life and growth in recent years. The his-
tory of the first half of the Twentieth Century
was anything but conducive to the proliferation
(or even survival) of the organizations existing

to preserve the German Heritage, but nevertheless
several groups have continued in Minnesota in
often weakened but unbroken succession to the
present. The three Turner Clubs in New Ulm,
St. Paul, and St. Anthony, founded in the mid-
Nineteenth Century, are extant in 1983. The
clubs in New Ulm and St. Paul remain very
active and continue to serve their communities
in a variety of ways. The Minneapolis Lieder-
kranz was founded in 1898 and has also been
continuously active. Like many of the German
clubs, the Liederkranz has altered its original
character and purpose but continues to serve the

According to their banner, this nineteenth century St. Paul soCiety was devoted to the welfare of new immigrants
from Baden. (Minnesota Historical Society)



present needs of its membership. Der Deutsche
Klub of Minneapolis and St. Paul celebrated its
75th anniversary in 1983 and remains one of the
very active clubs now serving 3,000 people with
its wide-ranging cultural and social activities.

Tradition Continues

Thus, despite the effects of two major wars
with Germany, the cultural aw.: tT.Iguistic heri-
tage of immigrants to Ivtinr have been
continuously preserved and tted through-
out our history as a state. Thc tu dies in this
volume show that there has historically been a
rich variety of German cultural activity in the
state of Minnesota. One can today look back with
interest and perhaps nostalgia to the cultural
richness that was.

In a discussion of the German Clubs and
Associations in Minnesota, however, one can
look to a richness and variety which surrounds
us today. We can look to a growing range of
societies which a.. I active, vital and growing,
and which look with confidence to the future.
The proliferation of German Clubs in the state
offers a continuing stream of cultural and social
events throughout the year. The older clubs,
already mentioned, have been joined by a con-
stantly growing number of newly-founded clubs
in the second half of the Twentieth Century,

when it has become possible once again to ex-
perience fulfillment of the German Heritage - a
heritage which was at least partly deferred in the
first half of the century.

The development of new clubs and activities
began in the 50's and continues. The youngest
club, the Stammtisch German American Club in
Mankato was founded with 25 families as
charter members just a few months ago. The
club plans a variety of cultural and social ac-
tivities for families in the Mankato area. Plans
are in progress in Bemidji, Minnesota, to ex-
pand the University German Club into a Ger-
man Culture kisociation available to all mem-
bers of the community.

German Athletic Groups

Returning from the youngest to the oldest
continuing German Club, The Turner Club of
New Ulm continues to be a very visible and
active part of the community. The club's more
than 1,000 members are divided into the Central
Turnverein with 115 members, the Turner Club
with 750 members, and the Frauenverein with
200 members. Members enjoy a variety of
annual, monthly, and weekly German dinners,
dances, entertainment events and picnics. The
permanent club facilities date back to the hall

New Uira'a Turner Hall. (New Ulm Journal)



The Concord Singers of New Ulm made a good wIH tour of Europe In 1979 and 1983. Thls picture shows them
performing In the Rathaus of Ulm, West Germany In 1979. (Concord Singers photograph)

built originally in 1873. The present structure
includes a restaurant, bar, dining hall, and
athletic "lcilities.

Try J its founding as a part of the Turner
Movenilt, athletics continue to be an impor-
tant aspect of the club's activities. The club
offers its athletic facilities and the services of its
one full-time and two part-time gymnastics in-
structors to the children of the community free
of charge. Over 400 young people in New Ulm
take advantage of this service each year.

Other aspects of the German Heritage are
preserved in New Ulm by the community as a
whole. The main street of the community is
clearly German in decor. Three German res-
taurants enjoy brisk business. A German store is
filled with imports and customers. One can find
German gardens, monuments, signs and other
rcrnemberances of its German heritage in nearly
all parts of the community. Each year the
community draws thousands of American and
European performers and guests to its annual
Heritagefest, which is one of the largest and
most visible celebrations of German Heritage in
Minnesota.

The German athletic tradition maintained by
the New Ulm Turner Club is also continued by
several other clubs in Minnesota. The Saint Paul
Turner Club, founded in 1858, has lost much of
its German character but preserves the athletic
tradition. The 150-member St. Paul Club spon-
sors softball and bowling teams, and like the club
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in New Ulm makes its gymnasium and coaching
services available to about 200 area young people
each year. Participants in athletic endeavors at the
St. Paul Club range from four years old thorugh
the eldest active athlete, who is now 87.

The Victoria Sports Club serving the area of
Victoria, Minnesota, was founded in 1952 to
support the interests of recent immigrants in target
shooting and soccer. By 1955 the group interested
in soccer far outnumbered the shooting group and
left to found its own interest group, the
Minneapolis Kickers Sport Club. The parent club
had dwindled to 15 members by 1983 but
continues to meet and organize sport shooting
events. Each year a Schatzenfest is organized as
a culminating event, and at the end of the day of
full German tradition the Schiitzenkönig is
named.

While the original Victoria group is dimin-
ished, the offspring with its membership base
largely in Crystal and New Hope has grown
to a membership of 150 and sponsors up to five
soccer teams each summer. The old timers club
has players through 63 years of age. The club,
although it is still largely composed of members
and players with German ancestry, has lost much
of its association with its German origins. Other
than the German tradition of the sport itself, the
German heritage is most visible at the five dances
sponsored each year to fund the soccer activities.
The dances feature German bands and dancing,
as well as German foods and German beer.
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German Dancing

German dances are a tradition in which many
of the Minnesota clubs are active, but the prac-
tice and preservation of folk dancing is the focus
of two organizations. The Minnesota Schuh-
plattler organization founded in 1951 now has 50
members and reports that interest and
membership are growing. The group offers in-
struction in German folk dancing and is available
for performances throughout the community and
the state. The Schuhplattler are closely associated
with the Minnesota Volksfest Association and use
the organization's facilities for instruction and
dancing, but the organization retains an identity,
organization, and focus of activities of its own,
apart from the Volksfest Association.

The Edelweiss Dancers is an organization
originally founded to provide folk dancing in-
struction and experience to children who were
most frequently the children of members of the
Schuhplattler group. The Edelweiss Dancers were
chartered as an independent group in 1961.
During the intervening 22 years, the group has
expanded its membership and scope greatly.
Presently membership is open to persons of all
ages. Membership has grown to 33. Separate
dance teachers are available for instruction in
German folk dancing to men and women. Like
the Schuhplattler, the group is closely associated
with the Minnesota Volksfest Association and
uses the facilities of that organization for
meetings, practice, and instruction. Unlike the
Schuhplattler, the Edelweiss Dancers tend to view
themselves as part of the Volksfest Association.
Like the Schuhplattler, the Edelweiss Dancers are
available for performances throughout the area.

German Singing Groups

German singing groups are currently less active
than the dance groups. The Minneapolis
Liederkranz was founded in 1898 and for three-
quarters of a century preserved the tradition of
German song in Minnesota. World War II
threatened the continuation of the group, but as
reported by current President Robert Diddes, the
federal investigator sent to evaluate the group
during the War urged them to continue their
Friday night rehersals as it would be easier to keep
track of them if he knew exactly what they would
be doing every Friday night. Unfortunately, age
and inertia have overtaken the Liederkranz. It has
now diminished to 40 members, has given up
singing, and functions as a social group of friends.
As many as 90% of the members are immigrants
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Besides the mid-summer Heritagefest, the Concord
Singers of New Ulm, which date back to 1931 and claim
forbearers in the 1860s, sponsor the Oktoberfest In Oc-
tober and FaschIng, a pre-Lenten carnival. (Concord
Singers brochure)
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from Germany, and along with the card games,
chess games, and business meetings, relaxed
evenings of conversation in German language are
an important part of the group's current activities.

The tradition of German song continues to be
very actively supported by the Concord Singers
of New Ulm. The group was founded in 1931. It's
original purpose was to sing English songs, but
with time the ethnic roots of New Ulm had their
influence and the group gradually developed to
become the Minnesota focal group for the
preservation of German ethnic music which it is
today. The Concord Singers travel from New Ulm
for approximately 100 concert dates each year.
They have sung on radio and television, have
recorded albums of German songs, have offered
concerts in over 100 Minnesota communities, and
have toured West Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland.

Affiliations Shift

The German Club of another southern
Minnesota community east of New Ulm has not
enjoyed the success of the various groups in
Minnesota's most consciously German city. The
Edelweiss club of Rochester was formed in 1963.
In 1982 the Rochester club determined to break
ties with all outisde associations and was
launched as an independent club. The club
currently has 50 members and sponsors club
trips, shows films, and arranges lectures. The
club also sponsors a Christmas and New Year's
Party. Some of the club members have, how-
ever, felt a sense of isolation since 1982 and
foresee difficulties in maintaining the club on an
independent basis.

Affiliation shifting has recently taken place
in another Minnesota German Club. The Twin
City club was originally founded in 1978 as a
chapter of the German-American National
Congress (DANK), but in 1982 changed affili-
ation to become the German-American Fellow-
ship Association of Minnesota. TJ 144-mem-
ber club sponsors bingo games, speakers, dances
with German bands, and charter flights to
Germany. It fulfills its club mission of the
promotion of German language and culture
through its club activities, through identifying
opportunities for German language instruction
for its members, and through informal German
language conversation at meetings.

Der Deutsche Klub

Der Deutsche Klub of Minneapolis and St.
Paul is one of Minnesota's oldest, largest,

and most active clubs. It has actively promoted
the preservation of the German language in
Minnesota through its sponsorship or support of
German radio broadcasts in Stillwater, Shok-
opee and St. Paul. It has co-sponsored a series
of German language feature films in cooper-
ation with the St. Paul College of St. Thomas.
Many of the members are fluent in German and

-

Brad Luerke, one of the younger members of the Con-
cord Singers, takes a break between performances at
a recent HerItagefest. (New Ulm Journal photograph
- Concord Singers)
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continue to use the language in their conver-
sations. Der Deutsche Klub sponsors a wide-
ranging series of dances and parties throughout
the year. The German bands for the dances are
brought from as far away as Milwaukee. All of
the activities from the Oktoberfest to the Tanz
in der Mai retain a clear-cut and deliberate
German flavor, doing a great deal to promote
and popularize the German ethnic tradition in
Minnesota. The current paid membership in Der
Deutsche Klub is 300, but an estimated 3,000
people participate in the club's events and take
advantage of its services.

Volksfest Association

The largest of the German clubs in Minne-
sota is the Volksfest Association of Minnesota.
The Volksfest Association, with its club facili-
ties in a mansion on historic Summit Avenue in
St. Paul, has currently over 2,000 members. The
Association was founded in 1956 and acquired
its present headquarters, the Kulturhaus, in
1957. The Association sponsors German lang-
uage classes for children with no charge. For a
modest fee the Association also offers beginning
and intermediate level German language classes
for adults.

The Volksfest Association has its own choir,
the Volksfest Singers. The 30-member musical
group specializes in German song and is avail-
able for outside performances. As has been in-
dicated earlier, the Volksfest Association
closely associated with the Minnesota Schuh-
plattler and the Edelweiss Dancers.

The club sponsors a hiking club, the Happy
Wanderers, preserving the German tradition of
the outing on foot. Approximately 20-25 mem-
bers participate in each outing.

The tradition of German culinary art is
preserved by the Volksfest Catering Service and
is highly respected and well known throughout
the region for its quality and authenticity. The
Apri3 sauerkraut supper is also widely renowned
in its own rite. The Volksfest Association offers
instruction in the artistic pursuit of Bauern-
malerei. The association maintains a library, a
history room, and a gift shop at its Summit
Avenue headquarters. It sponsors a senior
citizens group meeting monthly and a German
language Sprachklub also meeting monthly.

The club promotes a series of dances and
parties. The largest of these are the Oktoberfest
sponsored in cooperation with other Twin City
clubs, and Der Deutsche Tag, a day of German
food, song, dance, poetry and culture. The size
of the German Day Celebration and the area
from which it draws participants is rivaled only
by the Heritagefest in New Ulm.
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Germanic S,:c:Iety of Minnesota German Language and Culture

With the continued proliferation of German
Clubs in the Twin (Ides during the past 25
years, and the increasing range and often dup-
lication of activities, it has b..zome apparent that
some sort of mechanism for coordination and
mutual support is needed. Therefore, in 1982 the
Germanic Society of Minneota was founded.
The various social, recreational, and fraternal
German Clubs in the Twin Cities are represented
at meetings of the Germanic Society. Thus, the
clubs have found a forum to share ideas and
aspirations, to coordinate events, and to make
known and promote activities of member clubs
among the over 5,000 individuals served by the
Twin City German Clubs.

As has been shown, a very wide variety of
German heritage activities is preserved and
promoted by social and fraternal clubs in Minn-
esota. It may be noted however, that none of the
clubs yet mentioned give extensive attention to the
matters of geneology o; tA tory. It may be noted
further that, although the German language is
promoted and used in cf,rt:in of the groups, the
learning and preservation of the language is not
of central concern to any of the clubs. These
matters are not neglected, however, for several
special interest associations in Minnesota set the
matters of German history, geneology, and
language as their primary focus of interest.

Genealogy and History

The Minnesota Genealogical Society pursues
ethnic history and genealogical research as its
primary interest. The Society publishes a journal,
The Minnesota Genealogist, which contains
historical articles, biographies, cemetery records,
and other studies concerning Minnesota
immigrants and pioneers. The Minnesota
Genealogical Society also has a German interest
section which holds its own meetings and pub-
lishes its own newsletter.

The American Historical Society of Germans
from Russia established its Northstar Chapter in
Minnesota in 1978. The 126-member chapter in
Minnesota pursues its very serious interest of
historical and geneological research in coordin-
ation with its national association, but it also
functions as a fraternal group in Minnesota,
sponsoring an Oktoberfest and a series of dinners,
parties, and picnics.
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The teaching, use, and promotion of the
German language and culture is the central interest
of three associations in Minnesota. The Foreign
Language Association of the Red River is a
professional association of elementary, secondary,
and college teachers of foreign languages. The
group meets twice annually to share ideas on the
teaching of foreign languages and the results of
their individual research in the areas of language
and literature. German language and literature is
one of the primary focus areas of the Northern
Minnesota Association.

The Minnesota Chapter of the American
Council of Teachers of Foreign Languages is a
very similar organization, in which concern with
the teaching of German language and culture also
is one of the primary focus areas. German
teachers from all parts of the state participate in
the conferences and activities of MCTFL.

The Minnesota association which is wholly
directed to the study of German language, cul-
ture, and literature is the Minnesota chapter of
the American Association of Teachers of German.
The 200-member organization is composed of
German teachers from all levels of alucation and
from all parts of the state. The association
sponsors an annual German contest for high
school students: the top prizes are all-expense-paid
study trips to West Germany. The association
sponsors a high school exchange program through
which German students are brought to Minnesota
and Minnesotans are placed in schools in West
Germany. The Minnesota AATG publishes a
newsletter, Der Minnesota Staats-Brief, and
organizes two conferences annually.

A Heritage Fulfilled

An analysis of the German Clubs currently
active in Minnesota would certainly be incomplete
without mention of the Nachwuchs, the younger
generation who will have the prerogative of
entering into the activities of the now-functioning
clubs and associations to carry on the interest in
and promotion of German heritage which has
been set in motion.

The outlook is positive. Across the state
in hundreds of schools, colleges and universities

thousands of young people are involved in the
study of German language and culture. Hundreds
of high school and college German Clubs arrange
German parties, German study groups, German
singing and dancing groups, German language
groups and even sponsor trips to Germany.
Numercus exchange arrangements bring German



students to Minnesota and place Minnesota
students in situations in Germany.

The high level of German study and club ac-
tivity in the schools is beginning to translate into
interest in and participation in Minnesota fra-
ternal organizations after school. The complaint
of many of the clubs a few years ago, that the
memberships were advancing in mean age and few
young people were coming in, has begun to
change. Many of the clubs have now begun

to report growing membership and a renewed
interest in participation by the new generation.

The heritage fulfulled? Throughout Minnesota
in a wide and rich variety of clubs and
associations, German heritage is being examined
and enjoyed. The interest of young people is
growing and clubs are beginning to coordinate
their efforts. The number and size of activities is
increasing. Clearly the heritage so long deferred
is in a phase of rebirth and fulfillment.
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Greetings from the Federal Republic of Germany:
An Overview

Consul General Dr. Oskar von Siegfried

First of all, thank you for inviting me to this
third conference on German-Minnesota relation-
ships. It is a special privilege for me to represent
the Federal Republic here and to convey the best
wishes of my government to the "Heritage Ful-
filled" symposium.

I hesitate to attempt an overview, surrounded
by such an impressive group of scholars from both
sides of the Atlantic. I am rather a newcomer in
this country, still more observant than
knowledgeable about developments in the United
States. Let me play a more modest role and offer
some of my observations after spending a few
years in Chicago as the representative of the
Federal Republic of Germany.

1) I was surprised to find that 28.8% of all
Americans claimed German descent according to
the latest U.S. census. In the Middle West that
percentage would be much higher.

2) There is a growing interest among these
German-Americans in their roots, the German
origins of their families. There is concrete evidence
of this new interest, for nearly a million
Americans fly to Germany each year in search of
German roots and Old World relatives.

3) I have been pleased to note a growing
interest in Germany, certainly in the Midwest. I
confess that I have also found much ignorance

but probably no more than among German
people concerning the United States.

4) The amalgamation of the German element
into the main stream of American society has
astonished me, although I believe it is widely
recognized. It seems to me that the higher the
intellectual level the more complete this melting
into the new American nation has been.

5) The present assembly can judge the role of
language retention better than I can. Devoted
teachers have helped keep the German language
alive in the United States, and I can onlyexpress
my admiration and appreciation. It became more
difficult when the tide of immigration dwindled
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to a streamlet. Now there is an encouraging new
emphasis on the study of foreign languages in the
U.S. even the difficult German language.

Germany a Firm American Ally

Let me add some remarks about the economic
and political situation in Germany today. The
Federal Republic of Germany, with its sixty-one
million people, is one of your nation's firmest
allies and most important economic partners in
Europe. Our interdependence, economically and
politically, has grown stronger during the past
thirty-five years.

West Germany is a free market economy,
based on free enterprise. Our nation has the most
liberal approach to foreign trade and investment
of any country in the world. Foreign trade is our
bread and butter. The Federal Republic earns
almost thirty percent of its Gross National
Product (GPA) through international trade.

Because sixty-five percent of our energy and
raw materails have to be imported, we are heavily
dependent on unimpeded exchange of goods, on
a free flow of capital, and on close
communication and transportation links with our
trading partners all over the world. Year by year
we develop closer trade connections with the
United States, our largest trade partner out of
Europe.

Our economic situation is strongly influenced
by developments in the world economy and
especially in the United States, which has the
world's strongest currency. An example is the very
high value, in the past two years, of the American
dollar in comparison with the Deutsche Mark and
most other international currencies. As a result
of a comparatively cheap D M we can export
favorably into dollar areas, but our imports are
hampered by the expensive dollar.

High American interest rates usually about
4% above the German average also attracts
free floating German money. As a result German
investments in the United States have risen in the
past two years to their highest level since the end
of World War II. German investments in the
United States, about nine billion dollars, are
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nearly the same amount as American investments
in Germany, but there is a difference in the type
of investment. Americans invested in German
production and trade, mainly through large
international firms, but German investment
money flowing into the United States went into
bank accounts as well as production.

Germany an Economic Success Story
The Federal Republic of Germany today is

considered a wealthy country, a major economic
success story of the post-War era, an economic
miracle. But there are very few miracles in this
world: the success of the German economy is due
to hard work, good management, a skilled labor
force, a free economy, and a prosperous World
Market.

Our GPA is the third highest in the world
after the United States and Japan, and our living
standard has become higher than ever before.
Both our unemployment rate and inflation rate
have been the lowest in the world, 4% or less. But
the oil shock and the worldwide economic crisis
of the last few years have changed the situation
in my country. Our unemployment rate rose to
nearly 9%. We now have 2.2 million people out
of work, which concerns our political and
economic more than any other problem.
Fortunately, our inflation rate has remained low.

Interest rates also rose sharply in Germany but
have now actually decreased to a discount rate of
only 4%. Our government is trying to keep our
interest rates low to encourage new investments
and motivate our economy to new life. The
German economy is recovering very slowly,
however, much more slowly than it is in the
United States with its unmeasurable resources
and immense capital.

But if you visit Germany you will certainly not
see a depressed social environment. The German
population has a good income: our salaries are
among the highest in the world. Wealth in
Germany, however, cannot be compared to the
assets and properties in the hands of private
persons in England, France, Switzerland and
Scandinavia. American companies have a more
stable working basis than their German
counterparts because of vastly superior equity
resources. We must not forget that Germany lost
a war forty years ago: among the consequences
was the loss of more than one-third of our area.

An Important Trading Nation

Because Germany's share of the world trade
is so high some of these facts are overlooked. The
Federal Republic holds second place among the
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trading countries of the world. Of our GPA, 28%
is exported; Japan exports 16% and the United
States 8%. In the area of payments, a main
concern in recent years has been our high deficit
in current accounts. Fortunately, this has been
changed very considerably within the last year,
mainly through greater exports. Export orders
dropped in the second half of 1983, however
a reminder that our export industry has to work
hard finding new markets while holding the old
ones.

The governments of Germany and the U.S.
are in full agreement about the free flow of goods,
capital and service; we are united in our
opposition to protectionism. Germany is con-
cerned about America's moves to protect certain
segments of its economy, steel for example,
against imports. We trust in the GATT (General
Agreements on Tariffs and Trade) agreements and
the conclusions of the Williamsburg conference:
both argue strongly for the free flow of goods in
foreign trade and for the elimination of trade
barriers.
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Dedication of the Schwarzwald-Haus, the first major
structure on the site of Waldsee, the German village
at Concordia's International Language Village, near
Bemidji, Minnesota, was held on August 20, 1982.
Participating in the event were, left to right: Beverly
and Edward Fish, Golden Valley, Minnesota, major
supporters of the program; Consul General Dr. Oskar
von Siegfried, representing the Federal Republic of
Germany; Dr. Paul Dovre, president of Concordia
College; Odell Bjerkness, director of the international
Language Villages; and Al Traaseth, coordinator of the
Language Village program.
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A handsome carved loon (the Minnesota State bird),
was presented to German Vice Consul Oskar von
Siegfried at the Bloomington conference luncheon. In
this photograph he holds up his trophy for the
audience to see, while Darrel Schenh, Odell Bjerkness,
and Don Padilla look on.

In our trade with the socialist countries of
Eastern Europe we adhere to the COCOM
(Coordinating Committee for Export to Com-
munist Countries) guidelines, which prohibit the
export of materials of strategic value to nations
of the Communist Block. European businessmen,
on the other hand, have a long tradition of
separating trade from politics: they are
accustomed and by law entitled to trade
freely with any country in the world without
government intervention.

Our trade with Communist countries,
however, is small in comparison to the trade with
our Western partners. For example, our trade with
the Soviet Union is only 2% of all our foreign
trade, smaller than our trade with Switzerland.
The European Common Market accounts for
more than 60% of German imports and exports.
In our Common Market there is joint
administration of agriculture, foreign trade policy,
iron and steel, atomic energy as well as customs
regulations.

Trade Lessons Tension
Trade with Eastern Block countries has

lessened tensions and improved Germany's
political situation. Because we are a divided
country, we have had some special experiences
since World War IL The people Jf East Germany
live under better conditions than the population
of their neighboring eastern countries. What is

called "Inner-German Trade" is in large part
responsible, and the East Germans know this.

But let me end with a few words about
German-American relations. Our trans-Atlantic
economic ties are very close, but they need care-
ful coordination. Every country in the world is
now dependent upon the functions of inter-
national trade and financial relations. Close
cooperation and coordination are essential
among the Western Allies and NATO partners
in both economic and political fields.

For us Germans, close relations with the
United States are an essential precondition of life

essential for peace and security in Germany and
in Europe. But the U.S. forces stationed in Europe
also guarantee the peace and freedom of the
people of America. German polls consistently
show that the great majority of our people are
pro-American. This sentiment is especially strong
in Berlin. A very high percentage of Germans
favor our nation living up to the Atlantic Pact.
Friendly relations between our two countries must
continue to be based firmly on mutual confidence.

East-West Line Through Germany
Yet even though the Federal Republic of

Germany is firmly amalgamated into the Western
World, we are constantly reminded of a historical
fact: the front line between East and West runs
through the midst of our country
unfortunately. Therefore, negotiations in Geneva
about arms control mainly about the INF
(International Nuclear Forces) are widely
discussed in Germany. Many people are afraid of
the deployment of new missiles on both sides of
the East-West line. They recognize that when
negotiations fail, the deployment of the Pershing
II in Germany and Cruise Missiles in some
European countries inevitably begin. Here the
opinions of politically interested people differ.
Our government, however, is bound to honor its
obligations under the 1979 NATO agreement.

Our German people have had much experience
with our Eastern neighbors, their Communist
rulers, and life under a Communist system. Our
younger people, however, have much to learn
about these matters. That our German
contribution to the defense of freedom is con-
siderable is fully acknowledged by your govern-
ment. But I want to emphasize again how
important mutal understanding is especially for
our younger generations who should learn to
know each other better. For this reason we
welcome this occasion especially: the 300th
anniversary of German settlement in America.
Recognition that 28.8010 of all Americans have
German ancestry should be a special stimulation
to strengthen the ties between our two nations.



The Development of a German-American
Priesthood: The Benedictines and the
St. Paul Diocesan Clergy, 1851-1930

by Daniel P. O'Neill

The most striking characteristics of nineteenth
century Catholicism were its ethnic diversity and
rapid growth. By 1850 mass immigration had
transformed the Catholic Church into the largest
religious body in this country. As might be ex-
pected, the ethnic composition of the church
varied from region to region. In Minnesota, for
instance, the Germans and the Irish ranked one
and two, at the end of the century. For the church
Is a whole, the order was reversed.

Despite the prominence of Germans in
American Catholicism, relatively little has been
written about their history. Landmarks in the
literature include Colman Barry's The Catholic
Church and German-Americans (1952) and Jay
Dolan's The Immigrant Church: New York's Irish
and German Catholics, 1815-1865 (1975). Barry
charts the German struggle for autonomy and the
preservation of their language and customs within
the American Catholic church. Dolan, on the
other hand, presents a case study of the fabric of
parish life. His study accentuates the striking dif-
ferences between Irish and German parishes in
terms of liturgical observation, music, parochial
schools, and parish organization. Much more
work needs to be done on the German Catholic
experience in the United States, however.

Though not a German-American specialist, I
have been drawn to their history in the course of
work in progress on the development of institu-
tional Catholicism in Minnesota. As a social
historian my interest is in the recruitment, career
patterns, and Americanization of the church's
religious professionals, its nuns and priests. In this
research I have found that a major concern of the
American bishops in the age of mass immigration
was the development of an American-trained and,
eventually, an American-born clergy. The bishops
believed that such a body of priests would give
the church and insure that it took deep root in
the United States. Despite the importance of
clerical recruitment, relatively little has been writ-
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ten on the topic. James Hitchcock's article on St.
Louis and my own work on the St. Paul diocesan
clergy are about all that has been published to
date. '

The link between my interest in the history of
American Catholicism and this conference on
Minnesota Germans is my research on the recruit-
ment of German-American priests. Given the
limitations of time and space, my paper cannot
be an exhaustive treatment of the topic. Rather,
it will highlight some initial findings from a work
not yet completed.

The Formative Period

The 1850s were the formative years for Min-
nesota Catholicism. In that decade the first
diocese was organized and the first religious orders

The Reverend Joseph Cretin, a native of France, was
a missionary in Iowa for a decade before his appoint-
ment as the first bishop of St. Paul.
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for women and men made permanent foundations
in the territory. The St. Paul diocese began its for-
mal operation in 1851 with the arrival of Bishop
Joseph Cretin and a band of missionary priests
from France. In response to Cretin's request for
priests to minister to a growing German popula-
tion, the Benedictine monks came to Minnesota
in 1856.

The St. Paul diocesan clergy were directly
under the control of the bishop but the Benedic-
tines, by their constitution, were a self-governing
community. Despite organizational differences,
both the diocesan priests and the Benedictines
conducted parishes. And given the rapid growth
of Catholic population, both also needed to
recruit additional priests to assist them in their
ministry.

In examining the institutional development of
the St. Paul diocese and St. John's Abbey, our
focus will be on the recruitment of priests.
"Recruit cohort" will be used to designate all of
the priests who began their ministry in a given
decade for either ecclesiastical organization. Given
the small number of priests ordained each year,
it makes more sense to think in terms of decades.
Moreover, organizing the data in this fashion ac-
centuates structural change and facilitates
comparison.

Table 1

Our analysis of the recruitment of diocesan
and Benedictine priests will concentrate on na-
tional origins. The national origin of the priests
recruited for the St. Paul diocese, differentiated
into American or foreign, is shown in Table 1.
Priests who came to the United States as children
are considered to be American in this compila-
tion. For the first generation of its formal ex-
istence, the diocese's clergy were overwhelming-
ly foreign in origin. Between 1881 and 1910 the
foreign proportion dropped to two thirds; after
1911 the foreign contingent declined to less than
half. In looking at recruitment patterns over the
long haul, one may differentiate three phases: a
European phase, 1851-1880; a transitional phase,
1881-1910, in which a significant American
minority emerges; and an American phase,
1911-1930.

Americanization of the Church
Seen from another perspective, these figures

chart the relatively slow Americanization of the
institutional church. Americans began to
predominate in ordination classes 70 years after
the establishment of Catholicism in Minnesota.

THE NATIONAL ORIGIN OF PRIESTS RECRUITED FOR THE ST. PAUL DIOCESE
BETWEEN 1851 AND 1930 BY DECADE DIFFERENTIATED INTO

AMERICAN BORN OR RAISED AND FOREIGN BORN
AND RAISED RECRUITS.

RECRUIT
COHORT AMERICAN BORN OR RAISED

Number Percentage

FOREIGN BORN AND

Number Percentage

1 851-1860 3 11 23 88

1 861-1870 4 9 41 91

1871-1880 7 8 75 91

1 881-1890 51 35 93 65

1 891-1900 41 34 80 66

1901-1910 55 33 111 67

1911-1920 74 62 45 38

1921-1930 100 77 30 23
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Table 2

THE NATIONAL ORIGIN OF BENEDICTINES ORDAINED FOR ST. JOHN'S ABBEY
IN MINNESOTA BETWEEN 1856 AND 1930

NUMBER AND PERCENT AMERICAN BORN OR RAISED
AND FOREIGN BORN AND RAISED.

RECRUIT
COHORT AMERICAN BORN OR RAISED

Numbcr Percentage

FOREIGN BORN AND RAISED

Number Pe.rcentage

1856-1860 0 0 4 100

1861-1870 5 62 3 37

1871-1880 7 26 20 74

1881-1890 11 35 20 65

1891-1900 17 55 14 45

1901-1910 27 82 6 18

1911-1920 27 81 6 19

1921-1930 46 96 2 4

Similar data on the recruitment of the Benedic-
tines is found in Table 2.2 Given the German roots
of the Benedictines in this country, it is not sur-
prising that most of their candidates were of Ger-
man birth or descent. St. John's Abbey began to
attract American candidates relatively early. Dur-
ing the monks' first full decade in Minnesota, the
1860s, a majority of their candidates were
American in origir . Considering that there were
only eight priests in this recruit cohort, however,
it is best to look at subsequent cohorts to discern
patterns. From the 1870s there is a consistant
growth in the number of American priests. The
turning point came in the 1890s with an American
majority in a sizeable recruit cohort. By the 1920s
almost all of the candidates ordained were
American.

Analyzing Benedictine recruitment patterns
from a long-term perspective, one may differen-
tiate two phases: an initial period with a signifi-
cant American minority, and after 1891 an
American phase. By the early part of this century
the Benedictines, considered from the perspecC.ve
of their membership, were well on the road to be-
ing an American institution.

In comparing the recruitment patterns of the
St. Paul diocesan clergy and the Benedictines, two

differences stand out. The Benedictines, unlike
the diocesan priests, attracted a sizeable number
of American candidates from an early date. And
more important, the Benedictines produced an
American majority in their ordination classes
twenty years before the St. Pau: diocesan clergy.

A crucial factor in the Americanization of the
Benedictines was their opening of a monastery
school in 1857: it developed a seminary program
as well as a collegiate program, serving both lay
and clerical Oidents. The existence of this com-
prehensive educational system undoubtedly
fostered vocations for the Penedictine order.

The Impact of a Local Seminary

The St. Paul diocese, in contrast, did not
establish its own seminary on a permanent footing
until 1884. Earlier attempts to develop a diocesan
seminary, between 1852-1858 and 1862-1867, did
not prove lasting. Once St. Paul's diocesan
seminary was in operation, the number of
American candidates ordained increased
dramatically. Within a generation Americans con-
stituted a majority in its ordination class.



This oll painting by Sweeney shows the log Chapel of .St. nul In 1852, the year after Bishop Cretin and his French
priests arrived. (Minnesota Historical Society)

John Ireland In 1862, a chaplain In the 5th Minnesota
Volunteers. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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The experience of the Benedictine and the St.
Paul diocesan clergy in achieving the
Americanization of their membership provides a
case study of the impact of a local seminary on
recruitment. In the early decades of both
seminaries American candidates were a minnrity,
but within a generation both institutions were pro-
ducing ordination classes composed primarily of
American candidates.

There is irony in the Benedictine lead in pro-
ducing American vocations for the priesthood.
Their ecclesiastical neighbor in St. Paul, Ar-
chbishop Ireland, head of the St. Paul diocese
from 1384-1918 and a leader of the Americaniz-
ing wing of the Catholic hierarchy, was outspoken
in his call for the development of a locally-
recruited and trained diocesan clergy. Yet the
Benedictines achieved this goal before Ireland's
own diocese.

The priests of St. John's Abbey were an
ethnically homogenous group, practically all Ger-
man immigrants or German-Americans. The
priests of the St. Paul diocese, on the other hand,
were an ethnically diverse group. Included in their
ranks were priests from France, Germany,
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The first Chapel of St. Paul in 1852 which gave the city its name. French Canadian and Swiss refugees from
the Canadian Selkirk Colony near Fort Garry (now Winnipeg), who had come down to the vicinity of Fort Snelling
in the 1830s, had started a settlement first called "Pigs-Eye" after the liquor trader who had come there first.
The Roman Catholic Chapel of St. Paul built in 1841 gave the place a more respectable name.
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Ireland, Holland, Poland, Bohemia, Canada and
the United States. Their ethnic diversity reflected
the Catholic community in Minnesota. The
Benedictines specialized in conducting German
parishes; the diocesan priests conducted parishes
for all ethnic groups in the St. Paul diocese.

An important dimension of the Americaniza-
tion of the institutional church is the ethnic
background of American candidates for the
priesthood. In the Benedictines , Germ an-
Americans gradually replaced German immigrants
in the ranks of the order. In the diocesan clergy,
transition from a European to an American in-
stitution considered solely from the perspec-
tive of the origins of the clergy was more com-
plex. To analyze this structural change I am go-
ing to focus on the ethnic origins of "the native
sons," priests born in Minnesota or brought to
the state as children. The production of these local
candidates was part of Archbishop Ireland's pro-
gram to reduce his diocese's dependence on priests
from the outside, from Europe or other places in
the United States.

Native Sons in the Diocesan Priesthood

Native sons began to be ordained for the St.
Paul diocese in the 1860s. The production of
native vocations varied from one ethnic group to
another; the French, for example, did not pro-
duce their first American vocations until the

Archbishop John Ireland. (Minnesota Historical
Society)

1920s. In discussing the ethnic dimension of the
criocesan priesthood, I will concentrate on the Ger-
mans and the Irish, the major ethnin groups in
the Minnesota Catholic conimtr

The ethnic background of . I-ms in the
diocesan priesthood can be Table 3.

Table 3

ETHNIC STOCK OF NATIVE SONS ORDAINED FOR THE ST. PAUL
DIOCESAN CLERGY BEI WEEN 1861 AND 1930,

NUMBER AND PERCENT 1RISH-AMERICAN,
GERMAN-AMERICAN AND OTHER.

RECRUIT
COHORT IRISH-AMERICAN

Number Percent

GERMAN-AMERICAN

Number Percent Number

OTHER

P ercent

1861-1870 2 100 0 0 0 0

1871-1880 5 71 14 1 14

1881-1890 15 71 3 14 3 14

1891-1900 13 68 4 21 2 10

1901-1910 12 33 7 19 17 47

1911-1920 28 46 18 29 15 25

1921-1930 29 40 20 28 23 32
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Table 4

NUMBER AND RATIO OF GERMAN-AMERICAN AND
IRISH-AMERICAN NATIVE SONS ORDAINED FOR ST. PAUL DIOCESE

BETWEEN 1871 AND 1930.

RECRUIT
COHORT

IRISH-AMERICAN
PRIESTS

Number

GERMAN-AMERICAN
PRIESTS

Number

RATIO:
GERMAN/IRISH

1871-1880 5 1 1/5

1881-1890 15 3 1/5

1891-1900 13 4 1/3

1901-1910 12 7 1/1.7

1911-1920 28 18 1/1.5

1921-1930 29 20 1/1.45

Reflecting the ethnic make-up of the church in
Minnesota, local candidates were predominantly
of German or Irish descent. This can be
highlighted by looking under "Other." In the last
century the groups falling under this heading pro-
duced about a tenth of the American vocations;
in this century, except for the 1901-1910 cohort,
a quarter to a third.

The best way to characterize Irish vocation
productivity is to borrow the political machine's
adage on voting: early and often. The Irish pro-
duced the first local vocations in the 1860s, and
70 percent between 1871 and 1900. In subsequent
cohorts their proportion fell to below half. The
production of German-American priests in the

diocesan clergy was a slower process. The seven
ordained in the 1901-1910 cohort, for instance,
almost equalled all of the German-Americans or-
dained for the St. Paul diocese in the previous
thirty years. A substantial increase in German
vocations occured after 1911. In the following
decades they produced nearly 30 percent of the
local vocations.

To accentuate the difference in the emergence
of local vocations among ethnic groups, one may
use ratios. This information for the Germans and
the Irish is given in Table 4. Thus, in the 1870s
the ratio of German to Irish vocations was one
to five, in the 1890s one to three, and in the 1920s
one to one and a half.

The Cathedral of St. Paul and Bish Op's residence about 1860 on 6th Street between Wabasha and St. Peter
avenues. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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The present-day St. Paul Cathedral, dedlcated In 1915 . (Minnesota Historical Soclety)
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An elaborate, well-attended ceremony marked the corner-stone laying (in 1907) of the third and present-day Cathedral
of St. Paul. (Minnesota Historical Society)

Ethnic Vocation Productivity
Vocation productivity must also be seen in the

context of the Catholic population, specifically
the number of German and Irish parishioners in
the St. Paul diocese. Unfortunately, the diocese
did not conduct an ethnic enumeration of
parishioners. Some approximation of the ethnic
configuration of the diocese can be gained by us-
ing the 1880 Federal census and the 1905 State
census. Because we are concerned with native sons
in this discussion, I compiled the number of
American-born children with parents from Ger-
many and Ireland. To arrive at the number of
Catholics, I assumed that a third of the Germans
were Catholic and 90 percent of the Irish.'

Based on this approximation, in 1880 for every
German-American parishioner in the St. Paul
diocese there were two Irish-Americans. In the
following years the German population surpass-
ed the Irish in the diocese. In 1905, for every Irish-
American parishioner there were one and a half
German-Americans.

Even after adjusting for differences in popula-
tion, Irish-Americans still lead on the number of
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local canfl;.dates ordained. In the 1880s the ratio
of Germail to Irish local vocations was one to
three; in the first decade of this century, one to
two and a half.

Differences in the number and timing of voca-
tions do not end the story. Indeed, they raise an
intriguing series of questions for further research.
Did the conflict between Archbishop Ireland and
the leaders of the German community serve to
Oiscourage German-American youths from
entering his seminary? What was the pattern of
German-American vocations in other dioceses?
Were German youths more attracted to religious
life in these places? Did German-American youths
have more career options in the world than Irish-
Americans? To answer these questions satisfac-
torily is beyond the scope of this paper.

Social Origins of Candidates

The Irish-American candidlltes tendcd to be
more urban in origin than the Germat!-Aniericns.
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A view of St. Paul in 1857, taken from the intersection of 5th Street and Wabasha. The second Roman Cathelic
church is seen under construction in the right center of the photograph. (Minnesota Historical Society)

With the passage of time, however, this difference
became less pronounced. In the 1880s three
quarters of the Irish vocations came from an ur-
ban background but only a third of the Germans.
In the 1920-1930 cohort 73 percent of the Irish
were urban and 63 percent of the Germans.

The occupational background of the can-
didates' fathers also differed. For the 1911-1920
cohort, to give an example, the occupations of
the Irish fathers were 32 percent farmers, 36 per-
cent white collar workers, 9 percent skilled blue
collar, and 20 percent unskilled and semi-skilled
blue collar workers. For the German fathers the
figures were 56 percent farmers, 19 percent white
collar, 6 percent skilled, and 19 percent unskill-
ed and semi-skilled workers.

The recruitment of candidates for the
priesthood underscores the complexity of the
Americanization of the institutional church.
Although bishops repeatedly called for the for-
mation of a locally recruited and trained clergy,
ethnic groups responded at their own time and
pace. Irish-American youths soon flocked to the
St. Paul diocesan seminary. German-Americans,
in contrast, took yet another generation to accept
the invitation to enter the diocesan seminary in
more than token numbers. Perhaps German
youths were more attracted to vocations in

religious orders. To answer this, however, the
membership of other religious communities in
addition to the Benedictines of St. John's Abbey
must be investigated.

This essay has explored only one dimension
of careers in the institutional church. Just as im-
portant is the response of German-American and
Irish-American women to religious life in the con-
vent. Did they respond differently than their
brothers to the church's call for vocations?
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Notes

'James Hitchcock, "Secular Clergy in Nineteenth Century America: A Diocesan Profile," Records
of the American Catholic Historical Society, 88 (March-December 1977): 31-62; Daniel P. O'Neill,
"St. Paul's Priests, 1851-1930: Recruitment, Ethnicity and Americanization," in An American Church:
Essays on the Americanization of the Catholic Church, ed. David Alvarez (Moraga, CA, 1979) and
"The Development of an American Priesthood: Archbishop Ireland and the St. Paul Diocesan Clergy,
1884-1918," Journal of American Ethnic History (forthcoming 1985).

'Colman Barry's history of St. John's Abbey, Work and Worship (Collegeville, MN 1956), does not
examine the origins of the priests in the Benedictine community. Information on Benedictine voca-
tions was obtained from a collection of biographical sketches of the deceased monks of St. John's
published in The Scriptorium, 15 (June 1956). Additional data was obtained at the Abbey archives
(27 June 1923; 9 August 1983).

'Kathleen N. Conzen estimates that a third of all German immigrants were of Roman Catholic
background in "The Germans," in The IPryard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups, ed. Stephen
Thernstrom (Cambridge, 1980), p. 417.
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German Lutherans in Minnesota

by Karl J. Fink

This conference on German culture in Minn-
esota is a timely event, not just as an adjunct to
the tricentennial celebration marking the mig-
ration of the first Germans to America
(1683-1983), but also because there comes a time
when a topic demands attention, when a
community senses an urgency in giving shape and
structure to events of the past. There is in this
conference clearly a desire, if not also a need, to
"set the record straight" concerning vast
demographic and ethnic changes occuring in the
development of Minnesota and in the role of
Germans in that development. There was a time
when this desire, if expressed with regard to the
study of German cultural values, might have been
labelled anti-American or racist and nationalistic;
and while this kind of criticism is not likely today,
it does explain to some extent why there is a strong
sense of urgency about research on the German
Lutherans in Minnesota.

The German Lutheran migration into Minn-
esota began in the second half of the nineteenth
century and ran parallel to the rise of German
nationalism, which culminated in two World Wars
in which public sentiment ran strongly against
German forms of culture. It is therefore not
surprising that study of topics such as German
Lutheran ethnicity in Minnesota has been
postponed into the post-World War II era. And
even though the present study does not coincide
with a special occasion in the story of German
Lutheran migration into Minnesota, it does seem
appropriate to begin research on the topic; for
German Lutherans first settled in the state over
a hundred years ago establishing their first
church, Trinity Lutheran Church, in 1855 and
since that time playing a central role in the
economic, political, educational and religious life
of the state.

We have an excellent start on the topic in
Esther Se lke's Masters Thesis from 1927 on The
Beginnings of the German Lutheran Churches in
Minnesota, a study covering roughly the first three
decades of the topic the period of rapid

demographic growth and expansionism from
1850-1880.' On the heels of this thesis came
German Nazism, which brought a temporary halt
to further study; but not for long, because in the
decades following the Selke study the earliest
German Lutheran churches in Minnesota began
celebrating their seventy-fifth and hundredth
anniversaries, initiating one of the best sources
of research on the topic. And in the 1960's and
70's there were even more such celebrations; now
many parishes have begun to document materials,
make photographs, identify records and translate
them and perhaps most significantly, record
interviews with individuals acquainted with the
earlier phases of parish development. So today
extensive grass-roots materials complement the
formal sources: the church histories, synod
records, and Lutheran magazines available in
church and state archives. The time is indeed here
for writing more synthetic interpretations on the
origin and development of German Lutheran
forms of culture in Minnesota.

The first German Lutheran Church In Minnesota, Trinity
Lutheran, St. Paul, 1855. (Geschichte der Minnesota
Synode)
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Centennial Celebration, Missouri in Minnesota - 1882-1982. (Missouri in Minnesota)

Suggestions for Systematic Research

In the volume on A Heritage Deferred: The
German-Americans in Minnesota (1981), two
suggestions for initiating systematic research on
German Lutherans emerged. One was made by
Alan Graebner, who felt that through a process
of "parish reconstitution," using both secular and
ecclesiastical records, one could speak with
authority about developments, at least in a specific
community.' The assumption is of course that a
well-defined set of records needed for such study
exists. And even though archives such as those
of the Minnesota Historical Society in St. Paul
and of the American Lutheran Church in
Dubuque, Iowa do house such materials, the
approach is very ambitious, as Graebner admits:
"The labor involved would be awesome, but I
suspect that the rewards would be great."' Diana
Rankin in the same volume makes a similar,
although less ambitious proposal. She suggests the
study of community behaviour, using a
"folklorist" approach in which interviews and
field work would complement archival research
and would "raise the consciousness of the
informants and of other group members, giving
them an opportunity to identify with their
immigrant heritage." These two studies provide
us with good strategies for systematic research of
German Lutherans in Minnesota but they also
leave open questions concerning which parishes
to study, what topics are of significance for such
study, and finally questions about the state of

resources available on these particular parishes
and topics.

Most surveys of Lutheranism and of German
ethnicity in America would support the need for
studies of the kind suggested by Graebner and
Rankin. Abdel Wentz, in A Basic History of
Lutheranism in America (1964), devotes only a
short chapter of seven pages to the German
Lutherans in Minnesota and then only from
the viewpoint that historically smaller church
bodies evolved into larger organizations.' That is,
Wentz wrote from an organizational point of view
which yields little information on the ethnic
dimensions of the topic; the emphasis is on a
"growing Lutheran solidarity."6 E. Clifford
Nelson's volume on the Lutherans in North
America (1980) avoids this single and rather
narrow perspective, and thus offers the reader
various topics of interest: on German Lutheran
colonists, on German language maintenance
through the church, and on related topics such
as German newspapers, schools, seminaries, and
other social organizations such as singing clubs.'

And while the volume edited by Nelson offers
a survey of perspectives from which one could
study German Lutheranism in Minnesota, further
investigation into some of these topics would be
unlikely to yield significant results when applied
to the study of German Lutherans in Minnesota.
That is, it is not likely, for example, that the
language experience among German Lutherans in
Minnesota would be significantly different from
that of other German Lutheran groups which
settled in earlier periods and other places over the
300 years of migration from Germany to the
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United States. Indeed, recent discussions in church
history, such as may be found in Leigh D.
Jordahl's essay on "American Lutheranism:
Ethos, Style, and Policy" (1979),' would suggest
that religious conservatism and cultural
isolationism was common among German
Lutherans throughout the Midwest so that the
particularism of subcultures rather than the unity
of a culture should have primary attention,
especially for study of the origins of the German
Lutheran ethnicity in Minnesota.9 And yet a social
science approach to the study of a religious ethnic
group has been around a long time, at least since
the turn of the century. Max Weber published his
study of Die Protestantische Ethik in 1904-05, a
study in which it is argued that the spirit of
capitalism and, hence, the structure of modern
Western society, is based in part on Martin
Luther's concept of a "calling"
(Berufskonzeption). '°

Where Do We Begin?

Where then do we begin in our efforts to do
a study of the ethos of German Lutheran com-
munities in Minnesota? My decision was to be-
gin by trying to survey and evaluate the types of
resources available on the topic of German
Lutherans in Minnesota, and then try to assess
the appropriate entry level which these resources
would provide for study of a particular com-
munity. That is, in some cases one must gu
directly to the parish for information; in others
the entry level is at the church archives; and in
still others the starting point is the synod head-
quarters or at some other level of the church
hierarchy. The state of source material on a
particular community would determine the
appropriate entry level; in general it is safe to
assume that the older the parish the more likely
it is that brief histories exist and that even state
archives have some resources. Indeed, this
diversified condition of resource materials pre-
empts the first statement that can be made about
the German Lutherans in Minnesota: German
Lutheran ethnicity in Minnesota had no unity, and
its diversity is an index of the state of resource
materials which varies from one synodicsl group
to the next. The most characteristic feature of
German Lutheran ethnicity in Minnesota is its
particularism, which was shaped by organized
church bodies in neighboring states. This
preliminary survey of materials would indicate
that resource materials are in a condition directly
proportional to the diversified condition of
German Lutheranism in Minnesota during the
second half of the nineteenth century.
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Although Minnesota would boast a synod as
early as 1869," only five years after the first
German Lutheran church was established in St.
Paul, the most characteristic feature of German
Lutheranism in Minnesota is its lack of ethnic
identity through a single organized Lutheran
Church body. The story of why particularism
reigned among the German Lutheran commun-
ities in Minnesota, to a greater extent than in other
states of the "Northwest Land," is complex; but
for purposes of this study it is important to note
at the outset that the Minnesota Synod, from its
inception, never attained a strong German ethnic
leadership, or a theological one for that matter.
The state was from the beginning targeted as a
mission field by Lutheran synods from
neighboring states, which in some cases had a ten-
year head start in forming support organizations
such as schools, colleges, and seminaries. This
support system was essential to the expansion of
the church organization and to shaping
communities of German Lutheran immigrants.

In the first years the Missouri and Wisconsin
Synods presented the most agressive threat to the
development of a strong Minnesota German
Lutheran ethos; and later, in the 1870's and 80's,
the Iowa Synod expanded its territory to include
large portions of southern Minnesota." So the
first step in studying parish structure and behavior
is to determine the state of information on the
comruunities associated with these church

nizations; in the case of the older parishes
diF are more materials on anniversary celebra-

and in cases where parishes were founded
latc,r, particularly among those or Iowa Synod,
there has been less effort to synthesize and col-
lect information. In all cases there are archival
locations devoted to the collection of primary
materials." It is hoped that from the following
examples of my search and selection of materials
on the topic we are brought one step further in
the effort to make a statement about the nature
of German Lutheran ethnicity in Minnesota.

The Pioneers of German Lutheranism

According to Selke there were six German
Lutheran preachers who arrived with immigrants
in the first wave of migration into the state, a
movement which followed the Treaty of Traverse
des Sioux and Mendota in 1851.'4 Five of them
were free-lance preachers with no clear church
connections, and one was sent by the Missouri
Synod to bring Lutheranism to the Chippewa In-
dians. Three of the five free-lance preachers had
no theological training; four of them were more
farmer than preacher; and only two of these five
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German Lutheran Pioneer Preacher Wilhelm Wier,
1815-1890. (Geschlchte der Minnesota Synode)

established parishes which would become centers
of German Lutheran ethnicity in Minnesota.
These centers include the three parishes founded
by one of the two trained preachers, Wilhelm Wier
(1815-90): Trinity Lutheran Church in St. Paul
(1855), St. John's Lutheran Church at Baytown
(1855), and Emmanuel's Lutheran Church near
Inver Grove (1856). One was organized by the
other trained preacher, Lebrecht Friedrich
Ehregott Krause (1805-1885), St. Martin's
Lutheran Church in Winona (1856). And since
these two pioneer preachers and four parishes
represent the beginning of German Lutheran
ethnicity in Minnesota, it seems reasonable that
any study of such subculture begin here. Such a
study would to some extent also deal with the par-
ticularism of the German ethos: Trinity and St.
John Lutheran churches eventually became
members of the Wisconsin Synod, while
Emmanuel and St. Martin became part of the
Minnesota Synod a development which
represents an interesting story of its own. In fact,
comparative study of these four parishes would
yield an important statement on the history of
German Lutheranism in Minnesota.

The First Ten Years

In 1850 the Federal Census listed a Minnesota
population of 6,077, and ten years later one of

The Second Geiman Lutheran Church in Minnesota, St. John's Lutheran, BaytOwn, 1855. (Geschichte der Min-
nesota Synode)
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Sievers' Exploratory Journey for the Missouri Synod,
1856. (Missouri In Minnesota)

172,023, of which 18,400, (about eleven percent),
were German. With this demographic change
came a burst of missionary activity, so that by
the tenth anniversary of the first German
Lutheran church in Minnesota that of Trinity
Lutheran church in St. Paul there were five
active synods in Minnesota, each one working
independently to organize parishes and to provide
spiritual as well as economic, political and
educational leadership for pioneer settlements and
growing urban communities. A rank order of
these synods, in terms of their significance for
sustaining German-Lutheran ethnicity, would
begin with the Missouri Synod (1847), which
would be followed by the Wisconsin Synod (1850),
the Iowa Synod (1854), and finally the Minnesota
Synod (1860). The Ohio Synod (1818) does not
seem to have played a significant role in the
maintenance of German Lutheranism; it may be
viewed along with a sixth, the Buffalo Synod
(1845), as simply an established Eastern Lutheran
church body which provided advice and clerical
assistance to the younger, developing church
organizations in the "Northwest Land." This
arbitrary ranking of synods is not a statement
about the number of congregations in each
organization, or about the quality of spiritual and
religious service provided for the people of Min-
nesota. It simply represents an evaluative judge-
ment about the degree of German ethnicity main-
thined by those church organizations. It is a
ranking perhaps only useful in identifying the best
possible sources for study of the first decades of
German Lutheran migration into Minnesota. And
from among the sources available on the topic,
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it seems that those by the Missouri Synod offer
the most definitive statements about German
Lutheran ethnicity in Minnesota; those by the
Iowa Synod represent greater need for research
and study, and from the scholar's point of view

greater opportunity for writing and interpre-
tation.

And what significance is there in marking the
first ten years of German Lutheran culture in
Minnesota as a particular phase or epoch? It was
in this period that the character of this subcul-
ture developed, namely one of diversity and
separation and one lacking in ethnic unity and
religious leadership. Each synod mapped out
distinct communities, towns, parishes, and (to
some extent) regions with which they stamped
their particular ethos and polity. In 1856
Ferdinand Sievers' (1816-93) exploratory journey
for the Missouri Synod started as far north as
Crow Wing and St. Columbia, but it was
concentrated along the Mississippi River from St.
Anthony to St. Peter on the Minnesota River."
At the same time that the Missouri Synod was
mapping out regions of interest to them, we see
an attempt to organize a Minnesota Synod around
the early German Lutheran parishes an effort
led by "the old Missionary," Johann Heyer
(1793-1873), who was called in 1857 to serve
Trinity Lutheran Church and was then
instrumental in organizing the Synod. '6 Although

Minnesota Synod Organizer Johann Heyer, 1793-1873.
(Golden Jubilee History)
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another pastor, Adam Blumer (n.d.), who later
supported the Wisconsin Synod in Minnesota, was
the prime mover in forming the Minnesota Synod.
It was still the Old Missionary who gave the Synod
its stamp by bringing to it the "unionistic"
tendencies of the General Synod in the east; Heyer
worked for a Lutheran synod without strong
ethnic identity and with theological unity in
other words, an organization for all Lutherans in
Minnesota, not for German Lutherans in
particular. Thus, while there are old German
Lutheran parishes in the Minnesota Synod of
1860, the entry level of research on these parishes
remains local, the entry level of parishes belongirg
to the Missouri, Wisconsin, and Iowa Synods is
less diffuse: in some cases there are excellent
monographs and in others there are materials
available in church archives, but they are in need
of interpretation. In addition there is a good
chance in all cases where the parish has passed
beyond a centennial celebration that there will
be available at least a brief history of that par-
ticular parish. From these histories, and from the
individuals who wrote them, we have a start for
the reconstitution of German Lutheran parishes,
as well as for the interviews and study of
community behavior needed for a folklorist's
interpretation of ethnic life.

There is one more reason why we would make
the ten years ending with 1865 a significant phase
in the development of a German Lutheran ethos
in Minnesota. This date marks earliest record
indicating that the Iowa Synod had officially sent
its first missionary, Pastor Michael L. Reck
(1835-1910), into the southern part of the state
to organize the growing number c-f German
families there into parishes. And while there are
some excellent sources on the history and
development of the Iowa Synod,'7 these parishes
organized by a Synod from a neighboring state
once more remind us of the particularism, not
only in source material but also in the ethnic
picture of German Lutheran culture in this state.
This aspect of the topic reminds us that any
attempt at a holistic, synthetic study would require
investigation of yet one more body of archival
material, that of the Iowa Synod, and study of
yet one more list of parishes.

But let us put a positive construction on this
state of research: it is quite possible that this
diversity among German groups in Minnesota
gives us an opportunity to do comparative re-
search. With this diversity we can discover, for
example, the least and most common denomin-
ators of German Lutheran community life. That
is, characteristic features of German Lutheran
parishes of the Iowa Synod, for example, might
better be studied against the background of other
organized churcl, gvoups than in a region where
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Minnesota Synod Organizer Adam Biumer. (Geschichte
der Minnesota Synode)

parishes of the Iowa Synod dominate. Thus the
identification of the least and most common
denominators in comparison of parishes and
synods would guide us in our efforts to
reconstitute the parishes, as suggested by
Graebner, and to study community behavior, as
suggested by Rankin.

Common Denominators of
German Lutheran Ethnicity

The following discut7:,,r,. is based on a review
of centennial documenr_s :1%:quired from parish
pastors in Minnesota, from memoirs sent to me
from the American Lutheran Church Archives in
Dubuque, and from published synod historiel
available through the respective church offices.
In addition, the discussion is based on materials
discovered in German libraries, particularly in the
Staatsbibliothek in Göttingen. In other words, the
following discussion represents the topics
commonly found in the documents on German
Lutheran ethnic life in Minnesota, which were
written in the decades of and immediately
following "the first ten years." These topics
represent the central features of a heritage which
is in need of definition and description.
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Chippewa Indian Missionary Ernest Ottomar Cloeter,
1825-1897. (Missouri In Minnesota)

Indian Missions

While attempts to christianize the Indians,
that is, to integrate them into the value system
of German-American culture, was a concern of
organized Lutheran bodies in Minnesota, the
effort is largely associated with a representative
of the Missouri Synod, Ernest Ottomar Cloeter
(1825-97)." His Mission at "Parallel Waters"
(Gabitawips,-- in Crow Wing County lasted
from 18.('' ending with the Sioux uprising
which was ;_entered in New Ulm but spread also
to the Chippewa Indians along the upper Miss-
issippi River. Learning the Chippewa, language,
selecting the Mission site, funding thc ptojec::,
translating the values of Christianity io those
of the Indian culture, and providing for the
safety and well-being of his family are all part of
the picture in which German Lutherans met the
native American culture of the nineteenth cen-
tury. This topic of German Lutheran ethnic life
merits closer attention, not only for historical
and biographical reasons but for better under-
standing the problems associated with the mer-
ger of two cultures with vastly different sets of
values. There remains much to be learned from
the experiences of the German-Lutheran en-
counter with the Chippewa Indians in Minne-
sota in the nineteenth century. The topic is more
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about failure than success, but it is one which
has been deferred and awaits fulfillment, an
aspect of the German Lutheran heritage with
potential for development.

Home Missions

Of equal interest is the story of how religious
service came to isolated individuals, a story
which tells of how families were molded into
communities with common goals and aspira-
tions. Here, too, there are individuals who merit
biographical study: those like Karl Schulze (? -
1903) who played a central role for the Missouri
Synod in organizing parishes on the prairies
southwestern Minnesota; Heinrich Vetter (1842-
1907), who for the Missouri Synod at one time
served five hundred families in forty-two differ-
ent places in central Minnesota; or Pastor Reck,
who for the Iowa Synod established the first
parishes in southern Minnesota, along the Iowa
border. Especially in the memoirs of the latter
figure there are records of prairie experiences
common to those of all German Lutheran
communities in Minnesota: the hardships of the
traveling preacher, the negotiations for mission
territory among competing preachers, problems

11.

Home -Mission Preacher Heinrich Vetter, 1842-1907.
(Missouri in Minnesota)
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Vehicles of the Traveling Preacher, Buggy and Sleigh, ca.

in retention of parish constituency, the type of
lay leadership required for the community, as
well as functional decisions involving the physi-
cal, economic, and political structure of the
community.

In the memoirs of Pastor Reck we have an
extensive record of the process by which the
German Lutheran communities took root in
Minnesota.'9 From his experiences in the 1860's
we have records of the competetive spirit
amongst Protestant sects, particularly the
Lutheran view toward the Methodist home
mission work. "It appears that I may have
trouble with the Methodists. There was a man
here from Rice Lake, a German settlement,
where Methodists are working. I was asked to go
there, perhaps there were still some that could be
won back to the right way.'"° In a later passage
ffeck's concerns are expressed more directly.
"The Albrech-Methodists dedicated their
church February 17 in Blue Earth, and the
following was reported: There was more singing
than praying. There was crying and shouting;
because they have the opinion that at such an
occasion the Holy Fpirit is present in greater and
mightier form than at other times, but also the
evil one, and he must be scared with noise to
give place to the Holy One."" Elsewhere Reck
reports how upon arrival in Owatonna he learned
of a Rev. Herzer, "a Missourian," who had a
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1870. (Missouri In Minnesota)

parish in Claremont about ten miles east of
Owatonna, and with whom Reck felt he might
negotiate territorial claims for home missions:
"Herzer is twenty-four years old; he arrived
here just several months ago from seminary. He
did his utmost to down the Iowans and uphold
the Missourians. Yet, in all, I took a liking to
him. I wanted to arrange with him so our work
would not conflict. I learned that there were six
counties in southern Minnesota where no Luth-
eran pastor is doing any mission work; so I
considered these as my mission field.""

The Parochial School

One of the central themes in materiOs on the
origin of German Lutheran communilx:3 the
maintenance of religious and ethnic udity-xlvcc,ugh
primary and secondary schools, as well as through
colleges and seminaries needed to train preachers
and teachers who would sustain these local parish
schools. In terms of significance for German
Lutheranism in Minnesota, one would begin with
Dr. Martin Luther College in New Ulm, a center
for learning founded by the Wisconsin Synod in
1887, and Concordia College in St. Paul, founded
by the Missouri Synod in 1894. A comparison of
these two institutions, as well as a study of their
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individual roles in providing for the needs of
parochial education, is fundamental to the study
of parish reconstitution and community
behavior. It seems that nowhere could ethnicity
be more clearly traced than in the programs of
the teachers and preachers in a community.
Indeed, the typical parish provided not only a
church but also a school and in some cases
separate housing for the teacher and the pastor.
These parochial schools can be found in rural
parishes such as the one associated with Zion
Lutheran Church in Sanborn, founded in 1903 by
the Minnesota Synod, or the one associated with
Emanuel Lutheran Church, established by the
Wisconsin Synod in 1915 in St. Paul. In addition
to the curriculum, one might take a closer look
at the lists of names in graduating classes as a
means of identifying individuals around whom
traditions of leadership developed.

Church Art and Architecture

Although many churches founded in the early
period of German Lutheranism in Minnesota
today boast new structures, resource materials
illustrate a great variety of interior and exterior
design in the original structure of the nineteenth
century. Seating patterns of men, women, and
children, the location and design of the light
fixtures, the type and structure of heating fac-
ilities, as well as the location and design of the
alter and pulpit and oiher religious icons are

preserved in many local church anniversary
documents. Often the tastes and wealth of a
community are reflected in the design and
structure oi the churches, and in some cases one

Old Main, Dr. Martin Luther College, New Ulm, 1887.
(You and Your Synod)

,

Parochial School, Emanuel Lutheran Church, St. Paul, 1915. (Emanuel Evangelical Lutheran Church, Custom Book)
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can trace the development of community wealth
and strength through the modified and expand-
ed structures of the parish. In many ways the
spatial and environmental dimensions of both
churches and schools reflect thc most tangible
aspect of the German Lutherar -alture in Minne-
sota. In it we see the A, , diversity, and
independence of these :ciminunides. Indeed.
questions about environmemill and spatial design
lead to two further topics common to most
sources on German Lutheran parishes: the life of
the preacher-farmer and the urbanization of rural
parishes. In some cases the parish included a
church and school, along with houses for the
teacher and the preacher, as well as a set of farm
buildings which provided the parish staff with
resources for stabilizing the economic life of these
community leaders. In parishes where urbaniza-
tion brought quick demographic changes, the
environmental and spatial dimensions changed
accordingly: they changed from farms to factory.
Thus the extended parish site reflects changes
occuring in the German Lutheran community
which brought it into contact with other ethnic
groups, identifying that juncture where a
particular ethnicity disolved into typical patterns
of American life.

In summary, while the value of case studies
on parish reconstitution and community be-
havior would be very beneficial, there still are
a number of preliminary questions which ought
to be asked. The goal of this study has been to

ask two of these questions: to try to identify the
parishes with the longest traditions of a German
Lutheran ethos, and secondly to discuss topics
common to sources available on such communi-
ties. In both matters, in identifying the oldest par-
ishes and in discussing a few central topics,
additional work is needed such as perhaps
chronologically ranking all German Lutheran
parishes in the order in which they were founded,
especially those founded in the period 1855 to
1890, the period of diversity and individuality.
This period precedes the one of the great church
mergers, the tendency toward Lutheran solidarity,
and in it we are likely to find greater evidence of
German Lutheran ethnicity than in parishes
founded after the turn of the century. The present
study has tried to give some direction to the state
of research on German Lutheran ethnicity, as well
as to the object of the research itself, to the
diversity and particularism in German Lutheran
ethnicity in Minnesota.

Karl I. Fink, Chairman of the German Department of
St. Olaf College, is a native of South Dakota. He has a B.A.
degree from Wartburg College and a Ph.D. from the Univer-
sity of Illinois, where he did a dissertation on Goethe as a
historian of science. He has published on German eighteenth
century thought; culture theory, the Aged in Germany, and
foreign language methodology. At the present time he is stu-
dying the socio-religious background of German-Lutherans
in the "Northwest Land."

Church Intorlor, St. Peter's Lutheran Church, Delmont, South Dakota, 1902. (75th Anniversary, St. Peter Lutheran
(hurch)
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German Jews in Minnesota: 1845-1910

by Marilyn J. Chiat and Chester Proshan

In papers presented at the two prior confer-
encs on the German-American heritage in Min-
nesota, most participants agreed that the German
experience in Minnesota has been diverse, not
singular. This paper will examine one group who
contributed to the diversity of the German ex-
perience in Minnesota - German Jews. It will focus
on German Jews who settled in Minnesota dur-
ing the second half of the 1800s and the early
1900s, discussing their experience within the larger
context of the experiences of Jews in Germany,
and of German Jews in the United States during
the nineteenth century.

We will begin by prefacing our discussion with
three pieces of background information. First, our
definition of the term German Jews: those Jews
who resided in the areas of Europe that in 1871
became the German Empire, including Poznan
that for a time was a part of Poland.

Second, a word regarding the origin of this
paper. What we are presenting is an outgrowth
of an ongoing research project to document
Jewish settlers in nineteenth century Minnesota,
a project co-sponsored by the Ancient Near East
and Jewish Studies Program at the University of
Minnesota and the Minnesota-Dakotas region of
the National Conference of Christians and Jews,
Inc. The project's initial focus has been on the
northeastern sector of Minnesota, the Iron Range;
thus, the entire state's Jewish population has yet
to be studied. As a consequence, this paper must
be viewed as a work-in-progress.

Finally, an observation about our motivation
for writing this paper. An important question rais-
ed at the earlier conferences was, "Why study the
German ethnic experience in Minnesota at all?"
Professor Don Ward, one of the participants, pro-
vided a good response to this question. Pointing
to the need for the retention of ethnic pride in
America, he said that "ethnic groups [must] call
attention to their contributions from the past, so
that they will be better prepared to cherish and
nurture their own cultural heritage in the future."
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This response can be expanded. Respect for
cultural pluralism in the United States is further
reason for studying ethnic groups. It is not enough
for members of an ethnic group to be made ire
of their cultural heritage. Those outside the 6,oup
must also recognize the contributions of that
group to the pluralism that gives our nation its
multifaceted character. For only through under-
standing one another's ethnic heritage, and ao
cepting the heterogeneous character of our na-
tion's cultural composition, can we prevent the
re-occurrance of the terrible wrongs of recent
American history such as the over-zealousness
of those who in 1917 created the Minnesota Com-
mission of Public Safety that harassed non-
English speaking immigrants, especially Germans.

Jews in Germany: 18004900

At the beginning of the nineteenth century
125,000 to 150,000 Jews resided in Germany; by
1871 their numbers had increased to 512,000, and
by 1900 to 5S7,000. Even with this surge in
population, which was unprecedented in Jewish
history, the percentage of Jews in the population
of Germany remained practically stable due to the
equally rapid increase of the German population
as a whole. In 1800 Jews comprised approximately
1% of Germany's total population, in 1871
1.25%, in 1900 1.04%. For the grcater part of
the century, the majority of Jews resided in
Prussia and Bavaria, and in progressively lesser
numbers Alsace-Lorraine, Baden, Hesse, and
Wiirttemberg living mostly in small towns and
villages.' To illustrate the second point, in
Wurttemberg in 1846 there were a total of 12,000
Jews, 10,000 of whom lived in small villages.' By
the end of the century, however, the majority of
the Jewish population lived in large cities in-
cluding Hamburg and Frankfurt-am-Main and,
most importantly, Berlin where by this time
one-third of all German Jews resided.'

A prominent theme in Jewish experience in
nineteenth century Germany was the separation
of the Jewish people from mainstream society. In
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the political realm, coming into the nineteenth
century, those states that later were to form the
German Empire had either expelled Jewry from
their borders or treated Jews as a disenfranchis-
ed minority.' The granting of full civil rights to
the Jewish people was not considered primarily
for two reasons; First, Christianity's and
Judaism's longstanding hostility toward one
another, and second, the belief that the Jewish
people constituted a nation living in exile and
were, therefore, only sojourners in Germany.
Over the course of the century this situation
changed. In the wake of the French Revolution

and its introduction of egalitarianism and the
Age of Enlightenment and the attitudinal changes
it brought toward religion Jewry was granted
limited civil rights in some German states by 1860.
However, Jews never received full and complete
civil rights in Germany until the Weimar
Republic.'

In the economic realm, Jews had been invited
into Germany in the Middle Ages in order to pro-
vide needed financial and commercial services that
were considered inappropriate for Germans to
perform.' Thus, by the beginning of the nine-
teenth century, most gainfully-employed Jewish
workers were in occupations related to commerce
and business. As the century progressed, their
concentration in these areas became distasteful to
German authorities, who now insisted that as a
qualification for full emancipation Jews find oc-
cupations in less "morally degrading" fields, such
as agriculture and handicrafts. Ironical!y, these
were two occupations that German legislation had
long prohibited Jews from entering.' Efforts were
made by many Jews to try to change their occupa-
tional patterns in order to ensure their being
granted full civil rights. But statistics suggest that
these efforts were less than successful. For exam-
ple, in 1895 the fields of business and commerce
employed 56% of the Jewish labor force in Ger-
many, while only 1.4% worked in agriculture and
19.3% in industry. In contrast, 36% of the Ger-
man labor force worked in agriculture, 36% in
industry, and only 10% in business and
commerce.'

In the area of religion, classical Judaism,
which was what most German Jews were prac-
ticing at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
was viewed by Germans as being too particu-
laristic. Its ritual and liturgy were judged alien to
German culture, as well as anachronistic. The
ideal, as viewed by many Germans, was the con-
version of the Jewish population; and if not that,
at the very least a modernization and Germaniza-
tion of its religion. '° The Jewish people respond-
ed to this pressure in a variety of ways. Few chose
outright conversion to Christianity. Some retained
their ties to classical Judaism, particularly those
residing in Germany's rural areas and in Poznan.

Others organized a move toward religious reform
that ultimately went in two directions. One,
known as Neo-orthodoxy, maintained the tradi-
tional liturgy and ritual but emphasized aspects
of Judaism which were considered more mean-
ingful in the contemporary world. The center of
this movement was Frankfurt-am-Main." The
other, which is now known as the Reform Move-
ment, was an attempt to liberalize and modernize
Jewish liturgy and ritual; it received its main sup-
port from Jews living in Germany's large urban
areas, especially in Prussia. Pressure for religious
reform, internal and external, had its effect on
the Jewish population, as can be seen by the fact
that by the end of the nineteenth century over 80%
of the Jews living in Germany identified with the
Reform Movement."

Socially and culturally, at the start of the nine-
teenth century, German Jewry did not seek nor
did Germans want them to seek assimilation. Jews
and Germans had little contact ujtside the
workplace. '' For example, Jews did not send their
children to German schools; instead, their children
attended Jewish schools and yeshivot, Jewish
talmudic academies.'' Jews and Germans were
also separated linguistically. Most Jews had Yid-
dish, a low German dialect interspersed with
Hebrew and a number of other languages, as their
first language."

This situation changed, however, as the cen-
tury progressed. As a prominent German- Jew-
ish intellectual of the time wrote, a number of
Jews ". . . attached themselves with all their hearts
to the German nation. . ."" For instance, by 1900
many Jewish students were attending German
public schools and using German as their primary
language.'" Yet the century ended with few Jewish
people achieving complete cultural and social
assimilation without first abandoning their Jewish
identity.

As a consequence of being separated from
mainstream German society, Jews experienced a
great population dislocation in Germany during
the nineteenth century, which took the form of
emigration as well as migration. Early in the cen-
tury, Jews were dislocated primarily in south and
southwestern Germany. In Bavaria, for instance,
the so-called matrikelzwang laws granted only the
eldest son of every Jewish family the right of
residence, so that all the other children were more
or less compelled to emigraL or migrate. As a
result, before 1861 when the laws were finally
repealed, more than half of the Jewish popula-
tion had left Bavaria."

During the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, German Jewish population dislocation mov-
ed north to Prussia and Poznan. Factors that con-
tributed to Jews being uprooted in these states in-
cluded heavy taxes, conscription into the German
army, and continued persecution."
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A portrait of Leopold Weiskopf, who was born in
Bohemia and educated at the University of Bohemia.
He immigrated to Charleston, South Carolina in 1846
and moved to Minneapolis following the Civil War.
Weiskopf served in the South Carolina home Guard
during thu Civil War. His family was active in Sherri
Tov. This portrait was painted fn Charleston.
(Photograph courtesy of Project to Document Jewish
Settlers in Minnesota)

German Jews in America: 1800-1900

Of the hundreds and thousands of German
Jews who were dislocated during the nineteenth
century, approximately 150,000 came to the
United States. The peak years of their emigration
were 1820-1870, with the greatest number arriv-
ing in the 1840s. " Most Jewish immigrants from
Germany were single men in their late twenties
and early thirties from small towns, villages, and
rural areas in south and southwestern Germany.
Some had a public school education and were in
the trades, but were either unemployel or
underemployed. Many became part of America's
westward expansion, first settling along the Ohio
River Valley and later in the Mississipi River
Valley, especially in major cities including Cin-
cinnati, St. Louis, and Louisville." Jewish pro-
fessionals and intellectuals, secular as well as
religious, from the larger urban areas never
emigrated in large numbers."

While on the whole German Jews were more
assimilated in America than they were in Germany
in the nineteenth century, they were not complete-
ly integrated into the American mainstream.

A portrait of Mrs. Leopold (Rosa) Weiskopf, who was
born in Bohemia. Her portrait was painted in
Charleston. (Photograph courtesy of Project to Docu-
ment Jewish Settlers in Minnesota)

Politically, while under law through the Federal
Constitution Jews had been granted full equali-
ty, in reality such was not the case. As late as 1820

only seven of the thirteen original states had
recognized Jews in the political sense. For exam-
ple, Maryland Jews could not vote or hold public
office until well into the nineteenth century."

In the economic realm, as in Germany, most
German Jews in the United States were involved
in commerce. It is estimated that at some time or
other in their careers about fifty percent of the
wage-earning Jewish immigrants from Germany
were peddlers. Few were in agriculture, the pro-
fessions, or held the higher ranks in the military."

With regard to religion, German Jews wor-
shipped in the United States without fear of
persecution. Most observant German-Jewish im-
migrants belonged to one of the two reform
movements that originated in Germany, and for
the same reasons their co-religionists in the old
country did: to conform as much as possible to
the religious norm of the host society."

Finally, the cultural and social experiences of
these immigrants can be best understood within
the larger context of German immigrant experi-
ence in the United States. Not only did the
German-Jewish immigrants settle in the same
regions as other Germans, they also had better
relations and more contact with their German
neighbors in America than in Germany. More-
over, Jewish immigrants often subscribed to many
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Sherri Tov, later renamed Temple Israel, was found-
ed in 1878. The first building was located at 501-503
Tenth Street South, Minneapolis; it was in use from
1880 until it was badly damaged by fire In 1902. (Min-
nesota Historical Society)
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Temple Israel, second building, built on same site as
the original building, was in use from 1903-1928. (Min-
nesota Historical Society)

Al>

Chapel of the Montefiore Burial Association, located at 42nd Street and 3rd Avenue South, Minneapolis. It was
founded in 111.78 by German-Jewish immigrants residing in Minneapolis. The Chapel, whlch is still in use, was
constructed ca. 1880. The Association merged in 1952 with the Temple Israel, Minneapolis. (Photograph courtesy
of Temple Israel)



A portrait of Mrs. .loseph (Amelia) Ullman, who wrote
a memoir in later lite describing her arrival in Minnesota
and the rigors of climate and frontier life. Upon retur-
ning to Germany, she sent various ceremonial objects
to Mount Zion Temple. (Minnesota Historical Society)

IL

Charter incorporating Mount /ion Temple, St. Paul,
under the laws of Minnesota Territory, February 26,
1857. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Joseph Ullman, who immigrated from the Alsatian city
of Mulhouse and settled in St. Paul in 1854, was first
in the liquor trade and later in furs. He ultimately return-
ed to Germany, where he controlled an international
fur business from his home office in Leipzig. Ullman
was the first treasurer of Mount Zion Temple. (Min-
nesota Historical Society)

facets of German culture as they were
transplanted to the United States. For example,
in the early nineteenth century while their fellow
Jews in Germany were still speaking Yiddish as
their primary language, German Jews in the
United States were often speaking German. In-
deed, as late as the 1850s, studies indicate that
probably about two-thirds of the German Jews
in the United States still did not use or understand
English, preferring instead to speak German."
Jews were also active in German cultural organiza-
tions, such as theatrical and musical societies, im-
migrant aid and charitable associations; and they
subscribed to German language newspapers and
journals."

Several reasons have been suggested to explain
why Jews were able to maintain closer relations
with Germans in the United States than in Ger-
many. One explanation suggests that the iwo
groups had an empathy for one another as a con-
sequence of shared negative experiences in Ger-
many, such as lack of employment, religious
persecution, restrictive inheritance laws, and
military conscription." Another explanation
posits that since German culture was held in
relatively high esteem in nineteenth century
America, it was advantageous for German-Jewish
immigrants to emphasize the German aspect of
their identity rather than the Jewish."
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Cover of the American Jewish World, a weekly
newspaper published in Minneapolis for the Twin Cities
Jewish community. Thls issue dated December 10,
1921, was published In memory of Rabbi Samuel N.
Deinard, rabbi of Temple Israel from 1901 until his
death In 1921. Rabbi De !nerd was born In Lithuania but
educated in Berlin and Cologne, Germany; he later
received a Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota.
Deinhard immigrated to the United States in 1892 and
was rabbi at Reform Temples in Indiana and Chicago
prior to his arrival in Minneapolis in 1901. (Photograph
courtesy of the Minnesota Historical Society)

German Jews in Minnesota: 1845-1910

1. Literature Review
Very little has been written about German-

Jewish immigrants in Minnesota in the 1800s and
early 1900s. While a few secondary sources men-
tion these settlers, none discuss them in a com-
prehensive manner. Most sources make cursory
references only, and the two most in-depth
studies, both done several decades ago by Gun-
ther Plaut," have as their focus subjects other
than these settlers themselves.

An examination of Plaut and other secondary
sources yields the following major points re-
garding German-Jewish immigrants in Minne-
sota.' The first German Jews known to have settl-
ed in Minnesota arrived during the territorial
period in the 1840s. Although a minimum of

Kaimon Lion (also spelled Leon), was the first cantor
and ritual slaughterer hired by the newly-formed Mount
Zion Temple. Lion arrived In the United States In 1851
from his home in Koblenz, Germany, and settled in St.
Paul in 1856 with his wife and one child. Photograph
taken in 1883. (Minnesota Historical Society)

Mrs. Kaimon (Dina) Lion. Photograph taken in 1883.
(Minnesota Historical Society)

seventy Jews from Germany were living in Min-
nesota in the 1860s, it is believed that no more
than three hundred were in the state in 1880s. Few
if any of these settlers came directly from Ger-
many to Minnesota, but it is not known with any
certainty where they had settled first, either
abroad or in the United States. By the time they
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Rabbi Judah Wechsler, rabbi at Mount Zion Temple
from 1878-1888. Born in Bavaria and educated at the
University of Warzburg and the Talmudic Academy
located in that city, Rabbi Wechsler was responsible
for placing Mount Zion solidly in the Reform move-
ment. He preached in English and German. (Minnesota
Historical Society)

reached Minnesota many were in their late twen-
ties or early thirties, and were married with at least
one child. Most settled in St. Paul.

Although the work of Plaut and others does
not permit a detailed comparison of the Ger-
man-Jewish experience in Minnesota to that else-
where in the United States in the nineteenth cen-
tury, there seem to be some similarities between
the two, especially with regard to the question of
assimilation. German-Jewish immigrants in Min-
nesota appear to have come from several areas
of Germany, but particularly Bavaria and Prussia,
the two states that were sending the greatest
number of Jews to America. Like many of their
German co-religionists in the United States, the
German-Jewish settlers in Minnesota were
primarily engaged in commerce and were
associated with reform Judaism. The first
synagogue incorporated in Minnesota, Mount
Zion, was founded by German Jews in 1856 and
became reform after an initial association with the
Neo-orthodox movement.

Lastly, there is evidence that the German-
Jewish cultural and social experiences in Minn-
esota paralled those of the German-Jewish
population elsewhere in the United States. That
German identity was important to the German-
Jewish immigrants in Minnesota is suggested by
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Mount Zion Temple, first building located at scuthwest
corner of Tenth and Minnesota Streets, St. Paul. In use
1871-1881. (Minnesota Historical Society)

"t

tr't

Mount Zion Temple, second building, also located at
southwest corner of Tenth and Minnesotr Streets, St.
Paul. in use i 381-1903. (Minnesota HisWriral Society)

the fact some joined German social and cultural
organizations and used German as their language
of preference (German was used, for example, in
Mount Zion Temple both for the liturgy and for
the rabbi's sermon).
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Mount Zion Temple, third building, located at Avon and Holly Avenue, St. Paul. In use 1903-1955. (Courtesy
Minnnsota Historical Society)

Rabbi Dr. Leopole Wintner, the first rr....7,72 at Mount Zion
Temple, served from 1871-1873. Born in Koztvelyes,
Hungary, Rabbi Wintner received his Ph.D. him the
University of Tubingen, Germany, and was ordainod
In Vienna, Austria. At Mount Zion he preached in
Hebrew and German. (Minnesota Historical Society)

Isidor Rose;the President of Mount Zion Temple in
1873 and 1881-1883. A partner of Joseph Ullman in the
fur business, Rose managed the St. Paul branch. He
was born In Speyer, Germany, and came to St. Paul
from New Orleans, where he had landed at age eigh-
teen. (Minnesota Historical Society)



Peter Shapiro, with his daughter Mrs. Maurice (Clara) Lefkovits, wife of the rabbi of Temple Emanuel, Duluth,
her son Harold, and son Max Shapiro on the right. (Photograph courtesy of Project to Document Jewish Settlers
in Minnesota)

As this review indicates, considerably more is
not known than is known about Minnesota's
German-Jewish settlers. Yet this dearth of in-
formation on German Jews in Minnesota cannot
be credited to a Jack of source material. Primary
sources are available. Private and public records
exist. So too do photographs, artifacts, architec-
ture, and sources for oral history. Indeed, all the
areas discussed in the two prior conferences regar-
ding the experiences of other German ethnic
groups in Minnesota demography, settlement
patterns, economic, religious and social life,
material culture, and inter-group relations can
be researched for the Minnesota German-Jewish
experience. What is important in undertaking this
research is to recognize that relevant German non-
Jewish data needs to be examined as well as Jewish
data.
2. The Project to Document Jewish Settlers in
Minnesota

In pursuing its research on Jews in north-
eastern Minnesota the Project has uncovered in-
formation about German-Jewish immigrants on
the iron Range during the late 1800s and the ear-
ly 1900s. This information fits within the areas
of study that have just been enumerated and is
based on the types of primary sources mention-
ed above. What follows is a sample of the Pro-
ject's findings: selected data on German Jews in
Saint Louis County at the beginning of the twen-
tieth century. This data is taken from the 1910
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Peter Shipiro; tinitIve of Bavaria, Settled with his fami-
ly in St. Paul. His son, Mai Shapiro, was one of the
first Jewish settlers t.1.4.e Iron Range. Although the
family lived in Virgir . Minnesota, Max Shapiro was
a founder of Temple Emanuqi, Ei Reform congregation
in Duluth. (Photograph cowy of Project to Docu-
ment Jewish Settlers in Miwli;sota)
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Federal census, from other written primary
sources, and from a series of oral histories 0.- 1,!
with Jewish and non-Jewish resid- !its of the Iron
Range.

According to the Federal census in 1 0, F.70
Jews resided in Saint Louis County, erzimi'ing
Duluth, 49 of them German immigrants. nit: .1. of
these German Jews had arrived in the United
States in the 1870s but had not settled in north-
eastern Minnesota until the 1890s, when the iron
mines opened. Some, it seems, worked their way
west, first living in New York, Illinois, Michigan,
and Wisconsin. Most used German as their first
language and many were employed in commerce.
The largest number of German-Jewish immigrants
lived in the towns of Virginia and nearby Eveleth.
Other communities having German-Jewish immi-
grants included Hibbing, Aurora, Chisholm,
Tower, McKinley, Gilbert and Biwabek.

ViA

According to written primary sources and peo-
ple interviewed by the Project, the first synagogue
in northeastern Minnesota, outside of Duluth, was
established in 1900 in Eveleth; the second was
founded in 1905 in Virginia. The ritual followed
in both was classical, but evidence indicates the
Virginia synagogue may have been the more
liberal of the two. For example, the Virginia
synagogue was apparently the first in the region
to permit women to sit downstairs with men.

German-Jewish immigrants generally felt ac-
cepted by their neighbors, who for the most part
were not Germans, but eastern and southern
Europeans. primarily Finns, Poles, Italian and
Austro-Hungarians. As a consequence of their ac-
ceptance, many German-Jewish immigrants were
active in the general community. They ran for
public office but rarely if ever were elected.
However, several were appointed by mayors to

B'nel Abraham Synagogue, located at Fifth Street and Fourth Avenue, Virginia, MinneRota: a view of the building
under comitruction in the winter of 1909. The synagogue was founded by Eastern European and German-Jewish
immigrants on the Iron Range. (Photograph courtesy of Project to Document Jewish Settlers in Minnesota)
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serve on various commissions, including the park,
school, and library boards. They were also active
in various civic and communal organizations, such
as the Chamber of Commerce, Elks, Rotary Club,
American Legion and Masons, often holding high
offices. At the same time, German Jews felt some
social prejudice. Jews, for instance, were not
allowed to hold membership in country clubs in
Saint Louis County until well into the 1950s. Only
one Jew is known to have broken the barrier prior
to this time a German who arrived in Tower
in 1889 and who is widely considered to be the
first Jewish settler on the Iron Range. His accep-
tance into the community at large is still referred
to with something close to awe by Jews living on
the Range.

This data on German-Jewish immigrants in St.
Louis County is provocative. It underscores
several points made earlier about German-Jewish
immigrants in Minnesota and the United States,
and takes issue with others, while introducing
some entirely new points, thus highlighting the
fact that the German-Jewish experience in Min-
nesota in the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies is still wide open for future research.
Through the research efforts of the Project to
Document Jewish Settlers in Minnesota, and
through the analysis of its collected data as well
as relevant data collected elsewhere, the history
of those German-Jewish immigrants who chose
to settle in Minnesota can begin to be written.
Thus, one more German heritage in Minnesota
will be fulfilled.

Marilyn J. Chiat is an adjunct member of the faculty
in the Program in Ancient Near Eastern and Jewish Studies
and the Center for Ancient Studies at the University of Minn-
esota. She received her Ph.D. in Art History from the
University of Minnesota. Her Handbook of Synagogue
Architecture was published by Scholars Press for Brown
University's Post-Biblical Judaica series. At present she
teaches courses on the art and architecture of the Jewn peo-
ple and a material culture seminar at the University of Min-
nesota. She created and developed The Project to Document
Jewish Settlers in Minnesota for which she is now project
director. In this capacity she is overseeing research conducted
by University of Minnesota graduate students that will result
in the writing of a comprehensive history of Jewish settle-
ment in Minnesota. In addition, she is planning a touring
exhibit of the material evidence related to the Jewish ex-
perience in Minnesota collected as part of the project's
research effort. Dr. Chiat has prcsented and published
numerous scholarly and popular papers in this country and
abroad on the art and architect,xe of the Jewish people. She
has also spoken widely on the history of the Jewish com-
munity in Minnesota and its relationship to othrlr Jewish
communities in the United States. Dr. Chiat is a third genera-
tion Minnesotan.

Chester Proshan is pursuing a Ph.D. in American
Studies at the University of Minnesota. He has a M.A. in
American Studies from the University of Minnesota and a
B.A. in American literature and American Studies from
Rutgers College. His research and publications have concen-
trated on Jewish experience in the U.S. outside the major
centers of Jewish population. Since 1981 he has served as
the research associate for the Project to Document Jewbh
Settlers in Minnesota, 1880-1925, in the Program in Ancient
Near Eastern and Jewish Studies at the University of iv': atn -
esota. With Dr. Chiat, he is currently researching a book
on the history of Jewish communal services in St. Paul, 1.0
be published in spring 1985. He was born in and raised near
Boston.
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"Ibid.
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German Language Experience: Die Wandertour

by Norbert G. Benzel

Historians have described our country as a
melting pot in which an infinite number of
minorities representing nearly every national,
racial and ethnic group on earth have been
assimilated into a vast superstructure called the
United States. It is customary to define the
strongest bonds that tie our citizens together as
our 200-year Anglo-Saxon history. our Amer-
ican way of life, and the English icinguage.

In recent decades, however, historians of
ethnic studies and experts foctu'lig on the ex-
periences and achievements of hyph-
enated Americans (or Americans with
foreign ba,:kground) have gained
new respectability. Scholars and
average citizens of our time quite
frequently attempt to re-define
America, not so much with an
assimilationist's but a pluralist's
point of view. Local, state,
regional, federal, private and

public institutions not only encourage but have
as their goal to shed new light on our multi-
faceted ethnic heritage. A case in point is the
flurry of activities presently found in com-
memoration of the 300th anniversary of organ-
ized German immigration to the United States.
Never in the history of this nation have so many
conferences, symposia, colloquia, festivals,
exhibitions, and workshops been concluded, never
so many detailed studies published that center on
German-Americans as individuals or as
representatives of a specific ethnic group.

I am a German-American who has witnessed
and observed an ever-increasing interest in our
ethnic-oriented past: among the students I teach,

their parents, my colleagues, a5 well as my
other acquaintances and friends.

Because I have been associated with
Concordia College in Moorhead,

Minnesota, for more than twenty
years, I have particularly experienced

it to an ever-increasing degree
through our International
Language Village programs.

Since 1961 more than
50,000 young students

between the ages of
8 and 18 have

participated

1

"Experience - based activities" include ethnic dances, some of them acrobatic.
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in our summer programs, mini-programs, abroad
programs and adventure programs. Through the
medium of one of the eight languages presently
taught, these youngsters explore the culture of
other countries by means of experience-based
activities; they also investigate and discover their
own heritage, their own roots.

Our involvement in foreign language teaching
has confirmed in us the strong belief that the most
direct and effective way to appreciate cultural
manifestations of any type is through the knowl-
edge of language, coupled with the experience of
using that language in a personal way. Language
is the best-known tool available to man for the
understanding of our own cultural heritage and
that of our ancestors from distant shores.
Experience-based activities help deepen our under-
standing of ourselves as we interpret basic tenets
of a cultural nature.

Began Planning in 1977

In 1977, under the leadership of Dell Bjerk-
ness, Ed Magidson, Paul Erickson and Christiane
Marks, several instructors of Concordia's Inter-
national Language Villages began considering a
never-before-attempted adventure-type German
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The logo
printed on

Dle Wandertour
T-shirtp featured the

bicych, an outline map of
Minnesota (i.e. the shape of the state), end the route
the bikers followed from Fort Snelling to Bemidji.

language program. The idea was to sponsor a
bike-a-thon for students 13 years and older to
discover Europe in Minnesota. Since German
immigrants in Minnesota constitute the largest
ethnic group, a 12-day metric bicycle tour focusing
on "German" Minnesota was launched. Called
"Die Wandertour," this program became a reality
in the summer of 1978. It turned out to be so
sucressful and promising that it was offered again
in 1979, 1980 and 1981.

Thsigned to interpret German immigrant ex-
perience in Minnesota, "Die Wandertour"
combined three distinct aspects: the German
language, German immigrant history, and a
bicycle tour of more than 800 kilometers through
13 Minnesota counties that have a dominant
ethnic German heritage. It involved over 200
bicyclists and staff. The participants of the under-
taking were individuals with a minimum age of
13, students or faculty members with a knowledge
of and interest in German, and some German
nationals. Together they biked and explored
ethnic German heritage over a period of almost
two weeks in communities like St. Paul, Minne-
apolis, Carver, Cologne, Hamburg, Arlington,
New Germany, New Ulm, Klossner, Collegeville,
St. Joseph, New Munich, Meier Grove, Bertha,
Verndale, Wadena, Park Rapids and Bemidji.
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Participants in the 1978 Wandertour string out as they leave the confines of Fort Snelling.

This experience-based program began at Fort
Snelling, near the entry point of early German im-
migrants into the state; it ended at Lager Waldsee,
the German language village, a community where
the German language and culture are fostered and
are very much alive today. Just as early German
immigrants rode on horseback and traveled by
covered wagon or walked between the
above-mentioned hamlets and cities, with their
few possessions, these cyclists retraced their
forefathers' steps and thus re-created the im-
migrant experience in the "New World." Not
unlike their ancestcrs, they invariably developed
a close affinity with Mother Earth: its gentle
sloped hills, mighty rivers, fertile fields and green
meadows, its vast prairies, dark forests and in-
viting lakes. And it goes without saying, like their
forefathers they, too, were exposed to nature's
whims, and they came to depend on farmers and
townspeople for needed information, advice and
suggestio .

In cre
this t7

researc.
began ,.

te rlan and conduct a program of
'..-tion, practical know-how,

,ace were required. This
Jf capable students, in-

structors and support staff; it required attention
to finance, equipment, logistics, health matters,
suitable food and lodging, and specialized
materials; it involved new teaching methods and
attention to German immigrant history and folk
culture music, dance and drama.

A half-dozen students who took part in the 1979 tour
dressed up for the German-language skit they
presented.
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Three Publications Prepared

For the first Wandertour in 1978 three pub-
lications written by Concordia's Language
Villages staff were made available to participating
cyclists. These were: Die Wandertour durch
Deutsch-Minnesota. Handbuch far Teil-
nehmer;' Die Wandertour durch Deutsch-Min-
nesota. Handbuch far Gruppenleiter;2 and Mein
deutsches Liederbuch und mein deutsches
Tanzbuch.3

The bi-lingual Handbuch far Teilnehmer con-
tained a detailed travel route with sites to be
visited, a synopsis of the day's activities, short
dialogues with two especially-created comic strip
Wandertour characters, a German vocabulary
listing and idioms for daily use, a list of German
terms for all major bike parts, as well as an of-
ficial certificate attesting the travelled kilometrage.
This is a sample of one of the 13 lesson plans:
"Die Wandertour 1978.

Reiseplan.
Dienstag, der 8. August.
Brown County.
(45 Kilometers, 28 miles).
Der 5. Tag.
Zusammen fassung.

Heute widmen wir uns wl.zeler New Ulm and
Umgebung, besichtigen die Uberreste des Fort
Ridgely und einen Pionier-Kaufladen. In New
Ulm gibt es viele Sehenswiirdigkeiten ein

PF.W.° (FRIEDRICH WEYERHAEUSER) STIMMT. ABER DAS HERZ NICHT!

College, eine Villa und den Garten des Bierbrauers
Schell, ein deutsches Importgeschäft. Wir
beschäftigen uns ebenfalls mit dem
Indianeraufstand von 1862, um diesen Ort in
seiner historischen Perspektive zu sehen und ein
wenig nachzuempfinden, was auf beiden Seiten
von den deutschen Einwanderern sowie von den
Indianern gelitten wurde.
Fort Ridgely Historical Site
Harkin Massopust Store Historic Site
Sioux Uprising. Attack on Fort Ridgely and sack-
ing of New Ulm
Dr. Martin Luther College
Schell's Brewery
Post Office Historic Site
Concordia German Singers
Kie..ting House Historic Site
Melges Bakery Historic Site

ERSTE iANDER-

NE

U.RADTOUR DURCH DEUTSCH-MINNESOTA

HANDBUCH FUR TEILNEHMER

I2-DAY BICYCLE PROGRAM THROUGH GERMAN-MINNESOTA

Written by:

Christinne Duchingor-Heringman. M.A. University of Cincinnati

CONCORDIA LANGUAGE VILLAGES. MOORIIEAD, MINNESOTA
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Focus On New Ulm

"This day we will again devote our-
selves to New Ulm and vicinity, visit-
ing the remains of Fort Ridge ly and
a restored pioneer general store.
In New Ulm itself there are
many things to see a college,
the villa and garden of brewer
August Schell, a German
import store and several old
houses of historical significance.
We will discts the Indian upris-
ing of 1862 so that we can see the
town in its proper historical
perspective, and become at least
in some measure aware of the
sui fering on both sides, the
German immigrants and
the Indians." 4

Motzl says, "Hu, hu!
Ich will raus aus Neu Ulm!
Ich habe Angst!" Maxl,
his friend, replies, "Aber
Motzl! Warum jetzt?!" And
again Motzl, "Hier hat's 1862
einen Indianeraufstand gegeben,
und das ist nur 116 Jahre her!"

"t he English translation:
Motzl - "Help! I want to get

out of New Ulm I am
scared."

Maxl - "Now really, Motzl!
Why on earth?"

Motzl - "Well, there was an
Indian uprising here in
1862 and that was only
116 years ago!"

The second dialogue of the day:
Motzl - "Maxl, Neu Ulm gefallt mir doch!"
Maxl - "Warum denkst du denn jetzt plötzlich

anders?"
Motzl - "Na wegen Schells Brewery! Ich kann

ja hier soviel Bier trinken wie ich will!"
The English translation:
Motzl - "Maxl, I like New Ulm, after all!"
Maxl - "Why did you change your mind all

of a sudden?"
Motzl - "Well, because of Schell's Brewery.

I can drink as much beer as I like!'"
Here is another example, focussing on the

Minneapolis area:
Maxl - "Heisst das Fort "Schnelling," weil
es schnell gebaut worden ist?"
Motzl - "Nein, es heisst ja gar nicht "Schnel-

ling" sondern "Snelling"!"
(Maxl - "Is the fort called "Schnelling'

because it was built quickly?" (schnell)
Motzl - "No it isn't "Schnelling"

at all, but "Snelling" !")
Motzl - "Der Wasserfall da

macht sich fiber die
Liebe lustig."

Maxl - "Wieso
denn das?"

Motzl - "Na, er
heisst doch "Minne
ha ha!" (Minne -
Liebe)

Maxl - "Ja, aber
das ist doch ein In-
dianer name und die

Indianer sprachen
kein Deutsch."

As they posed for this picture on the Hermann's Monument in New Ulm, the bikers found a variety of gestures
(or salutes) appropriate.
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(Motzl - "That waterfall is making fun of
love."

Maxl - "Why do you say that?!"
Motzl - "Well, it's name is Minne (love) ha

hal"
Maxl - "But that is an Indian name and the

Indians didn't speak German.")6
The certificate in German, alluded to before,

plats as follows:
"Es wird hiermit bescheinigt, dass der/die

Wandertourteilnehmer(in). . .am. . .1978 mit dem
Fahrrad. ..Kilometer durch Deutsch-Minnesota
in den USA gefahren ist.

Mit dem Stempel der zuständigen Behärde
versehen am. . .1978 zu. . .Minnesota, USA."'
It is complete with "Stempel" and "Unter-
schrift."

Revisions in 1979

For the 1979 Waldertour the Handbuch für
Teilnehmer was great!" :e-structured. It became
the l' dlers Tr. (The Diary of a Cyclist .)'
While tnis puolication basically I.( ined the
synopsis sections and listings of sites to be visited,
it replaced all Maxl-Moxl dialogues with basic
phrases i.. c rman. (The reasons for the decision
in regard to the dialogues -31as obvious. The humor
in the text alma: out to be too subtle and the

ICH CLAUSE MIRKLICII, DIE FARMER IN MEIRE GROVE SIND
DEOTSCHER, ALS DIE PEUTSCHENS(LBERI

ICH VERSTEHE NICHT, WIE SEINE FRAU IHN

IM SCHLAFROCK AUr DIE STRASSE LASSEN KANN!

dialogues were structurally not sufficiently
adjusted to the widely varying proficiency levels
of the Wandertour participants.)

Die Wandertour durch Deutsch-Minnesota.
Handbuch flir Gruppenleiter although the title
changed in 1979 to Wegweiser zur Wandertour.

MAXL - Dies Dorf heisst Meire Grove, und es
wohnen nur Meyers drin. Viele sprechen
noch Deutsch miteinander und haben eine
deutsche Aussprache, wenn sie Englisch
sprechen und sie halten noch
Fron1e1chnamspro5essionen ab. pnd doch
sind ihre Grossvater chon vor uber
hundert Jahren ganz ,!ung aus
Deutschland ausgewancert!

MOTZL Ich glaube, sie sind deutscher, als die
Deutschen selber. Die wollen alle
amerikanisch tun und Jeans tragen.

*********************************************

MAXL - Kannst du dies Ratsel raten, Motzl? Er
verachtet und verlasst seine Heimatstadt
und schreibt doch ein ganzes Buch uber
sie. Er bringt ihr Weltruhm und macht
sich doch dadurch dort unbeliebt. Und
schiiesslich wird er zum Liebling der
Stadt! Wer ist das?

MOTZL Wer das ist? Na, wart' einmal! So
paradox kann ja nur das Leben eines
Literaten aus kinnesotr Sinclaf..r
Lewis ist's!

*******************************************************************************
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Odt I/ Blerkness, drossed for biking, got a handshake
tit Fort Snelling before the tour got underway. Gover-
nor Rudy Perpich seemed In favor of the tour - but not
ready to Join it.

A Guide to the Historical and Cultural
Background of the Wandertour through Germrn -
Minnesota' was not changed in its format and
basic composition. In its introduction it discusses
general guidelines in formulating curriculum
sections, states general characteristics of each
Radlergruppe, lists considerations in the prepara-
tion of the cultural manual or Radlers Tagebuch,
comments on the preparation of the route manual,
and gives brief observations about conducting a
Wandertour.

This handbook has become a most valuable
research tool for every Wandertour group leader
and instructor. It not only presents solid back-
grcund information on the German-American
experience in Minnesota, but also discusses in
great detail what well-known Minnesota histor-
ians have written about each community and
county included in the Wandertour route.

I will stay with my example of New Ulm. With
headings in German, the Wegweiser discusses in
English:

"Nicollet und Brown Counties. Zwei im
siidlichen Minnesota gelegene, fruchtbare
Präriebezirke, unter Deutsc hen besonders
beliebt."
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"Der Minnesotafluss, dessen Tal besonders
viele deutsche Einwanderer angezogen hat."

"New Ulm, eine kleine deutsche Insel in
Minnesota. Geschichte der Stadt bis 1862 (Indian-
eraufstand)."

"Das Dr. Martin Luther College in New
Ulm."

"Schells Brauerei: 'Trink, Briiderlein trink'."
"Das Kiesling Haus."
"Die Melges Bdckerei."
"Harold Löffelmacher und seine sechs dicken

Musikanten."
"Aufstand der Sioux Indianer, der grösste

Indianerkrieg in der Geschichte der Vereinigten
Staaten."

"Fort Ridgely von den Indianern angegrif-
fen. "

"New-Ulm, zweimal von den Indianern
angegri f fen . " "

For each day, discussion questions are in-
cluded. Examples: "What were the aims and
beliefs of the Turnverein in Germany? In
America? How did they gradually change after
immigration?"

"Rivers are and always have been centers for
settlers and civilization. What does a river pro-
vide? ilow would settlement patterns differ
without a river nearby?""

On some tour days the weather was warm-to-hot and
the going easy.
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"Is there any way Minnesota could have been
settled without mistreatment of the Indians and
subsequent uprisings, massacres and bitter-
ness?" ''

"Even today we find ourselves taking sides as
we read accounts of battles between settlers and
Indians. With whom do you side, and why?
Discuss this with others who take different sides.
What has influenced your opinion?"

"New Ulm is a city very proud of its heritage.
What was the price the people had to pay for this
pride? What are the positive and negative sides
of a strong ethnic identity? Does this make you
any more aware of your ethnic background?"

Like the Wegweiser, Concordia's Deutsches
Liederbuch und deutsches Tanzbuch has kept its
original format. As a songbook it lists thirty well-
known Volkslieder that are still well known
among Minnesota's German immigrants, and the
same can be said about the twelve Volkstänze
which are certainly well-known to any "villager"
who has ever attended any Waldsee sessions near
Bemidji. One of the strengths of this publication
is that each folkdance is clearly described in
English.

Wandertour participants and their instructors
have always made extensive use of these teaching
materials; in fact, they became indispensible tools
for all four Wandertours so far conducted.

Participants Work Hard

It should be pointed out that all participants
in our Wandertours through the German-speaking
Minnesota communities had to work hard to
enable them to explore their ethnic past. Not
unlike their forefathers' efforts prior to emigra-
tion, they raised money and collected pledges
from relatives, friends and acquaintances. For
every kilometer bicycled, they not only financed
their trip (cost, $250.00), but also had the oppor-
tunity to win an all-exponse paid trip to Germany,
a full scholarship to attend a language village
credit session, or a German 10-speed bicycle. At
the same time they helpe:l finance additional
programs and projects of the International
Language Villages (A good example is the
construction of an early-pioneer-like log cabin at
Village Waldsee). The enthusiasm for the
Wandertour can be illustrated by a 15-year-old
boy from Minneapolis who earned $1.25 per
kilometer biked, or another who collected a total
of $1,500. After the first Wandertour had been
completed, $9,500.00 in pledges was placed at the
disposal of the International Language Villages
office for future use.

There were experiences on these Wandertours
that have left a lasting impression on the minds

Concordia students raised funds, felled trees and completed construction of a log cabin named Haus Katla in memory
of Kathy Rutherford, a Concordia senior who died in the spring of 1980. The cabin is located on the Waldsee site
of Concordia's Language Villages near Bemidji. Just behind the young blonde student is Ed Magidson, who was
program coordinator for both the log cabin building session and the 1980 bicycle tour.
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A group of students learn the proper use of the German words for "over," "under" and "next to" while they rest
along the road - thus combining tough prepositions with pleasant relaxation.

of the participants. I can mention only a few: the
language programs conducted in mini-lessons
along Minnesota rcads and highways; large choral
sessions around camp fires; discussions with
German-Americans in their hometowns or on
their farms; typical German meals; reading
German roadsigns, cemetery inscriptions and
German names on mailboxes; participating in an
all-German mass at St. John's Abbey; visiting
historic sites at Fort Snelling or Fort Ridgley, the
Kies ling House, Hermann's monument and the
basement of Messerschmidt House; interacting
with the Amish at Bertha and learning about the
life style of this religion-oriented community;
dancing to polka tunes played by Wally Pickal
and His Six Dills in New Uhn's German Park;
taking walking tours with men like Harold
Bierbaum; tenting at night at historic places like
Flandrau State Park or Fort Ridgley; listening to
the German songs sung by the Concord Singers
or watching the daily play acting by counselors
and bikers; studying briefings on geographical
points of interest; touring Civil War military
installations; and becoming aware of social con-
cerns, economic conditionn and cases of political
persecution during World War I. I could go on
ad infinitum.
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In 1981 Wandertour participants were given
a survey questionnaire designed to give us a clearer
picture of the overall impact Die Wandertour had
made on our students. The test was subdivided
into three sections: language acquisition, heritage
assimilation and self concept-group skills
development. It asked the students to respond to
questions through the use of letter grades ranging
from "A" to "F." The results, later tabulated
into percentage points, present the following
breakdown:

Questionnaire Responses Favorable

Respnnses by Wandertour participants showed
that more than 8007o felt that they had made some
or great progress in learning to understand spoken
German, to pronounce foreign words, and to
speak German; they had come to like people from
foreign lands and had become interested in what
happens in other countries. 75% of the cyclists
gave an "A" or "B" rating in response to the
question, "Do you think bicycling on Die
Wandertour is a good way to learn German?"
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Obtained results in reference to questions
dealing with learning immigrant history via
bicycling revealed even more positive responses.
For example: Wandertourteilnehmer were asked
and rated with an "A" or "B":
Do you think bicycling is a good way to learn
immigrant culture?

90% of them felt it ciid.
Do you have a feeling for the reasons why
Germans came to Minnesota?

90% said they did.
Do you know what Minnesota was like when
German settlers first came?

90% responded in the affirmative.
Do you understand the route many of the Ger-
man immigrants took?

80% thought they did.
Can you understand the hardships and what the
life of German immigrants was like during the mid
1800's?

870/o answered with yes.
Did you enjoy learning about immigrant culture
while bicycling?

870/o stated they did. (75% of those were
"A' s")
Did the skits or dramas of a historical nature help
you to understand immigrant life?

82% responded in the affirmative.
Did this trip increase your interest in Minnesota
- German tradition?

80% felt they did.
Did you enjoy acting in a drama?

75% thought they did.
There were 495 possible letter grades and 369

were given. The distribution is as follows:
A

5007o 34% 14Wo 1Wo 0%
In the final section, "Self concept Group

Skills," 82010 gave an "A" or "B" co the question,
"Did you gain confidence in yourself on this
trip?" To the question, "Do you understand
yourself better after this trip," 77010 answered
with either an "A" or a "B."6

German Culture Through Language

Experiencing German immigrant culture
through the use of German was the most
important goal. Our own experience and the
survey results indicate that this program had

Thls was probab$y not a race, but two 1979 Die Wandertourparticipants seem to be getting good speed out of
their vehicles at this point.
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On the 1978 Wandertour Paul Erickson dropped back
to give help and encouragement to a young biker.

been a success. Attitudes toward learning
German, exploring German immigrant history
and toward other cultures were all positive.
Concordia's Wandertour adventure and experi-
ence-based program did not only have a profound
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impact on its participants. It also aroused
curiosity, interest, appreciation, satisfaction, pride
and feelings of good will among hundreds,
perhaps thousands of Minnesota citizens.
Chamber of Commerce offices, churches of
various denominations, national, state, regional
and local newspapers reported extensively on the
Wandertour effort. The 1979 Wandertour, for
instance, was reported on by the WCCO-AM
Boone and Erickson show on eight different
occasions: Wandertour participants and local
citi7ens from cities such as Hamburg, Winthrop,
New Ulm, Fort Ridgely, New Munich and Park
Rapids were interviewed. One of these talk shows
lasted 45 minutes.

The Minneapolis Star, the Arlington Enter-
prise, the Journal of New Ulm, the Norwood
Times, the Stearns-Morrison Enterprise, The
Patriot at Watkins, the St. Cloud Daily News -
to mention only a few - reported to their readers
as the cyclists rolled on. Headlines ranged from
"Wunderbar! Bikes roll to Germany," "Tour
mixes German and Cycling,'"7 "German touring
cyclists traveled through our area," to "Die
Wandertour 1979 - A 12-day metric bike-a-thon
through German Minnesota."

Over the years, Concordia College and its
International Language Villages have made a
concerted effort to promote foreign language
studies and to explore in depth cultural and ethnic
manifestations here and abroad. Concordia has

.7;- 0
,

1

Die Wandertour
Die Wandertour, final the Concordia International

Language Village, has set up camp in Flandrau State Park.
The group of 25 young.people is touring southern Minnesota
on bicycle. They will leave New Ulm for Fort jtidgely State
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Park this morning. The tour began at Fort Snelling and will
end at St. John's University, Collegeville. (Photo by Ger-
maine Langer)
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e Journal
Wednesday. July 30. 1980 New Ulm. Minn. 66073 26 cants

Touring by bicycle
Members of "Die Wandertuur" a group of 25 young peo-

ple on a bicycle tour that began at Fort Snelling and will end
at St. John's University in Collegeville locked arms as
they recited a German prayer before eating dinner at
Turner Hall Tuesday evening. Th.! group Is touring New
Ulm today to study the city's German heritage. Ranging in

age from 13 to 35 the members of the tour are camping at
Flandrau State Park during their stay here. The tour is
sponsored through Concordia College in Moorhead. Facing
from left to right are: Lisa Carlson of Moorhead; Ed Magi
son, tour coordinator; Todd WIthnell, Moorhead; Hill
Sherwin, Batarin, N.Y,; and Chad Tearle, Minneapolis.
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Corning
Four of the 25 members al "Die Wandertour" rode south

along Hwy. 15 from Klosaner on their way into New Ulm
Tuesday afternoon. Tbe touring troop la modying the Gerrn
man heritage ol Minnesota by visiting various' cities. uch
az New Ulm, and bolding laspage elasses.The kids swam
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into town
and ate dinner at Turner Hall Tueaday before returning to
their campsite at Flandrao State Park. They will tom New
Ulm today and then coalface their travels which will even-
tually bring them to St. John's Ualveralty in Collegeville.
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Minnesota newspapers took proper notice of Die Wandertour and its participants, purpose, and progress.

been one of the institutions of higher learning in
the state that has consistently "gone public" by
publishing its program curricula and conference
proceedings of major presentations focussing on
the contributions that German immigrants have
made to Minnesota. This applies to the 1979
conference, "The German-Americans in Minne-
sota: A Heritage Deferred,"2° and to a second,
sponsored a year ago, entitled "Minnesota-The
Federal Republic of Germany: A Special Rela-
tionship."2' It will also apply to this year's con-
ference, "German-Americans in Minnesota: A
Heritage Fulfilled."' 2

Our special interest in things German-
American in the state can be traced to the first
Wandertour experience in 1978. It can be followed
through Wandertours conducted during subse-
quent years. I am certain that the same interest
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will be further broadened and deepened in the
future. After all, what is more important than
questions about where we came from, what we
are, and what we will be?

Norbert G. Benzel, a native of Stettin, Pomerania (now
a part of Poland) fled the Russian advance to Berlin and
Dresden, and finally to a Bavarian farm before migrating
to the United States in 1952. He took a B.A. from Hamline
University and an M.A. from the University of Mhnesota
(in 1963). After teaching for two years at Brainerd Com-
munity College and doing advanced work at the University
of Minnesota, he came tv Concordia College in 1963 as
chairperson of the German Department, a position which
he still holds today. He has served both as dean of the Con-
cordia Language Villages and director of the University
Modern Language Institute in St: Paul. He has a dual
research involvement: the story of Nazi Germay, which he
experienced in his adolescence, and the German-American
experience in Minnesota, which is an important aspect of
his teaching.
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Mathilda Tolksdorf and Daniel Shillock:
A German-American Frontier Family Experience

by John C. Massman

On Tuesday, April 11, 1854, the recently
married Mathilda Tolksdorf and Daniel George
Shillock' left Liverpool on the steamship,
Cleopatra, bound for Montrea1.2 Their destin-
ation, like that of over 600,000 fellow Germans
in the first half of the 1850s, was the United
States.' Like most of their fellow countrymen they
planned to start their new life in America among
friends and relatives from the old country. Their
contacts in Europe and America helped them on
thur journey by providing advice for their trip,
on whom to see along the way, on where to settle,
on what adaptations were needed for life in their
new homeland.

Unlike most of their compatriots, the Shil-
locks' journey included a honeymoon at Niagra
Falls. This was followed by a trip down the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers to New Orleans and then
De Witt County, Texas. There they settled briefly
as farmers among Daniel's friends on Schmidt's
Creek. When health necessitated a move North,
they settled for several years in Massachusetts
while Daniel studied English and American law
and Mathilda gave music lessons. This was
followed by Daniel's brief search for a position
in Milwaukee and Madison before settling in La
Crosse, Wisconsin in 1856. In 1859 they moved
to New Ulm, Minnescta.

Mathilda was born on June 29, 1826, in
Koenigsberg,' the historic capital of East Prus-
sia. Her family and in-laws were liberal intel-
lectuals, including a sister Marie, who was an
artist, and Marie's husband, who was a musician
and teacher. She was educated and raised in the
traditions of the urban, property owning and
professional, educated Germans of East Prussia.
She was trained as a musician and was at home
in the world of ideas and liberal religious thought.
Her training provided her with the means to
contribute to the support of the family while
Daniel was studying. But it did not prepare her
for the rigors of frontier housekeeping and child
rearing.
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In Koenigsberg she had "belonged to a
community of scholars." These friends helped her
to find "friendships, work and intellectual
companionship" in America.' She longed to have
her sister Marie and other Koenigsberg family and
frienth ici;1 her in America to form the nucleus
of an Y lectual German cultural community.
She hoped to contribute and stimulate her fellow
countrymen to a better life.' But she often
despaired over their seemingly incessant,
unrelenting search for economic success. She was
torn between her aspirations for fuller intellectual
and personal achievement and the role to which
tradition relegated women that of wife,
mother, housekeeper . These tensions
and aspirations along with the
struggles of a marriage, the
challenges of child rearing, the
traumas of family sickness and
death, the hard- ships of
surviving frontier life, the
fluctuations in the

IL
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Mathilda Shillock, possibly taken when Daniel served
in the Minnesota State Legislature during the 1860s.
Mathilda frequently mentioned that she was enclosing
family photographs with her letters to her sister.
(Gustav Braun Photo: Minnesota Historical Society)



family's economic fortunes were poured
out in her letters to her sister. Through her letters
she emerges as a warm, loving, courageous
individual a person far stronger than the
"timid, hesitating, and very easy going"' person
she describes herself as being. She overcame
hardships and deaths, economic successes and
reversals, frontier life and the Sioux Uprising,
personal joys and despondency to live to the age
of 84. She died in Minneapolis in August, 1910.8

Studied Law in Germany

Daniel, born on September 23, 1825, was a
member of a prosperous "sturdy country" landed
East Prussian family. He studied law in both
Koenigsberg and Berlin. In America, however, he
decided to first try farming as a means of
increasing his financial resources. Fever and
injuries sustained when thrown from a horse
hastened his decision to pursue his
studies of English and of
American law. Unlike the
stereotype of the rural
German as stolid
and conservative, Daniel
thrilled in
exploring

Daniel Shillock, probably a final portrait taken while
he was serving in the Legislature. (Gustav Braun
Photo: Minnesota Historical Society)

both the world around him and the realm
of ideas. He studied long hours to master English
and to learn and keep up with his profession as
an attorney. A growing successful legal business
was, however, increasingly hampered by his
gradual loss of hearing.

In New Ulm he became active in Republican
party politics and served two terms as a Minne-
sota State Senator and one term as a State
Representative. Daniel was a strong individual,
confident in his own values and decisions. These
traits were combined with a deep concern for
justice and for people. Sometimes this led him to
defend unpopular individuals and occasionally
what probably were considered hopeless cases. He
was a man of courage, willing to stand up for
what he believed was right even when it resulted
in public outcry and mob threats. His strength in
standing up to threats succeeded in turning public
opinion in his favor, and ultimately enhanced his
position in the community. He always met
adversity with courage. Daniel died on August 17,
1878.9

Daniel and Mathilda shared a keen interest in
reading. Both read a wide range of English and
German language journals, newspapers, and
books. He was a firm believer in education who
often stressed the practical and the physical
sLiences though he did not ignore the philo-
sophical. While Mathilda preferred a liberal
religion and was willing to accept an orthodox
religion in preference to unthinking irreligion,
Daniel fit in with the New Ulm. "free-thinkers"
who rejected organized religion. He apparently
also did not share Mathilda's interest in culture
and in having an active social life outside the
family.

Both Daniel and Mathilda placed personal
integrity and values above the popular convictions
of the community. They loved their children and
were firm but supportive parents, believing
strongly in the importance of discipline, training,
and practical (as well as theoretical and cultural),
education. Their life together was a chronicle of
the journey from German to American, and from
frontier to civilization. It is a story of ion and
separation, of birth and death, of success and
failure, of friendships and loneliness, of
adaptation and preservation a very human
story that stretches from the cities and farmlands
of East Prussia to a frontier and rapidly growing
Minnesota.

The Shillocks' journey to the Minnesota
frontier is a long and circuitous one covering
approximately five years. When they decided to
leave for America, friends advised them to see the
Hamburg emigration agent, Lorenz Meyer. Meyer
also had offices in Liverpool which he operated
himself. He invited the young couple into his
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home, gave them advice, and booked their passage
to America. The Shillocks saw "score after score
of German brothers nearly like objects of barter
driven in hordes," as they waited for their ship
to leave. These Germans were "dependent and
without guidance, without knowing one word of
English and without any personal knowledge at
all about their plans for the trip. . ." Mathilda
felt that "most of them appeared thoughtless,
languid, careless and it was quite likely, judging
from their appearance, that they will fall easy prey
to misfortune upon their arrival in America."

Severe Storm on Atlantic

Half way across the Atlantic, on their twelve-
day voyage, they encountered a severe storm. The
ship's captain claimed it was the worst he had
encountered in his twenty-six years at sea. Six crew
men either hid or went overboard. Daniel and
other able bodied men pitched in as volunteer crew
members. They rescued the crew of an English
sailing vessel, Me lona, loade4 with iron, that was
sunk by the storm."

Mathilda and Daniel decided to leave the
Cleopatra at St. John's Newfoundland, because
the St. Lawrence was still closed with ice. After
several weeks of delays and a number of changes
in their plans, the newlyweds decided to visit
Niagra Falls. "I shed a few tears of emotional
delight," she wrote her family and friends, "and
gathered my dress together and followed my bold
husband who could not tarry long in the lovely
spots." Daniel was like a "boy" excited to explore
and unafraid of danger. When she expressed her
fears Daniel responded and cheered her up. They
agreed that they were good for each other. She
notes that their differences in temperament "will
give us some trouble until we have smoothed out
our characteristics.' " '

After spending a delightful time exploring
both the United States and Canadian sides of
Niagra Falls, Daniel and Mathilda set out for
Texas, traveling by packet from Buffalo to
Cincinnati. They spent a few days in Cincinnati
visiting German acquaintances before taking a
boat to New Orleans. They then took a ship to
Galveston, followed by a stage to Indianola,
arriving there on June 28, 1854. They left in the
afternoon for Victoria, where they had to spend
the night as no stage was leaving for Yorktown.
The next day they purchased a team and wagon.
They arrived in Yorktown, "a large German
peasant hamlet where every inhabitant is occupied
in raising cattle," on July 1.
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Poor Opinion of German Farmers

Mathilda was not very impressed, however,
with the Germans. She did not approve of the
Germans' hiding of their opposition to slavery
while living under the "despotic unjust institution
of slavery" being practiced by their fellow
American citizens. She also did not like the "dirty
German country life" they led. She found it
"disgusting that the Germans did not send their
children to school, read no newspapers, do not
read English, are not interested in politics, and
live like pigs. . ."

Every American farmer, on the other hand,
had a bookshelf with excellent English books, and
a rocking chair " in which he rests and thinks.
. .The Germans, however, have only kitchen
dishes with which to provide for their bellies, and
a dirty bed on which the dirty stupid creatures
sleep. They all came here very poor, and their
quick prosperity awakens in them a race and
passion for material gain and the desire to work
all the time. .9112

The Shillocks found a small farm they loved
on Schmidt's Creek, a half hour from Yorktown.
Despite this land being claimed by three different
parties, they decided to build a house on it and
take their chances on being able to purchase it
once the legal problems of who had clear title was
resolved."

By fall, 1854, both Daniel and Mathilda had
fallen victim to fever. Daniel's problems were
further complicated by receiving serious internal
injuries when he was thrown by a horse. Both
continued to suffer occasional relapses and side
effects for many years. Ravaged by disease and
disappointed in many of their fellow Germans in
the Yorktown area, they decided this was an
opportune time for Daniel to return to his interest
in law. Farming had always been considered a
temporary occupation to provide financial
resources for a career in law and public service
for Daniel and cultural activity for Mathilda. They
decided it would be easier to move now than in
four or five years, and that their health
necessitated a move to a northern climate."

Therefore they sold their possessions and
home among friends and compatriots and set out
for New York, where Daniel was to look for a
lawyer with whom he could intern to improve
his knowledge of the American legal system and
of the English language. Mathilda's Koenigsberg
associations provided her with an introduction to
liberal theologian and author, Reverend Theodore
Parker. Parker helped Mathilda and Daniel by
introducing them to key people and providing
letters of introduction. Daniel was introduced to
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a famous liberal Massachusetts lawyer, Silas
Cifford, who invited Daniel to live with him in
his Cape Cod home where Daniel could improve
his English while also improving his knowledge
of American law.

These contacts also led to Mathilda being
offered a position as mucic teacher and church
singer in Greenfield. This was a glorious period
for her: life was filled with music and intellectual
pursuits. She had a comfortable living in attractive
surroundings while her income supported Daniel
and herself." And Daniel was a "very, very good
husband, diligent, alert, simple, true and
faithful." Danny is "sensible, so alive mentally,
conscious of his unfulfilled life tasks, so full of
the right spirit to begin his life work right. One
of his pleasures is to look impartially on all
people." Mathilda felt she and Daniel were
"remarkably united in our intellectual interests.
. ." Daniel enjoyed discussing Spinoza and
"waxing philosophical" about the "dignity of the
individual unfettered by outside circumstances."

When Mathilda replied on one occasion "Oh
Danny, we don't need wisdom, we need money,"
Daniel went out and got a job as an overseer of
"twelve Irish boys" who cleaned knives in a knife
factory to provide income until money from
Europe arrived. He was paid $20 a month. It was
a cultural shock to Mathilda to be married to a
working man: in Europe working men were
considered coarse and regarded with pity. But in
America, she wrote, "the idea of simplicity,
independence, strength, energy, moral
independence, and finally clean, prosperous
domesticity is so bound up in it that the word
'hard-working' engenders respect. . .""

Mathilda was very happy. She felt that both
of them "fit remarkably well into American life.
The attractive side of their life appeals to us
greatly, while the dark side can be observed with
a lack of passion or objectivity. At last by free
choice I have found the right companion of my
life, and with time the right fatherland. . ." '7

Defers Bar Examination

In the spring of 1856 Daniel decided it was a
waste of time to take the bar examination in
Massachusetts because they were planning to
move West where a license to practice law in
Massachusetts would have no value. Daniel
mentioned at noon one day that he "should like
to go (to Wisconsin) at once." That evening they
counted their money. A traveling trunk was
bought, and in two weeks Daniel started West.
By April 14, 1856, he was looking for work as
a lawyer in Milwaukee. Mathilda believed Dan-
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iel was "proud and independent ithen alone
in his ambitions and desires," but she wrote that
he was also avoiding "the tests of reality so as
to save himself from humiliation." She was
worried about the family's fortunes, doubting
whether Daniel would provide adequately; and at
the same time she was concerned about a possible
second German music teacher coming to
Greenfield. There would not be enough work to
support two."

During the summer months her daily routine
consisted of getting up at 5:00 A.M., taking a long
walk, having breakfast, and by 8:00 A.M. starting
private lessons. For the summer she had eighteen
to twenty hour-long private lessons each week.
Then at noon she would change her dress in case
she wanted to go out in the afternoon, for "every
feminine creature from the first lady down to the
lowest Irish servant girl changes for the afternoon.
Many young ladies even change their hair in a
different style for the afternoon. . .`"9

In Wisconsin Daniel had decided to go to
Madison where he knew some Rhineland German
farmers who had lived near Greenfield for a time.
But Madison offered little opportunity for a
German lawyer, so Daniel decided to go to La
Crosse, which with its growing "German
population" and prospects of "cheaper living"

held greater promise since it had no German
lawyer. Mathilda, increasingly uncertain about
their economic fortunes and alone in Greenfield
with their twin daughters, Margaretha (Gretchen)
and Mary, was furious. She feared that Daniel
would "plunge from one quixotic plan to
another." She was trying to sell some of her sister
Marie's paintings. One was sold in a lottery for
$100. But Mathilda found it necessary to use the
money as a loan from her sister because of
financial difficulties. She decided to go back to
giving lessons, and her trip to the West with her
daughters was put off until the next spring."

Successful in La Crosse

By May of 1857 Mathilda had joined her
husband in frontier La Crosse. It was a difficult
transition for her but one she accepted readily.
"Daniel," she wrote from La Crosse, "has the
full confidence of the German people here . . .

He is so successful and loaded down with bus-
iness . . . [and] beginning to make money . . ."
Daniel left for his office overlooking the Miss-
issippi River by eight, came home for dinner at
two and supper at seven. They were living in a
four-room house. A Swiss law clerk, who worked
for Daniel, lived with them. She had a maid to
do the cooking and to help take care of the girls.
Daniel had planted a vegetable garden and flower
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bed. He also had some chickens. On Sundays they
would have open house. German friends would
stop in for a visit.

This pleasant beginning turned bitter for
Mathilda on the death of her beloved daughter
Gretchen from rickets, caused by her refusal to
eat as a result of teething difficulties. Although
Daniel and Mathilda shared intellectual interests,
Daniel bottled up his grief and could not give
Mathilda the emotional support she needed. When
she spoke to Daniel about her loneliness and
physical weakness and grief over the death of
Gretchen, Daniel could only respond by telling
her that it was her duty to be cheerful, to
submerge her grief and then cheerfulness would
soon be natural. Daniel believed that if a person
had enough to eat and drink, a good warm room,
health and good books, one should be content.

Mathilda wanted and needed social and cul-
tural involvements. Daniel was self-confident and
self-sufficient in himself and his business contacts.
His withdrawal from outside involvements
increased as his loss of hearing became more
severe. While Mathilda recognized this, it did not
help her overcome her loneliness and her feelings
of isolation and grief. Daniel did have Marie and
Mathilda move into rooms above his office in La
Crosse.2'

"Danny," Mathilda wrote to her sister, lacked
"gentleness, a softness So essential to a complete
human being." He snffered from the "male
problem" of not being "able to express and show
sympathy and understanding." Despite the lack
of support from him, Mathilda felt that "Danny
is about the only one with whom I can converse
closely and with clear thought. Our mentality is
of about the same stature, so that when one of
us sees the light he can make the other see it
too."22

Mathilda found few new friends in La Crosse.
The Germans there, she felt, were "for the most
part honest"; but they were "poor, coarse and
dirty" and lived in homes where one could not
go "with any feelings of ease." These people had
"no social life" and "no manners." They were
without any leisure time. She complained that one
could "hardly ever come at the right time." The
women were "eternally in the kitchen and the men
at work. . ." The La Crosse Americans also,
unlike the friends they had left at Greenfield,
offered no reason to make an effort to get
acquainted.

She classified most of the men from the East
as swindlers. And what could the wife of a "bad
husband" be when she knew "that the luxuries"
were "not paid for, that the quickly acquired
wealth" came from cheating "workmen" and that
"false bankruptcy is the foundation" of their
prosperity? She concluded that "the families of

wealth, with homes and family life, are not worth
looking up."" A month later she modified her
comments about American women . Some
probably would be as pleasing friends as she had
found in Greenfield. Up to now all her
acquaintances had been German women.

Mathilda Becomes Discouraged

Mathilda became more and more discouraged.
She believed that individuals like her had "no
place here in the West . . ." Work on the frontier
was "heavy" and the pleasures "coarse." Life
was filled with a "striving and att: ining." This
did not interest her. "To strive for possessions,
to skimp, to be a slave spiritually, however
comfortable, to hold that which you have gained
and finally to eat, drink and live well but to
continue to work from habit and to pile up
more": this was the frontiermen's driving force.

The men were day laborers "no matter what
they do," working for "money and the ever-
increasing daily bread and finally loving it."
Women "cook and wash, then cook again." All
they want is to cook well, have the husband bring
home more, and to have a warm house. "On
Sunday they wear clean clothes, that is the only
difference." Mathilda had little in common with
the German women of La Crosse, "all" of whom
"were former servant girls and so accustomed to
hard work and easily satisfied by the possession
of a little property." The goal was to make
money. "Hardly anyone comes with the purposes
of living like a human being." The community,
she felt, lacked the essentials: liberal religion,
intellectual life, appreciation of nature and art,
intelligent conversation, real social intercourse.24

Mathilda's feeling of isolation was increased
by Daniel's growing involvement in work and
activities outside the home. He took up the new
rage on the frontier, chess, with a passion. He was
jokingly dubbed the "chess king of La Crosse.""
Daniel also became increasingly involved in
German-American activities, including the
seemingly inevitable "beer drinking" at a local
German bar. It was expected that a regular guy"
would "treat" and would drink. After he came
home drunk three times, Mathilda would worry
every time he came home late that he would again
be drunk suffering from what she considered
"one of the unfortunate aspects of American
society" to be wholeheartedly adopted by the
German immigrants. His brief sojourn into being
"one of the boys," and his late hours at the office
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An 1860 lithograph view of New Ulm. Daniel Sh lliock's clients included the Glebe Mills and the German Land Associa-
tion. He was closely associated with the editor of the New Ulm Pioneer and a member of the Turners. (Lithograph
drawn by J. Berndt: Minnesota Historical Society)

ended when Mathilda, in anger and frustration,
poured out her bitterness, loneliness, and feelings
of isolation and grief. Daniel responded with
support and sympathy. He decided to do his
studying at home in the early morning and to
spend his evenings with the family. The family
and marriage relationship, Mathilda felt, entered
a new period of harmony and closeness.26

Other problems, however, still existed. The
effects of the panic of 1857 increased the family's
seemingly precarious financial situation as money
was short and Daniel's clients often could not pay.
This was made worse for Mathilda because she
had not idea of Daniel's income, holdings, or
debts. Daniel, in typical fashion, handled all
money matters; he made all purchases and did so
without involving his wife. This was a recurring
source of tension. Mathilda worried that if Daniel
were to die she and her child would become
paupers. It was then, with a great deal of relief,
that she heard from her sister in 1858 that she was
to receive an inheritance. She felt secure that now
she would at least have enough money to get back
to her beloved Greenfield and be assured of not

having to beg. Daniel agreed that she should keep
her inheritance.

Move to New Ulm

Just as Mathilda was feeling a new sense of
securfty and family harmony, and beginning to
make a few close friends in La Crosse, Daniel
decided to move again. He had heard about an
opening for a German lawyer. The position paid
a small annual stipend plus free rent on a house
and some shareholdings in the community. This
community turned ont to be New Ulm. He moved
to New Ulm in the spring of 1859, with Mathilda
following during the summer."

The first advertisement for "D.G. Shillock,
Attorney at Law, New Ulm, Minnesota" appear-
ed in the New Ulm Pioneer on July 23, 1859. It
stated that he could practice before all Minnesota
and United States courts, handle titles and land
transactions, and deal with money matters
between Europe and America. His legal business
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grew rapidly. Many of the pre-Civil War legal ads
on foreclosures, debt collections, summons, etc.
had D.G. Shillock as the attorney. The court
records show D.G. Shillock as an attorney in
many cases ranging from divorce, embezz-
lement, and incorporations to murder. His clients
generally won."

Daniel's success, however, became a source
of community outrage when he succeeded in
having an Indian charged with murder acquitted,
a French half-breed found not guilty, and
obtained a reduced sentence for a young town
clerk charged with enabezzlement his real crime
was that he had bezi-: "careless in keeping
records." In early March, 1860, his enemies held
a meeting to chase Daniel out of town. Mathilda
wrote her sister that "mass ruff: or rabble reign,

. . lynch law is the natut al patV.in of young states
. . ." "Danny," she claimed, had "one or two
bitter enemies whose existence is threatened by his
superiority. These men were poor lawyers but
good trouble makers, and they know very well
how to represent to the great masses his [Daniel's]
honorable but defiant attitude as exceedingly
dangerous." Daniel's actions were portrayed by
the mob as a "betrayal of German culture," and
he was charged as having made an "alliance with
rascals, and other nonsense." "Away," they
shouted, "with the advocate" of "swindlers, with
the man without fear who will not be bound or
intimidated by parlies, cliques, or bribes."

Besides these criticisms of Daniel, Mathilda
wrote, "I have the misfortune to possess a brown
velvet mantilla, . . . and then I have the criminal
habit of addressing everyone formally instead of
familiarly, using 'Sic' instead of 'Du' in the South
German peasant manner." Mathilda was also
criticized for having a servant girl and occasionally
going out for a walk in the "fresh morning air."
Daniel, they charged, did not "treat enough in
the saloons, and I don't gossip enough." This
made them unpopular. All that was needed was
a rabble rouser. "One fine day," she wrote, "one
hundred men appeared before the house yelling:
'Out of New Ulm else we will burn down your
house and maltreat you.' That is so-called
'popular justice.' " Daniel and a couple of
prominent New Ulm citizens barricaded
themselves in the home of his friends. They hoped
that as a result the mob would not harm Mathilda
and the children. Daniel and Mathilda parted in
preparation for the mob's onslaught with their
"glances saying 'stay at your post, do not yield.
I would rather not live than be submerged in
vulgarity. To live without valor is death.' " As
the news spread that Daniel "intended to sell his
life and honor dearly," the mob backed down.
Daniel emerged with increased community respect
and honor."
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Members of the 1865 Minnesota Senate grouped
around Governor Miller, who was a German-born Civil
War hero. (Photo by Whitney of St. Paul: Minnesota
Historical Society)

Becomes Active in Politics

Except for his failure to live by the socializing
and popular cultural customs, Daniel fit in well
with New Ulm. He agreed with those who had
no time for organized religion. He relished liberal
ideas. It was easy for him to become active and
to rise quickly to prominence among the reform-
minded, anti-slave German Republicans of Brown
County. He was asked to give the keynote address
at the Schiller-Goethe celebration in New Ulm on
August 28, 1859. His speech discussed how, in
little more than three years, this wilderness had
been transformed into a land "with thousands of
farmers, the homesteads of the free and
industrious," how a new state had been carved
by the lives and sweat of the pioneers who created
a prosperous society "as thoroughly charming as
the wilderness." He called the people of New Ulm
and frontier America the "heroes of modern
times." It was not "Napoleon with his mobile
cannon" or the discipline of "the French military
academy" that provided the basis for success.
Rather, he started, it is the "discipline of life";
the skill, knowledge, and learning they
transplanted into the Minnesota wilderness which
brought them to prosperity and to what had
seemed to be "unattainable heights.'30

Shortly after his speech Daniel was elected one
of four township delegates to the Republican
District Convention. The local Republicans
unanimously supported a call for the removal of
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the plank in the state Republican platform which
disclaimed any interest to interfere with slavery
in slave states. They wanted a stronger anti-slavery
stance. They also opposed the "mingling of
religion and politics" and condemned all Sunday
and Temperance laws. "Religion in any shape and
form never shall compose part of education in our
public schools . . individuals "of whatever
creed or denomination, or without any creed,
Protestants, Catholics, Jews, infidels, or atheists,
are entitled to equal rights and privileges, and
deserve equal protection . . ."

Daniel and his fellow Republicans pledged that
they would not support anyone in the upcoming
election who did not fully "confirm the above
specified principles." Their convention delegates
were instructed to support William Kander of
New Ulm for state legislative endorsement."
Daniel continued his rise in the local Republican
Party. In 1862, he was elected to the Minnesota
State Senate. He was re-elected without opposition
in 1864. Daniel was the only German-born State
3enator serving during the 1863-66 sessions."
Apparently some local dissatisfaction was
developing, however, and Daniel was endorsed
and elected as a State Representative instead of
Senator in 1866. He served in the 1867 session."

A windmill grist mill near New Ulm. ca. 1865. (H.J.
Jacoby Photo: Minnesota Historical Society)

Frank Erd's Variety Store in New Ulm, which survived the 1862 attack on the city in the Sioux War. (Brown County
Historical Society)
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Minnesota Street, New Ulm in 1871, looking north from Center Street. (Brown County Historical Society)

During his first session as a State Senator
Daniel Shillock served on the Internal Improve-
ments and State Library Senate Standing Com-
mittees. In the 1864 and 1865 sessions he wa'
serving on the Indian Affairs and Emigra,
Standing Committees. In 1866 he was appointed
to the powerful Judiciary Committee, and also
served on the Banks, Indian Affairs, and
Emigration Standing Committees." He made
several trips to Washington D.C. to lobby
successfully for claims payments to reimburse the
frontier settlers for their losses in the Sioux
Uprising of 1862 and for other local interest bills.
Daniel represented most of the New Ulm area
claimants." Like most State Senators, most of his
time and most of the bills he supported concerned
local constituent interests. As a State
Representative he served on the Judiciary, Rail-
roads, and Banks Committees, and on the Joint
Committee on Printing." He introduced and
worked for other legislation involving legal
reform, adoption, soldier bounties, railroads, and
immigration.

Mathilda is not Impressed

Mathilda was not impressed with Daniel's
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political success. "New Ulm is as attached to him
[Daniel] today as if he were its savior," she wrote
from St. Paul (as a refugee from the Sioux attack
on New Ulm), on December 9, 1862. This was
"the same New Ulm that three years ago wanted
to lynch him and drive us out. Naturally he enjoys
the justification and I don't begrudge him that
feeling. He is splendid, but in many other
businesses, fanny, and marriage areas, he is 'an
ass'! I mean this quite seriously, for in so many
other ways he might have pleased me better and
have done better for us . . . Oh for a little
tenderness, a little petting what a difference
that would have made to me . . ."

She was not at all certain that her husband's
success would last, nor was she taken in by the
plaudits of his political friends. With great
perception she wrote:

Our Governor and his young clique
need his vote and flatter and make
much of him. He accepts it all cool
and unmoved, duping these gentlemen
with his air of pious simplicity in which
he welcomes all approaches while all
the time he had long before quietly
decided on his course of action in
carrying out the best interests of his
constituents."
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Success in politics and in getting Congress to
pay the 1862 claims meant both popularity and
improved financial Ftanding and security. But
Daniel maintained that it was too expensive to
continue living in St. Paul. He insisted in 1865
that they move back to New Ulm, where he could
pursue more easily his legal and political careers.
Mathilda felt like a victim of circumstances, for,
as she wrote her sister on May 3, 1865: "I hate
little hamlets." They offered her few outlets for
her cultural and intellectual interests. And they
were undoubtedly deeply associated with the
deaths of her children; of eight children born to
the Shillocks, four died in childhood.

Mathilda had not been happy with the move
to New Ulm the first time. On December 8, 1859,
she described her disgust over the Germans in her
new home:

Wherever you go it is ever the same, not
only coarse, but above all godless.
Otherwise New Ulm might be a
pleasant abode, with its simple pastoral
character, its healthy climate; but
everywhere the smallness of the
German character emerges. Secretly
everyone advises me to pay no atten-
tion to any of my fellow citizens if I

care to live in peace, for nowhere else
are there people like these in New Ulm
with their gossip and insinuations. It is
funny and yet so very sad . . . Uncouth-
ness is so great here that ministers and
physicians are excluded from the
settlements . . .

By 1860 sile was less critical, for "However
rough the world about us is, yet there is freedom,
a freshness, a hopefulness which surpasses all
European living conditions . . ." American life,
she felt, had great appeal. It was ever changing,
provided many opportunities, offered full
freedom of movement where "new groupings of
nationalities occur with new customs arising."
America offered everyone the "chance of hewing
out a new pattern of life." She lived in Minnesota
because "the foundations of American life are
better and more just than those of Europe," and
for the joy of giving "that independence to our
children" and being "by independent people is
splendid." She believed that the "German
peasant, so patient, economical and dilligent, is
in his right place here. At least he has a fine farm
for himself and next to him one for each child
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A view of New Ulm from Hemiann's Heights. (Brown County Historical Society)
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The Schell and Bernard Brewery In New Ulm, which was built in 1861. (Brown County Historical Society)

Becomes More Domestic

Her acceptance of life in New Ulm led her to
temporarily be at peace with the idea of domes-
ticity. For, "my life after all is of no value except
in its relation to my children . . . Though this
conviction has come to me so late in life, it now
is my firm conviction that domestic activity is
woman's only true, real, common and beautiful
calling." Since she had dismissed her maid,
Mathilda felt "the falseness in my former mode
of life. How much I have missed. How helpless
and futile I have made my own existence. I ex-
cluded the poor, helpless servant girl from my own
life and gave her nothing, and so let domestic life
be really foreign to me."

Two years earlier, however, she had expressed
greater reservations:

With returning strength I may decide
to accept my fate without resistance
and change myself into a steaming,
puffing, working, cooking instrument
as a suitable guise for the real working
woman of the West. Frankly I shudder
at the thought! . . . The natural and

trained trend of my tastes is something
very different. I hate the eternal rattle
of house-keeping. House-keeping
which is its own goal carried on as the
only aim and joy of life . . ."

Mathilda then wanted more out of life than
the typical family and small circle of friends.
"You cannot realize," she wrote her sister on
November 17, 1858, "how my unsatisfied
ambition gnaws at my heart." She was unhappy
in her everyday life and frustrated in never being
able to "attain anything really artistic." She had
expanded her interests from those of her youth
when she "tried the language of feeling music"
to "an irresistable desire" to "subject the world
of thought." However, she had to give up her
ambition to write well enough in English to be
published in the "better English magazines."

She wondered whether her sister found it easy
to give up her individuality, her identity, to
become "Madam Roeckner." "To be a wife and
mother," she wrote, "is to bc: like a negative oc
the camera obscure, only to appear again ki
reproduction." The positive image, which she
termed the masculine image, "receives name,
attention, and honor. Are we not really such
negatives and only constituent parts, and appear
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only indirectly in the world?" She felt tuu drained
from the responsibilities of being a mother and
housewife to have any energy left to pursue her
ambition as a writer.

By May 28, 1860, she wrote with irony:

One fine thing about housework is that
while it exercises your body and keeps
everything bright and cheerful yet it
leaves your mind free . . .

In another letter she described her routine as
a housewife:

Now when I get up ever so softly be-
fore daylight, I greet the sun when it
rises. When Danny and the little ones
begin to stir, I am through with all the
soapy splashings and feel as if I had
really accomplished something. After
that everything follows a regular
routine. Danny carries out the water
and we sit down to freshly baked bread
and our breakfast. Then Danny chops
the wood. I dress the children, comb
my hair, put on a fresh dress. We eat
dinner at noon. I wash the dishes
quickly and then am a lady for over two
hours. I play with Peter, who sleeps
most of the morning. Marie rocks him
and if he is awake he sits up and
watches us. On the whole things go
smoothly; only on some days when the
children are restless they interfere and
hinder me. Then I sing arias from
operas just as loud as I can and drown
them out or try to; when that does not
help I threaten a whipping. If I only
could accomplish all there is to do!
How fine a girl must feel when in her
healthy young vigor she feels herself
equal to any task. Work is as easy for
her as knitting is for me. And she finds
nothing difficult except leisure. A series
of little duties connects one day with
the next and weaves it into the whole
of existence for her. She does not feel
the longing for the distant which led me
along the paths of ambition and it's
snares . . .41

"I Have Grown So Bitter"

Following the Sioux attach, r Ulm and
her flight with her two childril 2. S. Paul, she
wrote:

I have grown so bitter.. . . I seek God
and cannot find him not in the
decrees that have governed my life nor
in that which I see daily about me . . .

My devotion and dependence on Papa
and my last two children becomes more
placid in its nature. What I need is a
star to lead me through the darkness of
my life. I am so wicked. I hate the
happy people. I hate Louise Herrendorf
because all her children are living and
her hard domestic life seems a reproach
to me when I compare it with mine.
Why did I not grow healthy and strong
as she is with my miserable housework
and in my lack of skill in successfully
caring for my children? You may be
interested to hear that both Danny and
I regret h.:artily my half education; that
is certainly where the blame lies, and
all that I am going through now is only
the consequences or punishment for
that: a run-down body, emotionalism,
and shattered dreams. nh what haven't
I lost in my three children?
. . . these three were more closely re-
lated to me spiritually.. . . If God still
existed!

She could not find solace or comfort in God.
Total dependence on God seemed like self
annihilation to her. "Except for you, Marie," she
continued, "Danny is my only only friend.
Everything else has failed . . . everywhere cool-
ness and superficiality, falseness and strife, hate
and coarseness the first to be found among the
Americans and the last with the Germans."42

But by 1865 and the return to New Ulm she
felt alone and isolated, especially since Daniel's
schedule as a successful lawyer, politician, and
businessman kept him away from Mathilda and
the children for long days and out-of-town trips.
She felt that for "Danny I personally am nothing
more than the caretaker and mother of his
children, whom he loves dearly.. . ." "But," she
protested, "Why am I only that?" Only adults
could have "social intercourse." She found little
hope elsewhere, because "New Ulm has no
women or men who look at me except as an
eating, buying, dress-wearing generality." When
she challenged Daniel on the need of human
beings for the company of other humans, he
responded, "I don't know about that. Man needs
work to be happy." His growing deafness, she
noted, was also a factor in driving him further
and further into himself."

With these attitudes and the realities of life
in New Ulm, it is not surprising that Mathilda's
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doubts about the stability of their status in New
Ulm were all too real. A small group of residents
spread dissatisfaction over the 1862 claims
settlement. Daniel had "not received enough
compensation," they claimed, for "individual
damages." He, they jealously maintained, "got
rich from handling the claims." All Daniel
supposedly was interested in were his own self-
interests. Daniel, with his "defiant feeling of
independence," and his lack of concern "about
socializing," and his failure to "treat" enough
at the local saloons was portrayed as snobbish.
Even their children were being harassed, Math-
ilda felt, out of jealousy over Daniel's position
in the village."

The problems in New Ulm continued, and
with the return of mob rule in the lynching of two
Mankato fur traders one of whom had stabbed
a local resident at a Christmas Day, 1866, party
in a New Ulm saloon Mathilda's concerns
probably seemed all too real. In the summer of
1867 the Shillocks made a permanent move to St.
Anthony. They built a house at the corner of
Marshall and Fifth, and Daniel opened an office
at 29 North Washington Avenue in Minneapolis."

Although the family experienced some
additional hardships and tragedy, they now lived
in a rapidly-growing urban area which offered
cultural, social, and educational opportunities.

John Massmann is a professor of history at St. Cloud
State University. He was raised in rural Catholic Stearns
County and earned a B.A. at St. John's University. He did
his M.A. and Ph.D. at the University of Minnesota concen-
trating on Friedrich Orthwein, Minnesota's first foreign
language newspaper editor (for his Master's thesis) and on
German immigration to Minnesota for his doctoral disser-
tation. His research, writing, and talks have emphasized the
German cultural, familial, migration and settlement ex-
perience. He recently returned from a sabbatical leave in
Western Germany, which included research on his Eickhoff,
Kleve, and Massmann Westphalian ancestors.

An 1867 fascimile hy Albert Reager of Minneapolis and St. Anthony. (Minnesota Historical Society)
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Notes

'Also spelled Schillock.

'Mathilda Shillock, St. John's Newfoundland, to friends and relatives in Koenigsberg, Germany,
April 26, 1854, the Daniel Shillock and Family Papers, Archives/Manuscript Division of the Minnesota
Historical Society. The letters have been translated by Mathilda and Daniel's daughter, Anna Felicia
Shillock. As all sixty-five.letters written between April 26, 1854 and August 5, 1867, used for this
paper were from Mathilda, to family and friends, citations will refer only to Shillock, place letter
was written, and date.

'John C. Massmann, German Immigration to Minnesota, 1850.1890, doctoral dissertation (University
of Minnesota: 1966), 229.

'Now Kaliningrad, U.S.S.R.

5Shiela C. Robertson and Kathleen Ann O'Brieri, A Social History of Women: Mathilda Tolksdorf
Shillock, (A Women Historians of the Midwest Project: 1981), 8. This is an interesting study unit
designed both for elementary and secondary level students, with funding by the Women's Educa-
tional Equity Act.

6For example, see Shillock letters, Schmidt's Creek Yorktown, Texas, August 3, 1854; Greenfield,
Massachusetts, February 17, 1856.

7Shillock, Carleton, Louisiana, June 23, 1854.

'Minneapolis Tribune, August 5, 1910. She died in her apartment at 812 Fourth Street Southeast,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

9"Daniel G. Schillock* (Gestorben an Sonnabend, 17, August 1878)," Die Volkszeitung (weekly
edition), St. Paul, Minnesota, Thursday, August 15, 1878.

"Shillock, St. John's Newfoundland, April 26, 1854.

"Shillock, Yorktown, Texas, June 23, 1854.

"Shillock, Yorktown, Texas, July 5, 1854. Also see August 3, September 28 and December 1, 1854
letters.

"Shillock, Yorktown, Texas, August 3, 1854.

"Shillock, Yorktown, Texas, September 12, 1854. Also see September 28 and December 1, 1854 letters.

"Shillock, New York City, New York, January 21, 1855. Also see Boston, Massachusetts, March
18, March 26, April 19, 1855, and Greenfield, Massachusetts, June 10, June 13, 1855.

'6Shillock, Greenfield, Massachusetts, July 16, 1855.

"Shillock, New York City, New York, January 21, 1855.

"Shillock, Greenfield, Massachusetts, April 14, 1856.

'9Shillock, Greenfield, Massachusetts, May 22, 1856.

"Shillock, Greenfield, Massachusetts, October 25, 1856.

"Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, [November], 1857 and January 8, 1858.

"Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, May 15, 1858.
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"Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, [November], 1857.

24Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, January 8, 1858.

"Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, November 18, 1858.

26Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, March 4, 1859.

"Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, May :5, 1858. Economic matters and the inheritance are men-
tioned in other letters; for example, see New Ulm, December 8, 1859 and April-May 5, 1860.

"For example, New Ulm Pioneer, August 6, 20, September 3, 10, 1860, contain legal notices with
D.G. Shillock as attorney. Also see District Court Record Book A, Brown County, 18-25, 29-31.

"Shillock, New Ulm, March 12, 1860.

"New Ulm Pioneer, September 10, 1859.

"Ibid., September 3, 1859. Also see September 17, 1859 issue.

"Legislative Manual, Fifth Session, Frederick Driscoll, St. Paul, 1863, 42., . . . Sixth Session .
. 50-51; . . . Seventh Session . . . 45., . . . Eighth Session . . . 44-45.

"Ibid. Ninth Session, 80-81.

"Legislative Manual, Fifth Session, 37-38; Sixth Session, 39-40; Seventh Session, 37-38; Eighth Session
37-38.

"Shillock, St. Paul, Minnesota, December 9, 1862. Also see St. Anthony, Minnesota, July 31, 1864
and November 27, 1864. She was a patient at the American Health Institute.

"Legislative Manual, Ninth Session, 73-75.

"Shillock, St. Paul, Minnesota, January 9, 1863.

"Shillock, New Ulm, Minnesota, April 1, 1860.

"Shillock, New Ulm, Minnesota, March 12, 1860.

"Shillock, La Crosse, Wisconsin, January 8, 1858.

4'Shillock, New Ulm, Minnesota, Apiil, 1860.

42Shillock, St. Paul, Minnesota, January 9, 1863.

43Shillock, New Ulm, Minnesota, August 14, 1865.

"Ibid. and Shillock, New Ulm, Minnesota, September 11, 1865.

"Shillock, St. Anthony Falls, August 5, 1867; Tribune's Directory for Minneapolis and St. Anthony,
1871-72, 134; Tribu,:e's . . ., 1873-1874, 298 and 433.
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The Challenges of German Genealogical Research

by Fay S. Dearden

Those of us of German heritage are often
challenged in our search for genealogical infor-
mation because of a number of very real prob-
lems. Two of the most common ones facing the
German genealogist are: first, difficulty in
obtaining records because of frequent changes in
German boundaries; and second, obstacles in
reading and understanding the German language.
It is the purpose of this article to show that,
although some difficulties encountered in
genealogical research are insurmountable, many
of them can be overcome. For this reason, it is
important that the researcher become acquainted
with these obstacles and the many materials
available to help him overcome them.

Problems sometimes arise, for instance,
because of boundary changes that have occurred
during the past several hundred years. France and
England had achieved unity of government in
their countries as early as the thirteenth century.
Consequently, their boundaries have remained
somewhat stable. Germany, however, has been
comprised of many different units at different
times during the past 300 years. In times past,
there was no such country as "Germany." In fact,
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there
were 1,789 Germanys; in the early 1800's there
were 34; at the end of the 1800's there was one;
and today there are two Germanys.

This information is not only interesting but,
for the genealogical research, absolutely essential
because of the direct link between the changing
of the boundaries and the finding of genealogical
records.

At first glance, 1,789 Germanys each a
sovereign, independent state with its own records

might make a researcher wish he were a
Scotchman instead of a German! But we must
remember that the states were not responsible for
the records we are searching for. The church had
the responsibility of keeping parish registers. Only
toward the end of the eighteenth century did a
few sections of Germany begin keeping secular

records. When the French occupied parts of
Germany in the late 1700's, the occupied areas
were compelled to collect vital records. So, the
Germans began to realize that those records
needed to be kept.

Beginning in 1806, Jewish civil records began
to be collected. After the synagogues were burned
in 1938, these civil records were the only ones left
of the Jewish people.

Lest we think that all places in the "Ger-
manys" kept civil records as early as 1800, it ic
important to note that it was not until 1871 that
it became the law of the German Empire that civil
records were to be collected. From 1875 on,
Germans were married not only by their pastor
or priest but also by a state official, most often
in a city hall.

Unite into German Empire

Perhaps it is appropriate to mention here that
in 1871 the German states finally united to become
the "Kaiserreich," the German Empire.
Therefore, instead of allowing the church to
collect vital records on an exclusive basis, the
government felt it necessary to do so also. This
might lead one to conclude that the German
researcher would have easier access to German
records after 1871. However, the new German
Empire included only the Germans of central
Europe, leaving out millions of Germans in east
central and eastern Europe, as well as the Russian
Germans. It is very possible for a German to have
his "roots" in the Ukraine or Rumania, a fact
that can make genealogical research even more
confusing.

Also, the German Empire did not last very
long only from 1871 until 1914. After the
defeat of 1918, Germany's boundaries were
changed again, with 25,000 square miles of its
territory going to neighboring countries. Hitler's
regime regained some lost territories, but the
defeat of World War II left Germany's bound-
aries even more drastically altered.

These historical bits of information are
important to the researcher. One of his ancestors
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An L.D.S. Branch Genealogical Library (Mormon) has
Microfilm readers such as these at which researchers
can view microfilmed birth, marriage and death records
of ancestors. (Courtesy Family Tree Press)

The L.D.S. Branch Genealogical Library has Microfiche
readers for viewing the Genealogical Library Catalog
as well as millions of names of deceased persons In
the Salt Lake computerized files. (Courtesy Family Tree
Press)

might have lived in the same town all his life, but
his country could have had three different names.

Though these problems exist, there are many
good records available. Because the Germans are
such natural-born record keepers, their records
have been carefully and accurately written and
stored for posterity. In areas where there were
many wars, records were made in duplicate so one
set could be hidden or moved to a safe place
or to archives where many of them have been
microfilmed by the Genealogical Department of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
(Mormon). This library has an excellent German
collection. As of 1982, there were over 0,000 rolls
of microfilm for West Germany, 12,000 rolls for
Poland, and about 2,000 rolls for East Germany.
These are augmented at the rate of 150 to 250 rolls
of film per month. This is only fifteen percent of
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the materials in Germany which need to be filmed.
Since it is the goal of the L.D.S. Genealogical
Society to gather records on everyone who has
lived, it is not astonishing to see the progress in
filming that is made every year. These films are
available to be sent to branch genealogical
libraries throughout the world.

Film Collections Available

West Germany has the most films -vailable
for the researcher. Baden-Württemburg,
Rheinland-Pfalz, and Nordrhein-Westfalen are
particularly well represented. East Germany has
lagged behind because of the government's lack
of interest in the project, but that country recently
has allowed about 2,000 films to be made. Silesia,
Pomerania, East and West Prussia, and
Brandenburg have fairly complete records because
of Polish cooperation in the filming. These areas,
as you remember, are now under Polish
jurisdiction.

Most of the German film collection is made
up of civil and parish records of births, marriages
and deaths. Religions represented are Catholic,
Lutheran, Mennonite, Dutch Reformed,
Evangelical Reformed, Mormon and Jewish.
Most of the parish records cover the time since
the mid-seventeenth century. The earliest records
are in Latin; in the eighteenth century both Latin
and German were used. Since the early nineteenth
century the language used in the records is, in
most cases, German.

The most valuable chur6: records are the
following:

Baptism registers (Taufregister) contain
the date of baptism, and the names of
the child, parents, and godparents.
Marriage registers (Trauregister) list the
name, age, residence, and occupation
of the bride and groom, date and place
of marriage, and, quite often, the name
of the parents.
Death registers (Sterberegister) contain
the name, occupation, and age of the
deceased, cause of death, date, and
place of burial, and, in certain
instances, names of relatives.

The civil registers began around 1875 in most
areas of Germany. Civil records are often the best
because the birth date is given rather than the
christening date. Parish records often give the
christening date, which may or may not be close
to the birth date. In addition to the parish and
civil records, migration records are among the
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most useful. Since the Germans were such a
mobile people and many millions of them came
to the United States, these migration records are
very valuable.

Before 1800, there were three main reasons
why Germans left their native country. First, there
was much religious persecution. After the break
with the Catholic church, Lutherans had many
conflicts with Catholics. Many Lutherans were
punished, tortured, or even killed for their
opposition to the Catholic church. In later years,
other denominations were persecuted by both
Catholics and Lutherans (where they were the
established church).

Second, there have often been wars and over-
crowded conditions in Germany. The Thirty Years
War in 1618 was particularly destructive. People
became discouraged and left.

Third, their rulers taxed the people heavily and
oppressed them in order to support the nobility
and the armed forces. Many Germans wanted to
escape these conditions.

Migrating Patterns Change

After 1800, the reasons for migrating changed
somewhat. There were many who became

discouraged by mass production, crop failures,
unavailability of land, and more wars. They heard
about America, the land of prosperity, and
wanted to go there for a better life.

Luckily the Hamburg Passenger Lists are
available to the researcher as a part of the Salt
Lake Genealogical Library's film collection.
Between 1859 and 1891, thirty percent of all
European immigrants passed through Hamburg.
Many Swiss, Austrians, and southern Germans
embarked from Le Hav..e, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, and Bremen. Unfortunately the
Bremen records were destroyed by fire. To obtain
information on the Antwerp Passenger Lists,
write to the Gemeente-Archief at Antwerp,
Belgium. For information on the Le Havre
Passenger Lists, write to:

Monsier Le Directeur des Services D.'
Archives

Archives Departmentales
Prefectures
76 Seine - Martime = Court Clemenceau
Rouen, France

The Hamburg Passenger Lists cover all
persons who embarked from Hamburg between

Pictures of old churches In which your ancestors were baptized and married are often helpful in verifying their
religion. This Is the old Evangelical (Lutheran) Church in Roesnitz, Schleslen. (Courtesy Family Tree Press)



1850 and 1934. The lists are arranged chrono-
logically by date of departure of the ship, giving
the name, sex, age, place of origin, occupation,
number of family members, and destination of
passengers. The lists are divided into two sections.
The "direct" lists deal with passengers who went
directly from Hamburg to the final destination.
The "indirect" passenter lists deal with passengers
who were going to stop enroute at other ports
before going to their final destination. Both lists
should be searched.

Figure 1 - Hamburg Passenger List Excerpt

r tImUk ItiOrttlto 1:0t11t fisu
retell lin DM* tiro 111411110,

Wiertari.

For an example of a passenger list sec Fig. 1
Both direct and indirect passenger lists have

indexes available. Some of these indexes are kept
in the branch genealogical libraries. The actual
lists themselves need to be ordered from Salt
Lake.

Another less-well-known collection of migra-
tion records is called the migration records of
Baden-Wiirttemberg. These records mainly cover
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and
consist of about 800 rolls.
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Move Within Germany

At the same time that many Germans were
moving abroad, many others were moving within
their own country. This moving about was
recorded in municipal records in the city halls.
New arrivals in the towns had to register their
addresses with the police; this is still done today.
When Germany was still a conglomeration of
many small autonomous areas, independent cities
kept their own records. One type was the guild
record. Guilds were important in early times to
anyone who wanted to practice a trade or a craft
in a specific town. Such a person had to belong
to a guild and was recorded as a member. Other
records kept by the independent cities were the
citizenship rolls, militia muster rolls, tax rolls, and
medical records.

Later, when states (that is, small nations),
emerged, military records became of great im-
portance because states had to defend themselves
or tried to make military conquests. Prussia, the
largest state in Germany in the nineteenth century,
comprised three-fifths of the entire population.
It achieved this position primarily because of its
military prowess. The genealogical library has 150
rolls of military records of the Prussian army.

Old photographs of ancestors can help the genealogist
in his search for Information. In this photo a grand-
mother's bandaged, swollen arm helped to verify the
cause of her death some time later. Taken in Roesnitz,
Schiesien, Prussia in 1930. (Courtesy Family Tree
Press)

0,

Properly Identiflad PhaiograPha heip'One'to fInd pieViotisly Liown members of a faintly. Taken in Roesnitz,
Schlesien, Prusula around 1939..(Courtesy Family Tree Press)
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German legal records are also available.
Especially valuable are the probate records from
the Berlin area from 1616 to 1932. And, amaz-
ingly enough, many of these records are on film
at the genealogical library. The important fact to
remember is that, at the present time, the
microfilmed records of Germany are organized
according to the current jurisdictions or bound-
aries under which they fall. This is important
because now there are two German states, East
and West Germany. It is also well to remember
that some provinces that were once part of the
German Empire are now part of France, Belgium,
Denmark, Poland, and Russia.

Figure 2 shows the German Empire states with
their present-day names. Notice the new country
names also (The parenthesized names indicate
German spelling.)

Because the Microfilm Card Catalog (MCC)
of the L.D.S. Library is catalogued according to
current political jurisdictions, you may have to
follow certain steps to gain access to the films
pertaining to your ancestors.

To use the MCC, as it is commonly called, you
must:

know the nanie of your ancestor.
know the approximate date of the

event you are researching
know the exact name of the place in
which the event occurred (town of
birth, for example)

Sometimes, some detective work needs to be done
in order to find these facts. The following search
guide may be of help:

1) Research local sources
Relatives, census records, vital

records, photos, newspapers, old Bibles,
family histories, naturalization records,
etc. may be of great help. Family histories,
for example, are often very valuable
sources. The L.D.S. Library probably has
the largest collection of family histories
available. They come into the library from
all over the world. As people compile their
lines, they turn the information into the
library. Vital records are often the only
source that gives the exact place of origin.
A helpful brochure for locating vital
records :s "Where to Write for Birth and
Death Records." It is available from the
U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare Public Health Service.

Sometimes old'phOios aCtuallY prOVa-atoWn'a-exilitence.-Roaanitz (Rosnitz) in the Krelis (district) of Leobschütz,
in the province (state) of Ober-Schiesien was impossible to find on most maps. This photo verified its existence.
(Courtesy Family Tree Press)
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Figure 2 - German Empire States and Their Present-day Names

PRESENT DAY NAMES FOR GERMAN PLACES

This CHART can help you I ind today.'s name for the places in the old German Empire which are now under new political jurisdiction
or rule. From maps or o:her sources, you can find the old name of a town and the province (state) in which it was situated. In
order to find the present day name of the town and state, look for the state under the column marked "Old State" and follow it
across to the right. You will find out the name of the area it is in, the name of the present country, the present name of the state
and, by viewing the microfilm in the last column, you can find the present day name of the town. If more than ont microfilm is
listed, you will have to look in all of them that pertain to your area. Note that #1,045,448 (Mueller's Film) is repeatedly cited.
Translat:on helps for Mueller's Film follow this chart. For a description of Films 1/583,457, 1/824,243 and #844,922, see the
bibliography.

German Empire of 1871

Did State (Province) * Area Present Country Present State Film No.

ALSACE-LDRRAINE (ELSASS- Northern portion France MOSEL LE 583,457
LOTHRINCEN (Lothringen)

Central portion France BAS-RH1N 583,457
(Lothringen and
Elsass)

Southern portion France HAUT-RHIN 583,457
(Elsass)

ANHALT Northern edges East Germany MAGDEBURG 1,045,448
Southern portion East Germany HALLE 1,045,44E

BADEN All West Ger.'v BADEN-WURTTEMBERG 1,045,448

BAVARIA (BAYERN) All West Ger-- BAVARIA (BAYERN) 1,045,44E
PALATINATE (PFALZ) Western edges West Germany SAARLAND 1,045,44E

The Rest West Germany RHINELAND-PALAT1NATE 1,045,448
(RHEINLAND PFALZ)

BRUNSWICK (BRAUNSCHWEIG) Western portion West Germany LOWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 1,045,44E
Eastern portion East Germany MAGDEBURG 1,045,448

HESSE (HESSEN) Rhein-Hessen West Germany RHINELAND-PALATINATE 1,045,448
(RHEINLAND PFALZ)

Ober-Hessen West Germany HESSE (HESSEN) 1,045,448
Wimpfen West Germany BADEN-WURTTEMBERG 1,045,448
Hessen-Darmstadt West Germany HESSE (HESSEN) 1,045,44E

LIPPE All West Germany NORTHRHNE-WESTPHAL1A 1,045,448
(NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN)

MECKLENBURG-SCHWERIN Northern portion East Germany ROSTOCK 1,045,448
Central portion East Germany SCHWERIN 1,045,448
Southcentral portion East Germany POTSOAM 1,045,448
Eastern portion East Germany NEUBRANDENBURG 1,045,448
Rossen East Germany POTSOAM 1,045,448
Netzeband East Germany POTSOAM 1,045,448

MECKLENBURG-STRELITZ Northwestern portion East Germany ROSTOCK 1,045,448
Southwestern portion East Germany SCHWERIN 1,045,448
Southwestern portion East Germany POTSOAM 1,045,448
Eastern portion East Germany NEUBRANDENBURG 1,045,448

OLDENBURG Oldenburg West Germany LOWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 1,045,448
Lubeck Lubeck West Germany SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN 1,045,448
Birkenfeld Northern portion West Germany RHINELAND-PALAT1NATE 1,045,448

(RHEINLAND PFALZ)
Southern portion West Germany SAARLAND 1,045,448

PRUSSIA (PREUSSEN)
Brandenburg Northeastern portion Poland SZCZECIN 1,045,448

824,243
844,922

Southeastern portion Poland ZIELONA G6RA 1,045,448
824,243
844,922

Most eastern portion Poland POZNAN 1,045,448
824,243
844,922

North central portion East Germany NEUBRANDENBURG 1,1145,448
East central portion East Germany FRANKFURT A. ODER 1 ,CI45 ,448
South central portion East Germany COTTBUS 1,045,44E
Northwestern tip East Germany SCHWERIN 1,045,441,

* States were called provinces in the German Empire of 1871.
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Old State (Province) Area Present Country Present State Film No.

East Prussia (Ostpreussen)

West central portion
Southwestern tip
Northeastern portion

Central portion

Southeastern portion

East Germany POTSDAM
East Germany HALLE
Russia KALININGRAD

Poland OLSZTYN

Poland BINLYSTOK

1,045 ,44b
1,045 , 440

92B , 609
92B ,610
874 , 456

024 , 243
844 , 922
874 , 455
024 ,243
844 , 922

Hanover (Hannover) All West Germany LOWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 1,045,446
Hesse-Nassau (Hessen-Nassau) Southwestern portion West Germany RH1NELAND-PALATINATE 1,045 , 440

(RHEINLAND PFALZ)
Grafsch. Schaumburg West Germany LOWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 1 045 , 448
Schrnalkalden East Germany SUHL 1,045 , 44B
Klein Schmalkalden East Germany SUHL 1,045 , 448
The rest West Germany HESSE (HESSEN) 1,045 , 440

Hohenzollern All West Germany BADEN-WURTTEMBERG 1,045 , 440
Pomerania (Pommern) Northwestern portion East Germany ROSTOCK 1,045 , 440

West central portion East Germany NEUBRANDENBURG 1,045 , 440
Southwestern portion East Germany FRANKFURT A. ODER 1,045 , 440
Central portion Poland SZCZECIN 1,045 , 440

024 , 243
844 , 922

East central portion Poland KOSZALIN 824 , 243
044 , 922

Eastern portion Poland GDANSK 024 , 243
044 , 922

..USSIA (PREUSSEN)
Posen Northern portion Poland KOSZAL1N 583,457

024,243
044 , 922

Western portion Poland ZIELONA GORA 583,457
024 , 243
044 , 922

Central portion Poland POZNAN 583,457
024 , 243
044 , 922

Eastern portion Poland BYDGOSZCZ 583,457
024 , 243
044 , 922

Rhine Province (Rheinland) Northern portion W.git Germany NORTHRHINE-WESTPHALIA 1,045,448
(NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN)

Central portion West Germany RHINELAND-PALATINATE 1,045,448
(RHEINLAND PFALZ) 1,045,440

Southern portion West Germany SAARLAND 1,045,448
Wetzla: West Germany HESSE (HESSEN) 1,045,440

Rhine Province Kreis Eupen, Kreis Belgium LIEGE 583,457
Malmedy south to
Reuland

Saxony Province (Provinz Northern portion East Germany MAGDEBURG 1,045,448
Sachsen) Northeastern edge East Germany POTSDAM 1,045, 448

Central portion East Germany HALLE 1,045,469
Southeastern corner East Germany COTTI3US 1,045,448
South central portion East Germany LEIPZIG 1,045,448
Southwestern portion East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448
Suhl area East Germany SUHL 1,045,448
Areas of Ranis, Gefell East Germany GERA 1,045,448

Blintendorf, and
Ka msdor f

Silesia (Schlesien) Western tip East Germany COTTBUS 1,045,448
Northwestern portion Poland ZIELONA GORA 1,045,448

824,243
844,922

Central portion Poland WROCILAW 1,045,448
824 , 243
844 , 922

:-outheast of Breslau Poland OPOLE 1,045,448
824, 243
844, 922

Southeast of Oppein Poland KATOWICE 1,045,448
824, 243
844,922

South of Ratibor near
the Czech border

Czechoslovakia SEVEROMORAVSKY 1324,243

Schleswig-Holstein North of Flensburg Denmark 583,457
South of and including West Germany SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN 1,045,448

Flensburg
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Old State (Province) Area Present Country Present State Film No.

PRUSSIA (PREUSSEN)
Westphalia (Westfalen) All West Germany NORTHRHINE-WESTPHALIA 1,045,448

(NDRDRHEIN-WESTFALEN)
West Pussia (Westpreussen) Western portion Poland KOSZALIN 583,457

824,743
844, 322

South central portion Poland :1`/DGOSZCZ 583,457
824,243
844,922

North central portion Poland GDANSK 583,457
824,243
844,922

Eastern edge Poland OLCZTYN 583,457
824,243
844,922

SCHAUMBURG-LIPPE All West Germany LOWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 1,045,448

THURINGIAN STATES
(THURINGISCHE STAATEN)
Reuss-Greiz Southwestern portion East Germany KARL-MARX-STADT 1,045,448

Northwestern portion East Germany GERA 1,045,448
Far western portion East Germany GERA 1,045,448

Reuss-Greiz-Gera All East Germany GERA 1,045,448
Saxe-Altenburg (Sachsen- Northeast of RonneburgEn- Germany LEIPZIG 1,045,448

Altenburg) From Ronneburg South-
west East Germany GERA 1,045,448

Eisenberg South East Germany GERA 1,045,448
Russdorf area East Germany KARL-MARX-STADT 1,045,448

Sachsen-Koburg-Gotha
Koburg All West Germany BAVARIA (BAYERN) 1,045,448
Gotha Areas of Koerner, Nazza,

Neukirchen, Wernings-
hausen, Trassdorf,
and north of Zelle East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448

Area of Zelle East Germany SUHL 1,045,448
Area of Treppendorf,

Milda, and Vier-
zenheiligen East Germany GERA 1,045,448

THURINGIAN STATES
(THURINGISCHE STAATEN)
Sachsen-Meiningen Northeast of

Graefenthal East Germany GERA 1,045,448
Area of Ober-ellen East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448
Area of Kranichfeld East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448

Kamburg Area Northeast portion East Germany I-IAL LE 1,045,448
Southwest portion

including Kamburg East Germany GERA 1,045,448
The rest of Sachsen-

Meiningen East Germany SUHL 1,045,448
Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach

Weimar Northern portion East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448
Southern portion East Germany GERA 1,045,448

Neustadt All East Germany GERA 1,045,448
Imenau All East Germany SUHL 1,045,448
Eisenach Northern portion East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448

Southern portion East German). SUHL 1,045,448
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt Northern tip East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448

North of Konigsee
including Leutenberg East Germany GERA 1,045,448

South of Konigsee East Gen.lany SUHL 1,045,448
Frankenhausen area East Germany HALLE 1,045,448

Schwarzburg-Sonderhausen Northern portion and
Arnstadt East Germany ERFURT 1,045,448

Langewiesen area and
south East Germany SUHL 1,045,448

WALDECK Northern portion West Germany LDWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 1,045,448
Southern portion West Germany I-IESSE (HESSEN) 1,045,448

WURTTEMBERG All West Germany BADEN-WURTTEMBERG 1,045,448

BREMEN All West Germany BREMEN 1,045,w'o

HAMBURG Hamburg proper West Germany HAMBURG 1,045,448
Cuxhaven ana Neuwerk All West Germany LDWER SAXONY (NIEDERSACHSEN) 1,045,448

CUBECK All West Germany SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN 1,045,448
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2) Verify your ancestor's
After you have found you+ aiicestor's

town, you must determine the name of
the province or state to which the town
belonged. You also need to know if the
town had its own civil registry or
Standesamt (StdA). You can find this
information by checking Meyers Orts und
Verkehrs Lexikon (Films #496,640 and
#496,641). Meyers is a gazeteer in book
form that can be found at the L.D.S.
Library in Salt Lake City or on film in
the branch genealogical libraries. Meyers
contains the names of the German towns
as they were during the German Empire
(1871-1918). A Meyers entry looks like
this example in Figure 3.

Note that Meyers is printed in old Gothic
type. The Genealogical Dept.'s Research
Paper C-4, German Boundary Changes
and other handbooks have Gothic
alphabet lists to help translate Meyers.

If the STDA (civil registry) has a
comma or semi-colon after it, as in the
town of Alt Brabau, Kr. Berent in Figure
3, it indicates that Alt Grabau has its own
civil registry. If it has no comma or semi-
colon following StdA, then the next town
following this abbreviation is the place
where the civil registry is kept. Note that,
in Bergdorf the StdA is at the town of
Vorbruch.

Figure 3 - Excerpt from Meyers Orts Gazeteer

. . .

Vero Ziettenow, Z. it. Grtfeebab, a/b CR:
fee u. b. 2tebettoto; I3r., 'tetum.,
tin, fir. 9.(0. Pw: 12 km E (immjn pomm.
Sabo. Gluinenitinbe, gi.'tgolv; 352

1), D: 8 km %annum, 1 km ..Oftbtebes
noto, SD: 29 km Votlin, 84 km Ciotti; Sett.:
stat. Ctf)iffbr., OabSertu., C.cSofqueffe.

e bo 1) Z., 13r., aranbbg.,
ryr rt, eariebebero %O. 2.tie:
ten, 7,4Stbo. Moibenberg, Gtb9.1. 4arfralcfj,
P E 6 km 21It path; 69 e. Zaau
2angenfpring 6; try. eifiefenn, 21.
)551ft. etetjtipting, (t.

Meyers also shows if the town had a
parish. In the entry below, note that Alt
Grabau, Kr. Berent has a Catholic parish
(kath. pfk). The two main religions in
Germany were (and still are) Lutheran
(ev.) and Catholic (kath.).

3) Verify your town's parish
If Meyers shows your town to be with-

out a parish of its own, you will need to
use the Gemeindelexikons. The
Gemeindelexikons are a group of city
directories on film which have the names
of parishes for each town in a particular
province. For a list of these directories,
check with your branch genealogical
libraries, or The German Researcher by
Fay Dearden.

4) Ascertain today's name for your
parish or town

a) Use Mueller's Grosses Deutsches
Ortsbuch (Film #1045448) to find today's
name of towns, province names and
postal zone numbers for places in East
and West Germany. It also has names of
towns now in Polish provinces and their
new Polish names. This is important
because you need the current names to use
the Microfilmed Card Catalog (MCC).

b) Use the "Present-Day Names"
chart in The German Researcher to help
find today's names for other places not
listed in Mueller's film. The German

Std.A.. rettistry

1-v Ka+h.pFX. Co..hoIrc. d
pa.ri $it

WIt Oraftau gr.Serent, Z. it. out.
Seam. 9115. Zattit9, r. 214). erent, 230bo.
Sr. Gtargarb, E 8,s km Sartofcbin; 455 Di.
131 'P, Pw: 13 km E efenfelbe, G . note. com Ma.

91Zolt. 3unt Z.:
2espoibl6erg,E7,1 km, 71; (ilutMinbe4.
felbe, E 10,s km, 30; M. lartbI0en, E
10,p km, 26 a,
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Researcher also has current names for
German provinces. This information is
needed to use the MCC.
Once you have provided yourself with the

current name of the country, province (state), and
town, you can check the MCC for films available.
Order those you would like for a two-week or six-
month period for a nominal fee. These films can
be viewed at the branch genealogical library
nearest you.

During the past few years, the L.D.S. Genea-
logical Library has undertaken a massive com-
puterization of its films so that they can be more
conveniently used by researchers. When this
computerization is finished, the German mater-
ial will no longer be organized according to
present jurisdictions, but on the basis of how
Germany was during the German Empire
(18714914). This will make it much easier for you
as a researcher because you will be able to use the
old name of your ancestor's town or parish. You
can take the town name to the Genealogical
Locality Catalog (GLC), pull out the appropriate
microfiche card, and, within minutes, find out if

Figure 4

Salt Lake has films on that particular town. This
Locality Catalog is partially finished and is
already useable in the branch genealogical
libraries. The researcher must realize that both the
MCC and the Locality Catalog should be searched
at the present time because neither is complete.

When microfilmed records or records of other
types become available, we often encounter
another problem. Many researchers find that
reading entries in German parish and civil records
is an overwhelming task. Not only is the language
new for them, but the handwriting is strange and
appears difficult. However, in order to do
German genealogical research, some
understanding of the alphabet and the termin-
ology is essential.

One way to levn to transcribe the old Gothic
script is by carefully studying the script alphabet.
Practice writing the letters and forming words,
particularly those which are commonly used in
Germanic records. An excellent source for
understanding and learning to use the Gothic
script is the book, A Genealogical and Demo-
graphic Handbook of German Handwriting by

/.5)

1

/ ull-r(Ya"itr! 24. rA

azzfixtt,

Sept
15 19

Johann
Friedrich
Konrad

...MM. ow

Mom- 2.4.9f/itzel
.3 el / .

Adolfs (Herm) Johann Konrad Franz
Nr. 24 born Brand, owner of the
place Nr. 18 in Varenholz and An
na Katharine Elisabet. born Herm-
Adolfs Nr. 24 at Bentorf.
Married (allegedly) at Varenholz 2 Oct. 1828
5th child 4th born 13 Dec. 1837.
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Figure 5

Catharina Maria Elsabein
Borgmann

Norman J. Stoner and Larry 0. Jensen. It is also
advantageous to read Larry 0. Jensen's book A
Genealogical Handbook of German Research.
Vol. I & II. Many researchers also take German
classes or use library tapes to teach themselves the
German language.

In Figure 4, you will find examples of the old
Gothic script, as well as an excerpt from a German
birth record in rigure 5.

If you cannot find any microfilms available
from Salt Lake City at this time, you can look
to other sources from the genealogical library.
Some are listed below.

The International Genealogical Index: This
computerized index has names, christening dates,
marriage dates, names of spouses and names of
parents of people from all over the world, indexed
according to country and person's last name. It
contains names of people of all denominations.
Not Pll names are included, of course, but many
thousands whose lines have been traced and sent
in can be found in this index.

A Preliminary Survey of Me German Collec-
tion by Ronald Smelser: This book tells the names

Daughter of the deceased
parents Johann Hein-
rich Borgmann born
Schromeyer and Anna
Margaretha Borgmann,
farm owner at Osterbeck.
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of German towns whose records have been filmed
and how many rolls of film are available in the
L.D.S. Litrary. Included also are towns .which
are now hi. Polish territory, how many films are
available, and the Polish name of the town.

Compiled Genealogical Files; Both non-LDS
and LDS should search the "Family Group
Records Archives," "Temple Index Bureau," and
"Computer File Index." See Research Paper
Series F #1 Research Aids and LDS Church
Records, and Research Paper Series F #4 The
Genealogical Society's Computer File Index.

LDS Records: Both non-LDS and LDS
ancestors can be found in these records. For an
explanation of the many different types of ;ecords
and their use, see (Reg 289.3 J3270 Laureen
Richardson Jausse and Gloria Duncan Chaston,
Register of L.D.S. Church Records (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book Col., 1968), and Research
Paper Series F #4 The Genealogical Society's
Computer File Index.

It is possible to write letters to Germany to
the various archives and to local parishes and
receive information about your ancestors. You
can write in English since many Germans read and
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understand some English. However, in most small
parishes and towns, your letters will be better
understood if you write them in German.
Remember, also, to enclose with each letter two
international reply coupons purchased from your
post office. Postage in Europe is very high and
the recipients appreciate this courtesy.

If Salt Lake Genealogical Library does not
have microfilms at this time for your parish, you
may went to send a letter to the priest or min-
ister of that place.

Letters to West Germany are usually well
received and readily answered. You need to know
the name of the town, state (province), if possible,
and your ancestor's religion. If Bad Vilbel is your
town, for example, address your letter as follows:

If Catholic: Kath. Pfarramt
6368 Bad Vilbel
West Germany

If Lutheran: Ev.. Pfarramt
6368 Bad Vibel
West Germany

The number 6368 is the zip code for Bad Vilbel.
LDS Genealogical Branch Libraries carry a
volume of German zip codes for both East and
West Germany. Germans underline the zip code
and the town name.

Letters to East Germany are unfortunately not
always answered. Many pastors in the Deutsche
Demokratische Republik (DDR) are reluctant to
correspond with Americans. If you do write to
the DDR, follow these guidelines:

1. Write to the pastor (Pfarramt) of the town.

2. Do not write "East Germany" on the letter.
Write ocly DDR - (Deutsche Demokratische
Republik) on the last line of the address.

3. Make it clear you are strictly concerned with
genealogy. Do not discuss politics or government.

4. In your first letter, ask how muc the
genealogical information will cost. If you c! a pay
them later, do so with a registered bank draft.

5. In the first letter, state all your needs and
ask for complete genealogies as far back as
records go. They can usually answer one letter

from a U.S. address without the authorities
becoming upset.

6. Write in German on the typewriter. Use
form letters if you wish. Be sure to state every-
thing you know about your ancestors to help
identify him.

7. Be very polite and express gratitude in your
letter as Germans are very correct and polite.

Though German research is challenging, with
the help of the many films, books, and records
currently available, the problems of boundary
changes and German language translation are
being solved. The Salt Lake Genealogical Library
and its worldwide branch libraries do not do
actual research for people, but they do provide
invaluable aid.

Fay Steuer Dearden was born of German parents who
emigrated from Silesia, Prussia in 1924. She graduated from
the University of Utah with a B.A. in home economics.
Because of her interest in genealogy, she has worked as a
librarian in the Minneapolis Branch Genealogical Library
for several years and has been researching German ancestry
for 20 years. She has published "THE GERMAN RE-
SEARCHER" (Family Tree Press, 1983) to help other resear-
chers better use Mormon (L.D.S.) branch genealogical
library sources.
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German Immigration to the United States as a
Social Protest

by Canter Moltmann

(Synopsis of a paper, re.tu aL the conference "A
Heritage Fulfilled," Bloomington, Minnesota,
September 29, 1983.

German emigrants to the United States left
their home country with different attitudes:
resignation because of poor living conditions;
escape from circumstances which they could not
cope with; in protest against religious, social and
political repression which they despised.

Social protest was raised by individuals as well
as by groups and it was expressed in different
ways, e.g., as individual complaints, public
criticism of the political and social system,
demonstrations against authorities. Evidence of
it can be found in contemporary accounts, e.g.,
in Friedrich List's report on the embarkation of
200 emigrants at the ports of Heilbronn, Neckar-
sulm and Weinsberg in 1816/17 when condem-
nations were shouted against local authorities of
Wuerttemberg, or, in a report by Wilhelm
Heinrich Riehl describing a desolate Rhenish com-
munity leaving home singing after setting fire to

This woodcut made from a painting by A. Heyn (1877) is entitled "Homeless." Desperate financial need and social
disruption drove many Germans to America In the 19th century. (Germans to America: 300 Years of Immigration
168J to 1983, ed. Moitmann)
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the village for an angry light display. Many Ger-
man emigrant songs contained verses of protest
against injustice and oppression at home, con-
trasting freedom and ample opportunities for a
better life in America.

In Germany revolutionary spirit was not as
strong as in some of the other European coun-
tries, e.g., Frame. The poet Heinrich Heine, after
having talked to a group of German emigrants
heading for Le Havre as their port of embarka-
tion in 1831, wrote: "I swear it by all gods in
heaven and on earth, already the tenth part of
what those people in Germany had suffered would
have caused thirty-six revolutions in France and
thirty-six kings would have lost their crowns and
their heads right with it." Perhaps emigration
from Germany worked as a social safety valve,
saving the country from major unrest, but also
preventing liberal reforms by leading away poten-
tial revolutionaries.

Contemporary observers were aware of the

Best known of all of the German 1848 revolutionaries
was Carl Schurz (1870 photograph), who was an Im-
portant Republican politician in the party's early days.
He became a Clv II War general and Secretary of the
Interior from 1877 to 1881. (Germans to America: 300
Years of Immigration 1683 to 1983, ed. Moitmann)

"StreelfIghting ClUilhdt ;Ain'," a "conterri3OrarietChing. (Germans to.America: 300 Years of
Immigration 1683 to 1983; ed. MOitmann)
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41.

Konrad Beissel and his Seventh-Day Baptists built Epharata Cloister at Cocalico Creek, Pennsylvania between
1728 and 1733. This is their "Brother House," which was still standing at the beginning of this century. Although
this structure has been destroyed, some cloister buildings remain and can be visited. Beissel's group had seced-
ed from the Dunkards (or Dunkers), a better-known German sect. (Germans to America: 300 Years of immigra-
tion, 1683 to 1983, ed. Moitmann).

Karl Pilaume's farm near Manitowoc, Wisconsin is pic-
tured in this colored drawing of 1855. Pfiaume, a
leading German revolutionary of 1848, went to America
in 1851 but returned to Germany in 1863 and wrote
a book about America. (Germans to America: 300 Years
of Immigration 1683 to 1983, ed. Moltmann)
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fact that a relationship existed between emigra-
tion and revolution. In the judgment of Germans
who remained in their country and uttered an
opinion on the mobility of their fellow-citizens
"revolutionary potential" was often spoken of
as something they had gotten rid of as emigrants
had left.

Groups of religious, social and political pro-
testers went to America with the aim of building
up a new life and form communities in accordance
with concepts deVeloped in Germany. American
reality sometimes helped them in doing this,
sometimes proved hostile to their experiments.
Whether this way or that depended on the im-
migrants' energies and their flexibility in coping
with their new environment.
A short treatment of the same topic has been
published in an article by this author, "German
Emigration to the United States during the First
Half of the Nineteenth Century as a Social Pro-
test Movement," in Germany and America:
Essays on Problems of International Relations
and Immigration, ed. by Hans L. Trefousse (New
York: Brooklyn College Press, 1980), pp. 103-110.
A more comprehensive version will soon be pub-
lished in German: "Auswanderung als Revolu-
tionsersatz?" in Die Deutschen und die Revolu-
tion, ed. by Michael Salewski (Göttingen:
Musterschmidt, 1984). Prof. Moltmann is con-
tinuing his research with the aim of writing an
even longer study on the same subject.
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A 17th century drawing of Krefeld on the Lower Rhine,
the German home of the 33 emigrants to "German-
town" in Pennsylvania. (Germans to America: 300
Years of immigration 1683 to 1983, ed. Moltmann)

Günter Moltmann has been professor of medieval and
modern history at the University of Hamburg since 1967,
with immigration history, American history, and inter-
national relations as his special areas. He was born in Ham-
burg in 1926, saw war service in World War H, and was a
prisoner of war in 1944-1945. He studied history and Ger-
man literature at the Universities of Hamburg and Mar-
burg/Lahn from 1946 to 1952 and was awarded a Ph.D. in
1956. His dissertation topic was "American War Goal
Policies Relative to Germany in World War II."

Professor Moltmann was a Fulbright scholar at the
School of Advanced International Studies in Washington,
D.C. in 1959-60. Before taking his present position he was
professor of political science and dialetics of history at the
Bielefeld Pedagogical University from 1961 to 1967. He did
research at the University of Chicago 1965-1966 on a scholar-
ship from the American Council of Learned Societies; had
a Fulbright travel stipend for research at various American
universities in 1969; was a guest professor at the University
of Indiana 1970-1971; and did research at the Charles War-
ren Center for Studies in American History, Harvard Univer-
sity in 1973. He has written or edited eight books and many
articles, primarily on German-American relations.
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A contemporary portrait of William Penn, whose new
American colony became a refuge for the thirteen Men-
nonite and Quaker families from Krefeld the first
German group to migrate to America, in 1683. (Ger-
mans to America: 300 Years of immigration 1683 to
1983, ed. Moltmann)

Frank Leslie's illustrated Weekly used thls illustration
in the late 19th century. It shows a crowded boatload
of immigrants passing the Statue of Liberty on their
way into the harbor of New York. (Germans to America:
300 Years of immigration 1683 to 1983, ed. Moitmann)
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